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Abstract

This dissertation compares the narrative representations of Helen of Sparta in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey* along with Krishnā- Draupadī of Pāncāla in the *Mahābhārata*. The Trojan War in the *Iliad* and the devastating war in the *Mahābhārata* reveal a similar myth that appears in the *Cypria* of the Epic Cycle and the first book of the *Mahābhārata* itself. Similarly, Helen in the *Iliad* and Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata* are born as *casus belli* by divine order. Further, they silently follow their fathers’ instructions in choosing their suitors in marriage. While these women are subjects to the wishes of the gods and to their fathers, I argue in this dissertation that these two heroines are capable of expressing themselves with a powerful speaking voice. As a result, my project reveals that Homer and Vyāsa grapple with a surprisingly similar situation in the epics showing the layers of two cultures of pre-Indo-European and Indo-European in characterizing Helen and similarly, pre-Vedic and Vedic in the portrayals of Draupadī.

This dissertation is broken up into three parts and two chapters each. While the first part of the dissertation focuses on Helen and Draupadī as *casus belli* and also as silent women, the second part examines their powerful self-presentations, particularly their rhetorical skill encountering men and women (goddess Aphrodite in Helen’s case) in various situations. Thus Homer in his epics and Vyāsa in the *Mahābhārata* create two heroines who subvert the established system with their use of multiple voice.

The third part of this dissertation investigates how the metaphorical presentations of Space and Time in Homeric and Indic epics act as nonverbal signifiers of the many voices of Helen and Draupadī. Finally, this dissertation asserts that Helen’s ambivalent character is the social manifestation of the pre-Indo-European culture at the beginning of Indo-European society. Likewise, the equally equivocal character of Draupadī displays
pre-Vedic era while actively maintaining her position in the patrilineal society embedded in Vedic ideology.
Preface
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Introduction

It is a general assumption that an epic is an extensive poem singing the deeds of heroes of a particular cultural tradition in the past. The *Iliad* and the *Odyssey* of Homer represent the major epic tradition of the West, whereas the *Mahābhārata* and the *Rāmāyana* represent the epic tradition of India. If epic depicts the world of heroes, then, how do the women fit in the songs of the mighty heroes? The women in the world of heroes weave like Helen and Andromache in the *Iliad* or Penelope in the *Odyssey*, for example. By contrast the women in the *Mahābhārata* and the *Rāmāyana* do not weave. Further, the women in the Homeric epics as well as the Indic epics do not seem to hold much independence, as following the rules of patriarchal societies, they must be under the guardianship of a man. Yet it appears that Helen in the epics of Homer and Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata* of Vyāsa exert significant power. The purpose of this dissertation is to compare the role of Helen in the Homeric epics with Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata*.

Scholars who study the role of women in ancient literature have not shown much importance in exploring these two powerful princesses of the ancient Greek and Indic literatures in a comparative manner. Stephanie Jamison is the only Sanskritist/Indo-Europeanist who has contributed to the comparative field by comparing Helen of the *Iliad* and Draupadī of the *Mahābhārata* through Indo-European perspective. In fact, Jamison identifies a shared feature of Indo-European marriage rule behind Helen at the *Teichoscopia* in book three of the *Iliad* and the situation with Draupadī in the chariot of

---

her abductor Jayadratha in book three of the *Mahābhārata*. Wendy Doniger\(^2\) compares Helen with Sita of *Rāmāyana* and not with the Homeric Helen but with Helen as portrayed by Stesichorus in his *palinode*. However, James Fitzgerald\(^3\) writes regarding the powerful women in this Indic ancient literature:

> There is in the *Mahābhārata* a much more thorough and dynamic presence of energetic women and female powers that will remind Western readers more of Irish epic literature than Homer’s *Iliad*.

As regards the definition of epic, it may be assumed drawing on scholarly views that while there can be no single definition accepted by all, it is very well known that in the era of Aristotle, epic was considered as the best kind of poetic composition and Homer was the poet par excellence (*Poetics* 1459). Aristotle did not consider Homer as the author of poetic works in the “Epic Cycle” (*Poetics* 1459b). Besides, Hesiod’s literary works like the *Theogony*, *Works and Days*, and the *Catalogue of Women* also belong to the genre of epic. Then, what is the status of the *Mahābhārata* in the context of Western tradition of Epic? C.M. Bowra did not include the epics of India in his *Heroic Poetry* because they are “overlaid with much literary and theological matter”\(^4\). However, in his essay “The Meaning of a Heroic Age”\(^5\), Bowra acknowledges that a genuine tradition of a “heroic age” can be found beneath the layers of the *Rāmāyana* and the *Mahābhārata*.

Furthermore, he claims that the heroic tradition in India reached its peak around 1000

---


BCE and the poems were equally important to later generations in India as “the tale of Troy in Greece”.

Yaroslav Vassilkov, well-known Russian scholar of the Mahābhārata provides a threefold development of the epic in terms of typology: “1. archaic, 2. classic, 3. late epic” while adding the stage of archaic epic to the stages of transformation of the epic as proposed by Pavel Grinster (in Russian and not translated into English). Thus Vassilkov writes:

Indeed, the Mbh went through the stage of the classical heroic epic and was partly transformed into a religious didactic épopée. But during this process, the Indian epic paradoxically retained some features typical of the epic folklore at the archaic stage. And it seems to me that this very fact constitutes the true uniqueness of the Mbh. There is no other epic in the world which combines in the same way the features of three main historical stages of development: archaic, classical and late.

It is important to note that there are scholars like Martin West, Gregory Nagy, Deborah Boedeker, Ann Suter, Linda Clader, and Nick Allen who impart how the poetic and mythical aspects in Greek society belong to a much older Indo-European heritage. Deborah Boedeker (Aphrodite’s entry into Greek Epic, 1974) writes how Aphrodite resembles Eos in Greek epic and shares a number of epithets with the Indic Dawn-goddess Ushas in the Vedic hymns. Ann Suter explains further (“Aphrodite/ Paris/ Helen: A Vedic Myth in the Iliad” 1987) how the Vedic myth of Dawn-goddess is evident with some changes in the relationship between Aphrodite, Paris and Helen. West’s article “Immortal Helen” explains Homeric Helen’s divine origin connecting her to the Indo-

---

European Sun-maiden and to her cult in Sparta. Similarly, Linda Lee Clader’s Supercit discourse on Helen’s character in Homeric epics and also on Helen’s divine origins is illuminating. It must be noted that the above scholars’ works are important in understanding Helen and her pre-Homeric origins. Equally important is the voluminous work of French comparative philologist Georges Dumézil who analyzed the main characters of the Mahābhārata through Indo-European perspective.

A few scholars do engaging work comparing the characters from the Mahābhārata with the characters in the Homeric epics. Nick Allen focuses on the common Indo-European origin lying behind the Mahābhārata and ancient Greek epic traditions. Allen, however, compares the male characters belonging to different traditions. Emily Blanchard West, for example, focuses on a particular book or female/male characters of the Odyssey and compare them with the characters from the Mahābhārata through Indo-European perspective or in the comparative context of Greek and Sanskrit epic (“An Indic reflex of the Homeric Cyclopeia”9, 2005. “Circe, Calypso, Hidimbā: The Odyssey and Graeco-Aryan Proto-Epic”10, 2014). Stealing Helen: The Myth of the Abducted Wife in Comparative Perspective by Lowell Edmunds11 is the latest publication on seeing Helen through a comparative aspect.

In general, scholarly works on Helen are voluminous and continuing, whereas works on Draupadī are relatively few. My purpose in this dissertation is to view them in a

---

comparative approach but not to restrict my approach within a particular perspective. I attempt to understand them interacting with their men in existential situations mainly through close readings of the texts, while utilizing sociocultural/literary theories, Bronze Age history of the Aegeans, Vedic/pre-Vedic cultures, and Indo-European contexts.

The *Iliad* and the *Odyssey* of Homer started the epic tradition in the western world. But the Indic tradition defines the *Mahābhārata* as the *itiḥāsa* or *itiḥāsapurāṇa* and the *Rāmāyana*, the *ādikāvya*. The term “kāvyā” is generally translated into English as “poem” and thus the “ādikāvya”, the “primary poem”. The term “itiḥāsa” is translated into English “thus (iti) indeed (ha) it was (āsa)”. Although the final part “āsa” denotes the third person singular form of the perfect tense of the verb “as” (to be), Pathak following William D. Whitney’s Sanskrit Grammar aptly points out that “in the Sanskrit used at the time of the *Mahābhārata*, the perfect is a past tense tantamount to the imperfect.” Considering that the *Mahābhārata* as a text that was told/narrated by bards, Sheldon Pollock’s interpretation of this text as “the narrative of the way things were” renders appropriate definition.

As a narrative tradition, it has flourished in oral form and sometimes in written form in vernacular as well as Sanskrit in South Asia for “over two thousand years.” James Fitzgerald the translator of books eleven and twelve of the *Mahābhārata* aptly points out:

---

17 Sheldon Pollock, “Sanskrit literary culture from the inside out” in *Literary Cultures in History: Reconstruction from South Asia* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 44.
“What needs to be said immediately is that the word Mahābhārata refers first to a multi-
media narrative tradition rather than a text.” Fitzgerald stresses that a written Sanskrit
text evolved from this tradition sometime between 200 BCE and 400 CE. Although the
written Sanskrit text and its manuscript traditions provide great resources for academic
purpose, its oral traditions transmitted by bards, sometimes enacted by drama, dance for
entertainment and especially, for rituals or festivals continue to flourish in India even
today. Furthermore, from the very beginning the Mahābhārata is considered as a sacred
“scripture” and it plays a dominant role in shaping Hindu society, customs, and rituals
even in India at present. Whereas, the Iliad and the Odyssey have never been considered
as holy “scriptures” but they had a central role in the literature of ancient Greece, Rome
and continues to have a pervasive presence in western literature even today.

However, much work has been done on the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyana
since the beginning of the twentieth century when Indological research started in the
West. In India itself the earliest commentaries on the Mahābhārata could have been made
earlier than the thirteenth century. The publication of the critical editions of the
Mahābhārata (April 1919-Sept.1966) has created a renewed scholarly interest in the Indic
Epic. In fact, scholars who can compare early Greek narratives with the epic narratives

---

19 Ibid., 103.  
22 Ibid., 57-62.
of India have found a common, Indo-European heritage not only in the area of language but also in the level of social institution. Emile Benveniste’s \textsuperscript{24} La vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes exemplifies the relationship of the Indo-European patrilineal society and its language. Georges Dumézil preceded by Stig Wikander’s work approached the \textit{Mahābhārata} in terms of Indo-European common themes. Dumézil’s structural approach has been notable in the broader or comparative scholarship on the epic. The Indo-Europeanist Jaan Puhvel following the insights of Dumézil and Wikander affirms that the \textit{Mahābhārata} in its entirety “points back to a mythic inheritance of Vedic, para-Vedic, pre-Vedic, Indo-Iranian, and ultimately Indo-European provenance.”\textsuperscript{25} The anthropologist N.J. Allen seeks to expand the trifunctional ideology of Dumézil by adding another function and to compare the narratives of heroes from Homeric epics and Indic epic through the Indo-European perspective. Stephanie Jamison has compared Draupadī to Helen foregrounding important Indo-European traces in a particular narrative context of the \textit{Iliad} and the \textit{Mahābhārata}. Recently, Emily Blanchard West’s articles that compare the female characters of the Homeric epics and the Indic epics through the Indo-European lenses prove to be insightful.

While Dumézil’s structural approach examines the epic through common Indo-European themes, Madeleine Biardeau investigates the epic with a similar structuralist approach through Hindu perspective of devotion. Dumézil and Biardeau are the two most


\textsuperscript{25} Jaan Puhvel, \textit{Comparative Mythology} (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1987), 82.
notable Western scholars regarding the epic studies. Alf. Hiltebeitel\textsuperscript{26} has examined the main episodes in books two, three and four, for example, of the \textit{Mahābhārata} in relation to the Indo-European mythology and to the Hindu perspective with an unbiased approach building on both Dumézil and Biardeau. While a lot of scholarly works continues to offer insightful meanings to the \textit{Mahābhārata}, comparatively fewer works have been carried out on the narratives of the women who exhibit a strong presence in this text. Furthermore, a wider study of the women of the \textit{Mahābhārata} along with the women characters of ancient narrative especially, of the \textit{Iliad} on a comparative level is almost negligible.

It has been mentioned at the beginning that my dissertation aims to examine Draupadī of the \textit{Mahābhārata} in relation to Helen of the \textit{Iliad} and the \textit{Odyssey}. There are myriad of scholarly works on Helen whereas, scholarly works on Draupadī are only emerging in the last few decades. Therefore, I intend to analyze the character of Draupadī using Helen as my model example.

\textbf{Structure and Approach}

This task will be undertaken in three parts comprising two chapters under each part, one for Helen and one for Draupadī. First, I will follow a comparative approach that is classified as \textit{typological} by Gregory Nagy\textsuperscript{27} in the first section of the dissertation. A \textit{typological} approach entails a comparison of visible parallel motifs among the traditions that are to be compared without any presuppositions regarding the motifs themselves.


This method of comparison will show a strong feature of a common Indo-European motif present in the background of the *Iliad* and in the *Mahābhārata* as well.

First, I wish to emphasize that both Helen and Draupadī are divinely ordained to be the cause of a devastating war, be that Trojan War or the war in the *Mahābhārata*. In other words, they have been designated as *casus belli* in the Greek as well as Indic epic traditions. Second, although the narrators portray these women as *casus belli* without any agency of their own, yet in the epics, the same narrators grant them remarkable power of speech suitable for various situations. The contradictory narratives of these two epic heroines belonging to distinctively different cultures raise doubts about their original provenance. In order to resolve this paradoxical image found in the epic texts, I argue that the narrators of the aforementioned epics borrowed the basic motif from a common tradition and blended the motif with the culture of the different geographic locations where these epic narratives took shape.

In order to examine Helen’s role as the cause for a war I will explore the *Cypria* of the epic Cycle. The *Cypria* reports the Earth’s request to Zeus for her protection from the burden of impious people. Zeus following the advice of Momos/ Cavil, creates a beautiful daughter by uniting with Leda/ Nemesis, and arranges a marriage between a mortal and an immortal goddess. Homer introduces Helen as the “daughter of Zeus” in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey*. Similarly, Achilles is known as the semi-divine son of mortal Peleus and the river goddess Thetis. Furthermore, the Hesiodic text of *Work and Days* writes about the “race of men-heroes” who attacked Troy to rescue Helen from the Trojans. Hesiod describes this race as “more just and superior” and the “godly race of men-heroes, who are called demigods (ἡμῖθεοι).” Clearly, three different texts are needed to understand the background of the Trojan War and the status of Helen in the *Iliad*. 
Book one (book of the Beginning) of the *Mahābhārata*, on the contrary, states clearly the episodes of the Earth’s complaint to the Creator god, and also the need for demigods to fight a war to reduce the Earth’s oppression by evil men. The same book also narrates the birth of Draupadī and her divinely ordained role as the destroyer of the warrior race.

In the light of the cause of cathartic war in the epics from two separate geographical locations, first, I argue that the same myth of the overburdened Earth has been borrowed from the Indo-European tradition. Since it is well accepted that the Indo-European society is patrilineal/patriarchal\(^2\), a beautiful woman had to be created as a substitute for the overburdened female Earth and the “men-heroes” fought the heroic battle in order to rescue this beautiful woman (Helen) in the *Iliad*. In other words, Helen was created as the uniting object over which the Achaean and the Trojan heroes fought. Similarly, Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata* was created as a beautiful object intended to be the common wife of five demigods/heroes and her unnecessary assault turned out to be the cause in uniting her husbands in fighting the great battle.

Second, it must be noted that Homer depicted a strong image of Helen in both epics while juxtaposing an image of prized object to be fought for by the heroes in the *Iliad*. Similarly, the narrator Vyāsa delineated a strong image of Draupadī who had to defend herself in various situations while being married to five men who were great

---

\(^2\) I use these terms interchangeably. The term “patrilineal” connotes a kinship system and the term “patriarchal” denotes a social system that is ruled by masculine power. This masculine power derives from masculine functions endorsed by patrilineal kinship structure. Accordingly, a woman after marriage leaves her clan and enters into her husband’s clan. Emile Benveniste (*Indo-European Language and Society*) points out that in ancient Indo-European language, “kinship by alliance has its own terminology”. These terms of “kinship by alliance” designate the tie of kinship through husband. My work involves ancient Indo-European society, although I am aware that the term “patriarchal” has a wide array of political meanings in its contemporary usage.
heroes/demigods. To put it another way, neither Helen nor Draupadī remains as a simple object of the war; rather, each of them subverts the system by crossing the boundary of her designated role. The purpose of my dissertation is to emphasize the polarized narratives of the two heroines through a critical analysis of these texts. This dissertation is divided into three parts: 1. Casus Belli. 2. Power of Speech. 3. Viewing Space and Time. Each part devotes one chapter on Helen and one on Draupadī.

I, therefore, will establish at first, a common Indo-European motif found in the background of the Iliad and in the Mahābhārata. Second, on the basis of the discourse in this prologue I will pursue a critical analysis of the aforementioned texts attempting to illustrate Helen as casus bellicus through the perspectives of Birth, Beauty and Marriage. Likewise, I will follow the same model of three perspectives in defining Draupadī’s character in the Indic epic. The first part, therefore, includes two approaches: first, to establish a common Indo-European motif behind a devastating war noted in the Greek and Indic epics; second, to discern the characters of Helen and Draupadī in relation to the motif of casus bellicus through textual analysis. I will examine the roles of these two heroines through their particular textual contexts in two separate chapters.

The second part will discuss the narrative ambiguities in the portrayals of Helen and Draupadī through their verbal representation, and I will analyze their characters in relation to this theme in two separate chapters. Each chapter will attempt to elucidate the contradictory narrative in portraying the selected heroine against the background of a silent woman. Both Helen of Sparta and Draupadī of Pāṇcāla evolve from their silent existence without any agency of their own and then become well known for their verbal skill. In addition, I wish to focus on their nonverbal elements along with their verbal delivery. To put it another way, I will concentrate on the self-presentation of these two
epic heroines and how their physical deportments along with their garments contribute to their self-presentation.

The first chapter of the second part of this thesis begins with an analysis of Helen of Sparta in the context of her various voices. I will explore her individual style in exhibiting her verbal manipulation as the situation arises. Books three, six, and twenty-four in the *Iliad* demonstrate the remarkable rhetorique maneuver of Helen. When Helen speaks to Priam at the *Teichoscopia*, she speaks with respect and modesty: “Respected are you in my eyes, dear father of my husband, and dread.” (*Il.* 3.172) Clearly, she knows the value of the social hierarchy and her manner of addressing the king reinforces her awareness. Next, she expresses her emotion of regret by *ophelon* phrases: “I wish that evil death had been pleasing to me” (3.173) and it is the same phrase with a death wish comes back in books six and twenty-four. Then Helen reproaches herself by referring to herself as “dog-faced” (*κυνώπιδος*, 3.180) and she continues her self-abusive words in book six (6.356) as well as in the *Odyssey* (4.145). Yet, the same voice of regret turns into a voice of self-aggrandization while she introduces the Achaean warriors to Priam. Her past takes a central role in describing other heroes. But her voice changes in books three and six while she reproaches Aphrodite and Paris.

Book six depicts a complex usage of many voices of Helen. Hector rebukes Paris when he finds Paris in his bedroom instead on the battlefield. Upon seeing Hector in their bedroom, Helen speaks to him gently, calling herself “evil-devising, dreadful dog”(*κυνός κακομηχάνου όκρυοσσης*: 6.344). Further, she wishes for her death on a grand cosmic scale, scorns Paris for not knowing nemesis, and wishes for a better husband. Finally, she predicts that she and Paris along with Hector will be the subject of the poet’s song in future.
The narrator of the *Iliad* grants a highly unusual role to Helen of Sparta in book twenty-four in which she impresses the audience with her rhetorical skill as a mourner at Hector’s lamentation. First, she voices her wish that it would have been better for her to die. However, is important to note that Helen’s lamentation for Hector is different from the keening of Andromache or of Hecuba. Unlike the other Trojan women, Helen does not fear her own enslavement or death without Hector. She rather worries about her own public image in the Trojan society, as Hector will not be there to defend her public reputation. The *Iliad* ends with Hector’s funeral but Helen of Sparta appears again in the *Odyssey*.

Helen appears with her husband Menelaus in books four and fifteen of the *Odyssey*. Here, instead of being a stranger or an uninvited guest in a foreign country, Helen along with Menelaus are the hosts entertaining Telemachus and Peisistratus in their shiny palace in the midst of the joyous feast of the double weddings of Hermione and Megapenthes. In the *Odyssey*, Helen is likened to “Artemis of the golden distaff.” While book four demonstrates Helen’s narrative control from the beginning, book fifteen displays her prophetic ability, thereby establishing her divine status.

Likewise, in the chapter on Draupadī, I will also analyze her self-presentation through her various voices along with her physical deportment and her garments. Like Helen in the *Iliad*, Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata* evolves from a silent bride to a powerful speaker. I will examine her speaking style mainly in books two, three, four, and five. In addition, some sections of book twelve are worth investigating in relation to her manner of speaking.

The audience hears Draupadī’s voice for the first time in book two when she is dragged into the assembly hall of the Kuru king. She has been gambled away by her
senior husband, the king Yudhishtira, and thus she has lost her status as a free woman. Doubting the legality of her husband’s rights in staking her in a dice game, she does not accept her new status. Therefore, she asks the king and the elders present in the hall to answer her question. Moreover, her defeated husband along with her four other husbands are also present in the hall. Draupadī addresses them all. The narrator paints a pitiable picture of her and yet she speaks with great force. Unlike Helen wrapped in shiny garment receiving courteous behavior from the king Priam at the Teichoscopia, she does not receive any gentle acceptance from anyone in the hall and her garment is notably bloodstained. Even the royal women witnessing her assault remain silent. Although the situation of Draupadī at the assembly hall is quite different from Helen’s at the Teichoscopia, they both share nevertheless a common theme that begins with their silence and ends with powerful speech. In this chapter, I intend to analyze Draupadī’s speech in the aforementioned books while pointing out the situational difference between her and Helen.

The third part or the final part of this thesis will attempt to construct a spatial and temporal relationship pivoting on the powerful voices of these two Indo-European princesses belonging to distinctly different cultures. Irene de Jong writes: “Highly important in the Homeric epics is the symbolic function of space.” Moreover, the awareness of time is equally significant in the Homeric epics; Helen remembers how she left her marriage bed, her child, her childhood friends and followed Paris to Troy (II.3.173-175). Helen also predicts how she will be included in song of men in future generation (II.6. 357-358). Equally important is book four of the Odyssey where
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description of space and awareness of time are built around objects (Od. 4.125-132, 227-232). Furthermore, the contradictory narrations of the same event by Helen and Menelaus regarding the story of Odysseus in Troy accentuate important functions of space and time. In addition, drawing from Irene de Jong and Christoph Tsagalis’s brilliant studies on the space and time in the narratives of the Iliad, I shall aim to view her in a new dimension.

Viewing Draupadī in relations to space and time is no less important yet it received little or no attention from scholars. Scholars typically read time in the Mahābhārata in eschatological terms or even as pure destiny. I will, rather, consider the representation of time for viewing Draupadī in a chronological/secular sense. She also, like Helen, goes back and forth in time in reminding her senior husband about her assault in the hall of the Kuru kingdom. In addition, Draupadī’s movement with her husbands in various locations renders possibilities for analyzing her character in relation to her space. Moreover, her garments like Helen’s signal symbolic functions. Note that the frequent description of her beautiful body recalling the ritual altar evokes desire among men and also attracts the attention of women as well. Hers is a divine body that has risen from the ritual altar and yet, it does not create any reverential awe as Helen’s body does to the elders at the rampart in the Iliad. It is important to note that in the Mahābhārata, the narrative of Draupadī begins as a divine being who rises from a sacred space on earth and ends in the revelation of her identity as the goddess Śrī in a divine space.

Finally, building on my analysis, I wish to argue that Homer’s Helen represents a society that reflects an Indo-European patrilineal layer on the preexisting Aegean matriliney. Likewise, Vyāsa’s depiction of Draupadī endowed with powerful personality and the virtue of a devoted wife conveys the patrilineal/brāhmanic culture of the Indo-European
society along with the goddess culture of the pre-Vedic society that merges into modern Hinduism.

I use the term pre-Vedic interchangeably with Indus Valley civilization or Harappa civilization. I understand the Vedic culture as a culture derived from Indo-European tradition. According to the recent archeological findings Indus Valley civilization disintegrated at c. 1900 BCE. Rig Vedic corpus does not mention any cities but only ruins. The beginning of the Rig Vedic period is somewhat vague but there must have been some overlap of incoming migration of Vedic clans with the people of later Indus Valley civilization. Stephanie Jamison and Vedic scholar Michael Witzel\textsuperscript{30} tentatively suggest 1500 BCE-500 BCE as convenient limiting dates when Vedas were orally composed in parts of present day Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, and northern India. Further, mentioning of Vedic gods (Varuna, Mitra, Indra, Nāsatya= Aśvin) in the Hittite-Mitanni agreement around 1380 BCE provides the \textit{terminus ad quem}.

It has been claimed that the war in the \textit{Mahābhārata} that happened in the Kuruksetra reflects the battle of the “ten kings” and the winner of the battle was the chieftain Sudās.\textsuperscript{31} As Sudās represented the Bharata tribe, his tribe settled in the Kuruksetra area. The rise of the Kuru and Pāñcāla tribes are mentioned in the literature of the late Brāhmans/Early Upanishads belonging to the late Vedic period. James Fitzgerald mentions that the \textit{Mahābhārata} “has antecedents of some kind in older Indo-Āryan, oral bardic literature and even more ancient Indo-European

bardic songs about warriors and wars.” It seems that the tradition of the Mahābhārata could be traced back to the Indo-European culture but the written Sanskrit text was fixed and propagated in Northern India around 300-450 CE under the reign of the Gupta Empire of India.

My emphasis is on analyzing the character of Draupadī as an inheritor of the Indo-European tradition that merged into Vedic and also integrated pre-Vedic goddess culture of India. Further, it must be noted that the Vedic ideology influenced the Brāhmanic culture in ancient India. In view of the above background I intend to point out that that the character of Draupadī shares the similar situation with Homeric Helen who also manifests the amalgamation of Aegean culture and Indo-European tradition.

My thesis aims to analyze the characters of Helen of Homeric epics and Draupadī of the Mahābhārata mainly through textual readings with tools of literary analysis with the assumption that theological ideology is embedded in ancient texts, especially in the Mahābhārata.

My dissertation reveals that far from being mere catalysts for devastating war, these female epic characters play ambiguous roles only to assert their cultural identities while trying to fit in patrilineal society.

---

32 Fitzgerald, “Mahābhārata,” 52.
Part One: Casus belli

Introduction

This part explores the motif of casus belli using two different approaches as explained at the beginning of this thesis. First, I will examine the myth of the overburdened Earth that bolsters my argument that both Helen in the Iliad and Draupadī in the Mahābhārata are divinely ordained to be the cause of a catastrophic war, be that the Trojan or the war in the Mahābhārata. While Helen in the Iliad is frequently referred to as the primary cause of the Trojan War, Draupadī in the Mahābhārata is proclaimed only once at the time of her birth as the cause of the destruction of the warrior class. Due to their disparate cultural backgrounds belonging to different geographical locations, the literary characters of these two heroines unfold in their own distinct ways. But the main motif of a woman being divinely ordained as the cause of war in the Greek and Indic epics does exist in the background that is common to both epics. In other words, Helen and Draupadī do share a common background without even belonging to a culturally similar society.

Common Background: Indo-European Heritage

In order to corroborate my argument, first I shall examine the fragments of Cypria in relation to the divine justification for the devastating war in the Iliad. Second, I shall examine the divine logic regarding the Mahābhārata war in the very first book of the Mahābhārata itself. After exploring the textual sources that establish the divine logic behind the births of Helen as well as of Draupadī, four strikingly parallel motifs emerge: First, a complaint of a personified Earth to the primary God figure (it is Zeus in the Greek
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context, and Brahmā in the *Mahābhārata*) about the burden of an impious population; second, the unusual birth of a divine/semi-divine woman, and third, her unparalleled beauty; and finally, the marriage of the divine/semi-divine beautiful woman. As a result, the issue of explaining these similarities between these two disparate cultures becomes essential.

I will explore the first motif, that is, the dual complaints of a personified Earth in both traditions concurrently, as the same divine logic is conspicuous surrounding the birth of both Helen and Draupadī. I will treat the other three motifs separately as these motifs appear in distinctly different manner in the lives of these two queens. As it has been indicated at the beginning that in order to clarify the intended comparison between the above two literary works, I will follow the comparative approach that is classified as *typological* by Gregory Nagy. After observing the identical myth found in the narratives of both Helen and Draupadī, I construct a type—*casus belli*—through which the narratives of these two beautiful princesses in relation to the respective wars of these two epics can be perceived. In the following sections, I will explore the divine logic that explains the necessity of the Great War in the *Iliad* and *the Mahābhārata*.

**The myth of the overburdened Earth**

The myth of the overburdened Earth explaining the very cause of the Trojan War is not found in the *Iliad*. The narrator of the *Iliad* does not inform the audience about the origin of the ‘strife’ for which Helen is blamed. The first book of the *Iliad* begins *in medias res*, with a request to the goddess to sing the ‘wrath’ (μῆνιν) of Achilles that caused sufferings to the Achaeans. Then in the fifth line of the same paragraph, the
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narrator announces: ‘thus the will of Zeus was brought to fulfillment’ (Διὸς δ᾽ ἔτελείτο Βουλή). To understand the will of Zeus in the context of the war in the *Iliad* and to explain Helen’s involuntary involvement in the Trojan War, I propose to look into the fragments of the Epic Cycle *Cypria*. The Epic Cycle comprises a large body of early Greek heroic poems and they belong either to the Theban Cycle or to the Trojan Cycle.\(^{35}\) The *Cypria*, a part of the Trojan Cycle, tells us the origin of the Trojan War and the role of Helen in this war.

The first fragment in the *Cypria*, relates the scholiast’s (D) explanation for the ‘will of Zeus’ mentioned in the fifth line of the first book of the *Iliad*:

Others have said that Homer was referring to a myth. For they say that Earth, being weighed down by the multitude of people, there being no piety among humankind, asked Zeus to be relieved of the burden. Zeus firstly and at once brought about the Theban War, by means of which he destroyed very large numbers, and afterwards the Trojan one, with Cavil as his adviser, this being what Homer calls the plan of Zeus, seeing that he was capable of destroying everyone with thunderbolts or floods. Cavil prevented this, and proposed two ideas to him, the marriage of Thetis to a mortal and the birth of a beautiful daughter. From these two events war came about between Greeks and barbarians, resulting in the lightening of the earth as many were killed. The story was found in Stasinus, the author of the *Cypria*, who says:

There was a time when the countless races <of men> roaming <constantly> over the land were weighing down the <deep-> breasted earth’s expanse. Zeus took pity when he saw it, and in his complex mind he resolved to relieve the all-nurturing earth of mankind’s weight by fanning the great conflict of the Trojan War, to void the burden through death. So the warriors at Troy kept being killed, and Zeus’ plan was being fulfilled.\(^{36}\)


\(^{36}\) Ibid., 81-83.
The most compelling point in the myth according to the scholium (D) of the *Iliad* 1.5 in the *Cypria* is that the Earth is not a mere object and being endowed with speech, but she personally asks Zeus ‘to be relieved of the burden’ created by the ‘multitude of the people’. It is equally important to note that physically Earth is not able to carry the weight of so many impious people: ‘there being no piety among humankind’. The second century Oxyrhynchus papyrus (P. Oxy. 3829 ii 9) also relates that Zeus, upon consulting with Themis, decides to destroy people ‘finding the race of heroes guilty of impiety’ (ἀσέβειαν καταγνώρισαν Ἰλιακοῦ γένους). The two pertinent factors are given in the first part of the Scholium (D) *Il. 1.5*. First, the Earth’s request to Zeus for lightening her burden of people; second, these people are impious. Curiously, Scholium (D) is the only fragment where these two issues, namely, the Earth’s request and the impiety of people, appear simultaneously.

Furthermore, it is in the same part of the scholium where Momos advises Zeus not to destroy all by his thunderbolt or by creating a flood. Momos rather proposes two ideas: the marriage of immortal Thetis to a mortal and the birth of a beautiful daughter. Zeus
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37 Ibid., 80-82.
38 Ibid., 80-81.
accepts the advice of Momos. Accordingly, the immortal Thetis marries Peleus and Achilles is born. Zeus united with Nemesis and the beautiful Helen was born. Consequently, the Trojan War happened and the earth was lightened, as a myriad of men were killed in the Trojan War. It is important to note that Achilles, the hero of the Achaean, is half mortal and half divine and, therefore, belongs to the race of ‘demigods’ (ἡμίθεοι) as Hesiod (160)\(^{39}\) describes. Clearly, the first part of the scholium (D) in the Cypria imparts five distinct concepts: First, the Earth as a speaking being requests Zeus to relieve her burden of overpopulation; second, people are impious; third, instead of using his thunderbolt or creating a deluge, Zeus makes a decision following the advice of Momos; fourth, necessity of a half mortal/immortal hero and of generating a beautiful daughter; fifth, the Earth is relieved of her burden of impious people through a devastating war. Towards the end of the Catalogue of Women, Hesiod writes how Zeus designs to end the race of the mortals and the lives of the semi-gods through a ‘difficult warfare’(94-105): hence the end of the heroic age.\(^{40}\)

The Greek playwright Euripides alludes to the myth of the overpopulated earth at the beginning of the play Helen (36-41):

> Joined to these woes were further woes in turn, the plan of Zeus. He brought war upon the Greeks and the poor Trojans to relieve Mother Earth of the throng and press of humankind and also make plain who was the most valiant man in Greece. \(^{41}\)

Euripides alludes to the same myth towards the end (1639-42) of the play Orestes:


For it was by her beauty that the gods brought Greeks and Phrygians to one place and caused deaths, in order to relieve the earth of the rank growth of mortals’ boundless population.\(^{42}\)

It is to be noted that the myth that appears in the first three lines of the scholium (D) is not repeated anywhere in its complete form, nor is it discussed by classicists. Yet a remarkably similar myth of the overburdened Earth personally complaining to the God is found in the first book of *Mahābhārata*. The first book of *Mahābhārata* is called the book of the Beginning (Ādikānda), where the narrator narrates how the Earth came to Brahmā, ‘the grandfather of all beings’, seeking help. The Earth sought help because the impious kings at that time oppressed ‘all the races of creation’ with their menacing power. These demonic kings had a multitude of vicious people who roamed all over the earth. Under these circumstances the Earth came to Brahmā:

Therefore, Earth, sagging under her burden and brutalized with fear, sought refuge with the God who is the grandfather of all beings.\(^{43}\)

\[
tato mahī mahīpāla bhārārtā bhayapīditā jagāma śaraṇaṃ devaṃ sarvabhūtapitāmahām\]

However, Brahmā (the Creator of the universe) told the Earth that in order to fulfill her request, he would “appoint all the dwellers in the heavens.” Having said thus, the God Brahmā asked the Earth to leave. Then Brahmā himself gave orders to all the gods: “To throw off the burden of Earth,” he said, “you must each be born with a part of yourselves on her to halt them\(^{45}\)

\[
asyā bhūmer nirasitum bhāram bhāgaiḥ prthak prthak asyāṃ eva prasūyadhvaṃ virodhāyeti cābravīt\]

\(^{42}\)Ibid., 1639-42.


\(^{44}\)Sacred Texts.com Mahabharata. Book 1, chapter 58, verse 37.

\(^{45}\)J. A. B. van Buitenen, *The Mahābhārata*, vol.1, 38.

\(^{46}\)Sacred Texts.com Mahabharata. Book 1,chapter 58, verse 46.
Undeniably, the first three lines of the myth found in the scholium (D) *Il.* 1.5 appear here in the Book of the Beginning of the *Mahābhārata*. This is the only myth other than the one reported in the *Cypria* where the Earth is endowed with speaking powers and she requests the creator God Brahmā to relieve her of the burden of impious people. Furthermore, the creator God himself orders the gods to be born on earth as demigods and to be engaged in a battle to contend these impious people who are known as *Asuras* in the Indic context.

The famous five heroic brothers (Pāṇḍavas) in the *Mahābhārata* are half mortals and half immortals. The book of the Beginning also reports that the goddess Śrī became incarnated as Draupadī. It is to be noted that the birth of a half-immortal hero is a necessary requirement both in the *Cypria* and in the *Mahābhārata*. While Achilles, the ‘best of the Achaeans’ was born as the needed consequence of the pre-ordained marriage of immortal Thetis and mortal Peleus, five semi-mortal brothers were born according the demand of the creator god in the *Mahābhārata*. However, these five semi-divine brothers do not have the same mother. The first three of the brothers were born from the first wife of the king Pāṇdu and the other two from the second wife of the same king. Hence: they are known as Pāṇḍava brothers. The important point is that these five brothers have mortal women as mothers and gods as their fathers. For further clarification of the remarkably similar motif found in *Cypria* and in the first book otherwise known as the book of the Beginning of the *Mahābhārata*, I propose to follow the typological approach arranged in a tabular form:
The Earth as a speaking being requests Zeus to relieve her burden of overpopulation.  

The Earth is populated with impious people.  

Birth of a semi divine mortal hero is ordained.  

An Unusual birth of immortal/ semi-mortal female possessed with alluring beauty. A royal family adopts this attractive female as their own daughter.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cypria of The Epic Cycle</th>
<th>The first Book known as “The Book of the Beginning” in the Mahābhārata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Earth as a speaking being requests Zeus to relieve her burden of overpopulation.</td>
<td>The Earth personified comes to Brahmā the Creator god in the Indic epic tradition, seeking help to relieve her burden of overpopulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Earth is populated with impious people.</td>
<td>The Earth is oppressed with multitude of vicious people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth of a semi divine mortal hero is ordained.</td>
<td>Birth of five semi-divine heroes happened following the order of the lord of creation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Unusual birth of immortal/ semi-mortal female possessed with alluring beauty. A royal family adopts this attractive female as their own daughter.</td>
<td>An Unusual birth of an immortal female possessed with enchanting beauty. A royal family adopts this charming female as their own daughter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The motif of the overburdened Earth in Cypria and the Mahābhārata.

Evidently, it can be inferred from the myths of the Greek and Indic traditions the striking similarity in their epic narratives. Thus the original trace of the myth reported in the first part of the scholium (D) Il. 1.5 appears in the book of the Beginning in the Mahābhārata. I argue, therefore, while the heroes in the Indic myth are demigods like the Hesiodic ἰμίθεοι from the Heroic Age; the divine Draupadi is casus belli like Helen in the Iliad. In other words, it is not beyond the bounds of probability that the Mahābhārata, the Greek epic tradition, and the Homeric epics draw upon a common traditional belief system. On the basis of this comparison Gregory Nagy writes:

In this way the major epic narratives of the Greek and the Indic peoples are inaugurated with a cognate theme, and it is hard to imagine more compelling evidence for the Indo-European heritage of the epic traditions about the Trojan War.47

Recently, in another article, Nagy underscores how there exists a correlation between the idea of the war of depopulation and the idea of demigods in both of these epic

traditions. Furthermore, in order to understand the Indo-European heritage of these two epic traditions, Nagy asserts, it is extremely important to identify this ‘essential’ correlation between the idea of a war of depopulation and the idea of demigods. On the basis of this ‘essential’ correlation between the God’s decision of initiating a war to depopulate the overburdened Earth and a decision to create demigods as heroes appearing in both Greek and Indic epic traditions, Nagy concludes:

So I conclude that the Greek myths about ἡμιθεοί and the primal disasters that befell them could not have been selective borrowings from corresponding myths produced by neighbouring civilization in the Near East. Rather, these myths must derive ultimately from Indo-European traditions.\(^{48}\)

Here I draw attention to the comment of M. L. West regarding the similarity in the motif of overpopulation used in *Cypria* and in the *Mahābhārata*:

We can hardly avoid the assumption that the overpopulation motif used in the *Cypria* likewise has its source in Babylonian epic. It is true that a similar myth is found in Indian epic: it is related that the earth once complained to Brahmā of the ever-increasing weight of mankind, and Brahmā created death to alleviate the problem. But it would be very rash to infer from the coincidence between the Indian myth and the *Cypria* that some ancient Indo-European tradition lay behind both passages. The motif appears only in a late phase of the Greek epic tradition, and at an even later date in India. It is attested over a thousand years earlier in Mesopotamia, and as it is certain that Mesopotamian influence extended eastwards to India as well as westwards to Greece, we must conclude that this is an example of it.\(^{49}\)

After eight years, West proposes the same argument in *Indo-European Poetry and Myth* in a different manner. After citing the same myth of earth complaining to Brhamā, West writes:

Some have inferred from the coincidence that an Indo-European tradition lies behind the story, although it appears in the late phase of the Greek epic
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tradition and at an even later date in India. What is more important is that a similar myth is attested over a thousand years earlier in Mesopotamia. The natural conclusion is that the Greek and the Indian poets were both using a motif somehow derived from Mesopotamia, not one inherited from Graeco-Aryan antiquity.\textsuperscript{50}

While continuing to insist upon the far-reaching influence of the myth of overpopulation from Mesopotamia on both India and Greece, West in this passage is unsure how this motif of overpopulation came to the poets of India and Greece. Thus he writes in his later book that this “motif somehow derived from Mesopotamia”, whereas in his earlier book, West wrote “as it is certain that Mesopotamian influence extended eastwards to India as well as westwards to Greece, we must conclude that this is an example of it.”

The problem, however, is that the motif of overpopulation seems to signify different meanings to Nagy and West. While the influence of Near Eastern tradition on the Greek tradition is undeniable, this particular myth regarding the overpopulation in the Babylonian epic \textit{Atrahasis} does not include a key element, that is, the story about the earth’s request to the great God to alleviate her burden. The first tablet of this epic tells the story about how human beings were created to do the hard work that used to be done by the gods. The second tablet reports that the land expanded and the human beings multiplied. Then the noise of humankind began to annoy the gods:

\begin{quote}
600 hundred years, less than 600, passed,???
And the country was as \textit{noisy as a bellowing bull}.
The god grew restless at their racket’
Enlil had to listen to their noise.
He addressed the great gods,
The noise of mankind has become too much,
I am losing sleep over their racket.
Give the order that suruppu-desease shall break out,\textsuperscript{51}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{51} Excerpt from \textit{Atrahasis} at webserv.jcu.edu/bible/200/Readings/Atrahasis.htm (accessed January 18, 20016).
In order to stop ‘the noise of mankind’ the god proceeded to mastermind plague, famine, and flood for the mankind. It is clear that the theme of the ‘noise of mankind’, rather than the ‘overpopulation of earth,” plays the most crucial role in *Atrahasis*. The Babylonian god created plague, famine, and flood to reduce the noise of mankind; whereas Brahmā in the *Mahābhārata* and Zeus in the *Cyprīa* chose to create war to destroy the impious people/ Asuras in the Indic context and thus lightened the burden of the personified earth.

For further clarification of the thematic commonalities among these three epics, namely, *Cyprīa*, *Atrahasis*, and the *Mahābhārata*, I propose to follow a typological approach as a methodology of comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>Atrahasis</em></th>
<th><em>Cyprīa</em></th>
<th><em>Mahābhārata</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme of overpopulation.</td>
<td>Theme of overpopulation</td>
<td>Theme of overpopulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The humans reproduce at a fast rate and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the “country was as noisy as a bellowing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bull.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The God grew restless at their clamor.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventually, the God (Enlil) decided to</td>
<td>Zeus decided to alleviate the burden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send a devastating <strong>flood</strong> to</td>
<td>of the overpopulated earth through a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annihilate the mankind.</td>
<td>devastating <strong>war</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brahmā decided to alleviate the burden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the overpopulated earth through a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>devastating <strong>war</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Theme of overpopulation in the *Atrahasis*, *Cyprīa* and the *Mahābhārata*.

Viewed from the above perspective, it must be noted that West makes a sweeping generalization of the theme of the overpopulation without paying attention to their particularities. In regard to the Indian myth of alleviating the burden of earth, West writes that Brahmā created ‘death’ to solve the problem of overpopulated earth.
However, there exists a separate myth regarding the motifs of overpopulation and death in book seven (Dronaparvan) of the Mahābhārata in which Brahmā became upset that he could not devise any plan to destroy the creatures at the request of the Earth goddess. For this reason, a terrible wrath possessed him and out of this wrath came out a terrible fire that started to burn animated world including trees, rocks, and rivers. When (Mahādeva) Śiva requested him to stop this fury, Brahmā answered:

No lust to destroy brought this to pass. Rage possesses me because I fear for the survival of the earth. The goddess is pained by her burden and it is she who drives me to seek the destruction of the creatures. She is too kind o Mahadeva and she suffers terribly for it. But I can find no way of destroying this manifold and measureless cosmos, and this is why such fury burns within me.52

Eventually, at Śiva’s request he controlled his wrath and the burning fire was extinguished. Then, Death appeared from Brahmā’s body in the form of a woman.

Brahmā said this to the Death:

O Death, you are the earth’s guardian. Destroy these creatures. You were born of my rage to bring about the end of things. Gather in all these beings from idiot to sage and know that only good can come from to you for it will be my command that you obey.54

The goddess is pained by her burden and it is she who drives me to seek the destruction of the creatures. She is too kind o Mahadeva and she suffers terribly for it. But I can find no way of destroying this manifold and measureless cosmos, and this is why such fury burns within me.52

Samhartum na ca me kāma etad evam bhaved iti prthivyā hitakāmam tu tato mam manyur āviśat. Iyam hi mām sadā devī bhār’ārtā samacūdat samhār’ārtham Mahādeva bhāren’ābhihatā sati. Tato’ham n’ādhigacchāmi tapye bahuvidham tadā samhāram aprameyasya tato mām manyur āviśat.53

Eventually, at Śiva’s request he controlled his wrath and the burning fire was extinguished. Then, Death appeared from Brahmā’s body in the form of a woman.

Brahmā said this to the Death:

O Death, you are the earth’s guardian. Destroy these creatures. You were born of my rage to bring about the end of things. Gather in all these beings from idiot to sage and know that only good can come from to you for it will be my command that you obey.54

Mṛtyo iti mahīpāla jahi c’ ēmāh prajā iti. Tvam hi samhārabuddhy ātha prādurbhūtā ruso mama tasmāt samhara sarvās tvam prajāh sajadapanditāh. Mama tvam hi niyogena tataḥ śreyo hy avāpsyasi.55

53 Ibid., 396.
54 Ibid., 399.
55 Ibid., 398.
It is possible that the aforementioned myth is the one that West was referring to. This myth does confirm that Brahmā created Death to alleviate the Earth’s burden of creatures that the Creator God created. However, the context is quite different from the myth of the overpopulation that appears also in the Greek epic cycle. While this myth comprises the creation of Death who will claim all human beings regardless of good (sage) or bad; the myth that originates from the Indo-European tradition relates the Creator God’s decision of punishing the cruel kings on earth by creating war. Yet, West writes that “Brahmā created death to alleviate the problem” of overpopulation. This crucial point regarding the usage of ‘death’ fails to draw attention to the scholars who express their disagreement regarding the myth of overpopulation.\(^{56}\)

With a particular attention to the myth I have pointed out a few lines earlier, I find his comment about the myth of overpopulation untenable. This is largely because, his claim that the Babylonian epic *Atrahasis* is the source of the myths of overpopulation in the *Cypria* as well as in the *Mahābhārata* simply on the basis of the chronological\(^ {57}\) antiquity is obscure. I must point out again that West writes that the poets in India and Greece “were using this motif somehow derived from Mesopotamia” and with the help of this vague notion of ‘somehow derived’, he concludes that this myth is not “inherited from Graeco-Aryan antiquity”. In addition, let me specify how West label the Babylonian, 


\(^{57}\) N.J. Allen in his review (Bryn Mawr Classical Review, 2007.10.53) on M.L. West’s *Indo-European Poetry and Myth* writes: “As has long been recognized, Ge’s complaint to Zeus, which causes the Trojan war, parallels Prithivi’s complaint to Brahma, which causes the central Mahabharata war. Since a third parallel occurs a millennium earlier in Atrahasis (a Babylonian mythological poem), W. judges that the motif is not Graeco-Aryan but rather spread both west and east from Mesopotamia. However, the argument from chronology does not merit so much weight, and Graeco-Aryan common origin remains likely.”
Greek and Indic myths under the general classification of the myth of ‘overpopulation’ regardless of their inherent differences from the Babylonian epic itself.

To reiterate: In the *Atrahasis*, Enlil the king of the gods becomes annoyed by the noise of the humanity (‘noisy as a bellowing bull’) created by the gods themselves less than twelve hundred years ago. Being ‘restless at their racket’, the gods sent famine, pestilence, and deluge to stop the noise created by humankind on earth. Again, I must point out that in this epic, noise from the earth constitutes the central motif, whereas the overpopulated earth does not. By the same token, I argue that if the population had grown quietly without making any noise Enlil would not have noticed the humankind. Therefore, the motif of noise is of paramount importance in the *Atrahasis*. Furthermore, the *Atrahasis* lacks the five crucially important motifs shared by the *Cypria* and the *Mahābhārata*: 1. Speaking Earth complains. 2. People on Earth are Impious. 3. Creation of a beautiful woman. 4. Creation of five heroes who are demi-gods. 5. Alleviating the problem of overburdened Earth by creating a devastating War.

In like manner, the thematic commonality between the *Cypria* and the *Mahābhārata* draws the attention of J.W. de Jong, a Buddhalist and Indologist. J. W. de Jong comments regarding the myth of the over-burdened earth:

Both the Mahābhārata and the Cypria relate that the supreme God (Brahmā and Zeus in Greece) brought war to lighten the earth of her burden (Skt. *Bhāra*, Greek βάρος). It seemed to be interesting to point out that the same theme is found in both ancient India and in ancient Greece. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that this theme belongs to a common Indo-European heritage, but in any case it is noteworthy that this myth is found in almost the same wording in two different cultures.⁵⁸
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On the one hand, de Jong finds the existence of the same myth having “almost the same wording in two different cultures” worthy of attention. On the other hand, he believes that there is not enough evidence to acknowledge a common Indo-European heritage behind their thematic similarity. De Jong’s reluctance to accept a common Indo-European heritage behind the myth of overpopulation in *Cypris* and in the *Mahābhārata* cannot be called an oversight on his part. Likewise, West’s assumption of the Mesopotamian influence in creating similar myths in both Greece and India must be his selective belief.

If the same myth in a same thematic form in ‘almost the same wording’ appears in two different Indo-European linguistic traditions that are culturally different and spatially far away from each other; then it seems unavoidable to accept that this myth of the overburdened earth belongs to a common Indo-European heritage.

Clearly, the myth of the overburdened Earth found in *Cypris* helps the readers to understand the phrase “and thus the will of Zeus was brought to fulfillment.” found in the fifth line of book one of the *Iliad*. Furthermore, it has been noted that *Cypris* of the epic Cycle also recommends the birth of a “beautiful daughter” and the marriage of mortal Peleus with the river goddess Thetis. These two proposals had been met and subsequently, the Trojan War happened in order to lighten the burden of the Earth. Similarly, the first book of the *Mahābhārata* reports the myth of the overburdened Earth who complained to the main god of the Indic pantheon. Subsequently, the five demi-gods were born as heroes to fight against the unrighteous kings in devastating war in the Indic epic tradition.

Besides sharing a common Indo-European heritage, the *Iliad* and the *Mahābhārata* employ a similar motif of a devastating war that happens at a transition moment from one age to the other. Hesiod placed the age/race of the heroes/demi-gods
between the Bronze and the Iron Age. This motif will be discussed later in the final chapter of this thesis.

Having established that there is a common Indo-European tradition behind the Trojan War and the Mahābhārata War as well, I shall examine the portrayal of Helen as narrated in the Iliad. Homer in the Iliad does not relate the story of Helen’s birth nor of her marriage. In addition, the most beautiful woman’s beauty is not described in ornate terms, except a few epithets like “white armed” or “fair among women”, for example. The first two books of the Iliad allude to Helen as the cause for the war and she appears in the third book as a silent weaver. Then the same book third introduces her as eloquent speaker at the Teichoscopia. Thus there is a certain gap between Helen the silent weaver and Helen the authoritative speaker. I intend to focus on Helen’s past in relation to her Birth, Beauty, and Marriage. To put it differently, I wish to analyze Helen as a woman without any active agency of her own.

Likewise, Draupadī is the divine instrument for the wars or the casus belli without any active agency of her own. Although Helen as the prime cause of the war (casus belli) in the Iliad has been implied many times throughout the epic, the portrayal of Draupadī in the Mahābhārata does not present her as the direct cause of the war. It is only at the time of Draupadī’s unusual birth, a divine voice declares that Draupadī will bring the ruin of the existing kshatriya kings. From then on, the various events regarding Draupadī unfold
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59 The theory of world-ages (yugas) plays an important role in the Mahābhārata. The Yugas are named not after metal but after the throws of the game of dice. Their names indicate the gradual degeneration of righteousness among human beings. Thus the Winning throw (four) represents the Krita Yuga or the Satya Yuga, that is, the age representing the most righteousness. As the throw of the dice decreases, the righteousness in the world also decreases. Accordingly, the third or the Tretā, Dvāpara or the Second, and finally, comes the Kali Yuga that represents the worst throw as well as the worst human beings with no respect for law. The Mahābhārata war took place at the transition of the Dvāpara and the Kali Age. See M.L. West, The East Face of Helicon: West Asiatic Elements in Greek Poetry and Myth (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 313-16.
in a manner leading to the war. Apparently, the problem of royal succession between the two cousins on the basis of primogenitary rights seems to be the main cause of the Mahābhārata war.

I propose that the Mahābhārata war would not have happened if Draupadī had not been born as the divinely ordained cause of the destruction of the warrior race. Notably, her birth as casus belli is as essential in the epic as Helen’s in the Iliad. However, the narrator of the Iliad does not tell the audience about the story of Helen’s birth; nor does he narrate elaborately about her beauty. I will analyze their roles as casus belli separately in the contexts of their birth, beauty, and of marriage as narrated in the texts. The first chapter of this part will discuss the role of Helen as casus belli in relation to her birth, beauty, and marriage.
Chapter One: Helen

1.1 Birth of Helen

In the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey*, Homer’s formulaic epithet for Helen is the ‘daughter of Zeus or ‘sprung from Zeus’ (Διὸς ἐκγενεία). Helen’s mother’s name is not given in the Homeric epic tradition. How did Zeus create this beautiful woman? In the *Iliad*, (3.238) Helen claims that the Dioscuri are her own brothers ‘whom the same mother bore’ (τῶ μοι μία γείνατο μήτερ). In the *Odyssey* (11.298-300), Odysseus recounts the story of his visit to the underworld where he met Leda who bore Dioscuri to Tyndareus. Euripides in his play *Helen*, introduces the story that Helen herself relates as the child of Leda and Zeus in a skeptical manner:

As for me, glorious Sparta is my homeland, Tyndareus is my father (though there is a story that Zeus flew to my mother Leda in the shape of a swan [who was fleeing from an eagle and had his way with her by treachery, if that story is reliable]), and Helen is my name. (16-22) 60

The *Cypria*, on the contrary, reports a story where Zeus united with Nemesis and Helen was born. However, the fragments in the *Cypria* relate two different versions of the same story. The version according to Athaneus (10 Ath. 334b) recounts that Zeus chased
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60 Euripides, *Helen*, 15.
Nemesis and in order to flee from him, Nemesis changed herself into various forms including fish.\textsuperscript{61} The version of Apollodorus (Apollod. \textit{Bibl.} 3.10.7) in the \textit{Cypria} writes:

But some say that Helen was the daughter of Nemesis and Zeus. For Nemesis, fleeing from intercourse with Zeus, changed her form into a goose, but Zeus too took the likeness of the swan and congress with her, and as a result she laid an egg. A shepherd found this among the trees and bought it and gave it to Leda, who put it away in a chest and kept it; and when in time Helen was born from it, she raised her as her own daughter.\textsuperscript{62}

If Helen is the daughter of Zeus and Nemesis, then, she must be completely immortal. Being the daughter of Nemesis grants her to change her mental state in order to conform to situation according to her own need. It is well known, as given in the version according to Apollodorus, that Leda and Tyndareus adopted Helen as their own daughter. According to Helen in Euripides’s play, she is the daughter of Leda and Tyndareus. If Helen’s mother is Leda, then she is semi-mortal. One thing remains certain that she is the daughter of Zeus and she is the beautiful girl who was supposed to be created by Zeus as advised by Momos. However, Homeric tradition is vague about the identity of Helen’s mother. Furthermore, Helen was born from an egg. This motif of egg-born recalls to mind the myth of the cosmic egg attributed to Orphic tradition according to which a dual sexed creature known as the Protogonos or the Firstborn emerges from this cosmic egg. However, Helen is not an androgynous being but in light of her birth from an egg, I suggest, that duality must be her only image that generates a polarized meaning. In other words, Helen’s status at the human level, with her unusual birth and the supreme God as her father, is charged with radical ambiguity.
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\textsuperscript{62} Ibid., 91-92.
Despite Helen’s divine ancestry, the poet of the *Iliad* does not depict her with any divine power. The first book of the *Iliad* alludes to Helen as the cause for whom the Trojan War was fought (1.159-60). The name of Helen is not clearly mentioned as the cause of the war. It is Achilles who in his wrath towards Agamemnon, the leader of the Achaean, claims that Achilles has no interest fighting the Trojans:

I did not come here to fight because of the spearman of Troy, since they are in no way at fault toward me. \(^{63}\)

\[
\text{où γὰρ ἐγὼ Τρώων ἐνεκ' ἥλυθον αἰχμητάων}
\text{δεῦρο μαχησόμενος, ἐπεὶ οὐ τί μοι αἴτιοι εἰσίν·} \ (1.152-3)
\]

Then Achilles accuses Agamemnon for dragging him into this war:

But you, shameless one, we followed here in order to please you, seeking to win recompense for Menelaus and for you, dogface, from the Trojans. \(^{64}\)

\[
\text{ἀλλὰ σοὶ ὦ μέγ' ἄναιδεξ ἄμ' ἑσπόμεθ' ὄφρα σῷ χαίρῃς,}
\text{τιμὴν ἄρνυμενοι Μενελάω σοὶ τε κινώπα}
\text{πρὸς Τρώων.} \ (1.158-160)
\]

In book nine Achilles raises the same question of fighting the war on account of Helen:

But why must the Argives wage war against the Trojans? Why has he gathered and led here an army, this son of Atreus? Was it not for fair-haired Helen’s sake? \(^{65}\)

\[
\text{τί δὲ δεῖ πολεμιζέμενοι Τρώεσσιν}
\text{Ἀργείους; τί δὲ λαὸν ἀνήγαγεν ἐνθάδ' ἀγέιρας}
\text{Ἀτρείδης; ἢ οὐχ Ἔλενης ἐνεκ' ἥδικόμοιο}(9.337-339)
\]

Achilles is dragged into this war in order to help Menelaus and Agamemnon in recovering Helen from the Trojans. Yet, Achilles does not abandon this war and return home. Because, for Achilles, fighting on account of Helen equates with ‘a heroic quest’
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\(^{64}\) Ibid.

\(^{65}\) Ibid., 419.
and thus rescuing Helen on behalf of Menelaus brings κλέος ἀφθιτον (imperishable fame) to Achilles. Keeping Helen as a physical cause, Achaean heroes continue their war with the Trojans. The violent process of retrieving Helen turns into a symbol for the Achaean heroes. Fighting on account of Helen is a quest to Achilles; honour to the sons of Atreus, victim to Nestor, and an object of ‘boast’ to the goddesses Hera and Athena. In fact, the Achaean soldiers are not even sure whether it is worth fighting this protracted war in order to recover Helen, the wife of Menelaus while putting their own return to their wives in uncertainty.

If Helen is the casus belli, she is also the one who is suffering due to the war between Trojans and Achaeans. Nestor rouses the Achaeans by planning to avenge Helen’s ‘struggles and groans’ (Ελενης ὀρμήματά τε στοναχάς τε, 2.356). After a few lines the poet uses the same terms as Nestor had for Menelaus’ motive for fighting (2.589-90). I like to point out different interpretations of the same formulaic phrase. G.S. Kirk writes, “Admittedly grammar is ambiguous.” He explains, Ormemata could be either Helen’s own or of others on Helen’s account. Following the tradition of the Odyssey (4.262-63), Kirk suggests that it is unlikely that the struggles and groans were Helen’s own. Richmond Lattimore translates “to avenge Helen’s longing to escape and lamentations”. Robert Fitzgerald translates the same phrase as “to avenge the struggles and the groans of Helen”. If we accept Kirk’s interpretation then it is clear that Helen had been responsible for her own decision. But Kirk’s example comes from the Odyssey, not from the Iliad. If we accept Lattimore and Fitzgerald’s translations then Helen has no part
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68 Ibid.
in making her own decision: hence she is suffering. I believe that this particular phrase in the *Iliad* shows that the narrator is deliberately paradoxical in order to conforming to the ambiguous nature of Helen. Clearly, Helen is the cause of the war and also the victim of the war. The same book (book two) projects another significance of Helen: Helen as a precious object. Athena urges Odysseus into rallying the army to fight and not to let Helen remain as a *(Il 2. 160)* ‘boast’ (εὐχωλήν) to Priam and the Trojans.

The theme of Helen as a precious object is more prominent in book three. We do not see Helen in person in the first two books, we only know of her through the imagination of the Achaeans. The very first time we see Helen is in book three where Iris in disguise comes to summon Helen asking her to witness the duel between Menelaus and Paris (3.130). Iris informs that “the one who wins, his dear wife you will be called” (3.138). Primarily, Helen is a war prize and this time the war between the Trojans and Achaeans has been narrowed down to a duel between her two husbands. Paris himself decides that he will fight the duel ‘for Helen and her possessions’ and whoever will be the winner should ‘duly take all the wealth and the woman and take them home’ (3.72). The same decision set by Paris was heralded to Priam: ‘woman and treasure will follow the winner’ (3.255). Shortly afterwards, Agamemnon takes the oath that if Menelaus dies then ‘let him keep Helen and all her treasure’ but if Menelaus is alive then ‘let the Trojans give back Helen and all her treasure’ (3.282-85). Clearly, the Achaeans fought to recover Helen and her possessions from the Trojans while the Trojans insisted on keeping her in Troy. There remains an unresolved puzzle: the approval of this devastating war by Priam on behalf of his son, Paris who not only abducted the married wife of Menelaus, he also abused the sacred institution of guest-friendship (*xenia*) that requires mutual obligations between host and guest. Yet, Priam claims that this war is the will of the gods. At the
Teichoscopia, Prian tells Helen, “it is the gods, surely, who are to blame, who roused against me the tearful war of the Achaeans…” (II 3.164-65). Furthermore, at the Trojan assembly when the wise Antenor proposes to return Helen along with her possessions to the Achaeans and stop this war; Priam following his son’s refusal proposes to continue the war “until a god judges between us, and gives victory to one side or the other” (II. 7.377-78). Priam’s attitude towards this war suggests that the abduction of Helen by Paris has been instigated by a divine power. Although in the Iliad, Helen does not clearly state her position regarding her elopement with Paris, in the Odyssey, while reminiscing her past in Troy, Helen blames Aphrodite for bringing her to Troy (4.261-4). Towards the end of the epic Hector even ponders over the possibility of returning Helen along with her treasure that his brother had brought back from Sparta (22.114).

Neither Hector nor Priam blames Helen as a cause of the war. Hector rather blames Paris for this terrible war calling him ‘evil’, ‘deceiver’, and ‘woman-crazy’ (3.39). Hector rebukes Paris for being afraid of approaching Menelaus in the battlefield (3.46-52):

Was it in such strength as this that you sailed over the deep in your sea-fairing ships, having gathered your trusty comrades and, mingling with foreigners, brought back a fair woman from a distant land, a daughter of warriors who wield the spear, but to your father and city and all the people a great misery—to your foes a joy, but to yourself a cause of shame? Will you then not face Menelaus, dear to Ares? Then you would learn what kind of man he is whose lovely you have.

ἡ τοιόσοδε ἐὼν ἐν ποντοπόροισι νέεσσι πόντιον ἐπιπλώσας, ἔταρους ἔρηπας ἁγείρας, μιχθεὶς ἀλλοδαποῖσι γυναῖκ' εὐείδε' ἀνήγες ἐξ ἄπιςς γαίης νυὸν ἀνδρῶν αἰχμητάων πατρί τε σῷ μέγα πήμα πόλη' τε παντί τε δήμῳ, δυσμενεστὶν μὲν χάρμα, κατηρειήν δὲ σοὶ αὐτῷ; οὐκ ἂν δὴ μείνεις ἄρηψομεν Μενέλαιον; γνοίης χ' οἴου φωτός ἐχεῖς θαλερῆν παράκοιτιν·
Hector blames the Trojans as ‘cowards’ for not punishing Paris for his wrong doings towards his own people: “But the Trojans are utter cowards: otherwise by now you would have put on a coat of stone because of all the evil things you have done.” (3.56-7).

Hector’s comment about the Trojans does raise a valid question. I would argue that it is Helen’s mesmerizing or rather emasculating beauty that stops the Trojan people from punishing Paris in the usual way. According to the epic cycle, Helen’s irresistible beauty is divinely created to set the Trojan War.

1.2 Helen’s Beauty

How could any man resist the mesmerizing charm of Helen’s emasculating beauty? The daughter of Zeus was destined to arouse (Eros) passion among men through her beauty. Let us not forget that Eros and Eris (strife) are closely associated in Helen’s case. In *Cypria* 69, we find that it was Eris who threw the apple of discord on the fine day of wedding of Thetis and Peleus, to set a conflict about beauty among Athena, Hera and Aphrodite. It is not a surprise that Zeus sent them to Alexandros/Paris on mount Ida for adjudication. These three goddesses promised Paris gifts for choosing one of them as being the most beautiful. Hera offered the Trojan prince the kingship over all; Athena promised him the victory in war, and Aphrodite offered him the prospect of sexual union with Helen, the daughter of Zeus and the most beautiful woman in the world. The winner was, of course, Aphrodite. Although none of these goddesses is physically imperfect, only Aphrodite is known for her sexual allure. At the judgment of Paris, each goddess offered
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69 West, *Cypria*, 69.
the Trojan princess the gift that is emblematic of her own power. More broadly, Zeus designs the Trojan War and Aphrodite sets the plan in motion. Following the scheme of Aphrodite, Paris sails to Sparta and abducts Helen along with her treasure. In other word Helen’s beauty is pivotal in the deadly war between Achaeans and the Trojans.

*Cypria* (fragment 12) informs us that the Athenian hero Theseus abducted young Helen when she was dancing in a group of preadolescent girls. The story of abduction of Helen by Theseus becomes a proof of Helen’s supreme beauty in the *Encomium of Helen* by the fourth century Athenian rhetorician Isocrates. Isocrates claims that even Theseus known for his great deeds, pursued Helen for her beauty. There is no clear indication in the *Iliad* whether Helen followed Paris willingly or not. While Helen’s abductions by Theseus and again by Paris after her marriage with Menelaus happened in pre-Iliadic stage, we find the conspicuous effect of Helen’s beauty in the *Iliad*.

There is no elaborate description of Helen’s beauty either in *Cypria* or in Homeric poems. It is taken for granted that Helen was the most beautiful daughter who was ordained to be born in order to lighten the Earth from her burden of impious people and to fulfill the plan of Zeus (Cypria, West, p.81). Likewise, the poet of the *Iliad* does not dwell upon the details of Helen’s beauty, except, the common epithet that the ‘fairest’ (Ἑλένη καλλισται) among women. However, it must be noted that Helen in the *Iliad* shares the epithets that are given to the goddesses like Hera, Athena and Aphrodite, for example.
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70 According to G. Dumézil, the Judgment of Paris is the most obvious Greek example of a general Indo-European social ideology of ‘trifunctionalism’. See Nagy, *Greek Mythology and Poetics* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), 17.


Linda Lee Clader describes in detail the epithets given to Helen in Homeric epics. I wish to dwell on a particular epithet of Helen used by Homer in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey*. Homer uses the epithet of ‘Argive Helen’ (Ἀργείην Ἑλένην) nine times in the *Iliad* and twice in the *Odyssey*. Hera shares this epithet with Helen twice in the *Iliad* (4.8; 5.908). It may mean Hera as worshipped in Argos. Hera herself claims that Argos is one of the three cities that ‘are far dearest’ to her (4. 51-52). Homeric Helen does not come from the geographical location of Argos; she is the queen of Sparta. She may belong to the Argives in the broader sense of the term representing the united Achaean force fighting to rescue her. I suggest that the epithet ‘Argive Helen’ may indicate Helen’s radiance. Linda Clader notes that the epithet Αργείη is an adjectival derivative of the root ἄργος that means ‘bright’. Clader also mentions that ‘argos’ with this meaning (‘bright’) is an appropriate description for any divine figure and more specifically, for someone associated with Dioskouroi. Helen’s beautiful body wrapped in shiny cloak corroborates her divine parentage.

The very first public entrance of Helen in the *Teichoscopia* (Iliad, 3. 156-60) shows the effect of Helen’s irresistible beauty even on the Trojan elders. Helen appears for the first time in the third book of *Iliad* where Iris, the messenger goddess, shows up in Helen’s chamber and summons her to be at the *Teichoscopia* (viewing from the walls) to witness the duel between Menelaus and Paris. Iris comes to “white-armed” Helen (Ἑλένη λευκωλένω) in the guise of Priam’s most beautiful daughter. Helen shares this epithet of being “white-armed” with the goddess Hera the wife of Zeus in the *Iliad*. Having been
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summoned by Iris, ‘immediately she veiled herself with shining linen’ (αὐτίκα δ᾽ ἀργεννήσι καλυψαμένη ὀθόνησιν) and darted out of her room accompanied by her two maids.

While approaching the rampart, Helen is viewed by the Trojan elders. Her body veiled by gleaming fabrics, and her eyes in particular, produce a sense of awe among the Trojan elders:

Small blame (νέμεσις) that Trojans and well-greaved Achaean should for such a woman long suffer woes; she is dreadfully like immortal goddesses to look on. But even so, let her go home on the ships, and not be left here to a bane to us and to our children after us.75

οὐ νέμεσις Τρῶας καὶ ἔοκνήμιδας Ἀχαιοὺς τοιῇδ’ ἀμφὶ γυναικὶ πολὺν χρόνον ἀλγεα πᾶσχειν· αἰνὸς ἀθανάτησι θεῆς εἰς ὲπα ἔοικεν· ὄλλα καὶ ὅς τοῖῃ περ ἐνδῶς ἐν νησί νεέσθω, μηδ’ ἡμῖν τεκέσσι τ’ ὀπίσσῳ πῆμα λίποτο.

At the rampart the Trojan elders view Helen approaching. The Trojan elders are struck by Helen’s bewildering beauty. They now know the reason behind the Trojan War where both Trojan and Achaean heroes are fighting to possess this woman whose beauty is comparable to ‘immortal goddess’. Her beauty, especially her eyes, creates a sense of awe in the Trojan elders. Euripides in his play the Trojan Women has Hecuba expressing this fearsome beauty of Helen’s gaze. Hecuba warns Menelaus:

I approve your intention, Menelaus, to kill your wife. But avoid looking at her lest she capture you with desire. For she captures the eyes of men, destroys their cities, and burns their houses. So powerful is the spell she creates, as you and I and others who have suffered know well (891-94).76

75 Murray, Iliad, 141.
Another example in the play involves Andromache. After hearing that her child Astyanax is to be killed, Andromache in her desperate frustration cries out against Helen:

> Never, I am certain, was Zeus your father, you who were death to so many barbarians and Greeks. A curse on you! From your fair eyes you brought foul ruin on the glorious plains of the Phrygians (770-773).^{77}

Though veiled in shining cloak, Helen’s flashing glance overwhelms them with desire and fear at the same time. The glitter of Helen’s brightly veiled body impedes the onlookers’ access to gain knowledge of her. She is the manifestation of the most desirable beauty yet she generates frustration to those males who desire to know her.^{78} Hence, the Trojan elders cannot decide whether to let her stay or leave Troy. Helen’s elusive yet seductive body traces back to her birth story in *Cypria* where it writes that she is the product of the union of Zeus and Nemesis. However, Homer does not even mention about Helen’s mother. Jasper Griffin writes: “The *Iliad* is notably more cautious with the fantastic.”^{79} According to Griffin, the story of Zeus pursuing Nemesis and their transformations into different animals belongs to the category of fantastic. However, the very first appearance of Helen in the *Odyssey* is also associated with bright surroundings. The narrator of the *Odyssey* compares Helen with “Artemis of the golden distaff” (4.122).

One recalls that Theseus abducted Helen when she was dancing (χορεύω) at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia (Cypria). When the ‘beautiful-haired’ Helen reached her marriageable age, the reputation of her beauty became ‘renown’ among the Achaeans. Hence many noble suitors from all over Greece came to woo her, ‘desiring to be her husband’.
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^{77} Ibid., 91.
1.3 Helen’s Marriage

A list of twelve names of Helen’s suitors has survived from the *Catalogue of Suitors* in Hesiod’s *Catalogue of Women*\(^{80}\). The catalogue of Helen’s suitors especially, points out Helen’s divine beauty by comparing her with golden Aphrodite as it writes that she is the ‘maiden who possessed the beauty of golden Aphrodite’. As numerous heroes wooed for Helen’s hand in marriage, Tyndareus made them swear an oath before the choice of a groom. The oath stipulated that they should punish anyone who would harm Helen: ‘he commanded all of them together to set out against him to exact punishment’\(^{81}\).

Many heroes wooed Helen but it is to be noted that these heroes tried to win Helen’s hand by offering her the most wealth. However, Odysseus, for instance, wooed from Ithaca knowing fully well that Menelaus from Mycenae would win due to his enormous wealth. In the catalogue, Helen’s suitors do not get to show their prowess to win her hands in marriage instead they have to compete as the best giver of lavish gifts to Helen’s father and brothers.

It is important to note that Helen does not physically appear in the Catalogue instead, the readers get to know about the ‘renown’ of her beauty, in other words, Helen’s beauty, that is talked about. Naturally, the heroes who woo Helen have not seen her. Thoas from Aitolia ‘desiring to be beautiful-haired Helen’s husband’, sent Tyndareus many wedding-gifts without even seeing her. Thoas from Aitolia did not have to see Helen because he heard what the others had said about her (ἀλλὰ ἄλλων μὴθον ἀκούων). Then Podarces and Protesilaus from Phylake offered many wedding-gifts to Tyndareus

\(^{81}\) Ibid., 233.
because ‘the woman’s glory was great’ (μέγα γὰρ κλέος). Ioannis Ziogas observes a very unusual feature of the Catalogue regarding Helen’s beauty:

The almighty renown of Helen’s beauty motivates the greatest Greek heroes; her female κλέος is set above the fame of all men. In the episode of the wooing of Helen, there is no mention of male κλέος, a pointed absence of the subject of Homeric epic (defined as κλέα ἄνδρῶν, Il, 9.189, 524; cf. Od. 8.73 ‘glorious deeds of men’). Actually, the suitors seem to try to appropriate Helen’s κλέος by marrying her.\(^{82}\)

Clearly, these suitors of Helen reverse the traditional concept of marriage regarding Helen. Furthermore, the term kleos that is traditionally reserved for heroes who seek it through their heroic deeds is associated to Helen’s beauty in the Catalogue. In other words, Helen’s beauty becomes a symbol of kleos that can be earned through lavish gifts by the suitor who possesses the largest amount of wealth. Furthermore, most of the suitors including Menelaus as noted in the Catalogue want to be Helen’s husbands. Linda Lee Clader’s\(^{83}\) brilliant observation brings out the significance of the phrase ‘desiring to be beautiful-haired Helen’s husband’. Clader notes that the phrase ‘Alexander, husband of faire-haired Helen’ (᾽Αλέξανδρος Ἐλένης πόσις Ἡυκόμωι) appears six times in the Iliad. Furthermore, she points out that another female in the Iliad shares this same epithet with Helen, who happens to be Hera. Most importantly, in the Iliad, Zeus is described as ‘the husband of the fair-haired Hera’ (πόσις Ἰρης Ἡυκόμωι). Clader aptly argues that these two instances signify the inferior position of the husband. She explains:

The parallel is striking, particularly when one considers the relative importance of the πόσις and his lady; Helen is certainly the stronger figure in her context, and grammatically Zeus, too, loses out to Hera (after all, he is being identified by means of her). The expression would seem to be rooted in a period when Hera was still the earth goddess and Zeus was her consort, or

---


\(^{83}\) Clader, *Helen: The Evolution*, 45.
was taking place of her consort. Can it justifiably be claimed that the Helen expression is equally old?\textsuperscript{84}

Helen’s divine origin through the Indo-European myths or her own cult in Sparta or Rhodes has been discussed by scholars, especially by Martin L. West.\textsuperscript{85} However, the question remains why do the suitors desire to be Helen’s husband.

In the same vein, I add another question regarding ‘Helen and her possessions’ that should be returned to the winner of the duel between Menelaus and Alexandros. What possessions? Are these the possessions that Menelaus had furnished her with? Or there is something more that is included in her possessions? It makes sense when the valuable information that whoever wins Helen also succeeds Tyndareos of Sparta by virtue of marriage to Helen, is considered. Not only did Helen receive enormous gifts from Menelaus, also being a royal princess she must have been showered with precious gold as her dowry. It is easily understandable that the royal treasury of Menelaus definitely diminished after Paris and Helen took off along with Helen’s treasure. According to Barry Strauss Greek kings and queens possessed enormous collection of gold, silver, and various precious gems in their treasury. More importantly, Menelaus would lose his kingdom if he could not retrieve his queen from Troy. Barry Strauss\textsuperscript{86} writes:

Unless he punished Paris, Menelaus would be branded as an easy mark. Since he ruled Sparta by marriage and not birth, unless he forced the return of his wife, he would eventually face someone wanting to knock him off his throne.

Thus it is out of a dire necessity that Menelaus had to seek the help of his brother Agamemnon, the king of Mycaenea and proceeded to attack Troy. Eventually, after ten

\textsuperscript{84} Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 46.
years of pan –Hellenic war, Troy was burnt to the ground. Yet, Helen the queen of Sparta survives as beautiful as before and in the *Odyssey* she appears with her glorious attire entertaining her famous guests with stories of her adventure at Troy. How is it possible? Is it because of her mesmerizing beauty? According to some version (Ibycus, sixth century BCE poet), after the sack of Troy Menelaus wanted to kill Helen but as soon as Helen returned her gaze Menelaus dropped his sword.

I argue that it would make more sense to assert that Helen had to be carried back alive if Menelaus were to reign as the king of Sparta. Herodotus reports about the comments of the Persians on this matter:

> Although the Persians regard the abduction of women as a criminal act, they also claim that it is stupid to get worked up about it and to seek revenge for the women once they have been abducted; the sensible course, they say, is to pay no attention to it, because it is obvious that the women must have been willing participants in their own abduction, or else it could never have happened. The Persians claim that whereas they, on the Asian side, did not count the abduction of their women as at all important, the Greeks, raised a mighty army because of a woman from Lacedaemon, and then invaded Asia, and destroyed Priam and his forces (*The Histories*, 1.4).\(^87\)

However, Helen is not any ordinary Lacedaemonian woman, she is the queen of Lacedaemonia, the daughter of Zeus and above all the most beautiful woman. Helen is the personification of absolute beauty that is bestowed upon her by her divine father. She acquired her position as the queen of Sparta through her mortal/adopted mother. Helen’s divine parentage, enchanting beauty, and her hereditary status distinguish her with unparalleled value. Thus, seen in the context of economic value as well as in the context of her divine status in ancient society, Helen has enormous currency. In other words, Paris had cut off the very existence of the royal power in the kingdom of Lacedaemonia

---

by abducting its beautiful queen. Perhaps king Priam might have realized the capital value of Helen. It is for the same reason, I suggest, that the Trojans did not want to lose the possession of the most beautiful woman, the queen of Sparta and the daughter of Zeus. While it is clear that Helen is the *casus belli* as she had been created by Zeus to end the race of the heroes, it is also evident that Helen being the queen of Sparta generated an enormous economic worth. At this point, I like to draw attention to Aegean Royalty in Bronze Age.

Margalit Finkelberg\(^88\) proposes that the Bronze Age Greece as seen through the mythological traditions does not provide the examples of succession of kingship from father to son. She finds a recurring pattern of kingship by virtue of marrying the daughter of a king, for example, “the first kings of Athens and Megara” and also “Pelops, Bellerophon, Melampous, Peleus, Telamon, Teukros, Andraimon, Diomedes, and many others achieved kingship by virtue of their marriages to the daughters of their predecessors”\(^89\). Thus kingship was achieved through father-in-law to son-in-law. Then, what was the status of the Queen? According to Finkelberg, wherever the kingship is achieved by marriage, there ought to be a succession of a line of queens.

Consequently, when Menelaus succeeded Tyndareus in Sparta, Helen also succeeded her mortal/adopted mother Leda the Queen of Sparta. However, Tyndareus had two good sons, Kastor and Polydeukes and following the patrilineal system, one of them should have succeeded their father’s throne. But it did not happen, as one would have expected. After marriage Menelaus moved in with Helen and became the king of Helen’s


\(^89\) Ibid., 67.
land. Menelaus did not lead Helen to his home in Mycenae, as it is normal in patrilineal system\textsuperscript{90}. Therefore the only plausible argument that would explain the rule of succession in the house of Tyndareus is to accept a female line of succession, that is, the existence of a matrilineal system.

In the same vein, for example, the puzzling factors of the suitors of Penelope could be explained\textsuperscript{91}. According to the patrilineal system, Telemachus the son of Odysseus and Penelope should have been the successor to the throne of Ithaca. Yet the local nobilities strived to marry Penelope in order to be the king of Ithaca and Laertes the father of Odysseus resolved to stay in isolation in his farm. Unfortunately, Penelope and Odysseus had no daughter. However, Helen and Menelaus had a daughter, Hermione. According to some versions, Orestes became the king of Sparta by virtue of marrying Hermione. Therefore, it seems, that succession from mother to daughter in the Bronze Age Sparta, continued from Leda to Helen and then to Hermione.\textsuperscript{92} However, it must be noted that although Helen was to inherit the kingdom through matrilineal succession but her father and brothers did organize the whole procedure. In other words, given the male control over the institution of marriage in the Bronze Age Sparta, it seems that a trace of patrilineal/patriarchal ideology was apparent in the matrilineal system of the royal heritage. Clearly, Helen’s marriage indicates the existence of matrilineal system and the coming of patrilineal ideology.

\textsuperscript{91} Atchity and Barber, \textit{Critical Essays on Homer}, 15-36.
\textsuperscript{92} Finkelberg, \textit{Greeks and Pre-Greeks}, 68.
In sum, the Trojan War happened because Zeus wanted to ease the overburdened Earth as she personally complained to Zeus and asked for help. In order to fulfill his will Zeus took the advice of Momos and accordingly, created Helen the most beautiful woman. Thus Helen had been divinely crafted for a violent purpose. Furthermore, the case of Helen’s succession through the female line and the kingship of Menelaus by virtue of marriage provide evidence towards the very cause of the Trojan War. There are two factors that incriminate Helen as the casus belli. Firstly, Helen had been divinely ordained as casus belli. Secondly, given the social practice of royal succession by marriage in the Bronze Age Greek tradition, it becomes clear that the Trojan War was the only solution for Menelaus to retain the kingship of Sparta. Thus viewed from divine perspective or the will of Zeus and the Bronze Age tradition as reflected in Greek epic tradition, it becomes clear why Helen was the casus belli without any agency of her own.
Chapter Two: Draupadi

Introduction

At the beginning of the part one I have established that the divine logic of creating Helen and Draupadi to alleviate the Earth from overburden of impious people originates from a common Indo-European heritage. In the first chapter of the part one, I have asserted Helen as *casus belli* in the context of her birth, beauty, and marriage. In this chapter I propose to compare Draupadi with Helen using the same parameters (birth, beauty and marriage) as I have used in the case of Helen in the previous chapter of the first part. Further, I shall also discuss the myth of Sovereignty in Irish tradition in connection with Draupadi.

Introduction to the Mahābhārata

It is well accepted that the *Mahābhārata* like the other epic (*Rāmāyana*) in Indic tradition portrays the final form of a long tradition of oral poetry that was transmitted through the recitation of bards. The narration of the *Mahābhārata* starts with a bard (śūta) Ugraśravas who recites the ancient lore to the brāhmins who are gathered in the Naimisha forest to perform a twelve year sacrificial session. This bard declares that he has just come from a great snake sacrifice performed by king Janamejaya and at this place he heard the story of the *Mahābhārata* as, it was narrated by Vaiśampāyana who heard it from its composer Krishna Dvaipāyana also known as Vyāsa. Thus the narration of the bard Ugraśravas represents the third level of the *Mahābhārata* in the line of transmission.

Naturally, the original verses grew with the number of reciters. At the very beginning of the *Mahābhārata*, the bard Ugraśravas informs that Vyāsa composed “the collection of the *Bhārata* in twenty-four thousand couplets (1.1.64).”\(^93\) Yet, traditionally,

the text of *Mahābhārata* is known to have one hundred thousand verses. Thus from the *Bhārata* it became the *Mahābhārata* and a myriad of manuscripts in Sanskrit including various vernaculars of India appeared to exist.

During the early part of the twentieth century, the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute at Poona, India began a project of creating a critical edition of the *Mahābhārata* under the direction of V.S. Sukhthankar, a former student of Moriz Winternitz. This project finally completed in 1966 and since then the scholars of the *Mahābhārata* are mostly using the Critical edition of the *Mahābhārata*. In the Prolegomena to the first volume V.S. Sukthankar proclaimed that the aim of the Critical Edition was to reconstruct “the oldest form of the text which it is possible to establish on the basis of the manuscript material available” (p. lxxxvi). To achieve this task a large number of manuscripts were collated. However, a complete list of these manuscripts was not possible to compile. The manuscript material had been classified into two recensions following the scripts in which they were written. Thus there exist two recensions: Northern and Southern. These manuscripts of the *Mahābhārata* were again subdivided into different provincial scripts into which they were written with exception made to the Devnāgarī script, as it was a kind of ‘vulgar’ script in India. The Critical Edition (Sukthankar *et al.* 1933-66) is a ‘reconstituted’ text comprising nearly 75,000 verses.

All the *Mahābhārata* references in my work mostly come from the Critical edition of the *Mahābhārata* in Sanskrit that is now available online. It is accepted that the Critical Edition is closer to the Northern Recension while Bengali, Nepali and Maitheli manuscripts constitute the Eastern sub-group of it. The Southern Recension is longer than

---

the Northern Recension. The citations in English translation in this work, mainly comes from the work of J. van Buitenen for the first three books of the *Mahābhārata*. However, occasionally, Ganguli/Roy’s (Ganguli 1970, first published in 1883-1896) English translation (available at sacred-texts.com) is also used for transmitting a better understanding of the original verse. In addition, I have used Clay Sanskrit library edition for English translation. Ganguli/Roy English translation of the *Mahābhārata* uses Bengali version of the *Mahābhārata* as well as the Devnagari version of Nīlakantha: the vulgate: whereas the Clay Sanskrit library edition mainly uses Nīlakantha’s version.

**Outline of the *Mahābhārata***

The epic is divided into eighteen books known as *parvans* and each book is subdivided into chapters that are mainly made of verses composed in various meters and also occasionally in prose passages. The very first book of the *Mahābhārata* begins with the Ādi-Parvan (The Book of the Beginning) containing 225 chapters (*adhyāyas*). In its role as an introductory book, it announces the root of the conflict between the Pāndava brothers and their cousins the Kauravas. It informs about the origin of the Kuru dynasty and how it grew into the present generation. Furthermore, it includes the information about the Pāncāla dynasty in which Krishnā Draupāḍā was born. This is the book where not only do we get the report of the semi-divine birth of the Pāndavas, we also find the information about the miraculous birth and marriage of Krishnā –Draupāḍā.

Book second known as Sabhāparvan (Book of the Assembly Hall) contains 72 (*adhyāyas*) chapters. Here we get to know how Yudhisthira the elder brother of the Pāndavas becomes the universal emperor and how the brothers celebrate a great sacrificial ceremony to mark him as the universal emperor. This book is especially significant regarding the analysis of Draupāḍā’’s portrayal in the epic.
Book of the Forest known as the Āranyakaparvan or Vanaparvan is the third book containing 299 chapters (adhyāyas). This book being one of the longest books of the epic consists of many instructions preached by the sages in the forest where the Pândavas along with Draupadī spend their exile for twelve years. Here we find supernatural phenomena, myths, and legends including a valuable summery of the Rāmāyana, the Rāmopākhyāna.

Virātāparvan (Book of Vīrāta) is the fourth book where the five brothers with their common wife spend the final year of their exile at the court of the king Vīrata. This book consisting of 67 chapters further contributes to the complex image of Draupadī. I will mainly focus on the aforementioned chapters regarding Krishnā Draupadī’s portrayal while occasionally drawing material from the other fourteen books. At this point, a family tree of the Kuru dynasty is in order:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gangā (an auspicious river in anthropomorphic form) is the first wife of the Kuru king Śantana. According to the myth of Gangā every time she gave birth to a son, she had to drown her son in the river. Thus when the eighth son arrived, the king intervened. As a result, she left the king.</th>
<th>Śantana is the king of the Kuru dynasty. The Kuru king married to the river Ganga and subsequently, to Satyavatī.</th>
<th>Satyavatī (the daughter of a chieftain of fishermen) is the second wife of the king Śantana. She got married to the king on the promise that her son would succeed to the throne.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhīṣma the only son out of eight sons produced from this marriage was left alive. But he took a vow to remain celibate so that the lineage from his stepmother would continue.</td>
<td>Satyavatī gave birth to two sons, namely, Citrāngada and Vicitravīrya. Citrāngada, the first son died early.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambika the princess of Kāśi becomes the wife of Vicitravīrya. Bhīṣma arranges for this marriage</td>
<td>Vichitravīrya marries two princesses of Kasi.</td>
<td>Ambalika the sister of Ambika also becomes the co-wife through the same marriage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by abducting the princesses: a typical tradition of the kshatriya (warrior) caste.

Table 3: Family Tree of the Kuru dynasty.

Vicitravīrya died without producing any children and his brother Citrāgada died in childhood. Thus, in order to keep the lineage, the queen Satyavatī asked her son Vyāsa who was born out of wedlock to impregnate the queen’s daughters-in-law.

This sage Vyāsa is the narrator of the Mahābhārata and the progenitor of the next generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambikā has one son by Vyāsa.</th>
<th>Ambālikā has one son by Vyāsa.</th>
<th>A maid of them has one son by Vyāsa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dhritarāśtra (born blind)</td>
<td>Pāndu, the pale</td>
<td>Vidura, the wise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Vyāsa, the progenitor.

Although all these three male children had the same father (Vyāsa), Vidura was not considered as one of the Kuru princes due to his low-born mother. Dhritarāśtra, though the eldest among them could not become king due to his blindness. They all were married and Bhīshma was the matchmaker for them too. The king Pāndu after performing a lot of heroic deeds went to forest for a while with his two wives (Kuntī and Mādrī) and Dhritarāśtra became the interim king.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gāndhārī =</th>
<th>Dhritarāśtra</th>
<th>Kuntī=</th>
<th>Pāndu</th>
<th>=Mādrī</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duryodhana the eldest among their hundred sons and a daughter.</td>
<td>1. Yudhishtithira (by the god Dharma). 2.Bhīma (by the god Vāyu) 3. Arjuna (by the god Indra).</td>
<td>Due to some curse Pāndu is unable to produce children.</td>
<td>Nakula and Sahadeva the twins (by the twin gods Asvins).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three sons of Kuntī=</td>
<td>Draupādī the common wife</td>
<td>= The twins of Mādrī.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Families of Dhritarāśtra and Pāndu.
It must be noted that before her marriage with Pāndu, Kuntī had a son named Karna by the god Surya. These names mentioned in the table and the name of Karna will appear frequently in relation to Draupāḍī.

2.1 Birth of Draupāḍī

The description of Draupāḍī’s physical beauty, unlike Helen, is copious and it overshadows the all three criteria under which I wish to find her as *casus belli*. Apparently, the birth of Draupāḍī was not expected to happen nor was her birth sought for. Draupāḍī is a patronymic name. The birth of Draupāḍī involves a long story. However, her father the king Drupada of Pāṇcāla was eager to have a son who could retaliate against Drona who took a half of the Pāṇcāla kingdom. Drona was a Brahmīn but known for his great skill of archery and thus he was appointed as a teacher of archery for the sons of the king Dhritarāstra as well as for their cousins the Pāṇḍavas. Drona and Drupada having studied under the same teacher developed a great friendship. Due to this close friendship, Drupada the future king promised his friend Drona a half of his kingdom. Naturally, when Drupada became king, he could not keep up his promise to his friend. Disappointed Drona asked his pupils to attack the kingdom of Drupada and take a half of his kingdom.

Since then humiliated king Drupada had been seeking revenge against Drona. Realizing that it was difficult to defeat Drona at war, the king Drupada approached many Brahmins to perform a rite through which he would obtain a powerful son who could kill his enemy, that is, Drona. The poet tells us that Drupada had to go through an enormous amount of trouble to find priests who would agree to perform such a rite. When the priest performed the rite with the intention of obtaining a son who would be fit to kill Drona; then at the end of the offering of oblation, a youth resembling a god with the colour of fire
wearing a diadem and entirely armed arose from the sacrificial fire while riding on his chariot. The Pāṇcālas thrilled with joy roared their approval. A great invisible being from the sky announced: “This fear-averting prince, who shall raise the fame of the Pāṇcālas and dispel the king’s grievance, has been born for the destruction of Drona”.

Immediately, after this much sought after event, gratuitously, a young girl arose from the middle of the sacrificial altar (*vedi*):

Thereupon a young maiden arose from the center of the alter, the well-favored and beautiful Daughter of the Pāṇcālas, heart-fetching, with a waist shaped like an altar. She was dark, with eyes like lotus petals, her hair glossy black and curling—a lovely Goddess who had chosen a human form. The fragrance of blue lotuses waited from her to the distance of a league, the shape she bore was magnificent, and no one was her peer on earth.

And over the full-hipped maiden as soon as she was born the disembodied voice spoke: “Superb among women, the Dark Woman shall lead the baronage to its doom. The fair-waisted maiden shall in time accomplish the purpose of the Gods, and because of her, great danger shall arise for the barons.” Hearing this, all the Pāṇcālas roared like a pride of lions, and earth was unable to hold them so full of joy.

---

96 Note that K.M. Gangooli (Sacred-texts: *Mahābhārata*) adds here one line: “Like a celestial herself, she could be desired (in marriage) by a celestial, a danava, or a yaksha.”
97 Van Buitenen, 318. Van Buitenen translates Ksatriya kings as the ‘barons’.
98 This is the Sanskrit text of the *Mahābhārata* provided in the sacred texts online. This text comes from the electronic files created by Prof. Muneo Tokunaga of Kyoto and edited by John D. Smith.
It is clear that like Helen in the *Iliad*, Draupadī in the *Mahābhārata* was born as a divine instrument for a destructive purpose. However, unlike Helen, she was not born from any union between immortals or mortals. Draupadī has no human mother or father; she is ‘non-womb-born” (*ayonija*). Although Draupadī appeared from the altar of a sacrificial rite that was performed with a desire to obtain a slayer of the king Drupada’s enemy Drona the Brahmin teacher of archery; it is clear from the above narration that the epic poet wanted Draupadī to do more than mere killing of one enemy of Drupada. While the bodiless voice announced that the youth who came out of the sacrificial fire would be the slayer of Drupada’s Brahmin enemy, the same voice announced a different task for Draupadī: It was Draupadī who would be the cause of the destruction of the warrior class. Kevin McGrath aptly points out that this destructive task of Draupadī recalls the myth of a warrior Brahmin in the *Mahābhārata*: “The only other figure in the poem of whom such a statement could be made is Rāma Jāmadagnya, a fighting Brahmin, who actually did destroy the *Kshatriyas* several times.” Evidently, Draupadī was born to be the *casus belli* like Helen in the *Iliad* of Homer. As mentioned before, unlike in the *Iliad* where the poet presents Helen in a general epithet of ‘fairest of women’ with a few other ones for example, the poet of the *Mahābhārata* presents Draupadī with a detailed description of her physical beauty almost to the point of objectification.

2.2 Draupadī’s Beauty

This unusual birth for nefarious purpose is juxtaposed with the praise of this maiden’s physical beauty. She is a beautiful maiden, she is a ‘full-hipped’ maiden and she

---

100 The *Mahābhārata* narrates of a warrior Brahmin who destroyed the kshatriya class several times.
has narrow-waist (*sumadhyaṃā*). Her large eyes are shaped like the petals of a lotus flower and fragrance of blue lotuses exudes from her body. Does this perfectly shaped body with attractive eyes provoke any erotic desire? The English translation of Van Buitenen following the critical edition of *Mahābhārata* does not entertain any such possibilities. However, the online version of the English translation by K.M. Ganguli available on sacred-texts adds more physical description of Krishnā-Draupādi: ‘Her nails were beautifully convex, and bright as burnished copper; her eye-brows were fair and bosom was deep….Like a celestial herself, she could be desired (in marriage)by a celestial, a danava or a:Yaksha.’  

It should be noted that K. M. Ganguli’s translation is based on a careful mixture of Bombay edition with commentary of Nilakantha and Calcutta edition (Bengali version). From the last line of the above translation of Ganguli, it seems that the other versions of *Mahābhārata* imply the erotic effect of Draupādi’s beauty on male audiences. I argue that the erotic effect of Draupādi’s beauty on the heroic Kshatriyas is of primary importance towards the ultimate war in the *Mahābhārata*. It is puzzling that the king did not ask for a daughter who would be the slayer of his Brahmin (Drona who taught the art of war to the Pāndavas and the Kauravas) enemy; yet, a maiden appeared for even wider destructive purpose that is, the destruction of the warrior class or the class of the heroes. Seen from this point of view, the birth of Draupādi was superfluous. But if we recall the Earth’s request to Brahmā for alleviating her burden of impious people and the Lord Brahmā’s order to the gods to achieve the very method to fulfill the Earth’s request; then it is not difficult to understand the birth of Draupādi. By the same token, Hiltebeitel’s statement regarding the birth of Draupādi aptly explains this

---

apparently irrational fact. He writes: “Draupadī’s birth is the outcome of the fact that the purpose of the gods exceeds the purpose of the rite.”\textsuperscript{103} In other words, although the king Drona performed the sacrificial rite in order to get a son who would destroy his father’s enemy in war; Draupadī came along to fulfill predestined purpose already put in motion by divine logic.

At this point it is important to recall the myth of the overpopulation of the earth according to which Draupadī’s appearance on earth in human form along with the other gods have been ordained by the Lord Brahmā and this order has also been approved by Vishnu. However, the \textit{Mahābhārata} tells another story regarding the birth of Draupadī and five Indras on earth. This story takes place in the context of the Lord Yama’s sacrificial rite where all the gods also came to watch the rite. At this time Indra notices golden lotuses floating down the Gangā (Ganges) river. He traces them to the source of the river where he finds a young woman weeping. This young woman is Śrī who is weeping because her husbands, the former four Indras have been forced to lie inside a cave. These former Indras with their proud deportment have insulted Śiva and the present Indra will also follow the similar behavioral pattern of the former Indras; thereby, this Indra is also destined to stay inside the cave with former four Indras. However, they can regain their ‘world of Indra’ only by being reborn in human wombs (as the Pāndavas) and this was ordained by Śiva. Śrī was also ordered by Śiva with the ‘approval’ of Nārāyana to be born as Draupadī, the common wife of the Pāndavas.

Although she was not on the wish list of the sacrificer, the king of Pāṇcāl; the king and his queen adapted Draupadī as their own daughter. Since then she became

\textsuperscript{103} Hiltebeitel, \textit{Rethinking the Mahābhārta}, 188.
known as Draupadī, that is, the daughter of Drupada and also Pāñcālī as the daughter of the king of Pāñcāl. Since Draupadī arose from the sacrificial altar (Vedi) as a beautiful maiden with a dark complexion, she was also known as Krishnā. Now the fire-hued young warrior who arose from the sacrificial fire to fulfill the stated purpose of the rite became known as Dhrishtadyumna and naturally, Draupadī became his twin sister. Although the invisible voice announces that the beautiful dark maiden arising from the sacrificial altar (Vedi) will be the cause of destruction of the kshatriya power; at this point, it is not clear how Draupadī who has no agency of her own will play the role of casus belli as announced by the oracle in the Mahābhārata. After her miraculous birth, the poet is silent about Draupadī until she appears in the ancient Hindu tradition of marriage prescribed only for the royalties. Here I will explore how the superhuman beauty of Draupadī will act as a potential towards the future devastating war in this epic.

2.3 Marriage of Draupadī

Draupadī appears on the sixteenth day of the festival regarding her marriage ritual that is known as svayamvara (self-choice). Although it had always been the king Drupada’s wish that he would give Krishnā-Draupadī in marriage to Arjuna (one of the Pāṇḍava brothers), he never divulged his wish to any one. As a result, the king had a very strong bow made and one was supposed to string that bow to strike a target set up extremely high. Then he announced: “The man who can string this bow and, when he has strung it, can shoot arrows through the contraption into the mark will have my daughter” (1.176, Van Buitenen). The poet describes Draupadī entering the arena carrying a

---

vīrakāmsyaṁ (hero-goblet) made of fine gold. It is her brother Dhrishtadyumna who
opens the contest by announcing the names and lineage of the contestants. Then he
advises his sister to select the victor at the end of the contest. A myriad of renowned kings
and princes came from all parts of India to participate in this contest and win the hands of
Draupadī in marriage. The poet narrates the effect of the astounding beauty of Drupada’s
daughter on the suitor:

Their limbs besieged by the arrows of Love
Hearts gone to Krisnā, the kings of men
Went down to the pit for Draupadī’s sake,
Made even their old friends there their foes. (1. 178.5, Van Buitenen)

kandarpa bānābhiniḥpīditāṅgāḥ; kṛṣṇagatais te hṛdayair narendraḥ
raṅgāvatīrṇā drupadātmajārtham; dveṣyāṁ hi cakruḥ suḥṛdo ʿpi tatra (1.178.5).

Another example of the erotic effect of Draupadī’s beauty on her heroic suitors is
clearly visible when the Pāndava brothers enter the arena in the disguise of mendicant
brahmins:

The wide-armed sons of Pāndu105 by Prthā106
And the two heroic and powerful twins
They all kept looking at Draupadī –
They were all struck by the arrows of Love. (1.178.12, Van Buitenen)

tathaiva pārthāḥ prthu bāhavas te; vīrau yamau caivamahānubhāvau
tāṁ draupadīṁ prekṣya tadā sma sarve; kandarpa bānābhīhatā babhūvuh

Evidently, all the suitors were ‘struck by the arrows of Love’. Duryodhana the son of the
blind king Dhṛtarāṣṭra (the Kuru king) came along with his many brothers to win the
heroic contest for Draupadī’s hands in marriage. King Karna the great warrior friend of
Duryodhana joined the party of Duryodhana wishing to win the contest.

At this point I wish to dwell on the Sanskrit sentence: Kandarpa bānābhīhatā

---

105 Human father of the five heroes hence: Pāndavas.
106 Another name of Kuntī the mother of the first three bothers among the Pāndavas.
in the above verse twelve. Almost the same description has been given in verse five when the powerful princes who saw Draupadī at the arena where they gathered to win her by winning this difficult contest: kandarpa bānābhinipidītaṅgāḥ. Instead of translating the sentence in verse five as “their limbs besieged by the arrows of Love”, K. M. Ganguli renders the same part as “Afflicted with the shafts of the god of the flowery bow”. Then in the English rendition of the Sanskrit verse 12 by Ganguli we find that all the Pāndava brothers “were all likewise struck by the shafts of Kama”; whereas the same portion of the verse 12 has been translated by Van Buitenen as “They were all struck by the arrows of Love”. It is important to note that Kandarpa is the god of erotic love who carries the flowery bow and this god is also known as Kamadeva in Hindu mythology. Viewed from this perspective, Ganguli’s rendition transmits more powerful meaning of the Sanskrit term; on the other hand ‘the arrows of Love’ evokes the representation of Eros or Cupid in Latin. However, the fact remains that the unparalleled beauty of Draupadī exuded with erotic love. These powerful kings and princes who attended the court of Drupada the king of Pāñchāla could not succeed in the contest of this particular heroic proficiency test arranged by king Drupada and thereby, could not win Draupadī as wife but Arjuna the third brother among Pāndavas did win the famous contest. Ironically, these five brothers came in disguise of mendicant Brahmins, not as kshatriya princes. As a result Draupadi following her father’s wish selected Arjuna as her husband. Like Helen, Draupadī also had no choice in this matter. “She was vīryaśulkā: she was given by her guardian to the highest bidder, the price paid being heroism or rather proficiency in

marksmanship.”

Evidently, having lost the contest and the beautiful Draupadī to a Brahmin the powerful princes including the Kuru prince Duryodhana and Karna among the kings who participated in the contest, felt extremely insulted. Thus they led by Karna attacked the King Drupada who acted against the rule that declares: “The bridegroom choice is for the barons”\(^{110}\)(Śvyamvara ksatriyānām ītiyām prathivā srutih)\(^{111}\). This particular statement by the other kshatriya suitors of Draupadī demands some elaboration.

According to Sanskrit legal texts there are eight kinds of marriage of which Rāksasa form is the right kind of marriage for the Warrior class/caste (kshatriya)\(^{112}\). In the context of marriage, a warrior-king cannot accept a bride when she is given/transferred to him by her father. It is the practice of Brahmins to accept what is given: Brahmins are entitled to accept (what is given by others) but warrior-kings are those who give to others (Mahābhārata 12.192.81). In fact, the Mahābhārata has several passages that attach special importance to the strength of arm (bāhu-vīryam) for a warrior-king (5.130.7; 12.128.19; 5.130.29; 1.165.20). Thus, the suitors who participated in the contest in order to win Draupadī as bride-prize felt insulted for having Brahmin men as their competitors. Ironically, the royal suitors could not recognize the Pândavas in their disguise of Brahmins. Naturally, the invited kings and princes who came as suitors began a fight led by Karna right there in the hall.

Being attacked by the invited kings, Drupada sought help from Arjuna and his

\(^{109}\) V. S. Sukthankar, *The Mahābhārata*, vol.1, LXI.


brother Bhīma. A chaotic fight broke out among the angry kings and Arjuna accompanied by his brother Bhīma; predictably, the angry kings lost to Arjuna and his brother. In this way the political alliance between the powerful Pāñcāla king Drupada and the Pāndavas deprived of their kingdom was sealed. I suggest that the fight over Draupadī at the royal court of the king Drupada is the mere indication of the devastating war\textsuperscript{113} that will happen later. This is the beginning of Draupadī the \textit{casus belli} for possessing astonishing beauty by divine design.

Furthermore, her beauty causes her to marry the other four brothers of Arjuna who won Draupadī as a bride-prize in the contest of strength arranged by her father the king Drupada. Unlike Helen, Draupadī did not stay in her father’s palace; following the patriarchal rule of marriage she had to follow her husband to his abode. When Arjuna and Bhīma brought Draupadī to their temporary cottage where their mother Kuntī was waiting for them with great anxiety, Kuntī without even seeing Draupadī told them in her usual manner to share the alms among the brothers. After seeing Draupadī, however, she realized her mistake and asked Yudhisthira how to undo her error. Yudhisthira the embodiment of Dharma itself asked his brother Arjuna to marry Drapaudī as she had been won by him in the suitors’ contest. Unfortunately, the Vedas and Brāhmanas do not prescribe the marriage of younger brothers before their elder brother had been married. Naturally, Arjuna did not want to do anything that was not approved by the Vedic injunction. As the discussion was going on, the eyes of five brothers were fixated on Draupadi. At this point, the narration of Vaisampāyana regarding Draupadi’s beauty is crucial:

\textsuperscript{113} Note that the suitors who wooed Helen of Sparta fought on behalf of Menelaus in the Trojan War.
They all stared at the glorious Kṛṣṇā who stood there, and sat looking at one another, holding her in their hearts. And as all these boundlessly lustrous men gazed at Draupadī their loves became evident, churning their senses. For the winsome beauty of the Pāṇcāla princess, created by the Creator himself, surprised all other women and beguiled all creatures. Kuntī’s son Yudhisthira knew their manifest feelings; and remembering the entire declaration of Dvaiśayana, O bull among men, the king spoke to his brothers, lest a breach among them occurred: “The lovely Draupadī shall be the wife of us all!”

Although the above verses do not provide any physical description of Draupadī, the relentless gaze of the Pāṇḍava brothers fixated on her express the impact of her beauty on them. The king Yudhisthira himself, though, fascinated by her charm could not help noticing his brothers’ gaze burning with desire for possessing Draupadī. Realizing that their uncontrollable desire for the same woman might harm their brotherly solidarity, Yudhisthira came up with this practical decision. He did not even think for a moment whether Draupadī had any opinion in his decision (patriarchal society?) Draupadī quietly submitted to this most unnatural proposal.

2.4 Draupadī as Śrī

Then what about this marriage that does not follow tradition? The narrator of the Mahābhārata explains how it had already been pre-arranged for divine purpose (see above) and thus it had to be fulfilled. When king Drupada himself had much difficulty to

---

approve this kind of unusual marriage for her daughter, sage Vyāsa the redactor of Māhabhārata appears at the spot and tells him the true identities of the Pāndavas and Draupadī. Besides telling the king the past stories of Pāndavas and Draupadī, Vyāsa tells another story regarding Draupadī. It relates of an anxious maiden who repeatedly prayed to the god Śiva for a husband who has all the virtues. Śiva granted the maiden five husbands fulfilling her request that happen to be five times. Then, in order to witness their real identity, Vyāsa grants the king a celestial sight (divyam caksuh). The king was delighted to see the Pāndavas as ‘the youths divine with golden garlands and diadems, each like an Indra…’115. Then the awe-struck king looks at her daughter and the king admires her beauty that is like Śrī. Then he believes that she is “worthy to be their wife for her beauty (rūpam), majesty (tejas), and fame (yaśas).”116

Here it is worth drawing attention to the point that in many ritual texts of the Vedas, Śrī has special relation with “ruling power, dominion”. Śrī means ‘prosperity, material well-being, and fortune”. The Brāhmana literature of India mentions that the cushion of the royal throne is associated with Śrī.117 Furthermore the twelfth book of the epic provides us with an elaborate mythology of Śrī (12.217.57-59). In her mythology Śrī is noted to be the symbol of Sovereignty and before coming to Indra she had been possessed by other Sovereigns. Sovereignty embodied in the form of a beautiful woman has been compared before with ancient legends of Ireland.

Again it is her beauty (rūpam) that Yudhistira accentuates first, though not ignoring her natural goodness, when he wagers Draupadī at the dice match.

115 Van Buiten, 374.
117 Jan Gonda, Aspects of Early Visnuism (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1969), 188.
Book two of the *Mahābhārata* narrates how Yudhisthira wagers Draupadī at the dice match. He describes Draupadī’s physical beauty and daily duty in a great detail:

She is not too short or too tall, not too black or too red, and her eyes are red with love—I play you for her! Eyes like the petals of autumn lotuses, a beauty that waits on autumn lotuses—the peer of the Goddess of Fortune! Yes, for her lack of cruelty, for the fullness of her body, for the straightness of her character does a man desire a woman, Last she lies down who was the first to wake up, who knows what was done and left undone, down to the cowherds and goatherds. Her sweaty lotuslike face shines like a lotus. Her waist shaped like an altar, hair long, eyes the colour of copper, not too much body hair…such is the woman, king, such is the slender-waisted Pāncālī, for whom I now throw, the beautiful Draupadī…

[y]

Here again we find the description of Draupadī’s beauty through formulaic expressions like “slender-waisted” (*sumadhyāyā*). It is to be noted that by this time, she has already five sons, that is, a son to each of her five husbands. Yet the king Yudhishthira fails to mention that she is the mother of their sons. Draupadī like Helen of Sparta remains nubile forever.

Furthermore, it is possible to assume that in this situation Yudhishthira needlessly offers her as the object of desire, possessing the beauty of Śrī and she follows the duty of a perfect wife who is totally devoted to her husband (*pativrata*). While describing Draupadī’s physical beauty and her mindfulness towards her household duty with great
attention, Yudhisthira, who apparently seems very loving and attentive towards his queen, does not hesitate to wager her. While she follows her wifely ideal as stipulated by the society, he does not follow his husbandly duty by providing her protection (*rakshana*). This is more than juxtaposition this is definitely a chiasmic situation.

My intention is to dwell upon one particular word in the verse 33: śrīsamānayā a fitting translation of which is provided by Kevin McGrath:118 ‘like the deity Śrī’. This particular epithet of Draupādi recalls the two versions regarding the birth of Draupadi on earth. According to another version, it was the god Śiva who commanded five Indras to be born on earth and Śrī as their common wife. In other words, it is Śrī who incarnates as Draupadi.

### 2.5 Śrī as the symbol of Sovereignty

Śrī has a long history in Indian tradition and religion. She is closely associated with royalty. Jan Gonda citing from Aitareya Brāhmaṇa identifies Śrī with kingdom (*rāstram*)119. The Brāhmaṇa literature also mentions that the cushion of the royal throne is associated with Śrī. Gonda explains that ‘the identification of the cushion and śrī is not fortuitous or meaningless. The cushion no doubt adds to the king’s śrī-“prosperity”, his kingship rests on it.’120 However, Gonda provides a crucial point regarding Śrī from the thesis of Miss Gerda Hartmann written in German in 1933. In her thesis “Beiträge zur Geschichte der Göttin Lakṣmī”, Miss Hartmann writes that Śrī is a “pre-Aryan goddess of fertility”. Similarly, Heinrich Zimmer121 also suggests the pre-Vedic existence of Śrī or

---

120 Gonda, *Aspects of Early Visnuism*, 188.
Lakshmī. In fact, the hymn to the goddess Śrī did not get entry into the main corpus of Rig–Veda and it was appended to one of the supplements of the Rig–Veda. The mythology of Śrī found its prominence in classical Hinduism. Most significantly, book twelve (Śānti Parvan) of Mahabharata provides us with an elaborate mythology of Śrī (217,57-59). In her mythology Śrī is noted to be the symbol of Sovereignty and before coming to Indra, she had been possessed by other Sovereigns. As the concept of Time plays an important role in this myth elaborated in book twelve of the Mahābhārata, this will be discussed in the final chapter. At this point it is equally important to highlight the obvious parallel between the myths of Śrī and Sovereignty of ancient Irish tradition.

2.6 Sovereignty in Irish tradition

The myth of Śrī has often been compared before, to the goddess Flaith or Flaith Éren (Sovereignty) of Irish tradition. It is worth relating here the two oldest versions of the Irish tradition from the “Book of Ballymote”:

1. When King Daire was told that a “son of Daire” named Lugaid would attain Ireland’s Sovereignty, he gave each of his five sons this name. At the assembly of Teltown, where his sons had come to race horses, Daire learned from a Druid that “a fawn with golden lustre” would enter the assembly and that whichever son caught it would rule. When the fawn came “into the assembly”, Daire’s sons pursued it until it was finally caught by Lugaide Laigde. Then snow fell, and one son went for shelter, finding a house occupied by “a huge old woman,…her spears of teeth outside her head, and great, old, foul, faded things upon her.” Refusing to lie with her on the bed she offered, he was told he had thus severed himself from “sovereignty”. After three more brothers came and went with the same events, Lugaid Laigde went and said, “I will sleep alone with thee.” Having followed her to the bed, to his astonishment “it seemed to him that the radiance of her face was the sun rising in the month of May…. Then he mingled in love with her. ‘Auspicious is your journey,’ said she, ‘I am the sovranty, and the kingship of

Erin will be obtained by thee.”’ The other brothers then came and all feasted “on the freshest food and the oldest ale.”

2. Echoaid Muigmedón, king of Ireland, had four sons by the “witch-queen” Mongfind, and one, Niall, by a captive Saxon princess. In a test to see which of them was fittest to rule, they were told by a wizard to go on a hunt. When they stopped, they cooked what they had caught and became thirsty. Fergus, the first to volunteer, “went seeking for water, till he chanced on a well” guarded by a hideous hag who would let him drink only for a kiss. This he, and two more sons of Mongfind, refused to do and they got no water; then the fourth son, Fiachra, gave her only the barest brush of a kiss, and in return got a brief moment of kingship. Last of all Niall came for water and consented to kiss and “lie with” the hag, who then turned into a beautiful woman. Asked who she was, she answered, “I am Sovereignty,” and told him to establish “seniority” over his brothers.

Viewed in the context of the above two Irish variations of the legend of Sovereignty, it is possible to recognize the similar idea of Sovereignty embodied in the form of a beautiful woman in the concept of Indic Śrī. Hiltebeitel\textsuperscript{123} explains in detail by setting the two Irish variants of the myth of Sovereignty side by side with the myth of Indra and Śrī. Nonetheless, the concept regarding the transformation of this ugly woman into a beautiful Sovereignty deserves to be explained in the Indic context of Śrī. Note that Śrī is associated with the goddess Laksmī denoting every aspect of Śrī. In the hymn to Śrī (Śrī Śūktam) the main part of which goes back to the Vedic time, the two separate goddesses Śrī and Laksmī merge into each other. In this hymn Laksmī has an elder sister (jyesthām alaksmīm) who is the exact opposite of the goddess of beauty, prosperity, kingship. My intention here is to emphasize the point that has been shown before by A.K. Coomaraswamy\textsuperscript{124}: the parallel myth of Sovereignty in the two opposite forms of a beautiful and also unwanted woman. It is quite possible to infer that the legends of

\textsuperscript{123} Hiltebeitel, \textit{The Ritual of Battle}, 175-180.
Sovereignty in the form of a beautiful woman and lack of Sovereignty in the form of a not beautiful woman appear in the Indic and Celtic traditions from a common Indo-European source.

2.7 Sovereignty and the Number Five

The next pertinent point is to underscore that the grouping of five brothers around Sovereignty in the Irish legend strongly resembles the five brothers as the five husbands of Draupadī who is Sovereignty in human form. In both versions of the Irish legend, the king had five sons and when the ugly woman’s request had been fulfilled, she revealed herself as the beautiful Sovereignty of Ireland. In the same vein, the narrator/character Vyāsa of the Mahābhārata reveals to Draupadī’s father not only of her divine identities but also of her five husbands. It is important to note that number five is equally significant in the Indic and Celtic traditions. In Celtic Heritage: Ancient Tradition in Ireland and Wales, Alwyn Rees and Brinley Rees underscore the significance of the number five in their discourse on five primeval peoples and also of five provinces of Ireland. In the Vedic view of the universe, creation is fivefold: “Whatever exists is fivefold” (Taittirīya-Upanishad 1.7). Aitareya Upanishad: 3.3 and Praśna Upanishad: 4.8 for example, mention about the five elements that constitute this universe. Thus the epic narrator/narrators relate Indo-European, Vedic, mythic (Puranic) tales to the audience in its own unique

\[\text{References}\]

128 See Van Buitenen’s comment on the above two scholars regarding their approaches to the Mahābhārata in Mahābhārata III, 163-64.
The present study values the suggestions of both scholars while aiming to read Draupadī as a character that evolves in her own unique way. Considering Draupadī as Śrī denoting Sovereignty, it seems possible for Yudhishtihira to secure the succession to the throne of the Kuru dynasty. The narrators of the epic also make sure to keep her with her five husbands at all times. But the question still remains regarding the co-existence of a deported king with his wife whose survival is tied up with the kingdom. Moreover, the epic highlights the theme of the goddess Śrī’s movement between the gods and the demons (12.124, 215-21). In light of the epic tradition, it is worth pointing that the virtuous character of Yudhishtihira is of paramount importance of his wife’s unwavering presence with the Pandavas. Whenever Krishna- Draupadī becomes separated from them a catastrophic situation arises, episode at the royal dicing hall, for instance.

After wagering Draupadī at the royal dice game, Yudhishtihira lost the game to Duryodhana. At this point, Draupadī became the property or the slave (dāsi) of Duryodhana. How can Śrī in the form of incredibly beautiful Draupadī be turned into anyone’s property? She was forcefully brought to the royal hall where the kings assembled including the elders. Here it should be noted that the Kuru prince Duryodhana was also one of the suitors at the svayamvara of Draupadī. He tried to string the bow and failed. He missed the great chance of winning Draupadī in marriage and thereby loosing the opportunity of having alliance with the powerful Pāñchāla king Drupada. Since then

Van Buitenen writes: “While they share fundamental underlying views and attitudes, Dumezil and Biardeau stand on two sides of the Great Divide of the traditional periodization into Vedic and post-Vedic: Biardeau to the south of it, as she takes the Mahābhārata to be part and parcel of a Hinduism stretching indefinitely futureward: Dumezil to the north of it, as he mines the epic for a treasure of reminiscences of not only a Vedic, but a pre-Vedic, Indo-Iranian, even Indo-European trifunctional inheritance. Neither in so doing shows great respect for, or even much interest in, the possible integrity of the Mahābhārata as unique product in the growth of Indian civilization; the text seems fated to be relevant to anything but itself”.
Duryodhana and his friend Karnā another suitor of Draupadī have been plotting war against the Pāndavas (1.194.10-20).¹²⁹

The brother (Duhśāsana) of Duryodhana drags out Draupadī into the gambling hall of the Kauravas by the hair. This is an intense moment for Draupadī when she informs him that she is menstruating¹³⁰ and yet the brother of Duryodhana at his brother’s command tries to disrobe her in front of the distinguished men at the hall. The question remains why Draupadī has to be abused in front of her kinsmen some of whom are also the knower of the Vedas. Is it a violent display of overtaking the Sovereignty in anthropomorphic form? The Epic clearly indicates that Draupadī is the incarnation of the goddess Śrī. When Yudhisthira lost Draupadī at the final wager at the dice game, the brother of Duryodhana dragged her out of her chamber and brought her to the gambling hall where the entire family of the Kuru king and the other kings gathered. She implored to be free as she whispered: “It is now my month! This is my sole garment, you man of slow wit…” (śanair uvāca adya rajasvalāsmi ekam ca vāso mama mandabuddhe) (II.60.25).¹³¹ In the gambling hall, as Duhśāsana forcefully began to disrobe Draupadī at the command of his brother (Duryodhana) and the king Karnā; he could not succeed in pulling off her garment. A series of garments appeared to cover the body of Draupadī and this happened ceaselessly. Having gone through a pitiable assault in the middle of the hall in front of all the distinguished men, Draupadī wins back everything through her power of speech (will be discussed in the next chapter).

¹³⁰ Taittiriya Samhita (2.5.1) informs that it is inappropriate to sit near, to talk or eat food cooked by a menstruating woman. Also this text tells that when Indra killed Vishwarupa, he transferred one-third of the stain of killing a Brāhmaṇa to women. This stain is said to have taken the form of women’s menstruation.
Nevertheless, whatever they won back through Draupadī’s wit and clever deliverance was short lived. While the Pândavas and Draupadī had travelled half the way towards their kingdom when the royal messenger of Dhritarastra got hold of them and announced that the king had summoned them to come back in order to engage in a second dicing match. The king Yudhisthira decided to abide by his elder’s order and accordingly they all followed Yudhisthira. This time the stake was dwelling twelve years in a forest and finally one year in hiding. Yudhishtira lost and the Pândavas were ordered to get rid of their shiny robes and wear antelope skins. Thus they are robbed off their princely status. Furthermore, Draupadī is described as (ekavastrā tu rudaṭī muktakeśī rajasvalā šonitāktārdra vasaṇā draupadī): ‘Dressed in her sole garment, disheveled and weeping in her courses, her cloth wet and besmirched with blood…’ This is the second time that the narrator highlights Draupadī’s bloodstained garment. I read her bloodstained garment as the metaphorical expression of the unavoidable war. Furthermore, her visual description coupled with her threatening words turn her into the very symbol of ‘casus belli’:

“They because of whom I got this way, thirteen years from now their wives will have their husbands dead, their kinsmen and friends dead! Their bodies smeared with blood of their relatives, their hair loosened and themselves in their courses, the women shall offer up the water to their dead, no less, as the Pândavas enter the City of the Elephant.”

According to Hiltebeitel, this “word” of Draupadī signifies that her husbands will carry

---

out the act of revenge against their foes and thus her “statement has more the look of a prediction or a curse”.\(^ {134} \) Then, one may wonder why did Draupadi curse that the Kaurava women would go through menstruation while mourning the death of their husbands. Hiltebeitel aptly explains that in these instances *rajasvala* may mean ‘an impure condition’ or ‘defilement’.\(^ {135} \) Considering the mythical notion of menstrual blood in ancient India (already mentioned), I propose that the menstruating body of Draupadi incurs violence. Thus the body of Draupadi as Śrī personified becomes menstruating body thereby unleashing violence.

While Draupadi’s husbands witnessed their common wife’s molestation silently, Bhīma, the second brother among the Pāndavas reacts violently. The fiercely angry Bhīma not obediently following the decision of his elder brother (which is not appropriate conduct of an younger brother) wants to burn the two hands of his elder brother Yudhisthira (2.61.6). After witnessing that Duryodhana exposed his left thigh for drawing Draupadi’s gaze, Bhīma vows to smash Duryodhana’s thighs and drink Duhsāsana’s blood (2.63.10-15; 2.68.27-29). This theme of Bhīma’s vow is the basis for the Sanskrit drama *Venīṣamhāra* of Bhatta Nārāyana (700 CE).\(^ {136} \) We find that Bhima successfully fulfills his vow on the seventeenth day of the cataclysmic battle. The stories of Draupadi’s vow and her disheveled hair have been well-known in the popular traditions of India. In fact, the epic simply mentions that Draupadī did not arrange her hair since Duhsasana dragged her into the hall (sabha) by the hair and she wore her hair beautifully again only

---


\(^ {135} \) Ibid.

\(^ {136} \) In this play, Bhima will bind up Draupadi’s hair with his hands bloodied from broken thighs of Duryodhana. See David L. Gitomer, “Rāksasa Bhīma: Wolfbelly among Ogres and Brahmans in the Sanskrit Mahābhārata and the Venīṣamhāra,” in *Essays on the Mahābhārata*, ed. Arvind Sharma, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 2007), 296-333.
after Duryodhana had been slayed by Bhīma. While Bhīma urges, Yudhisthira to rule their kingdom as the great king, he points out that it is by good luck that Duryodhana along with his followers have been slain and also by good luck the condition of Yudhisthira is normal again like the condition of Draupadī’s hair. This is the only way the epic alludes to the fact that Draupadī kept her hair loose ‘till the battle had been won.

By good luck, the sinful Duryodhana has been slain with all his followers in battle. By good luck, you have gone the way of Draupadi’s mass of hair.137

diṣṭyā duryodhanaḥ pāpo nihataḥ sānugo yudh
draupadyāḥ keśapakṣasya diṣṭyā tvam padavīṁ gataḥ

Book second (Book of the Assembly Hall) of the *Mahābhārata* bolsters the very existence of Krishnā-Draupadī as the *casus belli*. Hiltebeitel suggests that Draupadi’s garment stained with blood or her loose long black hair evokes a reverse image of beautiful goddess Śrī. One would rather recognize here the goddess of destruction in the depiction of krishnā-Draupadī in the dicing hall 138. It is important to note that the menstruating body of Draupadī in the dicing hall becomes a source of a religious celebration of the menstruating goddess in some traditions in India, especially, in the state of Orissa. What I wish to explore here is that there exists other myth that equates the female menstruating body with Earth and the Goddess.

2.8 Veneration of Draupadī as menstruating goddess in Folk Tradition of India

According to the tradition of the Goddess in India women, Earth, and the Goddess are

---

137 Hiltebeitel, “Draupadi’s hair,” 200-201. Ganguli translates: “O king, the sinful Duryodhana hath been stain with all his followers. By good luck, thou too hast attained to the condition of Draupadi’s locks”.

138 Hiltebeitel writes: “For example, there can be little doubt that the epic poets know of a disheveled Goddess of destruction akin to and probably identical with Kālī. We know this, however, not because earlier texts or the epic itself tell us myths about Kālī, or even give us direct allusions to her, but because the epic alludes to such themes through its depiction of Draupadi.” “Śiva, the Goddess, and the Disguises of the Pāṇḍavas and Draupadī”, *History of Religions* 20, No.1/2, Twentieth Anniversary Issue, (Aug.-Nov., 1980): 147-174.
the manifestations of the Divine Reality\(^{139}\). This tradition venerating the power of the Goddess (\textit{Shākta} tradition) goes back to the \textit{Devīsukta} (\textit{Rigveda} 10.125) where she reveals that she alone pervades the whole universe through her power. \textit{Devī-Māhāmya} (Glory of the Goddess) belonging to the Mārkendya Purana is another important Hindu religious text that narrates the power (\textit{Shakti}) of the Goddess. With this view in mind, a traditional text regarding the Goddess writes about 51 sacred places of pilgrimage (\textit{Pīthas})\(^{140}\) that are considered to be auspicious to the Mother-Goddess. According to some \textit{Purānas}, \textit{Devībhāgavata} and \textit{Kālikā Purāna}, for example, \textit{Satī} the wife of Shiva went uninvited to attend a sacrificial fire ceremony held at her father’s place. She became furious when she heard insulting words about her husband who was not invited there to have a share of this sacrifice. Consequently, she killed herself in the fire she created through her yogic power. As the different parts of her body fell on the various places of India, these places became sacred for the devotees of the Goddess. Accordingly, the devotees built temples in these places in order to worship the Goddess with proper ritual. Traditionally, the temple of the goddess \textit{Kāmākhyā} in the state of Assam in India is known to be the sacred place where \textit{Satī’s} vulva (\textit{yoni}) fell.

This temple of the goddess \textit{Kāmākhyā} is situated on the top of a hill near the city of Guwahati in Assam. This unusual temple does not possess any icon of the Goddess instead a natural rock fissure constantly filled with water from an underground spring is ritually worshipped in the inner sanctum. Every year around the month of June when monsoon season starts, three days are set aside in the Hindu ritual calendar in


acknowledging the annual menstruation of the goddess Earth. This is the time when the goddess Kāmākhya is specially worshipped and a huge fair is held celebrating the annual menstruation of the goddess. Clearly, in the tradition of the Shakti cult the Goddess, Earth, and women are connected. This inherent notion of connectedness in a religious context is pointedly visible in the agricultural community in the Indian state of Orissa.

This particular religious emotion of connectedness is easier to understand from the voices of the women and men of the farming community of Orissa during the festival of menstruation of the Goddess. This valuable information is available to the researchers due to the two essays141 where Frédérique Apffel-Marglin and Purna Chandra Misra have presented a critical report of their fieldwork on the menstruation festival of the Goddess in Orissa. This festival known as the raja (menstruation) parba (festival) takes place each year from June 14th-18th when Earth herself is supposed to be menstruating. Note that during this festival no one should plow or dig the earth, in other words, the goddess Earth should not be disturbed at this time of the year. Similarly, the male participants in their interview truly believe that women should not be disturbed during their menstruation.

The Goddess of this festival is known by names like Harachandī, Prithibī, Basudhā, Thākurānī, and Draupadī. Both Prithibī and Basudhā mean earth while Thākurānī is the goddess who protects the farming community of Orissa.

It is worth noting that the goddess Harachandī is equated with Draupadī of Mahābhārata. The participants in the interview sincerely believe that the defeat of Duryodhana along with his allies happened for the very reason that they disturbed


----, “Gender and unitary self: Locating the dominant when listening to the subaltern voice.” Unpublished manuscript.
Draupadī during her menstruation. It seems that the tradition of Mahābhārata somewhat ignores the fact that Draupadī is the incarnation of Śrī on earth. But the farming community in Orissa has established a cosmic link between the destructive war and the assault of menstruating Draupadī by the brother of Duryodhana. Note that in Sanskrit and other Indic languages the same word Ritu is used for Season and menstruation as well. As the fertile Nature goes through a cycle of seasons, so does a fertile woman go through her cycle of menstruation. This is a little known cult of Earth goddess protecting the farming community in the state of Orissa in India. They consider Draupadī as the goddess Earth herself. As the violation of Krishnā-Draupadī during her menstruation led to a devastating war, this farming community of Orissa avoids cultivating the earth during the particular days in the religious calendar just to avoid crop failure. It seems that the local folk tradition has appropriated Draupadī as the earth goddess for its own religious purpose. Clearly, they have drawn this tradition in sympathy of the heroine of the Mahābhārata. Above all, Krishnā-Draupadī comes out of the earthen altar of the sacrificial rite and she is dark. Hiltebeitel writes: “she is from birth dark like the goddess Earth and an embodiment of Shri, the goddess of Prosperity.”\textsuperscript{142} In addition, Hiltebeitel’s work\textsuperscript{143} shows that certain village communities of Tamilnadu, South India worship Draupadī as one form of the Great Goddess. It is worth noting that the cult of Draupadī, unlike the cult of Helen of Sparta, is a post-epic reception of Draupadī’s assault and her strength in folk traditions of India.

Sally Southerland proposes that the *Mahābhārata* battle turns into a political question over sovereignty\(^{144}\). I argue that in view of the comparison of Draupādi as Śrī personified with the Indo-European symbol of Sovereignty; this devastating battle happened over Draupādi/ Sovereignty/ Kingdom. With this in mind, the brutal act of the Kaurava princes in enslaveing the menstruating Draupādi/ Śrī-incarnate in the dicing hall foreshadows the impending bloody war over the dominance of the Kuru kingdom/ Sovereignty. Further, Draupādi’s physical appearance incurring violence continues in books third (Book of the Forest) and fourth (Book of Virata).

Book third narrates the episode where the attempted abduction of Draupādi occurs during the time when she spends the mandated twelve years of exile in wilderness with her five husbands. During their required stay in the great forest of Kamyaka, the Pāndavas used to go for hunting for food. One day they went off hunting in all directions leaving Draupādi at the hermitage with her maid and the house priest. The king Jayadratha of Sindhu accompanied with many princes happened to pass by the same forest and found Draupādi standing at the threshold of the hermitage. Jayadratha desirous of marriage was journeying to the kingdom of Salya and the sight of Krishnā-Draupādi’s great beauty fascinated the king. He sent off his friend the king Koikasya to find out who was this exceedingly charming woman. Then Jayadratha himself along with six other kings came to the hermitage. Having introduced himself properly, the king urged her to mount his chariot and become his wife. When she refused, he forced her onto his chariot and took off. The house priest of the Pāndavas, however, did not reprimand the king for this violent act; he rather stated that Jayadratha should have followed the legal manner of abduction:

This (woman) cannot be led/married by you, without having conquered great chariot (fighters).
Look to the ancient dharma of the warrior, o Jayadratha. (3.252.25)

neya śakyā tvayā netum avijitya mahārathān
dharmam kṣatrasya paurāṇam averseśva jayadratha

The priest Dhaumya meant that it would have been legal if Jayadratha had engaged in a combat with her husbands, “in other words if he gave a virya as a śulka”.145 Jamison’s remark regarding Draupadi’s abduction recalls the fact that Arjuna had to pay a virya śulka (bride-price through feats of valour/ an act of heroism)146 in order to win Draupadī’s hand at her svayamvarā. The five husbands of Draupadī came back and after having heard from their maid about the abduction of Draupadī by Jayadratha, they hurried to attack the abductor of Draupadī. Realizing that he was being chased by the Pāndavas, Jayadratha asked Draupadī to identify each of her five husbands as it is a necessary legal step to the process of counter abduction in the ksatriya marriage. Jamison compares this process of identifying the party of re-abductors by Draupadī with Helen at the Teichoscopia147 (Il. 3).

Draupadī goes on identifying her husbands in 19 long verses. According to Jamison, Draupadī’s act of identification in the middle of a serious chase ‘is not predictable in a universal script”. Jamison clarifies this scene further:

As the Pandavas close in on the abductor’s chariot, all action seems to cease, freeze-framed, as it were, for nineteen temporally suspended verses—Tristubh verses at that, each with four 11—syllable lines—a remarkably lengthy interruption to this dramatic chase scene. It is important to note that these verses are so-called irregular Tristubhs and, as such, belongs to the oldest ksatriya core of our surviving Mahābhārata, as convincingly argued in the recent book of Mary Carroll Smith”.148

145 Stephanie, Jamison, Sacrificed Wife/Sacrificer’s Wife, 228
146 Rāma also had to perform feats of valour in order to win Sītā at her svayamvarā.
While Draupadī’s re-abduction by the Pāndavas is an important factor in the list of marriages in ancient India, the motif of Draupadī’s beauty creating violence repeats itself in this episode. The five Pāndavas defeated the great army of Jayadratha in a fierce battle. While trying to flee from the battle like a coward, Jayadratha got caught. The Pāndavas did not kill him despite Draupadī’s urgings instead he was forced to proclaim himself as their slave. Thus Draupadī’s beauty created another enemy who would join in the battle over sovereignty against the Pāndavas.

The theme of Draupadī as the casus belli is conspicuous from the very beginning of the epic yet it has been mentioned only once at the beginning of the epic. Her beauty creating violence repeats itself again, especially, in book four where her molestation in King Virāta’s royal hall happens again. Book four narrates the last year of their exile spent incognito in the kingdom of king Virāta. Here Draupadī lives in the palace as a hairdresser of the queen whose brother the general of the king tries to seduce Draupadī. In fact the queen Sudesnā herself was awestruck by her beauty when she requested the queen for a job. After going through a detailed description of Draupadī’s exquisite beauty, queen Sudesnā said:

> See, the women of the royal household and those who live in my own house are gazing intently at you, so what man would you not captivate? And see the trees that grow here round my house; even they seem to be bowing before you, so what man would you not captivate? Lady of fine hips, once King Virāta sees your more—than—human beauty he will leave me and single—mindedly pursue you, for whichever man you gaze at intently with your long eyes will fall into love’s clutches, lady of flawless limbs! And any man who sees you constantly, with your lovely smile and your utterly flawless limbs, will fall into the clutches of love! The female crab spawns only to die, and so I believe it will be for me if you dwell here, sweet-smiling girl! (4.8.20-26).\(^\text{149}\)

---

\(^{149}\) Translated, John D. Smith
Here the words of queen regarding the gaze of Draupadi recalls the warning of Hecuba to Menelaus regarding Helen’s gaze in Euripides’ play *The Trojan women*. Here the poet clearly relates the problem of beauty to male desire through a female speaker. Nonetheless, Draupadi does not actively evoke desire in men, rather her beauty, that is, symbolically attached to her intrinsic value as Sovereignty carries the desire. Indeed this episode demonstrates that an enormous violence and multiple deaths occur due to the uncontrollable desire for Draupadi. Finally, it is important to remember that the symbol of Śrī (Sovereignty) in the form of a beautiful woman is noted to be a pre-Aryan goddess of fertility.\(^\text{150}\)

Nevertheless, Draupadi keeps up her bellicose motivation for revenge through her provocative speech leading to war. With this in mind, one could always ponder about her seemingly bellicose motivation. Evidently, it is Draupadi who takes the responsibility in encouraging her husbands to fight so that the way of dharma is upheld. While referring to Krishna as the one who does not fight in the *Mahābhārata* war but protects Arjuna to win the battle for dharma, Madeleine Biardeau draws attention to a crucial point that is almost always overlooked:

> Et Draupādi, l’épouse soumise, excite ses maris au combat alors qu’Arjuna y répugne profondément: oui, il fallait bien la Déesse pour endosser la responsabilité du dharma à la place de l’Homme, touché par la grâce du renoncement.\(^\text{151}\)

Here Biardeau, as it seems, compares Draupādi with the Goddess of the Hindus whose origin most surely comes from the ‘village-Hinduism’ that essentially dates back to the


\(^{151}\) Madeleine Biardeau, (ed) *Autour de la Déesse Hindoue*, (Purushartha Vol.5, 1981):15. “And Draupadi, the submissive wife provokes her husbands into fighting a war that Arjuna detests profoundly. Yes, it had to be the goddess to assume the responsibility of the dharma instead of the man touched by the grace of renunciation (my translation).”
Indus Civilization in India. According to Asko Parpola, a Finnish Indologist and Sindhologist (Indus Civilization), the essential components of ‘village Hinduism’ seem to originate ‘at least as early as the Early and Mature Harappan villages of the third millennium BCE’. Similarly, Hiltebeitel writes:

It is thus impossible to study the epic as a story frozen in its Sanskrit textual forms. For one thing, there are good grounds to suspect that certain features of the story descend from an Indo-Iranian and Indo-European past. But more than this, one must assume that the epic poets made selective use of oral traditions and popular cultural themes...It is thus worth investigating whether what they left untold but implicit, or what they alluded to through symbols, is not still echoed in the vast oral and vernacular epic and epic-related traditions that perpetuate the story to Indian culture to this day. I have come to suspect that living traditions of and about the Mahābhārata are often in close touch with traditional meanings that have escaped the classically based literary scholars.

To sum up, both heroines, that is, Helen and Draupādī are meant to be divine instruments for belligerent purpose. In essence, they both are casus belli. Furthermore, as it has been shown, they both suffered due to their superhuman beauty. However, the poet of the Mahābhārata describes the beauty of Draupādī in physical detail whereas Homer’s description of Helen’s beauty is rather minimal. They both had to go through a marriage that required suitors’ contest; in other words, they were the prizes for their suitors. Nevertheless, their suitors behave differently in the respective wars: Helen’s suitors fought alongside her husband in the Trojan War whereas the suitors of Draupādī did not. Finally, they both represent the layers of two cultures: Helen’s characterization is a blend of Aegean and Indo-European civilizations and Draupādī of pre-Vedic and Indo-European. With this view in mind, it is important to remember that they both had to

---

153 Hiltebeitel, “Śiva, the Goddess and the Disguises of the Pāṇḍavas and Draupādī,” 152.
function in the Indo-European patrilineal form of society. In conclusion, Helen and Draupadī are *casus belli* with no agency of their own, yet they had to perform the role they had been given.
Part Two: Power of Speech

Introduction

In the preceding section I proposed that both Helen and Draupadī Helen are *casus belli* without any agency of their own. Unlike the poet of the *Mahābhārata*, Homer in the *Iliad* is silent about Helen’s life before moving to Troy with Paris. First, the myth of Helen’s birth is found in the tradition of the epic cycle. Second, the narrator did not render any voice to Helen regarding her marriage that required a selection of the best man from the many suitors who wanted to be Helen’s husband. As the criterion for choosing the best man was arranged by her father and brothers, Helen’s voice was not required in that matter. In a similar manner, Draupadī of the *Mahābhārata* silently followed the rules that have been set up by her father and brother at her *Svayamvara* or ‘self-choice ’ leading to her own wedding. Thus far Helen and Draupadī silently participated in the social law of marriage as the objects of exchange. Draupadī ended by marrying five brothers instead of one, in this sense, Draupadī has been objectified in the institution of marriage much more than Helen.

Yet, it is clear that both Helen and Draupadī subverted the tradition of women being silent participants. My intention in this part is to highlight the narrative ambiguities that exist in Homeric and Indic epics. Many voices of Helen start in the *Iliad* and continue in the *Odyssey*. Similarly, the silent bride Draupadī demonstrates unusual rhetorical skill in the *Mahābhārata*.

In order to resolve this narrative ambiguity of these two women from distinctly different cultures yet belonging to patrilineal/patriarchal Indo-European societies, I wish to take a cue from Claude Levi-Strass’ brilliant observation. He associates linguistic structure with the system of patrilineal society where men create alliance with other men
by formally exchanging women as possession. Thus, women are object and at the same time they speak. According to Levi-Strauss, kinship systems and marriage rules can be clearly understood when they are treated “as a kind of language, a set of process permitting the establishment, between individuals and groups, of a certain type of communication.” Thus, he explains that instead of “the words of the group” that are passed from one individual to individual, in the case of marriage, it is “the women of the group, who are circulated between clans, lineages, or families”. Furthermore, he adds:

Of course, it may be disturbing to some to have women conceived as mere parts of a meaningful system. However, one should keep in mind that the process by which phonemes and words have lost—even though in an illusory manner—their character of value, to become reduced to pure signs, will never lead to the same results in matters concerning women. For words do not speak, while women do; as producers of signs, women can never be reduced to the status of symbols or tokens.

Likewise, beautiful Helen divinely ordained to be casus belli does not remain silent in Homeric epics, nor does Draupadī in the Mahābhārata.

In order to understand their speech-acts in a tangible fashion, I will focus on the way these two heroines present themselves in the epics. Their self-presentation is connected to their verbal delivery along with their personal physical deportment in relation to their dialogical partners. As Donald Lateiner in the glossary of Sardonic Smile: Nonverbal behavior in Homeric Epic defines the “Speech-act” as

The total Gestalt of a person communicating in words to another or a group. Thus, the verbal element is embedded in the context of a social interaction (status, gender, age, time, and place) as well as in nonverbal behaviors (dress, posture, distance, tone, and volume etc.).

---

155 Ibid.
156 Ibid.
Similarly, the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu underscores the innate connection between word usage and physical deportment, as both are shaped and determined by class and gender. Bourdieu calls this interaction between verbal and nonverbal “bodily *hexis*”. *Hexis* is the ancient Greek word that means “a being in a certain state” (Liddell and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon). Bourdieu writes:

> Bodily *hexis* is political mythology realized, *em-bodied*, turned into a permanent disposition, a durable way of standing, speaking, walking, and thereby of feeling and thinking. The opposition between male and female is realized in posture, in the gestures and movements of the body, in the form of the opposition between the straight and the bent, between firmness, uprightness and directness (a man faces forward, looking and striking directly at his adversary), and restraint, reserve and flexibility.158

Likewise, Jean Pierre Vernant points out the importance of the body as a benchmark for evaluating one’s rank in ancient Greece.159 However, Vernant ignores the depiction of values related to female bodies in archaic Greek society. While broad-shouldered Homeric heroes are endowed with winning speech (compare bow-legged, hunch shouldered Thersites with disorderly speech in *Il.* 2.217-219), female bodies in archaic society are highly prized objects (as seen in the preceding chapter). Contrary to the usual depiction of archaic women, Helen speaks with a great authority. As Nancy Worman writes:

> The depictions of the epic poets indicate that women of high status do not necessarily command much verbal authority. Helen is relatively unusual in this regard, a status for which her semi divine genealogy may help to account.160

I argue that Helen’s ‘command of verbal authority’ comes from her association on two planes: her semi divine/divine genealogy on the divine plane and her royal status as the queen of Sparta, not by marriage, but by matrilinéal inheritance on a human plane. Accordingly, as a queen of Sparta (ignoring the fact that Helen, being the daughter of Zeus, is the sister of Muses) her speech and deportment would show resourcefulness and authority. In the same vein, I read Draupadi’s speech pattern in the light of her being on two planes: goddess incarnate and the chief queen of the Pândavas on the human plane. Although Helen and Draupadi belong to patriarchal society, their speech patterns differ due to their different cultural tradition. On the other hand, perhaps more importantly, they exert their agency or their self-awareness through their rhetoric maneuver.
Chapter Three: Helen

Much has been written on Helen’s subjectivity. My intention in this chapter is to revisit Helen’s speech in Homeric epics (*Iliad* and *Odyssey*) and what kind of image she offers through her verbal presentation (has been recognized as verbal mutability). Then I ask: what kind of verbal disguise does Homeric Helen possess? In addition, I examine Helen’s dress and general appearance, in other words, the nonverbal elements associated with Helen’s oral performance. I will examine Helen’s oral speech in the background of her personal deportment and I shall follow the same model while analyzing Draupadi’s speech-act. Nancy Worman writes:

> The signature feature of Helen’s figure is a beauty both dangerous and immortal, but she is also depicted as the embodiment of something equally threatening and attractive: an enchanting style of self-presentation (14).

It is Helen’s ‘enchanting style of self-presentation’ along with her highly prized beautiful female body that embellishes the anxiety of a 5th century Athenian dramatist like Euripides. Further, Helen’s self-presentation changes in relation to her dialogical partner or situation she is encountering. I will start analyzing Helen’s self-presentation in the *Iliad* first, through her distinctly creative way of weaving a tapestry.

3.1 Helen’s self-presentation through weaving

Helen appears for the first time in the book three of the *Iliad* as a silent weaver. A minor goddess Iris comes to Helen’s chamber where Helen is weaving ‘a great purple web of double fold’. Iris comes in order to fetch her to witness the duel between Menelaus and Paris. This duel is crucial in determining who will possess Helen. Iris comes in the guise of Laodike the full sister of Paris and Hector. Helen stops weaving and obediently follows her sister-in-law. Helen’s gesture asserts that she knows the social decorum of the Trojan society. At the same time, this scene of the book three shows that Helen is weaving a
double folded purple mantle in which she has embroidered the sufferings that the Trojans 
and Achaeans “endured for her sake at the hands of Ares” (3.128):

She found Helen in the hall, where she was weaving a great purple web of 
double fold on which she was embroidering many battles of the horse-taming 
Trojans and the bronze-clad Achaeans, which for her sake they had endured 
at the hands of Ares.161

τὴν δὲ εὐρ' ἐν μεγάρῳ ἦ δὲ μέγαν ἵστον ὑφαίνε 
δίπλακα πορφυρέην, πολέας δ' ἐνέπασσεν ἀέθλους 
Τρώων θ' ἱπποδάμιον καὶ Ἀχαιῶν χαλκοχιτώνον, 
οὕς ἐθεὶν εἰνεκ' ἐπασχον ὑπ' Ἁρησ παλαμάων· (Il. 3.125-128)

Here Helen does not speak but she weaves her own story on a fabric. Helen 
presents herself through a woven image of which she herself is the creator. This recalls 
the myth of Philomela in which Philomela was unable to tell her own story because 
Tereus the husband of her sister Procne cut her tongue after having raped Philomela. 
However, Philomela (according to Apollodorus, 3.194.5) wove her story on a fabric and 
sent it to her sister. Philomela’s power of weaving replaced her lack of speaking. 
Likewise, the woven image that Helen has created, speaks on her behalf. Clearly, Helen is 
the author as well as the passive object of her woven story. It is important to note how the 
scoliast comments on the line (126-127) regarding Helen’s weaving: “the poet has 
fashioned a worthy archetype of his own poetic art or model of his own art”.162 Moreover, 
the images of the Achaean and Trojan warriors represented in Helen’s tapestry constitute 
a grammata like the poet’s words. As Kathryn Sullivan Kruger remarks, ‘Helen’s 
weaving connotes Homer’s voice “telling” the poem’.163

161 Iliad, trans., A.T. Murray. 
163 Kathryn Sullivan Kruger, Weaving the Word: The Metaphoric of Weaving and Female Textual 
Similarly, in Indo-European tradition, the term ‘weaving’ symbolizes a metaphorical representation for poetic composition\textsuperscript{164}. Note that in the \textit{Iliad} Andromache wife of Hector also weaves and so does Penelope the wife of Odysseus in the \textit{Odyssey}. Most importantly, Penelope becomes the paradigm of weaving. In contrast to Helen’s weaving, Andromache’s weaving is dedicated to the well being of her husband.

Andromache,

\begin{quote}
was weaving a tapestry in the innermost part of the lofty house, a purple tapestry of double fold, and in it she was weaving flowers of varied hue.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textit{ἀλλ' ἤ γ' ἵστον ὑφαίνε μυχῷ δόμου ὑψηλοῖο διπλάκα πορφυρὴν, ἐν δὲ θρόνα ποικίλ' ἐπασσε.} \textit{(Il.} 22.440-441)\end{quote}

Unlike Helen, Andromache does not weave the image of the war that has been happening outside the peaceful interior of the palace. Her space is the domestic space of her husband and son; she does not want to transgress her wifely boundary as indicated by Hector:

\begin{quote}
But go to the house and busy yourself with your own tasks, the loom and the distaff, and tell your handmaids to ply their work: and war will be the concern for men, all of those who live in Ilios, but especially for me. \textit{(6.490-494)}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textit{ἀλλ' εἰς ὅικον ἱοῦσα τὰ σ' αὐτῆς ἔργα κόμιζε ἰστόν τ' ἡλακάτην τε, καὶ ἀμφιπόλοσι κέλευε ἔργον ἐπόξεσθαι· πόλεμος δ' ἄνδρεσσι μελήσει πάσι, μάλιστα δ' ἐμοὶ, τοῖς Ἴλιῳ ἐγεγάασιν.}
\end{quote}

Like an obedient wife Andromache goes back in the palace and weaves a web of purple fabric with designs of roses, while Hector fights his last battle.

On the contrary, this dichotomy of masculine world of war and female world of weaving coalesce in the weaving of Helen. While Helen’s woven image expresses her communicative mastery, Andromache’s work at the loom shows her intense anguish for the safety of her husband who is out there fighting. Both Helen and Andromache weave a

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
purple tapestry\textsuperscript{165} of double fold but Andromache designs \textit{thrона} in it. It has been suggested that \( \thetaρόνα \) (= \( \rhoόδα \)) has special magical power of protecting those who wear them.\textsuperscript{166} This belief system had been prevalent in the pre-epic times and the poet must have used this belief in portraying Andromache’s weaving for protecting Hector.\textsuperscript{167} However, Penelope the faithful queen of Ithaca also weaves to keep her suitors waiting till the return of Odysseus. She is weaving for her father-in-law a “shroud”, a plain cloth that should not take months to complete. In short, Helen weaves the story of the war where she is the main cause and she wants to freeze the moments as her self-referential record for the future generation. Andromache weaves a magic spell to protect her husband and Penelope weaves to deceive her suitors. Thus these royal ladies in the Homeric epics weave, but each to different end. In fact, all evidence suggests that in antiquity weaving and spinning have been the work of women.\textsuperscript{168}

Modern scholarship, on the other hand, recognizes appropriately metaphorical function of weaving particularly in Homer. It is Antenor who describes the speech of Menelaus and Odysseus in the Trojan assembly in terms of “weaving”:(\( \alpha\lambdaλ\prime\ ιτε\ δη\ μύθος\ και\ μήδεα\ πασιν\ ϊφαίνον,\)) ‘But when they began to weave the web of words and of devices in the presence of all’. Equally important is the connection between weaving and \textit{mētis} that is conspicuous in the goddess Athena. Athena, the goddess of weaving ‘weaves

\textsuperscript{165} Purple is the most expensive dye, known to the ancient world. Only the royal ladies could afford to weave with wool coloured with purple dye. They obtained this expensive dye from sea snails like murex. “The Minoans and Greeks had their own banks of purple snails, off the east end of Crete, which they fished until none was left”. See Elizabeth W. Barber, \textit{Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years Women, Cloth, and Society in Early Times} (New York: W.W Norton and Company, 1994), 210.


\textsuperscript{167} ibid.

\textsuperscript{168} See E. Barber, \textit{Women’s Work}, 207-231; Herodotus (2.35) mentions that in Egyptian culture men rather than women weave.
a métis’ (μὴτιν ὑφαίνειν, Odyssey xiii 303,386) for her favorite Odysseus who himself is well known as πολύμητις ‘he of much métis’ in epic tradition. Thus Athena weaves metis, Menelaus and Odysseus weave words; Helen weaves ‘a web of double folded mantle in which she embroiders the ‘struggles’ of Achaeans and Trojan warriors. In the like manner, both Andromache and Penelope loyal to their husband weave for their own purpose. Elizabeth Barber aptly comments: “If human skill and cunning are personified by Athena, and the womanly skill is weaving, then weaving can itself become a metaphor for human resourcefulness”.  

Homer uses the term ἀέθλους in the description of Helen’s weaving. Here it means ‘struggle’ but the same term is used in the context of a “contest “ among the suitors of Penelope while referring to Penelope as the prize for it in the Odyssey (21.106, 180) as Linda Clader points out. Furthermore, Clader adds that Helen’s web shows a direct reference to the duel that is about to begin outside the walls. Helen is the prize of the contest about to be enacted. However, Helen does not know about the duel before Iris informs her about it. It would not be wrong to imagine that Helen the queen of Sparta had considered this war as a “contest “ between her two sets of suitors and obviously, she would be the winning prize. However, she did not know that the contest would be narrowed down to her two husbands. The very moment she had been informed by Iris about the impending duel between Menelaus and Paris, she stopped weaving and followed her to the viewing walls. The poet does not show Helen weaving again in the Iliad but her voice is heard for the first time at the Teichoscopia.

169 See Ann Bergren, Weaving Truth: Essays on Language and the Female in Greek Thoughts, 81.
170 Barber, Women’s work, 242.
171 Clader, Helen: The Evolution, 7.
3.2 Helen Communicates with Priam (3.161-242)

I have mentioned that Helen’s weaving has a communicative ability like the poet himself. Although her weaving is metaphorically eloquent, she is silent. As Hanna Roisman remarks regarding Helen’s weaving: ‘like poetry, it is a one-way form of communication in which the maker stands apart from the persons addressed’. When Laodike comes to Helen’s chamber to announce the impending duel that is to be enacted to possess Helen, her words arouse ‘a sweet longing for her former husband and her city and her parents’ (3.139-140). Immediately, Helen veiled with shining linen (ἀργεννῆσι καλῳσμένη ὀθόνησιν) and tears rolling down her cheeks rushes out of her chamber accompanied with her two maids. It has been mentioned before that Helen’s physical appearance at the rampart of the Scæan gates is veiled with gleaming fabrics. Worman suggests this corporeal style of veiling Helen with shining fabric indicates the visual presentation of Helen’s speaking style:

The Homeric poet’s emphasis on the richness, delicacy, and sheen of the materials used by Helen connects her figure to the manner of composition, the play of fabrics paralleling her use of soft and flattering speech.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that Homer’s description of Helen’s beauty veiled in shining material also present her resembling ‘immortal goddesses’ to the elders at the rampart. While the elders are not against the idea of Helen as the cause of the Trojan War, Priam does not blame Helen as the casus belli:

οἳ τί μοι αἰτή ἔσσι, θεοί νύ μοι αἰτιοί εἰσιν

---


οἱ μοι ἐφώρησαν πόλεμον πολύδακρν Ἀχαιῶν.

Priam’s reference to “gods“ may suggest that like the elders, he might have been mesmerized by Helen’s elusive beauty or he could have the knowledge of Aphrodite’s influence on Paris (judgement of Paris). In this scene Priam treats Helen as a dear guest and invites her to sit beside him. He requests her to sit next to him so that Helen could see her former husband, her kinspeople and her dear friends. Then he asks her to identify the regal looking Achaean warrior in the battlefield.

In answer to Priam, Helen delivers a long speech (3.172-180):

Respected are you in my eyes, dear father of my husband, and dread. I wish that evil death had been pleasing to me when I followed your son here, and left my bridal chamber and my kinspeople and my daughter, well-beloved, and the lovely companions of my girlhood. But that was not to be; So I pine away with weeping. But this will I tell you, about which you ask and inquire. That man is the son of Atreus, wide-ruling Agamemmon, who is both a noble king and a mighty spearman. And he was husband’s brother to shameless me, if ever there was such a one.

Helen begins with a tone of reverence and intimacy; she expresses a great respect for her ‘dear father-in-law’ (φίλε ἐκυρέ) and thus reinforces her position as one of the family

---

174 Ruby Blondell writes: “Priam’s vague reference to “the gods” displace divine causation away from this specific goddess and toward the larger divine plan in a way that saves face not just for Helen but for himself, his sons, and the Trojans collectively.” Helen of Troy: Beauty, Myth, Devastation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 60.
members of Priam. Christos Tsagalis notes that the insertion of φίλε ἑκυρέ in between αἰδοῖος τέ...δεινός τέ implies more than respect and awe; this expression creates an emotive term of intimacy “emphasizing the integral part that Helen plays in Priam’s family”. Thus she addresses Priam with personal touch and secures herself as a needy family member who deserves his compassion.

In the next line Helen begins with a death wish for herself suggesting an extreme disgust in her present life. In fact, Helen uses the words of death wish also in her other speeches (3.173, 6.345-347, 24.764) in the Iliad. Here Helen first praises Priam and immediately afterword blames her self for leaving her nuptial bedroom, her growing child, her kinsmen and her lovely mates of her own age. Her speaking style is perfectly chiastic recalling the Indo-European way of poetic method of praise and blame. Following the example of Dumézil in his work on Indo-European studies and of Detienne in the area of Greek culture, Nagy has shown that juxtaposition of praise and blame is equally evident in Homer’s work. Helen oscillates between her pleasant memory of her past and the painful consequence of her past deeds in her present existence. Her wishful death did not happen, so, now she is lamenting. She is lamenting but she is not denying her responsibility in her elopement with Paris. She uses active verb in accepting that she ‘followed’ (I followed your son νίξα σω ἐπόμην) Paris who is the son of Priam. Although her language does not necessarily implies that she ‘followed’ Paris willingly yet it announces her own agency in the act of her elopement with Paris. After expressing her

personal emotion in relation to leaving her own home, Helen begins to answer Priam’s question in identifying the warrior.

While identifying Agamemnon for Priam, Helen continues to express her attachment to her past. She relates that Agamemnon ‘was’ her husband’s brother (δαὴρ).\(^\text{177}\) In fact, everything seems so far off to Helen that she has doubt whether she was ever married to Menelaus who is the brother of Agamemnon: “if there was such a one” (εἴ ποτ᾿ ἔην γε). G.S. Kirk writes in his commentary that this “phrase expresses nostalgia and regret at how things have changed.”\(^\text{178}\) It is obvious that once she was related to Agamemnon through her marriage to Menelaus. This is the second time Helen alludes to her marriage. First she mentions her ‘nuptial chamber’ (θάλαμος) that she left by following Priam’s son and now she identifies Agamemnon in relation to Menelaus.

Viewing Agamemnon brings back her pleasant memory of married life in Lacedaemon and now Helen begins to address herself as κυνώπιδος. It is important to note the chiastic usage of θάλαμος and θάνατός; One evokes the sweet symbol of bridal joy and another of lamentation negating life.\(^\text{179}\) Likewise, Helen διὰ γυναικῶν becomes Helen κυνώπιδος at the end of her speech identifying Agamemnon. Helen’s extreme self-abuse by using dog epithet makes her “the only character in the Homeric poems to engage in self-abuse; no one else turns such barbs against themselves.”\(^\text{180}\)

It is equally important to note that dog epithets are often used for the purpose of verbal dueling among the male heroes in the Homeric epics. Achilles, for example, insults


\(^{179}\) Tsagalis, 2008, writes extensively on these two terms.

\(^{180}\) Worman, “This Voice which is Not One: Helen’s Verbal Guises in Homeric Epic,” 21.
Agamemnon by calling him κυνόπα (dog-face) as Achilles had been forced to participate in the Trojan War under the leadership of Agamemnon (1.158). Then, after a few verses (1. 225) Achilles verbally abuses Agamemnon by shouting at him as οἰνοβαρές, κυνός ὀμματὶ ἔχων (heavy with wine, having the eyes of a dog). Verbal dueling or “flyting” as Ward Parks terms it, has been a tradition among the male warriors within a male dominated society. I argue that by employing the language of blaming with such vituperation Helen mirrors the language of male warriors. Thus she oscillates between male world and female world in the same way as she weaves the male world of battlefield into the female world of tapestry. Scholars have written extensively on the dog epithets in the Homeric epics. Clader in her book (1976) cites Manfred Faust’s article in which he has catalogued every instance of “literal and metaphorical uses of κύων in the Iliad and the Odyssey. “ Helen has used the dog epithet for reproaching herself also two more times in the Iliad (6.344, 356) and once in the Odyssey (4.145). With her crafty manipulation with words, Helen turns the process of identifying Agamemnon into her own story. Thus Helen’s verbal skill acts as the counterpart of her modest yet elusive veil.

After Agamemnon, it is Odysseus whom Priam wants Helen to identify. This time Helen’s answer is very precise. She introduces Odysseus as the man of “many wiles” (πολύμητις) who grew up in rugged Ithaca and he is the son of Laertes. Helen’s verbal economy in identifying Odysseus is juxtaposed by Antenor’s elaborate speech narrating his meeting with Odysseus and Menelaus at the embassy (Il. 3. 203-224).

---

Next, Helen takes the central role again in answering to Priam when he asks her to identify Aiax. Helen identifies “huge” Aiax quickly through his epithets “bulwark of the Achaeans” (ἕρκος Ἀχαιῶν). Although this first verse is good enough answer to Priam’s question, Helen immediately shifts to identify Idomeneus the Cretan leader who was a guest-friend of Menelaus and thus he reminds Helen of her own past story again. At this point, she notices the absence of her twin brothers from the battlefield:

Now I see all the rest of the bright-eyed Achaeans, whom I could well recognize and tell their names; but two marshalers of armies can I not see, Castor, tamer of horses, and Polydeuces, good at boxing, my own brothers, whom the same mother bore. Either they did not follow with the army from lovely Lacedaemon or, though they followed here in their seafaring ships, they are now not minded to enter into the battle of warriors for fear of the reproachful words and the many revilings that are mine.

νῦν δ' Ἀλλους μὲν πάντας ὥρω ἐλίκωπας Ἀχαιῶς, οὐς κεν ἐδ' γνοίην καὶ τ' οὕνομα μυθησαίμην· δοιώ δ' οὐ δύναμαι ἱδέειν κοσμῆτορε λαῶν
Κάστωρά θ' ἵπποδαμον καὶ πύξ ἀγαθὸν Πολυδεύκεα
αὐτοκασιγνήτω, τώ μοι μία γείνατο μήτηρ.
ἡ οὐχ ἐσπέσθην Λακεδάιμονος ἐξ ἑρατεινῆς,
ἡ δεύρω μὲν ἐποντο νέεσσ' ἐνι ποντοπόροισι,
νῦν αὐτ' οὐκ ἔθέλουσι μάχην καταδύμεναι ἄνδρῶν
αἰσχεα δειδότες καὶ ὀνείδεα πόλλ' ἀ μοι ἐστίν.

Helen assumes that the absence of her brothers can be explained by their fears of shame and reproach caused by her own shameful act. Helen, however, is the one who has her own negative assessment regarding her past deeds. The elders do not condemn her and Priam rather thinks gods are to be blamed. Furthermore, in the battlefield Menelaus prays to Zeus in order to succeed in avenging Paris in the battlefield. In contrast, on the Trojan side we hear from Hector how Trojan warriors are reacting towards Paris when he leaves
the battlefield (6.524-525)\textsuperscript{183}. In reality, the poet tells us right after Helen’s speech of self-blame that her brothers are no longer alive (3.243-44). It is not difficult to imagine how Helen seeks the heroic world of glory by viewing the world in relation to her.

It is also the poet who portrays Helen with an aspiration of κλέος that is mainly the concern of the warrior. Helen does not want to be a mere prize of the warriors. Although she knows that she is the cause of the Trojan War that will be the song of the poet yet she wants to be included in the song not as a plundered object but as a responsible agent who caused this war by leaving her lawfully wedded husband. Thus she speaks in the public space where the Trojan elders have gathered to watch the duel between Menelaus and Paris. She speaks to Priam with due respect; she introduces the Achaeans heroes in relation to her interaction with them and she expresses her frustration over leaving her wedded husband using most vituperative words just like the warriors’ taunts in the battlefield. The interplay of Helen’s words that are reverential towards her father-in-law, abusive words recognizing her past deeds leaving her ‘marriage bed’ and auto-referential words while identifying the Achaeans heroes, is carefully constructed. Worman aptly remarks:

Thus in keeping with her masculine concern with κλέος, Helen tends to speak

\textit{muthoi}, an authoritative speech type that commonly marks public or formal utterances delivered by males of high status.\textsuperscript{184}

Then she writes again: “Thus Helen’s authoritative \textit{hexis}, which is itself unusual for female characters, possesses a unique versatility in her usage”.\textsuperscript{185} Here I like to emphasize the identity of Helen on human plane that is, Helen the queen of Sparta by matrilineal


\textsuperscript{184} Worman, \textit{The Cast of Character}, 48-49.

\textsuperscript{185} Ibid., 49.
inheritance and thus Helen is a female of high status. It is my reading of Helen, then, that being a queen not by marriage and being the daughter of Zeus Helen must possess authoritative linguistic *habitus* along with bodily *hexis*. Eventually, Helen’s speech stops after having realized that her brothers are not included in the Achaean army. The unforeseen absence of her brothers increases Helen’s grief, loneliness and shamelessness in a country where she is a moral outcast.\(^\text{186}\)

At this point, Aphrodite in the guise of an old woman came to fetch Helen who was standing among the Trojan women at the Wall. She plucked at Helen’s “fragrant robe” (*νεκταρέου ἑανοῦ*) and said that Alexander (Paris) called her to go home. Note that Helen’s shining bright robe that she wrapped herself for coming to the Wall is depicted here as the “fragrant robe”. Compare the “ambrosial veil” (*ἀμβρόσιον ἑανός*, *Il.* 14.178) worn by Hera and by Artemis (*ἀμβρόσιον ἑανός*, *Il.* 21.507). The goddess, in the meantime, removed Paris from combat with Menelaus and restored Paris to his fragrant bedchamber. Now, the goddess wished Helen to join Paris in his bed. Aphrodite attempted to lure Helen by presenting Paris in sensuous terms: “gleaming in beauty and garments” (3.392), as if he was going to a dance or has just returned from a dance, not from a duel (3. 391-394). Helen recognized the goddess through her disguise: “… when she caught sight of the beauteous neck of the goddess, her lovely bosom, and her flashing eyes, she was struck with wonder…” (3.396-398).

---

\(^{186}\) Hannah Roisman, “Helen in the *Iliad* “Causa Belli” and Victim of War: From Silent Weaver to Public Speaker”, *The American Journal of Philology* 127, no. 1 (Spring 2006), 1-36.
3.3 Helen and Aphrodite

Helen’s sense of self-awareness turns into a fearless opposition at the proposition of Aphrodite even though she must submit to the will of this goddess. K.J. Reckford’s \(^{187}\) (Helen in the *Iliad*, p.17) observation on this scene is noteworthy:

But Helen is not just used by Homer to demonstrate the power of the gods, as shown in the fulfillment of the Trojan War. Homer also asks (and perhaps this is new in his poem), what would a person feel who is being used as a pawn of the gods.

Thus Helen confronts the goddess with challenging question of deception and with acrimonious resistance to her command:

Strange goddess, why is your heart set on deceiving me in this way? Will you lead me still further on to one of the well-peopled cities of Phrygia or lovely Maeonia, if there too there is some one of mortal men who is dear to you, because now Menelaus has defeated noble Alexander and is minded to lead hateful me to his home? It is for this reason that you have now come here with guileful thought. Go, sit by his side, and abandon the way of gods, and turn not your feet back to Olympus; but ever be anxious for him, and guard him, until he makes you his wife, or maybe even his slave. There I will not go—it would be shameful—that man’s bed; all the women of Troy will blame me afterwards; and I have measureless griefs at heart.

\[\text{δαίμονὶ, τί με ταῦτα λιλαίει ἥπεροπεύειν;}\]
\[\text{ἡ πῇ με προτέρῳ πολίων εὐ ναιομενάων} \]
\[\text{ἀξεῖς, ἡ Φρυγίης ἡ Μηνόνις ἔρατεινής,} \]
\[\text{εἰ τίς τοι καὶ κεῖθι φίλος μερόπων ἀνθρώπων;}\]
\[\text{ὀόνεκα δὴ νῦν διὸν Ἀλέξανδρον Μενέλαος} \]
\[\text{νικήσας ἐθέλει συγκεῖν ἐμὲ οἴκαδ' ἀγεσθαι,} \]
\[\text{τούνεκα δὴ νῦν δεῦρο δολοφρονέουσα παρέστης;}\]
\[\text{ἔπο παρ' αὐτὸν ιοῦσα, θέων δ' ἀπόεικε κελεύθου,} \]
\[\text{μη' ἐτι σοίσι πόδεςιν ὑποστρέψειας Ὀλυμπον,} \]
\[\text{ἀλλ' αἰεὶ περὶ κείνον ὀξύει καὶ ἐ φύλασσε,} \]
\[\text{εἰς δ' κέ σ' ἢ ἀλοχον ποιήσει ή δ' γε δούλην.} \]
\[\text{κεῖσε δ' ἐγὼν οὐκ εἰμί· νεμεσητὸν δὲ κεν εἰμι·} \]
\[\text{κείνου πορσανέουσα λέχος· Τρωαι δὲ μ' ὀπίσσω} \]
\[\text{πάσαι μομήσονται· ἔχω δ' ἄχε· ἀκρίτα θυμό.} \]

---

Although the episode of the Judgment of Paris is absent from the *Iliad*, the manipulation of Aphrodite in bringing Helen to Troy is conspicuous in the first few lines of Helen’s passionate speech as a form of reply to Aphrodite’s deceptive attempt of luring Helen to Paris’ bed. Helen claims that Aphrodite is using her to satisfy the goddess’ own desire for Paris. The most importantly, Helen’s speech implies that this scene is the reenactment of the previous seduction for which Helen followed Paris to Troy.

Here I draw attention to the question of *matriliny* of Helen and her *uxorilocal* residence after her marriage to Menelaus. Viewed from the patriarchal system of marriage, it seems by following Paris to his residence Helen followed a more conventional pattern of marriage in which the wife lives with her husband at his residence. Now Helen refuses to execute Aphrodite’s command by going into the bedchamber of Paris. Helen also realizes that Aphrodite wants to stop Menelaus (whom she believes to have won the duel against Paris) from taking her back to Sparta and hence: “the guileful thought” of Aphrodite. Homeric Helen is painfully aware of her own moral failure against the desire that Aphrodite aroused in her for Paris. Moreover, it seems, she is singularly haunted by the loss of her own status as queen of Sparta. Accordingly, this time her better judgment resists Aphrodite’s coercion. It is Helen who blames herself the most and yet she fears that the Trojan women will blame her for going to Paris’ bed (3.411-412). Boedeker remarks that Helen’s reluctance to join Paris in bed “recalls the motif of shame which in epic poetry is frequently attributed to characters under the influence of sexual desire.”

---

189 Deborah D. Boedeker, *Aphrodite’s Entry into Greek Epic*, 34. Also see Dodds, *The Greeks and the Irrational*, 28-63.
seeking to be included among the Trojan women, not to be reproached by them. Note that in book 6 of the *Iliad* when Hecuba and the other women of Troy dedicated an offering for Athena and asked for her protection; they did not include Helen in their community of prayer (6.296). Ironically, they chose the most beautiful robe that was brought by Paris on his journey back to Troy with Helen. Furthermore, the robe that has been selected for Athena “shone like a star” (ἀστηρ δ’ ὡς ἀπέλαμπεν 6.295). This episode of offering robe to Athena does allude to Paris’ journey back to Troy with Helen and significantly, to the shining material fit for goddess.

Unfortunately, Helen’s acerbic words seemed to be of no use as the goddess of love threatened to intensify the hatred that the Greeks and the Trojans already feel toward Helen (3.414-41). Now Helen being frightened by the words of the goddess of love followed her to Paris’s chamber:

So she spoke, and Helen sprung from Zeus, was seized with fear; and she went, wrapping herself in her bright shining mantle, in silence; and she escaped the notice of the Trojan women; and the goddess led the way (3.148-420).

Ὣς ἐφατ’, ἔδεισεν δ’ Ἑλένη Διὸς ἔκχεγαλία, βῆ δὲ κατασχομένη ἐανῷ ἄρχητι φαείνῳ στηῇ, πάσας δὲ Τρῳᾶς λάθεν· ἦρχε δὲ δαίμον.

Significantly, Helen covers herself with gleaming *heanos* and somehow it renders her invisible to the Trojan women. It is not clear whether Aphrodite causes the invisibility or the extreme brightness of the robe itself causes visual blindness. Markedly, Helen is associated with luminous surroundings and with the goddess Artemis also in the *Odyssey*. In book 4 of the *Odyssey*, Helen is compared to Artemis “of the golden distaff” (Ἀρτέμιδι

---

190 Clader (1976, 58) does not find any “indication that Aphrodite has effected the invisibility, and certainly no mention of a cloud in which she hides the lady.”
χρυσηλακάτῳ ἐκῳδίᾳ). Thus Helen’s body in epic tradition is repeatedly surrounded by brilliant radiance that gives her immortal look (Il. 3.158) and at the same time she is invisible due to the blinding shimmer of her robe. Thus Helen is elusive, indefinable.

However, Helen covered by her bright robe went to Paris’s bedchamber unnoticed by the Trojan women. She did go silently and Aphrodite led the way.

3.4 Helen and Paris

Aphrodite made sure that Helen would encounter Paris in his bedchamber and she herself placed a seat for Helen opposing Paris. Even so Helen’s conversation with Paris in his bedchamber turned more acerbic than that with Aphrodite. Helen is known to be more verbally abusive to those who are closest to her\(^1\) and she is also mentioned as the “faded Aphrodite”\(^2\). With her eyes turned away Helen uttered an apparently simple statement: “you have come back from the war” (ἥλυθες ἐκ πολέμου). But this statement of Helen expresses rather an acute sarcasm. She could not believe that a warrior returning from a battle could relax on a perfumed bed, dressed in fine cloths looking as if he had just come from a dance (compare Aphrodite’s depiction of Paris, 3. 393-4). Furthermore, she wished that he “had died there, vanquished by a mighty man who was my former husband”. She made sure to remind that Menelaus was her former husband, lest Paris forget. She debunked Paris’s masculinity by calling “Menelaus, dear to Ares”. Yet she asked Paris to go back to the battlefield and challenge Menelaus who is dear to Ares. Compare Hector’s words to Paris: “ Will you then not face Menelaus, dear to Ares?” (3.52). Then Helen changed her mind and asked Paris not to go back lest he died in the battle.

\(^1\) Clader (1976,13) writes: “Nevertheless, no other Homeric character rebukes a divinity in such strong language, and the implication must be that Helen and the goddess are uncommonly close.”

In return to Helen’s reproach Paris urged her not to be angry with him, as he claimed that desire had “encompassed” (ἀμφεκάλυψεν) his mind (3.442). It is not clear whether Helen was able to feel the same passion towards Paris in this seduction scene. With attention to the word ἄκρητα (3.412) that generally means “confused, disorderly “, one may assume the emphasis of Helen’s painful feelings in this seduction scene. Thus Helen’s desire is as ambiguous as her veiled body. She continues her veiled speeches in the book six when Hector finds Helen in Paris’s home that he had built especially for himself.

3.5 Helen, Paris, and Hector

When Hector enters the bedroom of Paris to incite him to return to the battlefield, he finds Helen supervising the works of her maids. Helen tries to persuade Hector to stay a while in “honey-sweet words” (µύθοις...µειλιχίοις, 6.343). Compare the same gentle tone of respect with which Helen started to speak with Priam (3.173). Then she starts by blaming herself in the same fashion as she spoke to Hector’s father. Thus addressing Hector as her brother-in-law (δαέρ) in a “soft” tone Helen calls herself as dog (κυνός). However, here in the encounter with Hector, Helen’s speech is divided in three segments.

The very first one is her usual death wish but this time Helen paints a grand vision of her death wish through a cosmic force of nature. She wishes that she should have been blown away by an “evil blast of wind” on the very day she was born. The wind should have carried her to a mountain or to the sea where the waves would have swept her away (6.344-48).

---

193 Many scholars have pointed out the same phrase ἀμφεκάλυψεν in the description of Zeus’ desire for Hera in II.14. 294.
194 Worman, “This Voice which is not One: Helen’s Verbal Guises in Homeric Epic,” 25.
Second, while blaming the gods for her situation Helen wishes for a better husband who could feel public indignation (νέμεσις) and shame (αἰσχος). Ironically, Helen is the offspring of Zeus and Nemesis as I have noted in the previous chapter. However Helen is painfully aware of her own shameless act that has caused this devastating war and she does regret for her behavior to Hector as she did to Priam. By blaming herself she avoids others blaming her.

The third segment of her speech possesses her own unique style of a poet. First she asks Hector to come and sit on a chair and addresses him as her brother-in-law (δαήρ). Helen must express her awareness that her shameless act and the folly of Paris have caused this war for which Trojans and Achaeans have to suffer. Above all, she singles out Zeus as the cause of this war. Then she utters a “metapoetic” statement underscoring how she and Paris will be the subjects of songs of future generation:

…”my brother, since above all others has trouble encompassed your mind because shameless me, and the folly of Alexander; on us Zeus has brought an evil doom, so that even in days to come we may be a song for men that are yet to be.

dαηρ, ἐπεὶ σε μᾶλστα πόνος φρένας ἀμφιβέβηκεν εἶνει' ἐμεῖο κυνός καὶ Ἀλεξάνδρου ἕνει' ἄτης, ὦσιν ἐπὶ Ζεὺς θήκε κακὸν μόρον, ὡς καὶ ὀπίσω ἀνθρώποις πελώμεθ᾽ ἀοίδημοι ἐσσομένοις. (6.355-58)

The commentators195 of book six point out that the words πελώμεθ᾽ ἀοίδημοι intend to imply “so that we become worthy of song.” Moreover, it must be clear that they are not, “the subject of song.” Furthermore, the word οἰσιν (on us) in verse 357 includes Helen, Paris and Hector. Since this is Helen’s last speech in book six, therefore, according to these commentators, by virtue of being an addressee, Hector becomes included in “us”.

also shows the importance of Helen’s persuasive words by means of which she constructs a new triangle between Helen, Paris, and Hector\(^{196}\) at the end of her speech. Moreover, regarding Helen’s inclusion of Hector in her song, Linda Clader\(^{197}\) already remarked: “This is the only use of ἄοιδος ὁμος in epic, and the implication would be that as figures of song Helen and those connected with her are especially singled out”.

We have already observed in book three the poetic awareness of Helen and again here in Book six Homer highlights Helen’s poetic ability. In book three Helen weaves a robe depicting the war of which she is the cause and here in book six, she reveals her proleptic vision in which Helen visualizes their sufferings due to the war will be the subject of future audiences. Mihoko Suzuki\(^{198}\) remarks: “Unique among the \textit{Iliad}’s characters, Helen shares with the poet this proleptic vision.” Moreover, it is important to note Helen’s understanding of the ambiguous gift of Zeus. Since Zeus has given them tragic destiny, they will gain immortality in poetry. Note that Achilles also accepts the gifts of Zeus from his two urns (24. 527-28). After setting up a triangle bond between Paris, Helen and Hector the narrator presents Helen at the funeral of Hector in the last (24) book of the \textit{Iliad}.

### 3.6 Helen’s lamentation at the funeral ritual of Hector

In book twenty- four Helen was designated as the last mourner at the funeral ritual of Hector. It is well known that from the perspective of a mourner, being the last singer at a funeral ritual conveys the most prominent position of the mourner. A part of book twenty-two also narrates the lamentation of Hector. However, a significant difference between

\(^{196}\) Ibid.
these two books regarding the sequence of the mourners as established in the convention of ritual laments\textsuperscript{199} in the ancient Greek society is witnessed. Traditionally, the mourning of the dead is primarily the duty of women, especially, the closest female relatives. In book 22 Hector’s death is mourned first by his father and mother, then by the people of Troy, and finally by Andromache, Hector’s dear wife. Maria Pantelia\textsuperscript{200} finds a similar sequence in Hector’s last visit to Troy in which he keeps his final visit to Andromache, his dearest wife and son Astyanax (6.394-502) after he had met with Trojan women (6.238), his mother Hecuba (6.251-85), and his brother Paris and Helen (6.321-68). As a result, Pantelia writes: “These scenes illustrate a pattern of progression whereby the last speaker, in any given scene, is the dearest to the hero\textsuperscript{201}.” However, in the last book of the \textit{Iliad}, the sequence of this pattern of speakers is changed.

In the last book of the \textit{Iliad} not only the narrator allows Helen to sing the lamentation of Hector, but also grants her the prominent position of being the last singer. Why should Helen be given such a great honour? Clader\textsuperscript{202} offers a germane reason that is thematically suitable:

Helen is clearly included for a special purpose, for her position as the last mourner also places her within thirty lines of the end of the end of the epic, and in fact she does have the last long speech in the \textit{Iliad}. One reason for her prominent position must be that just as Homer begins the epic with the Cause of Wrath (A 8), it is appropriate that he end it with a statement by the Cause of the War.

\textsuperscript{199} See M. Alexiou, Richard Martin, Gregory Nagy, and Reyes Bertolin Cebrian.
\textsuperscript{201} Ibid., 23.
\textsuperscript{202} Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 11.
If Helen is the cause of the War then she must be the cause of the heroic quest for κλέος. It is Helen’s understanding of κλέος that makes her the most suitable person to sing the dirge at Hector’s lamentation.

In book six we have seen that Helen does not persuade Hector or Paris for avoiding the battlefield whereas Andromache tries her best to keep her husband Hector to stay within the Wall of Troy. While Hector visits Helen and Paris, Helen shows her poetic vision that goes beyond the present struggle and includes Hector in the future song of Paris and Helen. In contrast, when Hector visited Andromache for the last time, she begged him not to return to the battlefield. She did not realize that Hector’s primary concern was to win glory through this war (6.446). Nor did she understand that her husband Hector did not want to destroy his reputation by not fighting and thereby blamed as coward by the Trojan people. Comparatively, not only did Helen understand Hector’s heroic suffering caused by her, she also comforted that Hector would be remembered in their song for future audience. I argue that Helen’s understanding originates from her innate realization of ambiguous gifts of Zeus for humankind as it is already noted before (6.357-58). Clader\textsuperscript{203} aptly depicts this poetic awareness of Helen as her essential nature: “Wherever she appears she is accompanied by poetry or even creates it herself.” As a result, only Helen can confer glory on Hector’s life and death by singing the final song in the triadic mourning ritual of Hector.

Thus Helen spoke wailing:

Hector far dearest to my heart of all my husband’s brothers! In truth my husband is godlike Alexander, who brought me to the land of Troy—I wish I had died before then! For this is now the twentieth year from the time when I went from there and I have gone from my native land, but never yet have I

\textsuperscript{203} Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 11.
heard evil or spiteful word from you; but if any other spoke reproachfully of me in the halls, a brother of yours or a sister, or brother’s fair-robbed wife, or your mother—but your father was ever gentle as if he had been my own—yet you would turn them with speech and restrain them by your gentleness and your gentle words. So I wail alike for you and for my unlucky self with grief at heart; for no longer have I anyone else in broad Troy who is gentle to me or kind; but all men shudder at me. (24. 762-775)

This is the only time in the Iliad when Helen is included among the community of Trojan women.

Helen begins by emphasizing that Hector is her husband’s brother. It is ironic that this very relationship highlighted by Helen has created a bitter resentment among the Trojan women towards Helen. In the next line she voices her wish that it would have been better for her to die before she went off with Paris. Her main concern is her own public image as there will be no one else to defend her public reputation. In fact, the very first time the audience hears Helen’s voice she begins with her death wish (3.173) and her wish takes even a violent form of death wish in her encounter with Hector in Paris’s chamber (6. 345-48). Thus she carries out a tradition of lamenting her past deed. In like manner, she also mourns her ‘ill luck’ while mourning the death of Hector (24. 773).

Alexieu (1974,178) notes that Death wish among mourners is common.
It is important to note that Helen’s lamentation for Hector sets her apart from the keening of Andromache or of Hecuba. While Andromache and Hecuba fear for their own enslavement and also the enslavement or death of their sons, Helen only worries about her own public image. Accordingly, Helen highlights the gentleness of Hector who used to protect her verbally against the criticism from her sisters-in-law or from her brothers-in-law’s wives. In contrast to the existential crisis of Andromache and Hecuba, her concern is merely social. The difference of their keening can be attributed to the destiny that awaits them at the end of this war. Helen being the queen of Sparta has no anxiety of enslavement by the Achaeans and furthermore, Menelaus is not expected to kill her for fear of loosing his kingdom that he inherited by marriage. Viewed from Helen’s status as the queen of Sparta, it becomes clear why Helen has the privilege of appreciating Hector’s gentle qualities shown towards her. Instead of worrying about her own future that is secured in any case, Helen worries about her own situation in her Trojan husband’s family, especially, how the royal women will treat her without Hector’s presence in the palace. In fact, Helen stresses Hector’s gentle qualities only in relation to herself recalling how she gave herself a central role in describing the Achaean heroes (3.230-233).

Thus I read Helen of the Iliad as an ambiguous female who being veiled in shining/ambrosial robe can elude the notice of Trojan women; who is endowed with poetic awareness and who can weave like Athena. She is the queen of Sparta who conferred the sovereignty on Menelaus through marriage. Yet, Helen cares about her kleos like the warriors in a virilocal society at war.
3.7 Helen in the *Odyssey*

If the epic of the *Iliad* is a story in wartime in which Helen is the *casus belli*, the *Odyssey* is the story in peacetime in which Helen is back as the queen of Sparta in her original uxorilocal environment. Helen appears with her husband Menelaus in the books four and fifteen of the *Odyssey* comprising a mini odyssey of Telemachus, the *Telemachia*.

In the book four of the *Odyssey*, Helen is depicted in her usual luminous terms as in the *Iliad* but now her situation is changed. Here instead of being a stranger or an uninvited guest in a foreign country, Helen along with her husband Menelaus are the hosts entertaining Telemachus and Peisistratus in their shiny palace in the midst of the joyous feast of the double weddings of Hermione and Megapenthes. While the glorious king Menelaus reminisces about Odysseus, the young Telemachus although dazzled by the gleaming palace (4.45) starts to weep for his father Odysseus.

At this point, Helen appears looking like “Artemis of the golden distaff” (Ἀρτέμις ἀργυροῦ δισταφλίῳ). Not only she is likened to the goddess Artemis, narrator also depicts her descending from a “fragrant and high roofed chamber” while being accompanied by two handmaidens. Worman\(^{205}\) suggests that the setting of Helen’s descent evokes the appearance of a goddess. Furthermore, one of her handmaidens is named Adraste and Clader\(^{206}\) remarks that this very name recalls Adrestia who is “reminiscent of Adrasteia, a title of Nemesis”. Note that in some version, as mentioned before, Nemesis is the mother of Helen. One of Helen’s handmaidens Phylo brings her a golden distaff “laden with violet-dark wool” and a silver basket that has wheels and an edge of gold. Helen in the *Odyssey* does not weave but she does spinning. According to

\(^{205}\) Worman, *The Cast of Character*, 105.
the image of Helen spinning “signalizes Helen’s return to domestic propriety”. Furthermore, the narrator points out that these golden spinning implements were the gifts to Helen from the wife of Polybus of Egypt (4.130-33). In the Homeric world gift exchange through the network of guest friends are limited to men who travel. But Helen’s mobility through different geographical locations and receiving personal gifts indicate her uniqueness. In the same fashion, Homer depicts Helen disbursing gifts from Menelaus’s storage to Telemachus in book 15. In fact Book four of the Odysseus sets the tone that delineates Helen’s distinct characteristic of uniqueness and authority. Thus Helen of Sparta surrounded by glittering spinning implements sits down on a chair with a footstool under her feet and begins to speak. This entire scene highlighting her semi-divine status and highborn lady signals a different kind of speaking style.

3.8 Helen’s first encounter with Telemachus

While enquiring about their guests Helen recognizes Telemachus, son of Odysseus and yet she asks: “Shall I disguise my thought, or speak the truth (ψεύσομαι ἢ ἔτυμον ἔρεω; 4.140)?” In her first appearance not only does she demonstrate her keen perception but, her very question recalls Helen’s speaking ability like the Muses in the Theogony (27-28) of Hesiod in which they claim that they know “how to say many false things similar to genuine ones, but we know, when we wish, how to proclaim true things”(ἴδμεν ψεύδεα πολλὰ λέγειν ἑτύμοιςιν ὁμοία, ἱδμεν δ᾽ ἐώτ᾽ ἕθέλωμεν ἀληθέα γηρύσασθαι). In like manner, Homer in the Iliad, invokes the Muses who “know all things”(II. 2.485). In other

---

208 Blondell, Helen of Troy, 76.
209 Elizabeth W. Barber writes: “The silver and gold spindles of the Early Bronze Age suggest that a tradition of noblewomen weaving may have sprung up quite early in Anatolia, fourteen hundred years before the Trojan War of around 1250 B.C.” Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years: Women, Cloth, and Society in Early Times (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1994), 211.
words, the very first sentence of Helen demonstrates her power of speech that can control
the situation. Worman writes: “Helen’s first words to her audience seem to draw
purposeful attention to her perspicuity and narrative control\textsuperscript{210}. This way, right from the
beginning, Helen wants to be the primary speaker on the heroic deeds of Odysseus and
thereby, directs the conversation according to her own style. Clader\textsuperscript{211} remarks that
Helen’s ability to recognize Telemachus is “uncanny” resembling her ability in naming
the heroes in the \textit{Iliad} and furthermore in mimicking the voices of Achaeans’ wives in the
tale of Menelaus (\textit{Od}. 4.277-279). In the same vein, Suzuki\textsuperscript{212} points out that Helen’s
ability to recognize Telemachus “reveals an intuitive ability, superior to her husband’s, to
read outward signs”. Furthermore, Suzuki connects Helen’s superior intuitive ability to
her power of prophecy that is demonstrated in reading the omen of the eagle preying on a
goose as a forecast of the return of Odysseus (\textit{Od}. 15. 172-178). Helen, therefore,
possesses a distinctive ability of narrative control, intuitive faculty to recognize, and to
prophesy.

Yet, it will not be unfair to claim that she cannot restrain her desire and lacks the
knowledge of the consequence that her desire will bring her. However, it seems, she is
aware of her lack of self-restrain and that is the reason she refers back to her self imposed
image of κυνόπιδος (literally means “dog-faced”) in the \textit{Odyssey} again (for the sake of
shameless me you Achaeans came up under the walls of Troy, pondering in your hearts
fierce war.). Note that it is the usual epithet she consistently held on to herself in the \textit{Iliad}.

Redfield notes that this epithet generally translated as “shameless “ is mainly used for

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotesize
\item[\textsuperscript{210}] Worman, \textit{The Cast of Character: Style in Greek Literature}, 56.
\item[\textsuperscript{211}] Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 30.
\item[\textsuperscript{212}] Suzuki, \textit{Metamorphoses of Helen}, 65.
\end{footnotes}
adulterous women. “In Homeric language” writes Redfield “we would say that the dog lacks aidôs.”\(^\text{213}\) Although Helen’s self-blaming epithet may be true in the *Iliad*, her intuitive ability of recognition of Telemachus in the *Odyssey* connects her with Odysseus’s dog Argus who recognizes his master disguised as beggar (*Od*. 17.300-304)\(^\text{214}\). Thus Helen’s first appearance in the *Odyssey* sets the tone of her uncanny ability of recognition and a narrative authority like the Muses.

### 3.9 Helen the Weaver of Tales

As the identity of Telemachus is revealed, this private dinner for two young guests turns into a tearful reminiscence for Telemachus’ father Odysseus. While recalling their sufferings and loses in the Trojan War, all those who are present in the hall start weeping. At this point, Menelaus orders dinner for all of them and Helen throws a drug (φάρμακον) into the wine they are drinking. The narrator informs that the drug that Helen pours into the wine is “griefless and anger-less, (causing) forgetfulness of all evils”: νηπενθές τ’ἀχολόν τε, κακῶν ἐπὶληθὸν ἀπάντων (4.221). Furthermore, this wonderful drug is described as (μητιόεντα) “possessing *metis*” (4.227). It is important to note that in Hesiod’s works Zeus is known by various names related to *metis*, μητιέτα (*Theog*. 56,520, 904, 914), Δί μητιόεντι, and μητιόεντα, for example (*Theog*. 286 and 457). Surprisingly, this mind-numbing drug that is a gift to her by Polydamna a woman of Egypt, shares a similar epithet with Zeus. Reyes Bertolin points out regarding this particular epithet of this drug:

This is an unusual epithet for the drug, since it is usually an epithet of Zeus. The transferring of qualities must be significant. It makes us think that the


drug is in fact full of uncertainty and perhaps even deceit. Helen, through the
drug, wants to assume the role of Zeus in determining what is to be
remembered and what not.\footnote{Reyes Bertolin, “The Search for Truth in Odyssey 3 and 4” in Splendid Mendax: Rethinking Fakes and
Forgeries in Classical, Late Antique, and Early Christian Literature, ed. Edmund P. Cueva and Javier
Martinez, (Groningen: Barkhuis, 2016).}

Here I argue that by assuming the role of Zeus Helen reminds the power of Zeus to
their dinner guests. Thus before starting her speech Helen highlights two things: First, she
specifies that “though now to one and now to another Zeus gives good and ill, (ἀγαθὸν τὲ
κακὸν τὲ διδοὶ) for he can do all things”(ὁναται γὰρ ἄπαντα). (4.236-37) Second, she
adds that she will say something ἐυκότα (4.239), that is, something “appropriate” or
“fitting” or even something “plausible”. What kind of tale is “fitting” or “plausible” in
this particular situation? According to Emlyn-Jones, Helen’s tale reminiscing the kleos of
Odysseus is “fitting” from the perspective that it is effective in rescuing her dinner guests
from their melancholic thoughts regarding the lost Odysseus. However, it can be
understood as “plausible”, when one recalls the encounter of Odysseus with Penelope:

\[
\text{σκεψεραι \pi\lambda\delta\alpha \lambda\epsilon\gammaον \varepsilon\tau\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron \omicron\omicron\omicron (19.203) \‘he knew how to say
many lies which resembled truth’. For Homer both senses of the word are
operative at 4.239; plausibility and appropriateness are designed to meet the
artistic and social expectations of the listeners.\footnote{Chris Emlyn-Jones, “True and Lying Tales in the Odyssey”, Greece and Rome 33, no. 1(Apr., 1986): 1-10.}
\]

Clearly, Helen’s authoritative style in articulating “plausible” things like Odysseus,
underscores their similarity.

Note that after having decided to relate “plausible” things, Helen declares: “All
(πάντα) the labors of steadfast Odysseus I cannot tell or recount…” (4.240). Andrew
Ford217 remarks that Helen’s prologue before starting her tale recalls the poet’s invocation to Muses in the Iliad:

Tell me now, you Muses who have dwellings on Olympus—for you are goddesses and are present and know all things, but we hear only a rumor and know nothing—who were the leaders and lords of the Danaans. But the multitude (πληθύν) I could not tell or name, not even if ten tongues were mine and ten mouths and a voice unwearying, and the heart within me were of bronze, unless the Muses of Olympus, daughters of Zeus who bears the aegis, call to my mind all those who came beneath Ilios. Now I will tell the leaders of the ships and all the ships. (2.484-493)

Similarly, like the poet, Helen is selective about what to relate because, she cannot tell “all” the stories of Odysseus’s accomplishments.

Helen relates that when Odysseus disguised as a beggar showed up within the city walls, she alone recognized him and interrogated him. At first, Odysseus tried to avoid her but after being bathed and anointed by Helen, who took an oath of not divulging his identity to the Trojans; he confided in her the “whole plot”(πάντα νόον, 4.256) of the Achaeans. Helen rejoiced (establishing her loyalty to the Achaeans?) when Odysseus left the city killing many Trojans and carrying back valuable information to the Achaeans (4.242-264). She ends her story by blaming her own act caused by the “blindness” inflicted on her by Aphrodite and by complimenting Menelaus who lacked “neither brains nor beauty” (4.264). Thus Helen appropriately narrates the tale of Odysseus’s fame while gratifying her dinner-guests.

Apparently, Helen’s story recounts the remarkable deeds of the father of Telemachus. Nevertheless, Helen’s tale displays a great deal about herself a tradition that is not inconsistent with her image in the Iliad 3.121-242, 383-447. In addition, Helen’s tale raises questions. How did a beggar secure an entry into the palace? Why should a

beggar be given the luxury of bath and anointment? Why did Odysseus allow himself to be bathed and anointed by Helen? It is difficult to accept that Helen bathed and anointed Odysseus when we have the examples how the maids at the palace of Menelaus bathed, anointed and dressed Telemachus and Peisistratus (4.45-48). After the carefully calibrated story of the exploit of Odysseus by Helen, Menelaus tells another story about Odysseus where Helen does not appear to be a loyal Greek woman as portrayed in her own story.

3.10 Menelaus’s story casting doubt on Helen’s loyalty as an Argive woman

Menelaus applauds his wife’s tale by remarking that she has related her tale “in a fitting fashion” (κατὰ µοῖραν, 4.266)\(^\text{218}\). Menelaus also starts, like Helen, with the glorifying the remarkable abilities of Odysseus (compare 4.242 with 4. 271). Menelaus depicts a Helen who acted against the Achaeans on the last night of Troy. According to Menelaus’s story she paraded around the horse three times, and called out the names of the chiefs of the Argives who were sitting inside the horse. Then Helen mimicked the voice of their wives. Even though Menelaus is under the effect of the “painless” drug, he claims that “it must be that you were bidden by some god who wished to grant glory to the Trojans» (4.275-76). Note the sarcasm of Menelaus recalling Helen’s blame of Aphrodite for her own action (4.261). Right after this statement, Menelaus reminds Helen how her third husband Deiphobus followed her around (4.276). Helen and Menelaus both use the exploit of Odysseus as a springboard for their own purpose: Helen for her self-portrait of loyal Argive woman and Menelaus for accusing Helen’s treachery\(^\text{219}\). Although

\(^{218}\) Gregory Nagy, 1979, 40.
Menelaus’s story seems to establish Helen’s infidelity as an Argive woman, it also raises questions about the story itself.

How was it possible for Helen to imitate the voices of the wives of the Achean heroes? Was she familiar with the voices of these women? How did she know which Achaean wives to mimic? Furthermore, how did she know which Achaean heroes were inside the wooden horse? Worman suggests that when Odysseus confided in her about the whole plan of the Acheans, he might have told her about the wooden horse as the device for ending the Trojan War. Worman also observes that the mimetic ability of Helen recalls the female chorus who also possess the mimetic ability in the Hymn to Delian Apollo (162-164). Clader claims that the available answer regarding Helen’s portrayal in the tale of Menelaus is that “Helen has special powers of insight and expression.” The fact remains from the two different versions of exploit of Odysseus that Helen’s tale is κατὰ μοῖραν and she is endowed with special power that appears again in the form of her ability to prophesy in 15.170-178.

3.11 Helen’s ability to Prophesy

In book 15 when Telemachus and Peisistratus are ready to depart from the palace of Menelaus, an eagle swoops down and carries off a tame goose (15.160-165). Then Peisistratus asks Menelaus to interpret this omen. While Menelaus stops to think how to respond, Helen immediately speaks: “Hear me, and I will prophesy as the immortals put it into my heart, and as I think it will be brought to pass” (15.172-73). She continues

---

220 Worman, *This Voice which is Not One*, 21.
223 Clader, *Helen: The Evolution from Divine to Heroic Greek*, 34.
prophesying with perfect accuracy the return of Odyssey and his retribution on the suitors who keep preying on his wife Penelope (ὅς Ὅδυσσεύς κακὰ πολλὰ παθὼν καὶ πόλλ᾽ ἐπαληθεῖς οἴκαδε νοστῆσει καὶ τίσεται (15.176-177). Thus like a good seer Helen foretells what really happens in the end. Helen’s prophetic skill impresses Telemachus. He promises if Helen is right, then, he will glorify Helen as a divinity (15.180-81).

3.12 Helen’s gift to Telemachus

Furthermore, the book 15 depicts how Telemachus receives a gift from Helen at his departure. She gives him a robe that she herself has woven and this finely woven robe is given to Telemachus as a token of guest-friendship. She declares that this gift is meant to be “a remembrance of the hands of Helen, against the day of your longed-for marriage” (μνῆμα Ἑλένης χειρῶν, πολυηράτου ἐς γάμου 15.126). The narrator describes that Helen herself went to the royal storage and found the robe that “shone like a star, and lay beneath the rest” (ἀστήρ ὅς ἀπέλαμπεν ἕκειτο δὲ νείατος ἄλλων (15. 108).

Comparatively, the scene recalls the event where Hecuba chooses a gown that “shines like a star” for offering to Athena (II. 6.295). While in the Iliad, the shining gown represents a negative association, recalling Helen’s transgression; the gown that Helen offers to Telemachus is a reminder of Helen’s authority. It is a μνήμα a “remembrance” to commemorate Helen. While Helen’s weaving in the Iliad is the marker of her being the cause of the Trojan War, her weaving in the Odyssey is the reminder of her being the authoritative queen of Sparta.

To sum up, Helen, at the beginning of the Iliad, expresses her verbal skill in her highly imaginative tapestry that she weaves silently. Then, she presents herself to Priam

224 See Blondell, 2013, 77. See also on the significance of μνήμα in Worman, 2002, footnote: 64, 221.
as a woman who blames herself for leaving her home with Paris, calls herself “dog-faced”, and even wishes to die. At the same time, Helen’s speech of self-blaming in the *Iliad* emerges as singularly authoritative speech of a queen that finds its equal in the world of heroes. By contrast, in the *Odyssey*, she presents herself as an authoritative speaker of “fitting” tales and prophetic utterance.
Chapter Four: Draupadī

Introduction

Unlike Helen of Homeric epics, Draupadī of the Mahābhārata remains in the boundary of dharma as prescribed by Manusmṛiti. It is crucial to note that Draupadī uses her powerful verbal skill for her own defence, especially, at the assembly hall of the Kuru king while remaining in the boundary of dharma. The dharma of a married woman commands selfless devotion to her husband. Yet, this same dharma empowers Draupadī in questioning her husband’s action at the assembly hall. In order to analyze her paradoxical personality expressed through her rhetorical manoeuvre, I will use books two, three, four, and five of the Mahābhārata. Then what is dharma?

4.1 The concept of dharma

The term dharma is multifaceted and it cannot be equated with only one term like law, morality or religion, for example. However, for classicists, the Sanskrit term dharma can be partly rendered as the Greek term eusēbeia. In fact, the edict of Aśoka, the Indian emperor from the 258 BCE used Greek word eusēbeia for rendering the term dharma. This is one of the several rock edicts found in Kandahar in 1958. Kandahar in Afghanistan is the modern day name for Alexandria in Archosia. This particular rock edict contains Aramaic and Greek inscriptions.

The concept of dharma is one of the most challenging concepts as it functions on multiple levels in Indian literature and society. The word dharma originates from the Sanskrit word dhr and literally it means “to uphold, support, maintain”. Sometimes it

---

indicates the essential property of an element, the dharma of fire is to burn, for example. On the human plane, dharma works from a normative dimension. The discourse of dharma is elaborated in two branches of dharma literature: Dharmasūtras (third to first century BCE) and the Dharmaśāstras (first to second century CE). While the Dharmasūtras belong to the various Vedic schools, the Dharmaśāstras elucidate dharma even further on the basis of the Vedic principles. The Mānava Dharmaśāstra or Manusmṛti (first to second century CE) is known to be the most prominent among others. According to Manusmṛti, the normative dimension of dharma on the human level follows the Brāhmanical tradition of sociocultural norms. As a result, each individual should follow his duty following his birth status (varna) and stage of life (āśrama). In other words, each individual must lead his life according to his varnāśramadharma. However, the discourse of dharma is applicable only to the Aryan men who belong to the three higher varnas: Brāhmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaiśyas. The first stage (āśrama) of the male members of the upper Varna is the student life (brahmaśārin) when he will study the Vedas and learn the skill of proper way of living. Note that before entering into the life of a student, he must go through the rite of initiation (upanayana) that confers the twice-born status before commencing the Vedic study. The second stage is the life of householder (grhaśtha) followed by the stages of forest-dweller (vānaprastha) and of renunciation (samnyāsa). Manusmṛti highlights the obligation of householder consisting of paying three debts: “to the rśis, ancestors and gods”. The text explains how these three debts will be paid: first, the debt to the rśis is paid by studying the Vedas; second, the debt to the ancestors is paid by having sons. Because only sons are fit to perform the śrāddha rites in

order to sustain the well being of the ancestors. Finally, the debt to the gods should be paid by performing sacrifices (Manusmṛti 4.257, 6.35-37).

What happens when an unusual situation arises and it is not addressed in any literature on dharma? In that case, Manusmṛti recommends that one should consult those people who are virtuous, Brāhmins by lineage and learned by studying the Vedas. In fact, the social hierarchy of human beings in ancient India is directly connected with Rigvedic Purusasūkta (10.90) where it establishes the homologies between the corporeal parts of the purusa the primordial divine being and the social classes (varna) of people. Thus Brāhmans (priests) originate from the mouth of Purusa, Kṣatriyas (kings and warriors) from His arms, Vaiśyas (merchants and farmers) from His thighs, and Śūdras (servants) come from Purusa’s feet. This primordial being Purusa was “both the victim that the gods sacrificed and the divinity to whom the sacrifice was dedicated; that is, he was both the subject and the object of the sacrifice.”228 The final verse of the Purusasūkta recognizes this sacrifice as the model for future sacrificial rituals. In other words, this was the first sacrificial ritual performed by the gods (dharmāṇi prathamāṇayāsan). The word dharmāṇi is the plural form of dharma in Sanskrit. Here also we find the usage of this “protean word” dharma.

Then, what is the dharma of women in the Manusmṛti? Manusmṛti devotes two sections on the dharma of women (Strīdharma). The guiding principle of the entire Dharmaśāstra literature is to affirm that a woman is not fit to be independent: “Her father guards her in girlhood; her husband guards in youth; her sons guard her in old age. A

woman does not deserve independence". (Manusmrti, 9.3) On the other hand, Manusmrti signals a glorifying attitude towards women:

> There is no difference whatsoever between wives (striyah)—whose purpose is procreation, who embody good fortune, and who are worthy of worship and the splendor of their houses—and the goddesses of good fortune (śriyah) who are [worshipped] in houses…. Offspring, religious rites, service, the highest conjugal happiness, and heaven for oneself and one’s ancestors depend on one’s wife (9.26,9.28).

Clearly, women are valued because they are needed to accompany their husband in their daily sacrificial rituals and moreover, to produce sons for preserving their lineage. Moreover, pivotal dharma of a woman, according to Manusmrti, is to serve her husband as a god and remain faithful to him even after his death (5.151-66). Thus women exist only in relation to their men and they are valued through their selfless devotion to their men.

It must be noted that the Mahābhārata explores the meaning of dharma in various situations while books twelve and thirteen are similar in style to a dharmaśāstra. Among many of its social laws, two ideals that often recur in the Mahābhārata are, to be Pativrata (a wife who is totally devoted to her husband) for a married woman and the ideal characteristic of the married householder (male) to provide protection (raksana) to his wife and family. Correspondingly, this concept of raksana or protection becomes more important for a king as he must extend his protection to his law-abiding citizens in all corners of his kingdom. It is well known that in ancient India the ruling class or the royalty belonging to the kṣatriya caste was supposed to be engaged in battle and in

---

231 The Mahābhārata One: 194.18, 2.15.10, 5.186.11, 6.117.32, 13. 36. 13.
protection of his subjects. The prominent Mahābhārata women, for example, keep reminding their husbands/sons to fight thereby to reinforce their masculinity.\textsuperscript{232}

Nevertheless, it is Krishnā-Draupadī who fiercely follows the Pativrata ideals and yet, does not restrain herself from reminding her husbands about their duty. It is not possible to be an ideal Pativrata while being critical of one’s husband. The institution of marriage in India has always been patrilineal and it necessitates the Pativrata ideal for women. Accordingly, women must propitiate their husbands as their deities who possess religious and intellectual superiority over their wives.\textsuperscript{233} In the context of this background I shall examine Draupadī’s self-presentation through her speeches in the various situations she must confront. I argue that her mostly vitriolic words in self-defence are significant towards the development of the Mahābhārata war. The narrators of the Mahābhārata depict Draupadī as extremely vocal and consequently, she repeats her speech as the same situation arises often.

4.2 Draupadī at the assembly hall

When the Pāndava king Yudhisthira received an invitation from his uncle the king Dhritarastra to a friendly game of dice it was impossible for Yudhisthira to ignore this invitation. Although the king knew the game of dicing would bring destruction, he consented to this challenge\textsuperscript{234}. He gave two\textsuperscript{235} reasons for his acceptance: First, he must not refuse the invitation of his uncle; for, he has a filial obligation towards Dhritarastra.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Arti Dhand, \textit{Woman as Fire, Woman as Sage: Sexual Ideology in the Mahābhārata} (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2008), 166, 190-204.
\item According to Van Buitenen, the dice game was a ritual part of the Vedic Rājasūya in the epic. Thus, it puts Yudhisthira in a ritual obligation to accept the challenge. “On the Structure of the Sabhāparvan of the Mahābhārata”, in \textit{India Major: Congratulatory Volume Presented to J. Gonda}, ed. J. Ensink and P. Gaeffke (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1972), 68-84.
\item Buitenen, \textit{The Mahābhārata}, II, 2. 52. 15.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Second, he must accept the challenge for that is his vow for eternity. The next day

Yudhisthira and his brothers including the queen Draupadī and other women journeyed
towards Hāstinapura, the kingdom of Dhritarastra. Before starting their journey, the king
said:

    Fate takes away our reason\textsuperscript{236}
    As glare blinds the eye.
    Man bound as with nooses
    Obeys the Placer’s sway.

Yudhisthira understands the irreproachable mystery of “Fate” (Daiva) as decided by the
Placer (Dhātri) yet he is obliged to join in the dicing game with the Kauravas.

    The rule of the game is that it continues on in two sessions and each session lasts
for ten throws. The king Yudhisthira plays against the challenging party Duryodhana who
puts up the stake his uncle Śakuni\textsuperscript{237} plays on his behalf. During the first half of the stakes

Yudhisthira gambles away his huge wealth, myriads of chariots, bullock carts, horses, bull
elephants, many thousand male servants, and a hundred thousand of female maids decked
with precious gold. In the second half of his stake, he loses all his cattle, his land, his
brothers and himself. Then at the tenth throw he stakes his wife Draupadī and it is well
documented how he describes Draupadī as a beautiful and perfect wife while carefully
listing her physical beauty and her daily performances for the welfare of her husbands and
the royal household. Perhaps in his frenzy, Yudhisthira forgets that Draupadī is already a
desirable woman by many so she does not need this commodification to increase her
value. Yudhisthira loses the final wager and Duryodhana overjoyed with the outcome
says: “Let her sweep the chambers…and let the unfortunate one stay where our serving-

\textsuperscript{236} Ibid., 2.52.18.
\textsuperscript{237} Ibid., 2. 52. 14 (“Most dangerous gamblers have been collected, who are sure to play with wizard tricks”).
women are”. Then he orders his usher that Draupadī who has now become their slave (dāsi) should be brought to the assembly.

4.3 Draupadī’s Queries

When the usher goes in the inner chamber and informs Draupadī that she must come with him to the dicing hall as a slave; Draupadi asks a three-part question:

How dare you speak so, an usher, to me?
What son of a king would hazard his wife?
The king is befooled and crazed by the game—
Was there nothing left for him to stake?

katham tv evam vadasi pratiikāmin; ko vai dīvyed bhāryayayā rājaputraḥ mūḍho rājā dyūtamatena matta; āho nānyat kaitavam asya kim cīt katham tv evam vadasi pratiikāmin; ko vai dīvyed bhāryayayā rājaputraḥ mūḍho rājā dyūtamatena matta; āho nānyat kaitavam asya kim cīt

In answering her questions the usher explains what has happened during the betting sequence that includes the wagering of Yudhisthira himself before he wagered her. Having been fully informed by the usher about the entire situation Draupadī frames this question and orders the usher to announce her question in the assembly: “Whom did you loose first, yourself or me (kim nu pūrvam parājaisir ā atmānam mām nu)?” Furthermore, she orders the usher that after having learned the answer then he should come to fetch her.

The usher comes back to the assembly and adds another question to Draupadī’s original question: “As the owner of whom did you lose us (kasyeśo nah parājaisir)?” In fact, the usher being sympathetic to Draupadī’s cause agrees with Vidura’s observation that Yudhisthira lost himself and then bet Draupadī. Thus he adds this

---

238 Ibid., 2. 59.1
239 Ibid., 2. 60. 5
240 Hiltebeitel, Rethinking Mahabharata, 243.
241 2.59.1. Vidura is the step-brother (whose mother was a maid servant at the royal household) of the Kuru king
question before repeating Draupadî’s original question: “What did you lose first, yourself or me?” In fact, Draupadî cleverly formulates this question directed towards Yudhisthira and the people present at the assembly. Clearly, Draupadî is asking about the legality of Yudhisthira’s rights of staking her. This is the first time the audience hears Draupadî’s voice; from silent Pativrata (entirely devoted to her husband) she turns into a Pandita (female scholar).

Upon hearing this question of Draupadî, Yudhisthira becomes motionless and the text describes the situation “as though he had lost consciousness”, 242. Draupadî’s question seems to have surprised everyone in the assembly. According to Mehendale when Duryodhana ordered Draupadî to be brought in the assembly, they probably thought: “that Draupadî had lost her status as a free woman. But now for the first time, he realizes that Draupadî does not agree to this position…He tacitly admits that her question is justified.” 243 Yet Duryodhana summons her to the hall and let her raise the question about her status to the elders.

The usher goes back to the inner chamber to fetch Draupadî. He tells her that she must appear at the assembly and he surmises that this means the destruction of the Kuru dynasty is near. Significantly, Draupadî’s answer to the usher reveals her strong belief in righteousness or inner moral nature of an individual. In her reply to the usher she declares:

This for sure what the ordainer ordained. The wise and the foolish are both touched alike by good and ill, but a single dharma has been declared paramount in this world which will, if protected, maintain us in peace. (2.60.13)

242 Buitenen, 2.60.5
evāṃ nūṇāṃ vyadadhāt samvidhātā; sparśāv ubhau sparśato vīra bālau
dharmāṇ tv ekaṃ paramaṃ práha loke; sa naḥ śamaṃ dhāsyati gopyamān

I have cited the translation of John D. Smith\textsuperscript{244} because he leaves the word “dharma” as it is. Nonetheless, the question remains about this “single dharma” that prevails above all. K.M. Ganguli translates: “Morality, however, it hath been said, is the one highest object in the world.” J.A.B.van Buitenen on the other hand, translates: “In this world only Law is supreme”. Considering the difficulty of interpreting the word “dharma” in English, it is worth noting the definition of dharma from Mānava-dharmaśāstra that is often cited by scholars\textsuperscript{245}:

Listen [my pupils], I shall describe dharma – it is always honoured by the honest and the wise [of the learned]; it is followed by those who are above attachment [greed] and aversion [hatred]; and it is approved by their hearts.

(2.1)

In other words, it is possible to understand dharma as morality because it needs the approval of honest and wise. In addition, it is generally accepted, explains Matilal that in those days, only the people with competence in Vedic studies would have been considered as “wise” or “learned”. However, Motilal emphasizes that in later commentary tradition the “dharma-ethics” does not play any role in “personal greed or hatred.”\textsuperscript{246} Although “dharma-ethics” is not conducive to “personal greed or hatred”, evidently, the ethical understanding of Draupadī’s situation at the assembly hall raises question.

Despite Draupadī’s resistance, Duhśāsana (the brother of Duryodhana) already calls her “slave”(dāsī) and forcibly brings her to the dicing hall. She begs not to be brought in the hall as she is menstruating. In despair, she runs to the royal women who are

\textsuperscript{244} John D. Smith, \textit{The Mahābhārata} (Toronto: Penguin Classics, 2009), 142.
\textsuperscript{246} Ibid., 55-62.
present there. However he grabs her by her hair and pulls her to the hall. While pulling her hair he says to her: “To Krsna and Jisnu, to Hari and Nara, cry out for help! I shall take you yet”\(^{247}\) (2.60.26). The Bard paints a pitiable picture of Draupadî’s entrance into the Hall: “In her one garment, knotted below,\(^ {248}\) weeping and in her courses, she went to the hall, the Pāncāla princess, and stood before her father-in-law”.

Enraged in her humiliation, Draupadî scolds Duhśāsana and as a *Pativratā* praises her husband the king who is wise and understands the subtleness of “dharma” (moral law). Even in this most despicable situation, Draupadî adheres to her own “dharma” (a wife’s prescribed duty to her husband). It may be possible to argue that she seems to think that her understanding of “dharma” or moral law in general should be applicable to all. She dares to imagine, it seems, that the king who has an obligation to ensure the welfare of his people and the elders who are knowledgeable about the subtlety of “dharma” should follow the law as prescribed. Although the royal (Kuru) women are present in the assembly, Draupadî’s implied audiences are the kings and the elders. Note that female audiences in the assembly are absolutely silent.

Therefore, she addresses the eminent kings and elders who are well read in the treatise of “dharma” gathered in the hall and dares to question their understanding of the law of the kshatriya king that prescribes the protection of women. She firmly believes that the kings and elders should know that Draupadî in her current physical condition should not have been brought in this hall. Yet they let it happen and thus they silently allow the

\(^{247}\) Van Buitenen, *The Mahābhārata* II, 142.

\(^{248}\) Since Draupadî was menstruating, she had to wear one piece of cloth (ekavastra) and in a style of “adhonivi” in which she wrapped the lower part of her body in a different style and she covered her upper body with the same cloth. See Sulochana Ayyar, *Costumes and Ornaments as Depicted in the Early Sculptures of Gwalior Museum* (New Delhi: Mittal Publication, 1987), 36; Govind Sadashiv Ghurye, *Indian Costume* (New Delhi: Popular Prakashan Pvt. Limited, 1995), 66.
transgression of the law. It is important to note that while Yudhisthira is known as the “Dharma-king” in the Mahābhārata. Draupadī, his chief queen at this point demonstrates her rigid commitment to her dharma.

Then she condemns the Kuru family for forgetting their dharma:

King (Yudhisthira) abides by dharma, and dharma is subtle, to be understood by experts. But even at my husband’s word, I do not wish to transgress in the slightest by abandoning what’s proper to me. … Shame! The dharma of the [Kauravas] is lost as is the practice of those who know how the noble behave, when all the Kurus in the assembly look on while the Kuru-dharma is transgressed.249

dharne sthito dharmasutaś ca rājā; dharmāś ca sūkṣmo nipuṇopalabhyaḥ vācāpi bhartuḥ paramānu mātraṃ; necchasi doṣam svaguṇān viṣṛjya (2.60.31)

The key point here is to understand what does Draupadī mean by her words “by abandoning what is proper to me.” In the Sanskrit version it writes: “svagunān visrijya”, literally, svagunān means “my qualities”. Buitenen translates these particular words uttered by Draupadī as “abandon my virtue”. In other words, her virtue is automatically built in her own qualities. Regarding the meaning of the same expression, Julius Lipner writes in the footnote of his book (Hindus: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices):

The expression ‘svagunān’ indicates that dharma in both its moral and naturalistic senses is intended here. Draupadī does not wish to abandon virtuous behavior, nor ‘her qualities’, namely, the role of kshatriya wife and mother to which she has been born. She does not wish to transgress by promiscuity or infidelity (to virtue or her natural calling) in any way. This is strī-dharma, the dharma of a woman/wife.250

Clearly, Draupadī argues from the perspective of her rigid adherence to her own dharma.

This is the main difference between Draupadī and Helen of Sparta. Even though they both speak from their own perspective, compare Helen’s speech at the Trojan wall, for

---

249 I have cited the translation of Julius Lipner, Hindus: Their religious beliefs and practices (London: Rutledge, 1994), 205.
250 Lipner, 1994, footnote: 6, 344.
instance, Draupadi never deviates from the prescribed rule of the society where as Helen does. Thus her bold question regarding her status at this point mortifies the elders in the assembly. Draupadi does not accept her status as proclaimed by Duryodhana and his party. She rather doubts the legality of the dicing game arranged by the Kuru prince.

After having raised this question regarding her status, she throws a “scornful glance” at her husbands who are furious yet unable to act upon her humiliation. The poet describes the effect of her glance over her husbands:

As she piteously spoke the slim-waisted queen
Threw a scornful glance at her furious husbands
And inflamed with the fall of her sidelong glances
The Pândavas, wrapped with wrath in their limbs.

Not the kingdom lost, nor the riches looted,
Nor the precious jewels plundered did hurt
As hurt that sidelong glance of Krisnā
That glance of Krisnā sent in fury.

tathā bruvantī karuṇaṃ sumadhyamāḥ; kākṣeṇa bhartīṁ kuptān apāṣyat
sā pāṇḍavāṇa kopaparīta dehān; saṁdīpayām āśa kaṭākṣa pātaiḥ
ḥṛtena rājyeṇa tathā dhanenā; ratnaiś ca mukhyair na tathā babhūva
yathārtayā kopasamīritena; krṣṇā kaṭākṣeṇa babhūva duḥkham (2.60.35-36)

Unlike Helen’s veiled body with gleaming fabrics and her eyes like the immortal goddesses that produce awe to the elders at the rampart of the Trojan wall, Draupadi’s blood-stained garment and sidelong glance impart a different effect on the people in the hall. Her semiotic complexity matches her furious speech. She challenges the elders who are well read in the law of “dharma”, with her question. Ironically, none of the elders in the assembly, although appalled by what is happening, is able to speak.

Eventually Bhīshma, the grandfather and the most learned person on these matters, speaks on their behalf. He begins by saying that because “dharma is subtle” he cannot answer her question properly. Then he presents the problem regarding her question. He
gives a three part answers. On the one hand, a man who has lost himself in the game of dice cannot stake what does not belong to him; on the other hand “wives are the husband’s chattels”(2.60.40-42).

Bhīṣma said:

As the Law is subtle, my dear, I fail
To resolve your riddle the proper way:
A man without property cannot stake another’s—
But given that wives are the husband’s chattels?

na dharmasaukṣmyāt subhage vivaktum; śaknomi te praśnam imaṃ yathāvat
asvo hy aṣaktāḥ paṇītum parasvaṃ; striyaś ca bhartur vaśatāṃ samīkṣya

Secondly, Yudhisthira always speaks the truth but if he himself says that he ‘has been won’, then it is not possible for him to solve the problem.

Yudhisthira may give up all earth
With her riches, before he’d give up the truth.
The Pāṇḍava said, “I have been won”,
Therefore I cannot resolve doubt.

tyajeta sarvāṃ prthivīṃ samṛddham; yudhiṣṭhirah satyam atho na jahyāt
uktāṃ jito 'smīti ca pāṇḍavena; tasmān na śaknomb vivēktum etat

Finally, Śakuni, the uncle of Duryodhana is a champion dice player, but he did not force Yudhisthira to play the game of dice with him. In other words, Yudhisthira had a choice in this matter, at least in theory.

No man is Śakuni’s peer at the dice,
And he left Yudhisthira his own choice.
The great-spirited man does not think he was cheating,
Therefore I cannot speak to the riddle.

dyūte ’dvitiyāḥ śakunir nareṣu; kuntīsutas tena nisṛṣṭakāmaḥ
na manyate tām nikṛtiṃ mahātmā; tasmān na te praśnam imaṃ bravīmi

To put it another way, Bhīṣma the grand uncle of the royal family is ambiguous in answering the legality of the whole procedure of wagering Draupadī. He frames the question from the perspective of male status be that male a free agent or not. First, he is
not sure whether anything wrong has been done when it is an accepted fact that woman exists only in relation to her father/husband/son. In other words, women are counted as male possessions even if that male is a slave. Secondly, When Yudhisthira himself admits that he has not been cheated, then how can Bhīshma answer to her unsolvable question? He simply avoids answering Draupadī’s question. Draupadī, for sure, was not expecting such an equivocal answer from a person who is known for his wisdom and knowledge of the Vedas.

It is rather ambiguous when Yudhisthira has lost his position, as a legal opponent, then how is it possible for him to continue the game? Does a king retain his rights even after being reduced to the position of a slave? It could be that he had been ordered as a slave to wager his wife and naturally, he had no choice but to follow the order. However, the epic is very casual about slavery. Although the examples of enslavement as a result of debt are found in the epic text (1.14 and 1.73-78), but information on slave labour for production in agriculture, manufacture or mining is not found.\textsuperscript{251} Nonetheless, we have seen earlier that Yudhisthira staked a large number of male and female slaves. These slaves seem to be mainly domestic servants while female slaves may have been used for sexual pleasure.\textsuperscript{252} Draupadī might have hoped for a decisive answer from Bhīshma but now being disappointed, she puts her question to the others in the assembly. No one in the assembly dares to answer her question.

At this point Vikarna a stepbrother (born from a female servant) of Duryodhana speaks up on behalf of Draupadī and asks for answer from the eminent elders, his father the great Kuru king, and also from the other kings who are present in the assembly. Not a

\textsuperscript{252} Ibid.
single male audience from the gathered assembly answers him and he declares arguably that Draupadi has not been won. Then the king Karna (first son of Kunti by the Sun god and this fact is unknown to him as well as to the Pándavas) scolds the young Vikarna, insults Draupadi for being married to five men, and points out that her marriage is against the established law. He concludes that Draupadi has been own legally and he orders Duhśāsana to “strip the cloths from Pândavas and Draupadi” (2.61.38).

The Pândavas do not say a word in protest and remove their upper garments. However Draupadi stands there firm. Duhśāsana tries to strip Draupadi by force in front of the onlookers. But a miracle happens: “But whenever one of Draupadi’s garments was removed, O king, another garment like it repeatedly appeared” (2.61.40). The critical edition does not give any explanation for this miraculous event. Nevertheless, there are two traditions253 regarding the scene of disrobing Draupadi. According to the popular version Draupadi invokes god Krishna at this moment of her need and the garments keep appearing to cover her. The second explanation is that Dharma254 supplies her the coverings to protect her modesty. Considering Draupadi’s rigid adherence to dharma, it seems reasonable to accept the second version regarding the unending supply of garments to cover her and thus protecting her modesty255. Literally, her garment has a metonymic usage for her modesty. Note that Helen also wraps her body with a shining garment.

When approached by Aphrodite at the Trojan wall, Helen feels ashamed to follow her to

254 Hiltebeitel (2001) cites a verse from the northern recension: “Yājñaseni cried out for salvation (trānāya vikrośati) to Kṛṣṇa, Visnu, Hari, and Nara. Then Dharma, concealed, the magnanimous, having a multitude of garments, covered her (tatasu dharmo ‘ntario mahatma/ samāvṛṇottām vividhavastrapūgah). Note Duhśāsana’s sarcasm to Draupadi while pulling her by her hair.
255 Lipner, 1994, 207: “Be that as it may, in the final analysis dharma has vindicated Draupadi. Her faith in dharma has not been void, although it has cost her dear.”
Paris’s room in daylight for fear of being called as shameless by the Trojan women. Nonetheless, she goes “wrapping herself in her bright shining mantle,…and the goddess led the way”(3.419-20). This is the way she avoids the notice of the Trojan women. But what does make her invisible? Is it the goddess Aphrodite or her shining garment? In both cases, the poets use a concrete example of garment as metonymic or metaphorical expression of social and moral emotion. As Helen goes in the bedroom of Paris and chastises her for leaving the battle, Draupadī also remains unnerved while going through her horrendous situation and addresses the assembly again.

Draupadī relates how she, the princess of Pāncāla, a virtuous woman, a daughter-in-law of the Kaurava family, protected by her five husbands in the past, has been put through this offensive humiliation in the assembly. All the onlookers remain silent, none, not even her husbands attemptes to defend her. She continues for a long time with her aggressive speech:

I on whom the assembled kings set eye in the arena at my Bridegroom Choice, but never before or after, I am now brought into the hall! I whom neither wind nor sun have seen before in my house, I am now seen in the middle of the hall in the assembly of the Kurus. I whom the Pândavas did not suffer to be touched by the wind in my house before, they now allow to be touched by this miscreant. The Kurus allow—and methinks that Time is out of joint—their innocent daughter and daughter-in-law to be molested! What greater humiliation than that I, a woman of virtue and beauty, now must invade the men’s hall? What is left of the Law of the kings? From of old, we have heard, they do not bring law-minded women into their hall…Is the wife of the king Dharma whose birth matches his a slave or free? Speak Kauravas. I shall abide by your answer. For this foul man, disgrace of the Kauravas, is molesting me, and I cannot bear it any longer, Kauravas! Whatever the kings think, whether I have been won or not, I want it answered, and I shall abide by the answer, Kauravas.

---

Here I like to draw attention to the style and oral performance of Draupadī. Even after being molested in the presence of the elders, she stands there unnerved and delivers authoritative speech. She reminds the elders how they are not following the eternal dharma of the Kuru dynasty. Because they all know that a noble woman who is righteous should not be brought before the assembly and yet it is happening right now.

---

257 Irawati Karve (Yuganta: The end of an epoch, 1974, 87-90) reads Draupadī’s question as her “greatest mistake”: Draupadī “tried to show off her learning;” “by putting on airs in front of the whole assembly, she had put Dharma (Yudhisthira) into a dilemma and unwittingly insulted him”; “Draupadī was standing there arguing about legal technicalities like a lady pundit when what was happening to her was so hideous that she should only have cried out for decency and pity in the name of the Ksatriya code. Had she done so perhaps things would not have gone so far.” Clearly, here Karve compares Draupadī to Sītā (Hiltebeitel, 2001, fn.54, 259). Purnima Mankekar relates of an interview where a woman from Delhi presents a similar view after watching the portrayals of both heroines on Indian National television: “Indeed, another young woman with whom I spoke went so far as to claim that Draupadī seemed “less Indian” than Sītā: when I tried to probe her meaning, I discovered that she felt Draupadī was “westernized” because the heroine questioned and challenged her elders on the propriety of their actions. (552)” National Texts and Gendered Lives: An Ethnography of Television Viewers in a North Indian City, American Ethnologist 20, no. 3 (Aug. 1993), 543-563.
Nevertheless, the onlookers remain silent. It is possible that they are equally stunned by the miracle that just happened.

Nevertheless, Bhīshma again replies to Draupadī’s demanding question. He remarks that he is not sure about answering on the subtle matter about dharma. However he asserts:

What a powerful man views as Law in the world, that do others call the Law at a time when Law is in question. I cannot answer the question decisively, because the matter is subtle and mysterious as well as grave.

It is possible that he does not want to express his disloyalty to the Kuru king due to economic reason as he himself says to the king Yudhisthira just before the beginning of the battle\(^{258}\). But he realizes that nefarious activities are happening in the assembly and the doom of the Kuru lineage is approaching soon. Thus, he praises Draupadī for her righteousness and says:

Surely the end of this lineage is in sight, for all the kurus have become so enslaved by greed and folly. Those born in high lineages, do not, good woman, stray from the path of the Law, however beset by disaster, just as you who stand here as our bride. Such is the conduct that you yourself practice, princess of the Pancalas, for though you have come to grief, you will look to the Law. Drona and the other elders who are wise in the Law sit bent over as though spiritless with empty bodies. But Yudhisthira, I think, is the authority on this question: let he himself speak out and say whether you have been won or not. (2.62.17-21)\(^{259}\)

\(^{258}\) The Mahābhārata, 6.43.36: “Bound I am by the Kauravas with wealth (baddho’smy arthena Kauravaih)”. K.M. Ganguli explains further on the above translation in his footnote: “I am bound by the Kauravas, and therefore, I am not a free agent.”

\(^{259}\) Van Buitenen, he translates dharma as “Law”.
It must be noted that although Bhīsha does not or cannot answer Draupadī’s question with certainty, he certainly makes hierarchized distinctions regarding her lineage.

It is quite possible that her righteous conduct (acting in accord with dharma in this case) underscores her lineage. I argue that her power of social status endows her with speech that shapes the discourse. Bhīsha’s value-laden remark regarding the high lineage accords with Bourdieu’s idea of “socially categorized verbal and visual habits”. Note that she is addressed as the “princess of the Pāncālas” and her epithet gives away her royal upbringing. Nevertheless, Draupadī’s question remains unanswered and he passes her question to husband Yudhisthira whose epithet is Dharmarāja or king Dharma.

At this point, Duryodhana takes advantage of the situation and adds another villainous act by announcing that if the four brothers accept that Yudhisthira had no right to wager Draupadī then she may get freedom from her slavery. Ironically, Draupadī herself does not think she is a slave woman (dāsī) to the Kauravas. This is a horrible dilemma for the brothers. Bhīma submits to the authority to his elder brother. Yudhisthira sits there silently as before in the middle of the uproar in the assembly. Now Duryodhana makes obscene gesture by exposing his bare left thigh to Draupadī and seeing this obscenity Bhīma takes an oath that he will smash his thigh in a great war. Finally, Arjuna comes up with an answer suggesting that Draupadī has not been lost when wagered by his chief husband in the dice game:
The king was formerly our master in betting (iśo raja pūrvam āśid glahe
nah), Kunti’s son, the great-souled king Dharma. But whose master is he
whose self is vanquished (iśas tvayam parājītātmā)? Realize this (taj
jānīdhvam), all you Kurus (2.63.21)\textsuperscript{260}.

In spite of Arjuna’s attempt of providing an answer, his statement ends up into a question.
At this very moment, a jackal howls during the sacrificial ritual being conducted on behalf
of the household of the blind Kuru king Dhritarāstra and there were also other
inauspicious signs outside the Kaurava court. Informed of these portends, the blind king
becomes alert and reprimands Duryodhana and Karna for insulting Draupadī-Krishnā.
Then he offers her boons. Thus Draupadī kept the elders bewildered in the assembly by
her enigmatic question till the arrival of these portends.

It is not by her mere obstinacy, as it may seem, that she kept asking the same
question. I read her as “the male poet’s representation of woman as a figure that
questions.”\textsuperscript{261} Hiltebeitel points out that like Penelope in Homer’s Odyssey, Draupadī
deploys a “delaying tactics” which is her “strategy for survival”(transposing Suzuki’s
phrases for describing Penelope’s situation). In other words, as Penelope delays her
answer to her suitors through weaving, Draupadī impedes the change of her social status
through her repeated question. Every time she puts the question to the elders who are
supposed to be the scholars on dharma, she is met with stupefied silence excepting
Bhīṣhma who offers an enigmatic answer by saying that dharma is subtle. Their haunting
silence in the assembly hall encourages Duryodhana to continue the most heinous abuse
of Draupadī in the presence of the elders, kings and the family members in the hall. Only

\textsuperscript{260} Hiltebeitel 2001,258. For the translation of jānīdhvam Hiltebeitel follows Mehendale’s translation “take
note”, rather than Ganguli’s “judge” or Van Buitenen’s “decide”.

\textsuperscript{261} Suzuki, Metamorphoses of Helen, 3. Hiltebeitel (2001) also cites from Suzuki’s book for delineating a
parallel between Helen and Draupadi regarding questioning the authority (footnotes, ch.7: 2, 66).
the protesting voices of the wise Vidura the half-brother of the Kuru King and of the king’s son by a maid can be heard in the hall. But note that they do not belong to the class of the warriors nor of the priests. Then the text urges us to ponder if her husbands, kings, the elders who claim to know about dharma become the passive witnesses to her harrowing abuse in the hall then how suddenly the howling of a jackal comes to her rescue? Is it again the miracle of Dharma? Does it mean that it is only Draupadī who truly knows the significance of dharma?

While her husbands fail to perform their dharma (husband’s duty in this case) that is to protect their wife, she stays firm in her own wifely dharma. It may very well be possible that she is the only one who knows considering that she is the Śrī-incarnate, a fact that the characters in the epic seem to have forgotten. I argue that she goes through her horrendous abuse to show that there is a gap in the meaning of dharma as practiced in the assembly hall. However, the fact remains that having been frightened by supernatural portends, the Kuru king decides to reprimand his son and to offer boons to Draupadī.

4.4 Draupadī receives boons from the Kuru king

When offered a boon by the Kuru king, she requests the freedom of her most senior husband Yudhisthira the Pândava king. In reality she asks for this boon not for her husband’s sake, nor for her own sake; she is rather concerned about Prativindhya the son of Krishnā -Draupadī and the king Yudhisthira. She does not want the prince Prativindhya to be called by little children as the son of a slave (2.63.29-30). Having granted the first boon, the king offers her another boon. This time she seeks the freedom of her other four husbands. The king happily grants her a third boon and she refuses. She does not deviate from her dharma and replies: “Greed makes for the destruction of dharma. I am not worthy to receive a third boon…they say that… a Kṣatriya woman can have two boons
(2.63.34-35).” As Krishnā-Draupadī has already had two boons, she will not ask for more. She could have asked the Kuru King for a punishment for Duryodhana and his brother for her sexual harassment in the assembly but she did not. Perhaps as the Śrī incarnate she knew that the Great War was inevitable where Duryodhana and his brothers would be killed. However, having been granted their freedom, the Pândavas with all their wealth return to their own kingdom. Ironically, the queen who has been wagered by Yudhisthira as the possessor of great beauty and devotion to her husbands proves to be the possessor of quick wit and a great power of speech. It is worth mentioning that surprisingly, it is Karna the archenemy of the Pândavas identifies Draupadī’s unparalleled ability to debate and he remarks:

Of all the women of mankind, famous for their beauty, of whom we have heard, no one have we heard accomplished such a deed! While the Pārthas and the Dhārtarāstras are raging beyond measure, Krṣnā Draupadī has become the salvation of the Pândavas! When they were sinking, boatless and drowning, in the plumbless ocean, Pāncālī became the Pândavas’ boat, to set them ashore (van Buitenen: 2.64.1-3).

It may seem that this is the end of the dicing match at this point but curiously it starts all over again. Once again Yudhisthira is challenged in the dice match and he loses. This time the stake is an exile for twelve years in the forest and one year in hiding. Thus Pândavas are exiled for thirteen years and Krishnā-Draupadī accompanies them. During the exile in the forest Draupadī becomes the victim of attempted abduction (mentioned in the preceding chapter) and as we have noted that she must defend herself against a sexual assault as her husbands are away at this time. She suffers sexual assault one more time at
the court of the Virāta king. This happens in the book four where Draupadī along with her husbands spend their final year of exile. The episode of dicing match repeats itself in the court and Yudhisthira though, present in the court, passively accepts his wife’s sexual assault by the general of the king only because they have to keep their disguise. It is a common trend that the significant female characters in the epic traditions of India become the victims of their husbands’ faulty behavior. But the narrators of the Mahābhārata portray Draupadī through a singularly different approach. She recognizes that she is victimized and she does not suffer silently. She has a strong sense of her own royal status and a keen understanding of her wifely duty. Consequently, she gets enraged and speaks up aggressively when her husbands do not follow their duty of protecting her. Hence: she complains to Krishna when he visits them in the forest.

4.5 Draupadī in the Forest

Following the stipulation of Duryodhana, Krishnā-Draupadī and her five husbands clad in deerskins start their journey to the forest. Van Buitenen points out that this is the great example of their family solidarity. Subhadrā the other wife of Arjuna did not accompany them. Draupadī’s parents looked after her own sons. Besides being an astonishing example of family solidarity, I add, that the presence of Draupadī, Srī/ Sovereignty incarnate suggests a symbolic expression of the Pāndava’s future victory in the impending war. Although their family and friends come to visit them in the forest, Draupadī resents her life in the forest. Thus with her strong desire for revenge she complains to Krishna when he with his followers visit them in the forest. But multifaceted Krishnā-Draupadī does not begin with her angry tirade at the beginning, she rather starts

---

262 Sutherland, Sītā and Draupadī, 72.
263 Van Buitenen, The Book of the Forest, 177.
with a tone of extreme reverence to Lord Krishna (Krishna’s divine attributes were not established as yet) as the absolute divinity and that continues for ten lines (3.13.42-52). Then she points out that it is only as his friend she wants to inform her situation. She articulates her acute recognition of her insult at the assembly and her desire for revenge in sixty-five verses (3.13.43-108).

Draupadi’s verbal exchange with Krishna shows acute awareness of her high status that makes her unable to imagine that this kind of assault could happen to her. Thus, she asks: “Then how was it that a woman like me, wife to the Pārthas, friend to you, Lord Krishna, sister of Dhrishtadyumna came to be dragged in the hall?” Next she describes her abuse at the assembly in vivid terms. Her acerbic tongue does not cease to remind that she a daughter-in-law of the old Kuru king was forcibly reduced to a slave. She despises her strong husbands:

I detest the Pāndavas, those grand strongmen in war, who looked on while their glorious consort in Law was molested! A plague on the strength on Bhimsena! A plague on the bowmanship of the Pārtha!264

She continues with her carefully crafted speech juxtaposing the history of the famous exploits of her two strong husbands and their inability to protect her against the insult at the hands of Duryodhana. Then she refers to the eternal way of dharma of husband that claims, “even the week ones (husbands), protect a wife (3.13.60).” Yet, being the strongest husbands like Arjuna and Bhimsena did not protect Krishnā- Draupadī. She makes sure that they remember her great lineage: “I was born in a grand lineage and by divine fate! (3.13.104)” Having emphasized her husbands’ indifference regarding their

264 Van Buitenen, The Book of the Forest, 249. Although the first three brothers among the five are known as Pārthas (sons of Prithā, that is, Kunfī ) but in this case Pārtha means Arjuna.
wife’s protection (rakshanā), Draupadi breaks down in tears and speaks with extreme wrath:265

I have got no husbands, no sons, Madhusūdana, not a brother, nor a father, nor you, nor friends (3.13.112).
naiva me patayāḥ santa na putrā madhusūdana
na bhrātaro na ca pitā naiva tvaṃ na ca bāndhavāḥ

This passage presents Draupadi’s rhetorical skill and her rage.266 Then Krishna promises revenge on her behalf, while her husbands are silent at this point.

Draupadī expresses her extreme disappointment in her senior husband who passively agreed to participate in the ill-fated dice match twice as his uncle the old king had asked him to play. The king Yudhisthira’s younger brothers had to obey their elder brother’s decision, as it was perceived as the tradition. It was the king Yudhisthira who silently witnessed his beloved wife’s assault in the assembly and consequently, his younger brothers had to assent to their elder brother’s behaviour. However, from time to time Bhīma the physically strongest and the most passionate one among the Pāndavas did not hesitate to express his anger as he took an oath to kill Duryodhana in the assembly. I read Draupadī’s anger towards her senior husband from the perspective of a queen. She is the queen of a legitimate king and a king’s duty is to protect his queen who is the symbol of Śrī/Sovereignty. Considering the mythology of Śrī in the Indic tradition (mentioned in the first chapter) it is difficult to fathom the life of Draupadī in the forest with a husband

265 The narrator describes: kruddhā vacanam abravīt. Although this part has been translated (Van Buitenen and others): “she spoke angrily”; but the word “kruddhā” conveys much more than mere anger. I believe that Kevin McGrath (2009) provides a fitting rendition of this term as ‘fierce’. In addition, he explains that this is “a word indicating a quality of wrath that is extreme: it is a heroic term often used on the battlefield. (130)” Compare Helen’s usage of “dog-face” used by the heroes on the battlefield.

266 Mankekar 1999 discusses the effect of televised version of the Mahābhārata on women in Delhi:
“Several women appropriated the example of the public disrobing of Draupadī to reflect on their own subordinated positions, and in the process formulated powerful critiques of gender inequalities in their families and communities.” p.40
who has lost his status of kingship. With this view in mind, I argue that she initiates a debate with her husband who being deprived of his royalty leads his household in a forest.

4.6 Draupadī’s debate with Yudhisthira

This debate is said to have taken place after one year of their exile in the forest. In book three (The Book of the Forest) it is written that after a year of exile in the forest Draupadī sitting among her five husbands engages in a discussion with Yudhisthira. The dialogue between Draupadī and Yudhishtihira begins at the chapter twenty-eight and continues till thirty-three. Here (3.28.2) the narrator introduces Draupadī as “dear and beautiful, a scholar and a faithful wife” (priyā ca darśanīyā ca panditā ca pativratā). Surely, she is “dear” to her husbands and she has to be “beautiful” in order to be queen. As it has been mentioned before a queen is Śrī incorporate and thereby, must be beautiful. Her debate with her husband Yudhishtihira suggests two of her attributes: “darśanīyā” (beautiful) and “panditā” (learned). First, in this discourse the “beautiful” Draupadī argues with Yudhishtihira from the standpoint of Śrī/Sovereignty. She is no longer the wife/Śrī of a royal husband. Then how can she be Śrī without being his queen? If a married woman exists only in relation to her husband then, how is it possible to define her status when her husband has lost his royal status? Angelika Malinar 267 points out that Draupadī’s discussion with her husband is a “negotiation of a crisis in their relationship”.

Accordingly, Malinar proposes that basically their discourse is built around the question 268: “How can one be Yudhishtihira’s wife without being a queen, and, conversely, how can one be Draupadī’s husband and not be a king?”

268 Ibid., 80.
The aforementioned discourse starts in a casual situation on an evening when Draupadī and her five husbands afflicted with grief are sitting together in their humble home in the forest. In order to set up the background of her argument, first she begins with her complaints about Duryodhana’s cruelty and his lack of remorse. Then she laments about their matrimonial bed; reminds him of his throne, former grandeur, and the prowess of his brothers. Next her lament turns into an angry question: “Why doesn’t your anger (manyu) flare up?” She repeats her question eight times (3.28.20, 21, 25, 27, 29-32) like a refrain. It must be noted that the English word ‘anger’ or even ‘wrath’ does not justify the meaning of the Sanskrit word ‘manyu’ in the proper sense of the term. Charles Malamoud in his study of Vedic texts explains that ‘manyu is a permanent quality, rather, an essential trait’ (my translation:182) (‘manyu est une qualité permanente, mieux, une faculté essentielle). In other words, it is not a transitory state of emotion rather it is the essential feature of the royal gods like Indra or Varuna. Furthermore, Malamoud explains (‘le manyu d’un dieu est l’élan qui le porte à accomplir des actes par quoi sa divinité s’affirme’) the manyu of a god is the élan (robust energy) that brings him to achieve the deeds through which his divinity is affirmed’ (1989: 186, my translation). Thus the refrain uttered by Draupadī-Sovereignty to her husband the king is not a mere complaint but a reminder to an exiled king about the necessity of manyu. Thus she tells him:

There is no ksatriya without manyu-this saying is well known in the world. In you, however, I now see a ksatriya who is (acts) like the opposite.

---

271 Ibid., 186.
Malinar points out that Draupadī’s positive view on the necessity of *manyu* not only dovetails with two Rigvedic hymns on “Manyu” (10.83 and 84) also with “other passages in the epic, in which it is attributed to or demanded from a hero (e.g. 5.131.2, 5)”.

Furthermore, Draupadī follows the typical style of the Indic epic by digressing from the main speech and recounting a short story to illustrate her main point. Thus she relates the ancient tale of the famous conversation between the virtuous Prahlāda the demon king and his grandson, Bali Vairochana. This is a narrative of the difference between “forgiveness” and “might” (*kshmā* and *tejas*).

At this point, Draupadī’s discourse with her senior husband affirms her attribute as “*panditā*” or learned. She recounts this educational tale (136 verses) of the wise king with charged tone of voice. However, the wise king begins with a significant point:

> Revenge (*tejas*) is not always better, but neither is forgiveness; learn to know them both, son, so that there be no problem.

After going through various explanations the demon king concludes that the decision to use “forgiveness” or “might” is situational. Consequently, Draupadī draws the conclusion that the present situation calls for “might” or “revenge” (*tejas*). In addition, drawing from the tale of the demon king she declares:

> The meek are despised, but people shrink from the severe: he is a king who knows both, when there time has come.

---

273 Ibid., 83.
In contrast, Yudhisthira ignores Draupadī’s issue with anger that inspires a warrior or king instead, he reframes Draupadī’s issue of anger from a general term (Krodha) that conveys a negative emotion. He asserts that anger must be restrained and ‘forgiveness’ is always better. Stating that the wise always avoid anger, he asks: “Why should a man like me indulge an anger that the wise avoid?”

His question becomes the key point for answering Draupadī’s interrogative refrain: “It is by reflecting on this, that my anger does not rise.” Thus Yudhisthira, as a strong believer of forgiveness (Ksamā), thinks of himself far superior than Duryodhana. Draupadī, however, thinks differently. Although Draupadī, the dedicated wife (Pativrata) should not argue any more but she also, as Malinar points out, “has to take care that her man does not go astray or fail to live up to social standards.” Draupadī, on the contrary, believes that Yudhisthira is going through delusion.

Consequently, Draupadī states that she bows down to the “placer” and the “ordainer” (dhātre and vidhātre) who have deluded his mind. “While you should carry on”, she continues, “in the way of your father and grandfather, your mind has gone another way” (Van Buitenen, 3.31.1). Next she enumerates the daily dharmic (following dharma) duties that Yudhisthira observes and yet she does not see the proper outcome of his dharmic acts. Here she understands dharma specifically equating with the law of

---

275 Van Buitenen.30.3.7.
276 Ibid., 30.3.8.
278 dhātre is also rendered as creator and vidhātre as disposer or distributor, M. Monier Williams.
279 Dharma is “the continuous maintaining of the social and cosmic order and norm which is achieved by the Aryan through the performance of his Vedic rites and traditional duties”. Willhelm Halbfass, India and Europe: An Essay in Understanding (Albany: State University of New York, 1988), 315-16).
Karma that distributes justice according to individual’s deeds. Accordingly, she speaks to Yudhisthira: “The Law, when well protected, protects the king who guards the Law, so I hear from the noble ones, but I find it does not protect you” (3.31.7, tr. van Buitenen). At this point, Draupāṇī enquires about the Lord’s decisions over the happiness or sufferings of living beings. In her usual way of validating her logic she cites ancient lore (itīhāsa puratanā) and says:

It is the Lord Placer alone who sets down everything for the creatures, happiness, pleasure and sorrow, before even ejaculating the seed. These creatures, hero among men, are like wooden puppets that are manipulated; he makes body and limbs move. Pervading like ether all these creatures, Bharata, the Lord disposes here whatever is good or evil. Man, restrained like a bird that is tried to a string, is not master of himself; remaining in the Lord’s power, he is a master of neither himself nor others. Like a pearl strung on a string, like a bull held by the nose rope, man follows the command of the Placer, consisting in him, entrusted to him. (Van Buitenen :3.31.21-25)

dhātaiva khalu bhūtānāṃ sukhaduḥkhe priyāpriye
dadhāti sarvam īśānaḥ purastāc chukram uccaraṇ
yathā dārumayi yośa naravīrā samāhitā
īrayatī aṅgam aṅgāni tathā rājān imāḥ prajāḥ
ākāśa iva bhūtāni vyāpya sarvāṇi bhārata
īśvaro vidadhātiha kalyāṇaṁ yac ca pāpakam
śakunis tantu baddhvā niyato ‘yam anīśvaraḥ
īśvarasya vaśe tiṣṭhān nānyeṣaṁ nātmanaḥ prabhūḥ
manīḥ sūtra iva proto nasyota iva govṛṣaḥ
dhātur ādēśam anveti tanmayo hi tad arpaṇaḥ

In other words, the living beings do not have freedom to act according to their own wish.

Draupāṇī continues with her speech highlighting more on how this Lord the puppet player acts:

As straw tops fall under the force of a strong wind, so all creatures fall under the power of the Placer, Bhārata. Yoking himself to deeds noble and evil, God roams through the creatures and is not identified. This body they call “field” is merely the Placer’s tool by which the ubiquitous Lord impels us to action that ends in either good or evil (Tr. Van Buitenen: 3.31. 28-30).

Thus expressing her doubts in the law of just rewards, Draupāi ends her speech by questioning the Placer’s act and thereby grieving over the people who are powerless:

What does the Placer gain by giving the fortune to the Dhārtarāstra (i.e. Duryodhana the first son of Dhritarāstra the old king) who offends against the noble scriptures, a cruel, avaricious diminisher of the Law? If an act that has been done pursues its doer and no one else, then surely God is tainted by the evil he has done! If the evil that has been done does not pursue its doer, then mere power is the cause of everything, and I bemoan powerless folk!

I read this as a cogent observation regarding the supremacy of power. It is important to note that her observation is a piercing reminder of Bhisma’s answer to Draupāi’s question at the assembly that the powerful man decides what is lawful. (2.62.14-16).

Yudhishtihira, however, does not agree with Draupāi’s view about the Lord Placer; he, therefore, accuses her of heresy. Nevertheless, he does appreciate her argument for being “well phrased and polished” (3.32.1) recalling her attribute being “learned”.

Throughout his reply, he condemns her view as a transgression of norms. Malinar points out that his usage of words denoting Draupāi’s argumentative excessiveness is worth noting. According to Malinar, the Sanskrit prefix ‘ati’ added to the main verb signifies the excessive performance of Draupāi:
Thus, Draupadī is said to ‘doubt too much’ (ati+śank, 3.32.6- twice; 32.7, 9, 15, 17, 21), to “argue too much” (ati+vad, 3.32.6), to ‘transgress’ (ati+gam, 3.32.9, 20), and to ‘violate’ (ati+vrt, 3.32.18) norms.\textsuperscript{281}

Yudhisthira, on the contrary, does not look for the fruits of the Law (dharma) furthermore he states that the results of one’s deeds, both good and bad, ‘are the mysteries of the Gods’ (devaguhya, 3.32.33). While yielding to her husband’s admonition she reframes her argument about the Law (dharma) of the Lord and urges Yudhisthira to act. Her argument takes a different form, for example, she accepts that the Great Lord makes all creatures act whether they want to act or not, albeit she underscores the great achievement of man. Consequently, She offers a concrete example of man’s achievement: “the success of houses and towns is caused by man” (agāra nagarānām hi siddhi purusahaitukī, 3.33.25). It is no surprise that Draupadī as a kśatriya woman urges her husband to act as a Kśatriya that is, to regain his kingdom through active war.

Furthermore, it is significant to note that Draupadī affirms that her view had been nurtured at her father’s house. Her father invited a very learned teacher who used to live in their palace in order to teach her brothers. When he used to give same discourse to her father, she stresses, she listened to him eagerly while sitting next to her father (3.33.56-58). Evidently, Draupadī’s scholarly argument and rhetorical skill endorse her aristocratic upbringing.\textsuperscript{282}

The narrator remains silent about Yudhisthira’s new dilemma in dealing with her view with materialistic bent that had been taught by a Brāhmin teacher\textsuperscript{283} at her father’s

\textsuperscript{281} Malinar, “Arguments of a queen,” 89.
\textsuperscript{282} Ibid., fn.8.
\textsuperscript{283} This teacher “taught this same policy, which was first propounded by Brhaspati, to my brothers at the time; and I listened to their conversations at home” (3.33.55-60). Traditionally, Brhaspati was the founder of the materialistic philosophy in India.
palace. Instead, Bhīma takes over on Draupadī’s behalf and argues with his brother Yudhishthira from his own understanding of the situation. However, their argument does not continue as Bhīma finds out from his elder brother that they lack weapons. At that moment, the epic’s first narrator Vyāsa appears and advises them to secure weapons. He, therefore, offers Yudhishtihira a magical means that enables them to procure superior weapons. However, Draupadī does not refrain from reminding her senior husband the duty of a king.

4.7 Draupadī argues for the Bhārata War

Whenever Yudhisthira’s mind deviates from the mighty spirit of a kṣatriya king, Draupadī reminds him of his responsibility under kṣatriya law in book five, for example. Book five reveals the rhetorical skill and bellicose yet rational argument of the common wife of the Pândava brothers. Having fulfilled their requirement of dwelling in the forest including spending a year incognito the Pândavas send an embassy to the court of the king Dhritarāṣṭhra. But Duryodhana does not honour their claim of returning their share of the kingdom. Now the coming of war is obvious and even at this point Yudhishtihira is leaning towards peace. They request Krishna to negotiate with the Kauravas for peace just by giving them only five villages instead of his city where he reigned (5.54.29). Hearing even Bhīma in favour of peace, Draupadī responds in a long tirade:

A curse on Bhīmsena’s strength, a curse on the Părtha’s bowmanship, if Duryodhana stays alive for another hour Krishna! (5.80.31)

dhig balaṁ bhīmasenasya dhik pārthasya dhanuṣmatāṁ 
yatra duryodhanaḥ kṛṣṇa muḥūrtam api jīvati

If Bhīma and Arjuna pitifully hanker after peace, my ancient father will fight, and his warrior sons, Krishna! My five valiant sons will, led by Abhimanyu\(^{284}\), fight with the Kurus, Madhusūdana\(^{285}\)! What peace will my heart know unless I see Duhśāsana’s swarthy arm cut off and covered with dust! Thirteen years have gone by while I waited, hiding my rage in my heart like a blazing fire. Pierced by the thorn of Bhīma’s words, my heart is rent asunder, for now that strong-armed man has eyes for the Law only! (5.80. 37-41)

However, the Bhārata War between the Pāndavas and the Kauravas (sons of the Kuru king, i.e. Duryodhana and others) begins and continues for eighteen days. The Pāndavas along with Draupadī’s brothers in the leading role win the War. The success of the Pāndavas is obvious on two levels: First, narration of divinely planned purging of the overburdened Earth from demonic warrior class (the sons of the Kuru king and their followers); second, Draupadī, the incarnation of Śrī is ordained to lead the evil Kṣatriyas to destruction. As a result, Yudhishtithra, the good king with Śrī as her queen must win the battle.

Yudhishtithra and his brothers win the devastating battle and and as the rule dictates, Yudhishtithra becomes the king of the Kuru dynasty. But being greieved by horrific violence of battle, Yudhishtithra wishes to renounce the kingdom and and to lead a life of contemplation like an ascetic. Thus he says to his brother Arjuna:

---

\(^{284}\) Son of Arjuna and his other wife Subhadrā who is the sister of Krishna  
\(^{285}\) An epithet of Krishna as the slayer of the demon Madhu
Holy Learning says, ‘It is possible to reach the underlying cause of birth and death’. So I am discarding my possessions and the entire kingdom, and I am leaving—completely free, free of grief and free of bother too. You rule this wide earth which is now at rest; the thorn has been removed from it. The kingdom and the enjoyment of it are no affair of mine, O best of Kurus. (12.7.34-42)

Arjuna does not wish to rule the kingdom of which Yudhishthira is the rightful king. His brothers try to persuade him to stay as the ruler of the kingdom that they have won. Once again Draupadī has to strongly remind her husband of his royal duty as a king.

**4.8 Draupadī’s speech to Yudhishthira**

Most excellent of kings, friendliness toward all creatures, generous giving, study, asceticism—all this may be Law for a Brahmin, but is not for a king. Restraining the wicked and protecting the pious, and not fleeing in war—this is the highest Law of kings (12.14.15-16).

Draupadī’s speech to her husband accentuates the dharma of a king that requires not only the possession of a great military strength but also the performance of protecting his kingdom.287 Simon Brodbeck aptly points out that “ksatriya renunciation highlights the

---

287 Note the advice of Kuntī the mother of the Pāṇḍavas to yudhishthira at the time of Krishna’s embassy to Duryodhana: “Your Law has greatly declined; do not go wrong, my son. Since you have mere rote learning of the Veda without understanding or insight, your mind is possessed by mere recitation and looks but to a single Law. Come, heed the Law that was created by the Self-existent: the baron was created from his chest, to live by the strength of his arms, to act always mercilessly for the protection of his subjects.” (5.130.5).
failure to protect and please females (kingdom and citizens being symbolically female)”.

In light of this symbolism, the following speech of Draupādī to Yudhishthira seems fitting:

"O best of the Bharatas, I am the lowest of all women in the world! After being abused like that by our enemies, I want to live now! They have striven hard, and success has come to them, but now that you’ve got the entire earth, you are turning success into disaster all by yourself.

sāhaṃ sarvādhamā loke strīnāṃ bharatasattama
tathā vinikṛtāmitair yāham icchāmi jīvitum
eteṣām yatamānānāṃ upadyante tu sāmpadaḥ

The voice of Krishnā-Draupādī changes its tone in the above passage. She is not speaking in a belligerent manner nor in her usual preaching way; here she is, as if, begging to live her newly found life. In addition, she is asking the king to consider her other husbands’ mental state as well. The aforementioned speech of Draupādī shows how she can modify her rhetoriques according to the situation. In the same vein, I read the conversation she has during their exile in the forest with Satyabhāmā, the wife of Krishna. She divulges to her the hard life of a Pativrata queen who contrary to her husbands is remarkably knowledgeable about the financial situation of the royal household.

4.9 Draupādī’s conversation with the wife of Krishna

When Satyabhāmā the wife of Krishna visits the Pāndavas in the forest, she asks Draupādī how does she make her five husbands so amenable and how is it possible that they are never angry with her (3.222.4)? It seems that her question concerns more about the particular method that she uses to keep her husbands happy. Thus she asks: “Have you


-----

followed a vow, done austerities? Is there a special ablution, spells herbs? A powerful knowledge of roots? Some prayer, or fire oblation or drug (Tr. van Buitenen, 3.222.6-7)?”

In reply, Draupadi the “Pativrata” (final attribute from her description) provides a long answer consisting of three parts.

First Draupadi says that Satyabhama is asking about the use of deceitful means in a marital relationship. How can that be considered as praiseworthy? When a husband, Draupadi continues, finds out that his wife is using some drugs or spells on him, the husband gets frightened of her as “of a snake that has got into the house” (3.222.11). Furthermore, she adds that a frightened husband will not have peace and without peacefulness in a relationship there is no happiness (3.222. 13-16).

Second, Draupadi decides to tell about her own pativrata behaviour with her husbands. She begins to describe her daily chore:

I serve the PANDAVAS and their wives always religiously without selfishness, likes, and dislikes (3.222.18).

ahaṃkāraṃ vīhāvahaṃ kāmakrodhau ca sarvadā
sadārāṃ pāṇḍavān nityaṃ prayatopacarāmy aham

This verse sets the mood of the concept of pativrata through Draupadi’s understanding. It must be noted that her understanding comes from her indirect education while accompanying Yudhishthira in the forest. During their exile in the PANDAVAS and Draupadi spend their time listening to edifying tales from various sages. The ancient sage Mārkendya visits their abode. At the request of Yudhishthira, the sage recounts them the tales of the famous women acquiring power through their unwavering devotion to their husbands. In fact, the book of forest (Āranyakaparvan) dedicates an entire chapter (3.197) to “devoted wives”. Although Yudhishthir’s is the primary audience, Draupadi is in the proximity listening to these stories. They hear many stories of eminent pativratas like
Sītā, Sāvitrī, Damayantī, for example. It must be noted that Rāmāyana in some form is told in this book of forest just to exemplify the pativratā character of Sītā. Notably, the sage highlights the much esteemed tale of how Sāvitrī’s resourceful act that saves her husband from the grip of death itself only through unwavering devotion to her husband. Then he ends with the following statement:

Thus Sāvitrī by her toils saved them all—herself, her father and mother, her mother-in-law and father-in-law, and her husband’s entire dynasty. Likewise the well-augured Draupādī, esteemed for her character, shall rescue you all, just as nobly-descended Sāvitrī! (3.283.14-15)

evam ātmā pitā mātā śvaśṛṣṭi śvaśura eva ca
bhartuḥ kulaṃ ca sāvitrā sarvaṃ kṛcchrāt samuddhṛtam
tathaivaśāpi kalyāṇī draupādī śilasaṃmatā
tārayisyati vaḥ sarvān sāvitrīva kulāṅganā

It is discernible that the above stories of formidably devoted wives told in her presence have shaped Draupādī’s understanding of model wife. Scholars289 have noted how her answer to Krishna’s wife recalls the pativratā tales she heard along with Yudhishthira (3.222.18-31). I read this as carefully crafted speech by Draupādī to underscore her power in a subtle manner. Compare how Helen speaks of Achaean heroes only in relation to her at the teichscopia and especially in the book 4 of the Odyssey. Nonetheless, it could be an indication of her understanding of power dynamics in a virilocal society.

Consequently, she follows the norm of the society that asks for renouncing what her husbands renounce. Draupādī states the socially approved definition of a husband:

My Law rests on my husband, as I think, it eternally does with women. He is the God, he is the path, nothing else: what woman could displease him?
(3.222.35)

patyāśrayo hi me dharma mataḥ strīnāṃ sanātanaḥ
sa devaḥ sāgatir nänyā tasya kā vipriyaṃ caret

Although, it may seem that in the above verse Draupadī is voicing the norm of the pativrataḥ but, considering her intelligence and knowledge she may be articulating that a woman has no other option but to follow her husband’s path for her own interest.²⁹⁰ Furthermore, she acknowledges the norm of respecting the mother of one’s husband. In order to validate her household chore she carefully recognises the instruction of her mother-in-law. Thus she claims that she never speaks ill of her mother-in-law, nor does she contradict her in matters of food, cloth, or in her choice of jewelry. Moreover, she diligently waits on her mother-in-law at all times. Clearly, she knows how to earn the obedient behaviour from her husbands and she declares to Satyabhāmā :

And by this constant attention, my lovely, by this daily up-and-about, and by obedience to my elders I got the upper hand of my husbands (3.222.37).

avadhānena subhage nityotthānatayaiva ca
bhartāro vaśagā mahyaṃ guruśuśruṣaṇena ca

Draupadī’s recognition of her ability in running a royal household becomes more discernible in the third part of her speech. Here she gives a detailed account of her daily chore at the royal palace before the exile of the king Yudhisthira to the forest. She enumerates the number of people who used to eat at the palace on a daily basis:

At one time eight thousand Brahmins ate daily from golden dishes in Yudhisthira’s mansion. Yudhisthira supported eighty-eight thousand Snātaka

householders with thirty slave girls each. There were another ten thousand highly continent ascetics who took their well-cooked food on golden plates. (Tr. Van Buitenen, 3. 222.40-44)

Furthermore, Draupadī reminds Satyabhāmā:

The great-spirited Kaunteya had a hundred thousand slave girls, with shell necklaces and bracelets, coins around their necks, much jewelry, precious garlands and ornaments and gold pieces, sprinkled with sandalwood, parading their beads and gold, all clever at dancing and singing- and I knew (vedāham) the name, and the figure, and the meals, and the dresses of every one of them, as well as their work, what they did and did not do.

śataṁ dāśī sahasrāṇī kaunteyasya mahātmanaḥ kambukeyūra dhārīnyo niśkakanaṭhyo svalaṁkṛtāḥ mahārhamālyaḥbharanaḥ suvarṇāś candanokṣitaḥ maṇīn hemaca bibhratyo niṛtyagītaviśāradāḥ tāśām nāma ca rūpaṁ ca bhojanāc chādanāni ca sarvāsāṁ eva vedāhaṁ karma caiva kṛtākṛtam (3.222.44-46).

In addition to these serving-maids, Draupadī continues that the king also had a hundred thousand serving maids who used to feed the guests with golden plates in their hands. The king Yudhisthira possessed one hundred thousand horses and elephants in the royal stable. Not only is she sharply aware of the number of the service people, she is also responsible for them:

It was I however, O lady, who regulated their number and framed the rules to be observed in respect of them; and it was I who had to listen to all complaints about them.

etad āśīt tadā rājño yan mahīṁ paryapālayat yeśām saṁkhyā vidhiṁ caiva pradīśāmi śrōmi ca

291 The word “Kaunteya” means son of Kunti, the mother of Yudhishthira, Bhīma, and Arjuna, although here she means only Yudhishthira.
In the next verse (3.222.50) Draupadī informs that she alone knew the activities of all the maids of the royal household down to the cowherds and the shepherds of the royal establishment. Finally, the verse 51 illustrates her financial efficiency that outshines the ability of the king. She declares that “all the income of the king’s revenues and the outgo, I alone knew it, pretty woman, of all the glorious Pāndavas (sarvam rājñah samudayam āyam ca vyam ca / ekāham vedmi kalyāni pāndavānām yaśasvinām //)”. Moreover, she alone knew how immense was the ocean like royal treasury of her “virtuous husbands”. Considering the gifts that Yudhisthira received at his royal consecration, her statement does not seem to be a hyperbole. In order to achieve her gargantuan task she had to compromise her ease; she had to endure her “hunger and thirst” day and night and also usually she “is the first to wake up and last to bed” (reminiscent of the pativratā behaviour of beautiful Draupadī announced by her husband before gambling her away at the assembly in the book second). Thus, this long conversation of Draupadī with Satyabhāmā markedly shows her various voices (recalling Helen) that “alternate between fierceness and meekness, savvy and servitude, authority and submission.” 292 More importantly, it is worth noting Southerland’s relevant observation: “she subtly chides her husbands once again for their lack of understanding of household matters and their inability to control the treasury”. 293

However, in the first place, I read Draupadī’s conversation with the wife of Krishna as a veiled criticism of the concept of pativratā in a patrilineal society where the wives have to worship their husbands in order to get a comfortable life (“you get children

and all kinds of comforts’ 3.223.5). Although Draupadī’s description of her daily chore shows her devotion to her husbands, it is worth noting that she particularly juxtaposes her knowledge of the royal income, expenditure and of the treasury against the Pāndavas who have no clue about their royal wealth. Yet, we know that Yudhisthira had a definite idea about his wealth for gambling away at the dice game. How is it possible for a king to be ignorant of his royal treasury? Note that in the book 12 Yudhisthira gets instruction from Bhīṣma about the importance of a king’s treasury (kośa) that is the basis of a king’s strength (rājñah kośabalm mūlam kośamūlam punar balmam, 12.128.35) because, a diminished treasury is indicative of the diminished strength of a king (rājñah kośaksayād eva jāyate balasamksayah, 12.128.11). On the contrary, it could be assumed that Yudhisthira did not know the importance of the treasury hence: the instruction.294

Secondly, it is possible that Draupadī might be showing off her unparalleled education regarding royal household management and financial mastery that she had received at her father’s household. In other words, Draupadī’s self-presentation demonstrates her upbringing in a royal household where education is encouraged.

To sum up, I have examined Draupadī in light of her power of speech in major events of her life. Considering that she speaks mostly at the moments of crisis, a typical pattern of ambiguity emerges. In other words, she follows the social norm of a pativrata (devoted to husband) wife, especially, a kshatriya wife and yet does not refrain from challenging her husband’s/husbands’s socially normative attitude. During her scholarly argument with her senior husband, she suddenly informs him in a surreptitious manner about her education at her father’s house. Clearly, her education at her father’s household

294 See Brockington, 1988, 162.
must explain her speaking style that enables her to cite (not suitable for a woman) the ancient authoritative tale and probably her remarkable usage of numbers. In the final analysis, the two queens in the epics from two different countries do not follow the normative pattern of their society while continuing to act in their allotted role.

Unlike Helen, however, Draupadī does not come from a different society. Yet, she does not hesitate to question her senior husband’s decision of wagering her at the assembly hall. I have highlighted her authoritative speech defending her status after being gambled away by her senior husband. I have discussed how she relentlessly tries to remind Yudhishtira to follow the path of a warrior. Clearly, the ambiguous nature of Draupadī comes from her being the goddess Śrī. Moreover, she is a goddess whose origin is found in the pre-Vedic India as noted before. Likewise, the ambiguous behavior of Helen can be clarified from the perspective that she was an immortal goddess before being integrated in Homer’s epics. With this view in mind, I ask whether the epic temporality and spatiality have any impact in the shaping of these two queens. The next chapter will attempt to elucidate the triangular relationship of the epic queens with the epic time and the epic space.
Part Three: Viewing Space and Time

Introduction:

In the previous chapter I have elaborated on the “self-presentation” of the two princes from the two different parts of the world. At the end of the chapter I raised a question about the function of time and space in shaping their characters. Irene J. F. De Jong writes two insightful articles on “Homer” regarding the importance of time and of space in ancient Greek literature. In the first article (2007) she explains how awareness of time is important for the “Homeric characters and narrator alike.” In the second one (2012) she explains how space is important as a symbolic function and also as a tool for characterization in the Homeric epics. In addition, it is worth mentioning the concept of interconnectedness between time and space for which Bakhtin has coined a term chronotope:

We will give the name chronotope (lit. ‘time space’) to the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature… In the literary chronotope, spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out concrete whole. Time, as it were thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; likewise space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot, and history. \(^{295}\)

Bakhtin’s theory is drawing attention from scholars with renewed interest. Tsagalis writes:

Specific chronotopes are spatiotemporal concepts corresponding to particular viewpoints or sets of ideological tenets. That said, the whole of the *Iliad* may be seen as a huge chronotope, where the pair “Troy- present time” means war and suffering, whereas “Greece- past time” stands for peace and happiness. This does not mean there are no smaller chronotopic building blocks within the Iliadic narrative, but this large dichotomy is of profound significance for the poetics of the *Iliad*, since it is against this background that the entire

horizon of false expectations, credible and impossible scenarios, hopes and promises, disappointments and grief—that is, what Iliadic tragedy is all about—emerges.  

Furthermore, Norman Austin’s understanding of time and space from Homer’s perspective is worth noting:

The Homeric notations of time and space exemplify the visual imagination and that subjective quality with which the imagination invests them. Time is not an abstract, homogenous continuum but subjective experience… Homer’s temporal notations carry a wealth of associations related to communal life, to daily human activity, and to the changing aspects of nature.  

His understanding of the concept of space in Homer’s poetry dovetails with time:

As with time, so with space. Space is not a linear continuum divisible into miles and furlongs, or stadia and parasangs, but a nexus of visual activities. Distance is measured by its relation to human experience.  

Thus it appears:

1. The Homeric characters show an awareness of time.

2. Space in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey* functions in relation to the subjective experience of a character.

3. Time and space are interconnected.

4. Time and space are viewed through visual images.

With this in mind, I like to view Helen of the *Iliad* and of the *Odyssey* and her counterpart Krishnā- Draupādī of the *Mahābhārata* in their spatiotemporal context. In other words, how their narration of time “becomes artistically visible” and how space and time are embedded in the actions of these two princes. This section comprises two

---

296 Tsagalis 2012, 8.
297 Austin 1975, 85.
298 Ibid., 89.
chapters on mapping out the “movements of time” in a “charged space” by the verbal/non-verbal acts of first, Helen and second, Draupadī.
Chapter Five: Helen

How is it possible to delineate Helen’s character in relation to time and space depicted in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey*? First, I wish to perceive Helen as narrated by the bard at the Time of War that is continuing in Troy. Second, I shall observe how the storyteller has narrated Helen in the Time of Peace back in her own palace in Sparta. Finally, I would argue that Helen epitomizes radical ambiguity in both spatiotemporal contexts.

5.1 Helen of Sparta at the Time of War in Troy

I read the time of war in Troy in reference to the “generation of heroes” described in Hesiod’s *Work and Days*.\(^{299}\) Hesiod’s “generation of heroes”\(^{300}\) is not associated with metal like the preceding three generations/races before this fourth generation/race. This fourth generation is inserted between generations of Bronze and Iron the final one\(^{301}\) to which Hesiod himself belongs. Hesiod writes about this fourth generation/race:

> When the earth covered up this race too, Zeus, Cronus’ son, made another one in turn upon the bounteous earth, a fourth one, more just and superior, the godly race of men-heroes, who are called demigods, the generation before our own upon the boundless earth. Evil war and dread destroyed these, some under seven-gated Thebes in the land of Cadmus while they fought for the sake of Oedipus’ sheep, others brought in boats over the great gulf of the sea to Troy for the sake of fair-haired Helen. There the end of death shrouded some of them, but upon others Zeus the father, Cronus’ son bestowed life and habitations far from human beings and settled them at the limits of the earth; and these dwell with a spirit free of care on the Islands of the Blessed beside deep eddying Ocean—happy heroes, for whom the grain-giving field bears honey-sweet fruit flourishing three times a year.\(^{302}\)

---


\(^{300}\) Ibid., 101.


It is clear that Hesiod does not provide the chronological time when the Trojan War was fought for the sake of Helen rather he informs that the “godly race of men-heroes who are called demigods” (*Works and Days*: 159-60) fought in the Trojan War. Although this fourth race is the race of warriors just like the bronze race, yet, unlike the previous one this race is “more just and superior” (*Works and Days*: 158). Then it seems that the sense of justice sets the fourth generation apart from the previous one. Moreover, it is important to note that when Hesiod identifies the race of gold as “the first”, the temporality in this case is not to be understood in a chronological manner. Vernant aptly elucidates this meaning of temporality from the perspective of Hesiod:

> If the race of gold is called “the first”, this is not because it arose one fine day, before the others, in the course of linear and irreversible time. On the contrary, Hesiod describes at the beginning of his account because it embodies virtues—symbolized by gold—that are at the top of a scale of nontemporal values.³⁰³

³⁰³ Vernant, 2006, 28.

It seems then that the succession of the races is set up in relation to virtue. Although it shows a progressive decline because silver is inferior to gold as bronze to silver. But the insertion of the race of heroes between the races of bronze and iron seems to be puzzling. Vernant organizes the function of the myth of five races with a structural system of binary opposites: “*dikē* and *hubris*”. In other words, the first four races according to Hesiod seem to follow a binary set of contradictory values. It has been noted that Hesiod furnishes the race/generation of Heroes with positive values (“the godly race of men-heroes, who are called demi-gods”, *Work and Days*, 159). Thus in the context of war in Troy the Achaean heroes are fighting courageously for rescuing Helen who is known to be the *casus belli*.
Then the question remains how does Helen react in this time of war when she the *casus belli* lives among the foreigners in this foreign land of Troy infested with war for her sake? This chapter aims to analyze the narration of time and space in Homer’s epics through the “subjective experience” of Helen of Sparta. Her presence in the narrative space of the *Iliad* is limited within the books three, six and twenty four; yet, she as the cause of the Trojan War reverberates throughout the text. She appears along with her husband Menelaos in book four of the *Odyssey* and again in book fifteen at the endpoint of *Telemachia*.

It is worth noting that almost at the beginning of the book three in the *Iliad* when Hector reprimands Paris for not fighting well with Menelaus, the audience can perceive the cause of the present war that happened in the past in a remote land:

> Was it in such strength as this that you sailed over the deep in your sea-faring ships, having gathered your trusty comrades and, mingling with foreigners, brought back a fair woman from a distant land, a daughter of warriors who wield the spear, but to your father and city and and all the people a great misery-- to your foes a joy, but to yourself a cause of shame? Will you then not face Menelaus, dear to Ares? (3.46-52)\(^{304}\)

Clearly, Hector’s rebuke to Paris not only states the cause of the present war, it also set the war in relation to time and space.\(^{305}\) The very cause of the war happened in a distant space and time. Against this background, I begin to survey time and space in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey* in relation to Helen’s subjective experience.

\(^{304}\) Murray, *The Iliad*, 132-133.
5.2 Belligerent Time and Woven Space

It has been noted how the narrator depicts in book three Helen’s first appearance as the silent weaver at the loom. The audience notices Helen through the eyes of Iris the messenger goddess who found Helen alone in her own chamber weaving a purple web of double fold and she was working into it numerous battles (ἀέθλους) of the “horse-taming Trojans and the bronze-clad Achaeans, which for her sake they had endured at the hands of Ares” (3.125-128). Bergren’s\textsuperscript{306} exact English translation of the Greek verbs in the original passage underscores Helen’s ongoing process in her weaving. Helen was weaving (ữuαινε) a robe and the verb is in imperfect tense. The usage of imperfect continues in the verb “embroidering”, that is, ἐνέπασσεν in an imperfect form of ἐµπάσσω. She was embroidering in the robe “the many contests” (ἀέθλους) of Trojans and Achaeans which they “were enduring “ (ἐπασχον) at the “hands of Ares.” Here Helen captures the “famous deeds of men”(κλέα ἀνδρῶν) in her tapestry she is weaving. By weaving the image of the struggling warriors in her tapestry, she captures the heroes in their action. In other words, their heroic time is frozen into her woven space. As the bard (Demodecus) sings the heroes’ action in the ancient days and immortalizes them through his poetic creation, Helen also creates a poetic space for the Trojan and Achaean heroes by weaving their action in the visual medium of her tapestry. Time remains static and the warriors are netted into their glorious state in her woven space. In the words of Bergren:

The art of the \textit{Iliad} is the art of the tableau. The two conventions of realistic narration and temporal suspension produce a verbal version of what we will see in Helen’s tapestry, the action of struggle in stasis, both movement in time—indeed imperfected movement—and metatemporal permanence, both at once.\textsuperscript{307}

\textsuperscript{306} Bergren, \textit{Weaving Truth}, 46.
\textsuperscript{307} Ibid. , 46-47.
I have noted in the previous chapters that Homeric women weave and they weave for some purpose. Andromache weaves a web of purple fabric with designs of roses for the well being of her husband (Il. 22.440-441). Penelope the paradigm of weaving weaves for the sole purpose of deceiving her suitors. What then, is the purpose of Helen’s weaving?\textsuperscript{308} I have already mentioned that critiques have noted about Helen’s poetic ability in the \textit{Iliad}. Naoko Yamagata writes that considering the pattern of Andromache and Penelope’s web, it could be possible to think that Helen’s web meant to be for Paris and indirectly for Helen herself. It would be fitting for Paris as the man who caused this war. Furthermore, Helen could have made this web, writes Yamagata, as a shroud for Paris. Or she could have even made the web for herself since she repeatedly expresses her death wish (Il. 3.173-4, 6.345-8, 24. 764).\textsuperscript{309} Cedric Whitman looked on Helen’s web as “the symbol of her self-conscious greatness and guilt, paralleling her speeches to Hector, Priam, and Aphrodite.”\textsuperscript{310}

Helen’s “self-conscious greatness and guilt” demand some attention. Helen’s “self-conscious greatness and guilt”, I argue, inspires her to record the struggling warriors in action woven in a visual space that will be remembered in future. In other words, Helen’s web represents the simultaneous existence of her past and present in anticipation that, someone in the future will notice her work. Moreover, Helen’s web is comparable to her thinking afterwards when she claims that later poets will sing of her (Il. 6.357-358). It has been noted before about the scholia on Helen’s web: “the poet shaped a worthy model

\textsuperscript{308} Naoko Yamagata “Clothing and Identity in Homer: The case of Penelope’s web”, \textit{Mnemosyne} 58, Fasc.4 (2005), 539-546.
\textsuperscript{309} Ibid., 544.
of his own poetry.” She only weaves the image of the present battle that has been going on in Troy, as the line 128(3.128) shows that both Trojan and Achaean warriors are fighting “for her sake” (ἔθεν εἰνεκ). If we set side by side Helen’s web and Helen’s proleptic message, then it is possible to look at Helen’s web as a representation of her own past, present, and future.311 There is no visual representation of her image in the tapestry. We have already noted that the narrator does not present a verbally ornate image of Helen. I have elaborated in the previous chapter how the reputation of her beauty was well established in the past in the section on Catalogue of Suitors in Hesiod’s Catalogue of Women. Helen’s web, therefore, differs from Andromache and from Penelope in a way that it is her visual representation of the ongoing war in relation to her actions in the past. It opens onto the tradition of the Trojan War that speaks of Helen’s reputation (kleos) and like a text312 this woven narrative space will represent Helen also in the future. At this point, it is worth paying attention to the remark of Claude Calame regarding Saint Augustine’s concept of time:

Even philosophically, the present cannot be conceived of except in tension between the past and the future! To give consistency to the present, and thus to time, one must see it in a tensive way, both as remembrance and as anticipation.313

Thus Helen of Sparta seems to be a perfect example of someone who lives in Troy in constant relation to her past as the casus belli. Furthermore, in her private megaron,

311 Austin, Archery at the Dark of the Moon, 127.
312 “In Latin, French, and English there is a close semantic connexion between weaving and literary composition, since textum, texte and text all derive from tegere, “to weave.” George A. Kennedy, “Helen’s web unraveled”, Arethusa 19, no.1 (Spring 1986), 5-14.
Helen creates her poetic space that becomes charged with battle time that is going on during her presence in Troy, not in Sparta.

5.3 Helen’s Time and Space in the Teichoscopia (viewing from the wall)

When Iris comes to fetch her to witness the battle from the wall, we are informed that Iris (goddess) put into Helen’s heart “sweet longing for former husband and her city and parents (3.139-40).” Granted that she lives a life that is in constant tension with her past, then, it could be possible that the very name of her former husband made her nostalgic about her past. She immediately leaves her room with tears rolling down her cheeks. We have already noted in the previous chapters how Helen “veiled herself with shining linen” and accompanied by two companions Aethra, daughter of Pittheus, and ox-eyed Clymene, (3.144) walked towards the ‘viewing wall’. Here I like to investigate how the movement of the shining body of Helen viewed by the awestruck retired Trojan warriors seated at the rampart makes this wall a highly charged social space where a triple performance of space, time and social being unfolds.

The sight of Helen cloaked in “garments of shining quality” (ἀργεννήσι καλυψακένθησιν ὀθόνησιν, Il. 3.141) changes the biological time of the old men sitting at the wall. These men too old to fight feel young again. They remark on her fearsome beauty that justifies the beginning of this war, its continuation and yet they recommend her return to Sparta for the future well being of themselves and their children (3.156-160). While

---

remarking on Helen’s beauty they understand the logic of the war and they use the word nemesis, “the strongest term in Homer’s shame culture for ‘blame’.”

Critics have discussed a lot on the term nemesis but my concern here is to find out the significance of this word in relation to Helen. First, Helen’s beauty sends an ambivalent message to the old men sitting at the wall. According to these old men there is no blame (οὐ νέμεσις) to fight for such a woman yet they do not want to keep her in Troy. In other words, Helen epitomizes ambivalence. Second, the usage of the term nemesis opens onto Helen’s mythic tradition. Although the Homeric epics do not mention the name of Helen’s mother, the term nemesis does evoke her mythical birth. It has been already noted that according to the library of Apollodorus in the Cypria (West, 2003, pp.88-92) Helen is the child of Zeus and Nemesis. The version of Apollodorus informs that Helen is an immortal being who was raised by her mortal mother Leda. Moreover, the version of Athenaeus (334b) in the Cypria reports that Nemesis resisting Zeus by changing from one form to another finally took the form of a fish and consummated with Zeus. Then she gave birth to Helen. In both versions, however, Nemesis changed into many forms in resisting the trap of Zeus’s sexual desire. On the other hand, after a few lines (3. 238) Helen herself remarks how she and her brothers (Castor and Polydeuces) share the same mother. According to Odyssey (11.298) Leda is the mother of Dioskouroi. In that case, Helen is half mortal and half immortal. Another tradition claims that Leda is


316 Compare this myth with one of the creation myths found in the Brhadāranyaka Upanishad where the primeval being (androgynous) creates a female from his own body and decides to mate with her. She tries to hide herself by being transformed into different animals including insects. He also turns himself into the male animal of the same genus and copulates with her.
her mother who was mated by Zeus in the form of a swan (Euripides, Helen, 1.19-21).

Naturally, this controversy over her mother presents her with an ontological uncertainty.

At the same time, it becomes clear that the term nemesis is intimately tied to Helen’s mythical birth. Norman Austin\textsuperscript{317} remarks that the stories of Zeus mating with Nemesis and Leda in the form of a swan suggest, that, “both were cognates of an older archetype.” Here Helen’s body or Helen’s “corporeal space”\textsuperscript{318} corresponds to the emotion of the retired warriors through her mythical birth, thereby, indicating her past at the present moment and space. Helen’s body, especially, her gaze resembling the immortal goddess, symbolizes Helen’s own tradition. Yet at present, her role in Troy is to act as a woman who is afraid of being blamed by “the women of Troy (3.412).” In other words, her body in Troy is a repository of coincidentia oppositorum. Fortunately, at this point, Priam rescues Helen from the gaze of the elders at the walls.

Priam asks Helen to sit beside him and identify the Achaeans in the field below. Now Helen becomes viewer instead of being viewed by the elders. Soon Helen’s gaze at the Achaeans turns into a remembrance of her past. Homer’s Ilion is a city protected by a well-built wall. This wall protects the Trojan people, mainly the non-combatants including women, children and the elderly from the plain of Troy where the Trojan warriors are fighting against the Achaeans. The wall surmounted by towers comprises gates and two of these gates are named in the Iliad: Dardanian and Scaean. It is from the Scaean gates the old men and the women of Troy watch the battlefield below.\textsuperscript{319} Note that sitting here with the elderly leaders of Troy, Priam asks Helen to identify the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[317] Austin, 1994, 46, fn. 32.
\item[318] Tsagalis, 2012, 6.
\end{footnotes}
Achaean leaders. Furthermore, this is the same space where Andromache’s emotional conversation with her dear husband Hector plays out for the last time (6. 390-493). Again it is at the same wall Priam and Hecabe beg Hector to stay within the city and not to fight Achilles on the plain (xii). The wall stands between family life and heroic death on the Trojan plane of the battlefield. Yet again this emotionally charged meeting place turns into a viewing place where the non-combatants elderly and women take their seats to watch their heroic loved ones in the battlefield as if they are the spectators at a theatre. Most importantly, the view of the vast Achaean army below the Scaean gates at present opens up a distinctive memory of the past. Priam recalls his own journey in the past to the land of Phrygia where he saw multitude of Phrygian warriors with their horses “who were then encamped along the banks of Sangarius.” (3.185-187) While Helen identifies Achaean leaders below the Scaean gates Antenor confirms Helen’s statement going through his own recollection of meeting with Menelaos and Odysseus when they visited him in his hall (3. 203-224). The wall not only acts as the boundary between domestic space and army encampment but also allow them to see the present in relation to the past. Further, the episode of “viewing from the wall” raises question about Homer’s narrative style.

Critics have commented on the anachronistic usage of the “viewing from the wall”. According to Walter Leaf, a 19th century commentator, “such an objection appears entirely to ignore the poet’s liberty.” Similarly, Gerard Genette in his Narrative

---

320 See Jenny Clay, *Homer’s Trojan Theater*, 2011 on the theatricality of the *Iliad*.
Discourse makes a crucial observation by illustrating how the Iliad begins with the violent anger of Achilles and then the narrator goes back about “ten days” to explain the cause of his anger. While pointing out that this anachronistic narrative style in the Homeric epic, Genette illustrates its important effect on the Western literary tradition:

We know that this beginning in medias res, followed by an expository return to an earlier point of time, will become one of the formal topoi of epic, and we also know how faithfully the style of novelistic narration follows in this respect the style of its remote ancestor, even in the heart of the “realistic” nineteenth century. To be convinced of this one need only think of certain of Balzac’s openings, such as those in Cesar Birotteau or La Duchesse de Langeais... We will thus not be so foolish as to claim that anachrony is either a rarity or a modern invention. On the contrary, it is one of the traditional resources of literary narration.

Kenneth J. Reckford writes in “Helen in the Iliad”:

Every theme is psychologically in place. The poet may not have cared about time; but if Helen surveys the Greek forces in the tenth year of the war, it is because the absence of Achilles permits a respite not otherwise possible.

Ann Bergren argues that the teichoscopia (viewing from the wall) reflects a temporal suspension as seen in Helen’s tapestry that she ‘was weaving’ (imperfect). Likewise, Bergren explains “the τειχοσκοπία “viewing from the wall” becomes part of a design to show beginnings in ends and by that transcendence of linear time, to show simultaneously both something that happened once and what there is in that ‘something’ that ever recurs.

I like to argue that this “something that ever recurs” signifies Helen’s tradition. I read the epic contradiction of time in the teichoscopia as the narrator’s style of embedding

---

324 Ibid., 36.
327 Ibid., 47. See also, George Kennedy, “Helen’s web unraveled”, Arethusa 19, no.1(Spring 1986),5-14.
Helen’s tradition in the *Iliad*. Seen from this point of view, the *teichoscopia* is the reflection of Helen’s tapestry. In order to represent the ambivalent Helen narrator uses the term ἀέθλους signifying double meaning for describing the images that Helen was embroidering in her tapestry. Instead of using a forceful battle term the poet prefers a term that could also mean “a contest specifically for a prize”. Helen is such a prize for a contest that is repeated here in the plane of Troy. Priam, instead of being Helen’s father-in-law, seems to act as her loving father who is curiously asking her dear daughter to introduce her suitors who have gathered below to win her as a prize. Helen, when asked by Priam, readily identifies Agamemnon. While identifying Agamemnon as her brother-in-law she remarks: “And he was husband’s brother to shameless me, if ever there was such a one. (3. 180), (δαὴρ αὐτ’ ἐμὸς κυνώπιδος, ἐί ποτ’ ἐην γε.).” The English translation of the end part of Helen’s statement i.e. “if there was such a one” raises a lot of problem among the classicists. According to Robert Fitzgerald’s translation it reads: “or was that life a dream?” Richmond Lattimore writes: “Did this ever happen?” In the context of Helen’s chronotopic sensitivity, Walter Leaf’s commentary seems to be more appropriate. He argued:

“If ever such as one there was”, i.e. if it be not all a dream. This seems to be the most likely explanation of the Greek; it is a rhetorical phrase to contrast the present with the happy past. Similar expressions occur in xi, 762, xxiv, 426, and in the *Odyssey*.

The poetic justification of Homer not only presents Troy and Sparta in a temporal binary opposition, but also in a spatial contrast. Thus there emerges a visual spatiotemporal
contrast between Troy and Sparta. Troy being a war zone evokes negativity while Sparta equates with her happy past. Similarly, the present time at Troy is despondent while her life in the past was carefree. Furthermore, the narrator’s poetic art not only opens up a spatiotemporal contrast it also opens onto another time another space by using the poetic style of anachrony.

5.4 Helen’s happy past/Helen’s Sparta

As the weaver of the struggles caused for her sake between Trojans and Achaeans, Helen surveys the plane below and identifies the Achaean leaders. Before identifying Agamemnon she relates the memory of her home she left through her emotional ties to her bridal chamber, her kinsmen, her beloved daughter and to her childhood friends. Unlike the catalogue of ships in book two, Helen’s catalogue in book three describes the leaders in relation to her. Personal relationship seems to be more important to her. Agamemnon is introduced as “son of Atreus”, “wide ruling”, “noble king” and “mighty spearman” but not as king of Mycenae. Rather, Agamemnon’s identity as the brother of her husband is more important to her. Odysseus is identified as raised in rugged Ithaca and more importantly he is a trickster. Priam asks about the identity of Aias the mighty looking warrior but Helen does not say much about him except as a “bulwark of the Achaeans”. On the contrary, she volunteers information about Cretan Idomeneus who used to visit Menelaus and Helen in their hall as a guest friend. Note that Helen introduces these warriors not on the basis of their huge military strength. Furthermore, neither Menelaus nor Achilles is counted among this unusual catalogue of Helen. Although the audience knows that Achilles is absent from the battle due to his conflict with Agamemnon and at present he is sulking in his own camp.
The absence of Menelaus and Achilles can be rationalized considering the *Teichoscopia* as a second contest for the re-possession of Helen. It is a reminder of the mythical past when her father Tyndareus and her brothers Kastor and Polydeuces arranged for the marriage of beautiful Helen. Even at that time Menelaus did not woo Helen. Instead it was his brother Agamemnon who wooed Helen on his behalf, although Agamemnon was already married to Helen’s sister Klytemnestra. Notably, these suitors who tried to be Helen’s husband in the Hesiodic *Catalogue of Women* become the warriors in the *Iliad* in order to rescue Helen from the Trojans. The suitors turned out to be warriors on account of Helen because they took oath, at the request of Helen’s father Tyndareus, to defend Helen’s husband if any man should abduct her. However, if Achilles were not too young to be Helen’s suitor, we are told, neither Menelaus nor any other man on the earth would win Helen’s hand (Fr. 155. 50-90). Achilles not being one of Helen’s suitors does not belong to the group of the heroes who took oath to help Menelaus in the event if anyone abducts Helen. Then what is his role in the Trojan War? Is it only for his quest for kleos? However, one cannot help but notice that Helen’s time before the epic tradition is embedded in the *Teichoscopia*. In other words, the “viewing from the wall” (*Teichoscopia*) inaugurates Helen’s past in Sparta with her brothers Kastor and Polydeukes.

I would argue that two kinds of traditions emerge especially when Helen cannot locate her twin brothers Kastor and Polydeukes (3.236-38) among the Achaean warriors below the wall. First, Helen addresses them as “my own brothers, whom the same mother bore”. If Helen’s claim is accepted then Helen’s mother must be Leda. Furthermore, according to the *Odyssey* (11.298) Kastor and Polydeukes are the sons of Leda and Tyndareos. The Catalogue of Women clearly shows the active roles played by the sons of
Tyndareos in Helen’s marriage even though they knew that the husband of Helen would succeed the throne of their father the king Tyndareos of Lakedaimon. Menelaus became the king of Sparta by virtue of his marriage to Helen.

It is well attested by Finkelberg\textsuperscript{334} how in Greek Heroic tradition the kingship was not transmitted from father to son. Pelops, Bellerophon, Peleus, Diomedes and many others including the first kings of Athens, for example are mentioned in the list of kings in the Greek Heroic tradition. More importantly, Finkelberg\textsuperscript{335} underscores the tradition of a line of queens inherited from mother to daughter. As a result, Helen was acknowledged as the queen of Sparta. It is possible, therefore, to imagine a pattern of succession from father-in-law to son-in-law and from mother to daughter in the Greek Heroic tradition. However uxorilocal\textsuperscript{336} the royal household at Sparta seemed to be, the fact remains that Helen’s father and brothers were responsible for her marriage contest.

Second point is that Helen\textsuperscript{337} is ignorant of the fact that her brothers are no longer on earth or “the earth holds them under” understood following the experience of Odysseus (11.298-304) even though the audience is informed about the situation of Kastor and Polydeuces (3.243-244).

At this point it is possible to correlate the name of Aithre with Kastor and Polydeuces. Aithre as one of Helen’s companions accompanying her to the Scaean gates

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{335} Ibid., 68-69.
\textsuperscript{337} Mihoko Suzuki (1989, 40) suggests that Helen’s lack of knowledge of her brothers’ death “underscores her human limitations.”
\end{flushright}
points to Helen’s earlier abduction\textsuperscript{338} by Theseus and Aithra was his mother with whom Theseus left Helen. In this event Kastor and Polydeukes had an active role in rescuing their sister Helen from Theseus. In angry retaliation the \textit{dioskouroi} or “sons of God” brought Aithre to Sparta as a slave to Helen. Aithra followed her lady to Troy. However, Kastor and Polydeukes have no role in rescuing their sister from Troy. Although Helen was expecting her twin brothers to be at the plane of Troy for rescuing her as they did in the past from Theseus\textsuperscript{339} but their absence in this case made her feel abandoned by her twin brothers perhaps for her own shameless act. Her assumption is incorrect because her twin brothers who are half-mortal and half-immortal are under the earth at this time.

The importance of twin in Helen’s tradition is quite noticeable. Clader\textsuperscript{340} suggests that while Helen does not have her twin brothers as her saviors in the \textit{Iliad} she has Menelaus and Agamemnon another pair of brothers to rescue her from Troy. She also argues that it is an artistic necessity for Homer to have Kastor and Polydeukes out of the picture.\textsuperscript{341} I believe Helen’s tradition indicating the prominence of double elements cannot be avoided in the \textit{Iliad}. She belongs to two countries. According to her tradition, Helen’s own existence oscillates between semi-mortality and immortality through her mothers Leda/ Nemesis. Whereas her twin brothers have double destiny alternating between life and death\textsuperscript{342} through their separate father Zeus/ Tyndareus. The \textit{Iliad} narrates the warring over Helen mainly by the two sons of Arteus against the two sons of Priam.\textsuperscript{343} However,

\textsuperscript{339} See Cypria, fragment 12.
\textsuperscript{340} Clader, 1976, 48-52.
\textsuperscript{341} Ibid., 48.
\textsuperscript{342} Gregory Nagy, “Helen of Sparta and her very own Eidolon/ Classical Inquiries, accessed January 20, 2017.
\textsuperscript{343} See Norman Austin, \textit{Helen of Troy and Her Shameless Phantom} (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994).
the role of Dioskouroi in Helen’s tradition is significant for my purpose as it dovetails with the tradition of Draupadī to whom Helen is being compared and will be discussed below. Clearly, Helen’s presence at the viewing wall, instead of being anachronistic, proves to be an artistic way of revealing Helen’s own tradition that was current before the epic tradition. Moreover, the viewing wall being the liminal space highlights the equally liminal situation of Helen of Sparta in temporal context. It is on the same liminal space of the wall the goddess Aphrodite in disguise approaches to take away Helen into the bedchamber of Paris.

Aphrodite in the guise of a wool-comber known to Helen in Lacedaemon, touches Helen’s perfumed robe (νεκταέου ἕανοῦ, 3.385). Helen recognizes her patron goddess by her beautiful neck, lovely breast and her glittering eyes (3.396). It has been noted earlier how Helen out of fear followes the goddess veiled in a “bright, shining mantle” (3.419) and eludes the notice the Trojan women. Here an illusion of proximity is created through the use of touch, smell, and luminous colour of Helen’s robe. Note that if Helen’s luminous robe veils her body, Aphrodite’s brilliant body observed through Helen’s sharp eyes is portrayed in detail for visualization. Helen followes Aphrodite from the liminal space (viewing wall) to the fragrant bedchamber (θαλάῳ ἐυώδεί :3.382) of Helen and Paris.

5.5 Helen and Paris in their fragrant bedchamber

Not only their bedchamber is a perfumed space, it is also delineated as the “high-roofed” (ὑψόποφον θάλαμον : 3.423) expressing a sense of speciousness for the audience. The goddess sits Helen down on a chair that she places facing Paris. The audience is thus

---

transported to a space embellished with a chemistry of seduction. Now sitting in his perfumed bedchamber Paris remembers his first experience when they made love. But at this moment he claims his desire for Helen is even stronger than when he first seized her. This seduction scene underscores his onrush of desire in a spatiotemporal context whereas it is not clear whether Helen feels the similar surge of desire for Paris. Worman aptly remarks: “The elusive quality of Helen’s body in narrative parallels the opacity of her role in the seductive situation: Helen can be neither fully seen nor fully known.”

This time her refusal to comply with Aphrodite in the current seductive situation does not dovetail with her own performance in the past when she abandoned her home, husband, and child in order to pursue the handsome Trojan prince to Troy. However, Helen does follow Paris to bed while war rages in the public space (battlefield).

Helen and Paris in in their fragrant bedchamber are seen again in book six of the *Iliad*. Their bedchamber belongs to Paris’ palace. Paris had it built by the best workmen of Troy (6.313-315). His house like the temple of Athena (ἐν πόλει ἄκρῃ 6.297) is built in the citadel (ἐν πόλει ἄκρῃ). Among Priam’s sons and daughters only Paris and Hector live in their own palace near their father. Here the brief description of the palace of Paris represents space in association of wealth. In such an opulent space Helen is seen as supervising her handmaids’ magnificent work (6.323-324). Hector with his long spear of bronze with a shining tip of gold enters such a luxurious space where Paris is busy looking at his beautiful weapons. Now Helen asks Hector to sit beside her and speaks to Hector in honey-sweet voice but Hector refuses.

---

345 Note the similar imagery of Zeus’ onrush of desire for Hera in the *Iliad* 14. 313-328.
I like to point out the temporal markers in Helen’s speech in presence of Paris and Hector in the shiny bedchamber of Paris and Helen. She starts with her usual speech in a self-debasing mode calling herself “a dog” (ἐµεῖο κυνός: 6.344, 6.356, 3.180), for example. As before (3.173-4) she wishes to die but this time her death wish is much more elaborate with cosmic element a gust of wind that would have swept her away before the Trojan War began:

I wish that on the day when first my mother gave me birth an evil blast of wind had carried me away to some mountain or to the wave of the loud-resounding sea, where the wave would have swept me before these things came to pass (6. 345-348).

The above speech of Helen shows her strong desire to erase her distant past, that is, the very day when her mother first bore her. Interestingly, here the time for Helen is a marker—a marked past that should have swept away her existence through a stormy wind before the beginning of the Trojan War. Compare how Penelope while praying to Artemis in the book twenty of the Odyssey expresses a similar wish of Helen:

Artemis, mighty goddess, daughter of Zeus, would that now you would fix your arrow in my breast and take away my life in this very hour; or else that a storm wind might catch me up and bare me from here over the murky ways, and cast me away at the mouth of backward-flowing Oceanus, as once storm winds bore away the daughters of Pandareüs (Odyssey, 20.61-66).347

---

In the words of Purves, both Helen and Penelope wish that a violent wind “could have broken into the narrative frame and swept them out of their poem’s existence.”

Helen moves from what could have been most desirable in the distant past to her present stage of life when she wishes for a better husband than what she has at present. In the framework of time, Helen’s subjective experience leads her to move from past to present and then to future. Her self-awareness and her poetic consciousness enable her to foresee the future when she along with Paris and Hector will survive in the song of the future poet: “on us Zeus has brought an evil doom, so that even in days to come we may be song for men that are yet to be (6.357-58).” I am suggesting that Helen’s self-awareness of being the casus belli, her desire to avoid being in that role, her desire to have a better husband, and then her future role in oral poetry highlight a linear movement of time. Unfortunately, this movement of time is visualized in a space that is fragrant yet sad. Opulence of Paris’ palace is unable to satiate Helen’s desire. Helen’s appreciation of Hector’s personality is noteworthy during her lamentation at the time of Hector’s funeral.

5.6 The Space of Lamentation

Hector’s body is brought back from Achilles and the Trojans gather at the house of Priam to mourn Hector’s death. It has been discussed how there is a change in the structural order of three mourners of Hector, namely, Andromache, Hecabe, and Helen in the Iliad twenty-four. This tripartite order of mourners appears problematic considering Helen is the cause for Hector’s death. Moreover, J. Kakridis in his book entitled Homeric

Researches\textsuperscript{349} establishes that the poems of Homer use an “ascending scale of affection.” In other words, in a set of friends and relatives, typically the closest person, that is, the wife is named last. The \textit{Iliad} twenty-two follows this pattern where the sequence of lamentation for Hector starts with his mother and father, the people of Troy, and finally ends with his wife Andromache (22. 477-514). However, the order of participants is different in book twenty-four. Hector’s lamentation starts appropriately with Andromache but curiously ends with Helen as the final mourner. In this context Maria Pantelia\textsuperscript{350} suggests that “Helen’s role as the final mourner is dictated not by gender or kinship but by her unique understanding of the importance of \textit{kleos} and of poetry as a means of \textit{kleos}.”

Helen’s poetic awareness of creating song to preserve heroic \textit{kleos} is significant from her very first appearance in the \textit{Iliad} (3.121-28). Furthermore, in book six she reassures Hector, that their sufferings for her sake will be remembered in the song for future generations (6.357-58). Likewise, while lamenting for Hector she remembers his gentle and kind nature, not what will happen to the mourner in the future without Hector (24.771-72). Helen immortalizes Hector by remembering his past glory through her song of lamentation. I am suggesting Helen’s song of lamentation for Hector is a reflection of her web. Here she is connecting Hector’s past glory with his future place in the epic poetry in which Helen is contributing at present. Time, therefore, can be visualized in a continuous spectrum of past, present, and future. Helen’s lamentation\textsuperscript{351} at present will


\textsuperscript{350} Pantelia,“Helen and the Last Song for Hector”, \textit{Transaction of the American Philological Association} 132, no.1/2 (Autumn, 2002): 21-27.

\textsuperscript{351} G. Holst-Warhaft remarks: “laments are conscious artistic narratives created and performed by women.” \textit{Dangerous voices: Women’s Laments and Greek Literature} (London: Routledge, 1995), 97.
make sure that Hector’s past glory will survive in future poem. However, Helen’s statement of time passed in Troy raises some confusion.

As Helen’s lamentation mainly focuses on Hector’s kindness shown towards her, she underscores her long stay in Troy: “For this is now the twentieth year from the time when I went from there and have gone from my native land… (24.765-66)" It is well accepted that after nine years of seize, Troy falls in the tenth year. Murray explains this unusual statement of Helen in the footnote of his translation of the *Iliad*:

This astonishing statement is perhaps to be explained by the legend that the Greeks shortly after Helen’s abduction had made an abortive expedition against Troy, but landed by mistake in Mysia. Thence they returned to Greece, and it was only after ten years that their forces were reassembled. This legend is elsewhere entirely unknown to Homer, but it harmonizes with the form of the story which gives Achilles a grown son (see 19. 327). The whole suggests, however, an elaborate parallelism which arouses suspicion: nine years of preparation, the fleet sails in the tenth; nine years of siege, Troy falls in the tenth; nine years of wandering, Odysseus reaches home in the tenth (fn.11, p.620-21).

Nicholas Richardson points out two possible explanations for Helen’s understanding of her time spent in Troy. First, she left her home a long time ago and yet Hector has always been kind to her during her long sojourn in Troy. Second, Homer uses twenty as a standard number, *Il*. 13.260,16.847, *Od*. 4.360, 5.34, for example. Note that Odysseus also returns to Ithaca in the twentieth year from the time he left (*Od*. 19. 223) Ithaca to join in the Trojan War.

However, Helen’s role at the lamentations of Hector raises the unresolved question of her ambiguous position in the Trojan society. Who is Helen? As a kinswoman of

---

352 According to Suzuki, the *Iliad* is a funeral: “The poem itself is a funeral, an elegy to the civilization that was destroyed, a heroic society that passed away, as well as to the individual men and women who were caught in the process.” *Metamorphoses of Helen*, 1988, 53.

Hector she laments for Hector yet she is a stranger in Troy. Her existence as a stranger is
the very reason why the people of Troy, except Priam and Hector, avoid her. She
understands her own ambivalent situation in Troy and thus she mourns for her own
“unlucky self” along with Hector:

So I wail alike for you and for my unlucky self with grief at heart; for no
longer have I anyone else in broad Troy who is gentle to me or kind; but all
men shudder at me (24. 773-75).

The narrator of the *Iliad* introduces Helen with a death wish for her own self (3.173) and
similarly ends the role of Helen grieving for her own self while gloriously participating at
the lamentation of Hector. The *Iliad* ends with the death of Hector, “the best of the
Trojans” but the life of elusive Helen the *casus belli* continues in the *Odyssey*.

**5.7 Helen back in Sparta in the Time of Peace**

In the *Iliad* Helen of Sparta followed Paris the prince of Troy to his home and in
the *Odyssey* she is back in Sparta comfortably living in the palace with her husband
Menelaus. Although the narrator does not weave any story about Helen’s return (*nóstos*)
to Sparta, but the meeting of Helen and Menelaus after the fall of Troy was a popular
theme in vase painting of the classical period. 354 We are told that Ibycus 355 a South Italian
poet of sixth century BCE writes (fr.296, now lost) how after the fall of Troy Helen took
refuge into the temple of Aphrodite and Menelaus advanced to kill her but dropped the
sword at the sight of her. Nevertheless, the narrator of the *Odyssey* does not provide any

354 Lilly, Ghali-Kahil, *Les enlèvements et le retour d’Hélène dans les textes et les documents figures*, 2.vols
355 See Norman Austin 1994,73; Ruby Blondell 2013, 52.
such story about Helen and Menelaus. The world of the *Odyssey* is post war; it is peaceful and cherishes family values. Helen is not a stranger here; her ambiguous status is resolved and she is a happily married Spartan wife, the mistress of the palace of Menelaus. Helen and Menelaus appear in books four and in fifteen of the *Odyssey*. However, the narrator devotes the entire book four telling about Helen and Menelaus. I like to delve into the presentation of time and space surrounding Helen and Menelaus in books four and fifteen.

5.8 The presentation of time and space in book four

I take a cue from Norman Austin’s understanding of Homeric notation of time: “Homer’s temporal notations carry a wealth of associations related to communal life, to daily human activity, and to the changing aspects of nature.” While the notion of temporality in the *Odyssey* is related to human activities, the guiding principle, I suggest, is the Greek notion of polarity. Scholars have written extensively on the concept of polarity in archaic Greek thought. Bergren’s relevant insight on the pervasiveness of the notion of polarity in archaic Greek thought is significant for my concern in constructing spatiotemporal relevance in understanding Helen in these two books of the *Odyssey*:

To begin to study Greek is to learn of its pervasive antitheses, built around the particles, μέν, “on the one hand”, and δέ, “on the other hand”. Supported by such syntax are the dualities of myth, philosophy, and social organization, pairs so various, subtle, and interconnected by opposition and analogy that the principle of analogous bi-polar oppositions would seem to be the mental paradigm of the age.

356 Austin 1975, p.85
Henceforth, I aim to view the spatiotemporal effect on Helen of the *Odyssey* through the notion of polarity. However, the notion of polarity in a spatiotemporal context becomes visible in relation to human activities. The narrator introduces Helen of Sparta for the first time in book four of the *Odyssey* in which the interconnectedness of the notion of polarity with human experiences prevails.

**5.9 The Notion of Polarity in book four of the *Odyssey***

Book four of the *Odyssey* starts with a brief description of a rough space travelled by two riders, Telemachus the son of Odysseus, and Peisistratos the son of Nestor before arriving at the opulent palace of Menelaus. The time is festive and the space is vibrant with the festive mood of the people in the palace:

> And they came to the hollow land of Lacedaemon with its many ravines, and drove to the palace of glorious Menelaus. Him they found giving a marriage feast to his many kinsfolk for his flawless son and daughter within his house. His daughter he was sending to the son of Achilles, breaker of the ranks of men, for in the land of Troy he first had promised and pledged that he would give her, and now the gods were bringing their marriage to pass. Her then he was sending forth with horses and chariots to go her way to the glorious city of the Myrmidons, over whom her lord was king; but for his son he was bringing to his home from Sparta the daughter of Alector, to wed the stalwart Megapenthes, who was his son well-beloved, born of a slave woman; for to Helen gods vouchsaved issue no more after she had at the first borne her lovely child, Hermione, who had the beauty of golden Aphrodite. So they were feasting in the great high-roofed hall, the neighbors and kinsfolk of glorious Menelaus, and making merry; and among them a divine minstrel was singing to the lyre, and two tumblers whirled up and down through the midst of them, leading the dance (4. 1-19).  

---

359 A.T. Murray.
The above passage depicts the festive time narrating the joyous activities of neighbors and the families celebrating the double wedding of Menelaus’ son and daughter. The cavernous road of Lacedaemon is juxtaposed by the luxurious ‘high-roofed hall” where song and dance being performed. This passage underscores, in particular, the notion of polarity in ancient Greek thought. To put it in another way, the spatiotemporal situation is happy, albeit Helen is absent. In the midst of this joyous celebration marking the double wedding at the palace, arrive Telemachus and Peisistratus at the gate of the palace. While Eteoneus the squire of Menelaus cannot decide whether they should be treated as “guests” or “strangers”, Menelaus welcomes them as “guests”. They are given a bath by servant women and treated with sumptuous meal.

At this point, Telemachus wonders about the glittering wealth of bronze, gold, electrum, silver, and of ivory all around the hall. It is clear that here, Telemachus is the “focalizer” through whose eyes the audience visualizes the glitter of Menelaus’ hall. He speaks discreetly to Peisistratus suggesting that the court of Olympian Zeus may look

---

360 “Focalizer: the person (the narrator or a character) through whose ‘eyes’ the events and persons of a narrative are ‘seen’”. See the excellent article on “Narratological Theory on Space” by Irene J. F. de Jong, Space in Ancient Greek Literature: Studies in Ancient Greek Narrative, ed. Irene J. F. de Jong (Leiden: Brill, 2012).
like this (4.71-75). Although it is not meant for Menelaus’ ears, he can hear and disproves the comparison with Zeus’ halls. Nevertheless, he does agree about his unmatched wealth and this reference to his wealth makes him speak at length about his travel to many lands on his way home after fighting in Trojan War. He has gathered an enormous amount of wealth during his seven years of travel yet this wealth does not seem to assuage his painfully memory of the past. He mourns the death of his brother Agamemnon brought about by “the guile of his accursed wife”. Similarly, he cannot forget his very own suffering due to his wife’s elopement to which he refers only indirectly:

Thus, you may understand, I have no joy in being lord of this wealth; and you may well have heard of this from your fathers, whosoever they may be, for greatly indeed did I suffer, and saw the ruin of a stately house, stored with much excellent treasure (4. 93-96).

Clearly, Menelaus is pointing to Helen of the Iliad in which she is relentlessly associated with the phrase “Helen and all her possessions”(Il.3. 72,92, 255, 282, 285). Despite the victory of the Acheans and his return to Sparta with Helen, his past haunts him forever. Note that Helen of the Iliad does not stop thinking about her past in Sparta either.

Consequently, Menelaus mourns the absence of his comrade Odysseus (4. 76-112). The very name of Odysseus brings tears to Telemachus’ eyes and he tries to cover his eyes with his purple tunic. Now Menelaus realizes the true identity of Telemachus but cannot decide how to tell him. Thus the much sought after wealth becomes unwanted, the joyous space unhappy and the time of celebration becomes a memorial service. A mood of melancholy pervades the hall dazzling with glitter.
In the midst of the sadness and glitter enters Helen the queen of Sparta in the shining hall. The narrator depicts her coming from her “fragrant high-roofed” chamber indicating a space that is suitable for a queen. In this gleaming setting Helen is compared to the Olympian goddess “Artemis of the golden distaff”. In fact, the passage depicting Helen’s shimmering equipment and her handmaiden’s activities to place her comfortably on a chair with a footstool below her feet is noteworthy:

While he (Menelaus) pondered thus in mind and heart, forth then from her fragrant high-roofed chamber came Helen, like Artemis of golden distaff; and with her came Adraste, and placed for her a chair, beautifully wrought, and Alcippe brought a rug of soft wool and Phylo a silver basket, which Alcandre had given her, the wife of Polybus who dwelt in Thebes of Egypt, where greatest store of wealth is laid up in men’s houses. He gave to Menelaus two silver baths and two tripods and ten talents of gold. And besides these, his wife gave to Helen also beautiful gifts—a golden distaff and a basket with wheels did she give, a basket of silver, and its rims were gilded with gold. This then the handmaid Phylo brought and placed beside her, filled with finely spun yarn, and across it was laid the distaff laden with violet-dark wool. So Helen sat down upon the chair, and below was a footstool for the feet; and at once she questioned her husband on each matter (4.120-35).
5.10 Helen of the Odyssey in the Spatio-temporal context

Here the narrator adds more brilliance through Helen to the already brilliant hall of Menelaus. Although this is not a long ekphrasis like the depiction of the shield of Achilles in the Iliad XVIII, definitely, this creates a mental image of Helen as the queen of Sparta or the head of the royal household. Helen descends from her “fragrant high-roofed chamber” like a goddess. Note that she is compared to one of the Olympian goddesses “Artemis with golden distaff” whereas Menelaus refuses to compare his gleaming hall to Zeus’. Mihoko Suzuki suggests that by comparing Helen with Artemis, the goddess of chastity the narrator of the Odyssey transforms Helen from a “woman of passion to a chaste wife”.361

She may be a chaste wife but she is not an ordinary spinner. She appears with “a golden distaff” and the narrator gives a detailed description of Helen’s workbasket that is made of silver and to make it more valuable the craftsman covered its rims with shining gold and attached wheels on it. Clearly, this workbasket is a prized object and is placed beside Helen’s beautifully wrought chair where Helen will be seated. Not only this is a prized object also this is a gift given to Helen by Alcandre the wife of Polybus who lived in Thebes of Egypt and many houses in this city are filled with treasure. Four clues are mapped onto the workbasket of Helen. First, it is a gift given to Helen; second, the giver’s name is given; third, it has travelled far from Thebes of Egypt and finally, it is a city with treasure stored in people’s houses. Furthermore, through the dynamic aspect of the static object the narrator also embeds a temporal aspect into Helen’s workbasket. But how is it possible to have a temporal aspect of a prized object? Tsagalis aptly explains: “By

361 Suzuki 1989, 64.
cataloguing the various owners of an object, the storyteller translates time (the remote and vast period of the past) into space."³⁶² In other words, Helen’s precious equipment of spinning becomes a marker for Helen’s time in the land of Egypt.

Seen from the perspective of the notion of polarity, Menelaus is silent about Helen’s presence in Egypt while he narrates how he wandered over Cyprus, Phoenicia, Ethiopia, Libya and most importantly Egypt. He even recounts in detail how he encountered Proteus “the old man of the sea” and he was told that Odysseus was alive. During the same encounter, Proteus revealed to Menelaus about his own destiny. Only at this point Menelaus mentioned Helen’s name as Proteus prophesied that he would have immortal bliss in Elysium as a reward for being married to Helen.

Similarly, Menelaus after a long conversation with Telemachus hesitates to recognize him as the son of Odysseus while Helen is able to identify him as the son of Odysseus upon her very entrance into the glittering hall:

*Shall I disguise my thought, or speak the truth? My heart bids me speak. For never yet, I declare, saw I one so like another, whether man or woman—amazement holds me, as I look—as this man is like the son of great hearted Odysseus, Telemachus, whom that warrior left a newborn child in his house when for the sake of shameless me you Achaeans came up under the walls of Troy, pondering in your hearts fierce war (4.140-146).*

ψεύσομαι ἦ ἔτυμον ἔρεω, κέλεται δέ με θυμός.
οὐ γὰρ πώ τινὰ φημὶ ἑοικότα ὡδὲ ἰδέσθαι
οὔτ' ἄνδρ᾿ οὔτε γυναῖκα, σέβας μ᾿ ἔχει εἰσορόωσαν,
ὡς ὃδ᾿ Ὄδυσσης μεγαλήτορος ὑπὲ ἔους.
Τηλεμάχῳ, τὸν ἐλεύθερον γεγαώτ᾿ ἐνὶ ὀίκῳ
κεῖσας ἀνήρ, ὃτ᾿ ἐμεῖο κυνόπιδος ἔτεκε Ἀχαιοὶ
νῆλθε φίλοποι ὑπὸ Τροίην, πόλεμον ἠρασιν ὁμαίνοντες."

Significantly, the above passage marks Helen’s uncanny ability of recognition and more importantly her Muse like ability of disguising the truth or speaking the truth. Considering

³⁶² Tsagalis 2012, 15.
the duality of her character, it seems difficult to analyze the purpose of her acceptance as *casus belli* and thereby the sufferings of the Achaeans. Perhaps, this is a prelude to her personal tale of patriotism told at the private banquet to Menelaus, Telemachus, and Peisistratos under the influence of Helen’s *pharmakon*.

5.11 Helen’s *pharmakon*

Helen’s *pharmakon* associates her with the mysterious land of Egypt once again in the *Odyssey*. During the banquet at the palace, the storyteller tells us that Helen “daughter of Zeus” (Διὸς ἐκγεγαυῖα) drops into the wine of their two young guests a drug (φάρµακον): “a drug to quiet all pain and strife, and bring forgetfulness of every ill” (νηπενθές τ’ ἀχολόν τε, κακὸν ἐπίληθον ἀπάντων: 4.221). Moreover, the narrator tells the audience that these “cunning drugs” (φάρµακα μητιόεντα) had been given by Polydama the wife of Thon of Egypt to Helen “daughter of Zeus” (Διὸς θυγάτηρ). Evidently, these drugs that Helen the queen of Sparta possesses also indicate a spatiotemporal aspect as these have been given to her in past in Egypt by another owner and apparently Helen travelled back to Sparta with these drugs. Yet Menelaus’ tale does not include Helen in Egypt. Interestingly, Nestor and Odysseus the other two survivors of the Trojan War do not recount any tale about Helen. In book three of the *Odyssey* Nestor speaks at length about the sufferings of the Achaeans in Troy and their return journey (3.102-183, 276-326); but he does not say whether Helen accompanied Menelaus. Nor does Odysseus’ account reveal Helen’s presence in their return journey, except, in the book eleven (11.438) during his visit in the underworld he makes a comment: “For Helen’s sake many of us perished…” (Ἑλένης μὲν ἀπωλόμεθ᾽ εἶνεκα πολλοί). One could ask whether Helen of the *Odyssey* wants to erase her past as the woman who caused much sufferings to the
Achean heroes. I like to suggest that Helen of Sparta tries to create her patriotic glory by manipulating the spatiotemporal aspect of Trojan War.

5.12 Helen’s own story in Trojan Space at the Time of the war

It has been noted that Helen accepts her guilt at the time of recognizing Telemachus in the hall of Menelaus. She posses an unusual power of recognition and also a dual nature raising question about her statement. At the very beginning of the line 140, for example, raises the notion of her dual nature: “Shall I disguise my thought, or speak the truth (φεύσομαι ἢ ἔτυμον ἐρέω;)?” Helen’s Muse like ability, noted by various scholars, in the Odyssey endows her weave stories like a bard. Moreover, with the help of the famous φάρμακον “drug” given to Helen by Polydama of Egypt, Helen tells story about her recognition of Odysseus disguised as a beggar when she was in Troy. This story will create a delightful mood, opposite to the melancholic atmosphere created by Menelaus, for the two young men at the banquet. Before beginning her μῦθος “story”, Helen invokes the power of Zeus who gives good and ill “at one time to one and at another to another (4.236-27)” suggesting the polarizing power of Zeus. The story that Helen relates (4.240-264) projects Troy in a different spatiotemporal aspect. First, Troy is chosen to be the space to showcase the κλέος of Odysseus but more importantly, it seems, to display Helen’s own “fame”. Unlike in the Iliad, now for Helen, Troy does not appear to be a space indicating her suffering. Second, time at Troy also transforms itself from lonely time to a time of her kleos when Helen of Sparta can prove herself as an ally of the Achaeans.

Helen controls her narration by placing Odysseus in a clandestine mission to Troy. Although Odysseus entered Troy in beggar’s disguise but only Helen could recognize him. At this point, her story is believable as it has been noted how she recognized Telemachus immediately. Upon recognition Helen bathed, anointed, and put clothes on Odysseus (4.252). Then she took an oath of not revealing his presence in Troy before he had gone back to his ships. Only at this point, Odysseus told her about the plans of the Achaeans and escaped safely. However, along the way to his return Odysseus slaughtered many Trojans. Naturally the Trojan women lamented their loss but Helen rejoiced:

Then the other Trojan women wailed aloud, but my soul was glad, for already my heart was turned to go back to my home, and I groaned for the blindness that Aphrodite gave me, when she led me there from my dear native land, forsaking my child and my bridal chamber, and my husband, a man who lacked nothing, whether in wisdom or in looks (4.259-264).

This is Helen’s story carefully calibrated to maintain her faithfulness to her husband who lacks nothing, to transpose her guilt on Aphrodite, and most importantly, to establish her kleos along with Odysseus. It is interesting to note how in Helen’s story space the disguised body of Odysseus is used as a “corporeal space” in order to display kleos on behalf of Odysseus as well as Helen. Following Bourdieu and Vernant I read body as a site of social concern. Here it seems clear that the disguised body of lower rank helps Odysseus to enter secretly inside the Scaean gates and at the same time the same disguised body furnishes Helen with a special pride of recognizing Odysseus through his

disguise. Furthermore, the process of deciphering his body provides Helen the opportunity to show her loyalty to the Achaeans. But how this human body of the lowest rank in a society enters a palace remains unsolvable. However, the only possible answer, I suggest, is that this story shows Helen’s nature of self-aggrandizement told in a “fitting manner”. Subsequently, Menelaus relates his story narrating Helen’s disloyalty to the Achaeans.

5.13 Menelaus’s story under the influence of drugged wine

In the story-space of Menelaus, unlike in Helen’s, Troy remains as the land of enemy from where he is going to retrieve his wife Helen and she, appears to be the ally of the Trojans instead. His story also took place in Troy during the time of the Trojan War. Furthermore his report of Helen comes from an enclosed space from which it is difficult to see. While Menelaus along with Odysseus and his comrades were waiting inside the wooden horse placed within the Scaean gate, he heard Helen’s voice. Menelaus recalls her circling the wooden horse three times, touching and mimicking the voices of the Argive wives. Menelaus thought that Helen, at that point, was acting under the influence of a god wishing to grant glory to the Trojans. He even remembers Deiphobus following behind Helen (4.274-279). Who is this Helen? Could Menelaus manage to have a glimpse of Helen? He does not recall seeing her; he only heard her mimicking voice.

Helen’s mimicking ability recalls the Maiden of Delos in the Hymn to Apollo (162-64) in which these maidens could mimic all voices. Note that even in his memory space Menelaus had doubt about Helen’s irrational behavior and decided to blame on some “superhuman power” (δαίμον) just as Helen, in her story space, blamed Aphrodite
for following Paris to Troy (4. 261-64). Even Priam in the *Iliad*, as we know, blames gods for Helen’s folly (3.164).\(^\text{365}\)

Who is this Helen who knew the ambiguous effect of her φάρμακον? The narrator marks these drugs as the “cunning drugs” (φάρμακα μητιώεντα) or “possessing metis” usually known as the epithet of Zeus. Bertolin aptly remarks: “Helen through the drug, wants to assume the role of Zeus in determining what is to be remembered and what not.”\(^\text{366}\) Clearly, this seems to be the reason behind Helen’s abrupt invocation to Zeus before telling the story to men at the banquet. In addition, Helen’s drug “possessing metis” travels from the land of Egypt where, we are told:

For there the earth, the giver of grain, bears greatest store of drugs, many that are healing when mixed, and many that are baneful;

Αἰγυπτίη, τῇ πλείστα φέρει ζείδωρος ἄρουρα
φάρμακα, πολλὰ μὲν ἑσθλὰ μεμιγμένα, πολλὰ δὲ λυγρά (4.229-30)

Thus the drugs in Egypt have their own characteristics and Helen as a head of the household uses the drug for manipulating the conversations at the banquet thereby, establishing her authority over her guests.

**5.14 Prized objects symbolizing Space and Time**

It is remarkable how many precious gifts she has received during her travel from Egypt to Troy. In other words, like the Homeric men, she too has gathered gifts “via a network of guest friends of a kind that is normally limited to men.”\(^\text{367}\) Likewise, she also bestows gifts upon others. Compare the scene of Telemachus’ departure in book fifteen

\(^{365}\) See Dodds 1951, pp. 2-8.


\(^{367}\) Blondell, 2013, 76.
where both Menelaus and Helen enter their storage and then appear with most “most beautiful gifts” for Telemachus. The narrator delineates in detail how Helen selects her gift for Telemachus:

And Helen came to the chests in which were her richly embroidered robes, that she herself had made. One of these Helen, the beautiful woman, lifted out and brought, the one that was most beautiful in its embroideries, and the amplest. It shone like a star, and lay beneath all the rest (15. 104-108)

The above passage recalls the scene in the Iliad six where Hecuba selects a gown that “shines like a star” (ἀστήρ δ᾽ ὃς ἀπέλαμπεν, Il. 295) for dedication to Athena. The storyteller tells us that Paris brought these garments from Sidon where he stopped on his way home with Helen. Here this garment is a reminder of Helen’s transgression and thereby, a ruinous object like Helen herself. In the Odyssey, in contrast, the garment that Helen chooses as a gift for Telemachus has no negative association. Although it is a similar gown made in a similar fashion but its maker is Helen the queen of Sparta herself. Clearly, Helen’s gift for Telemachus bespeaks Helen’s understanding of guest friendship. Menelaus’ gift a “most precious” mixing bowl, made of silver and trimmed with gold, “the work of Hephaestus” (15. 114-117) displays a history of aristocratic friendships that passes from man to man as this gift was also acquired from a king during his voyage home from Troy.

Helen’s gift, on the other hand, is the product of her own labor. It is intended for Telemachus’ future bride but for now it should be kept with his mother, Penelope:

This gift, dear child, I too give you, a remembrance of the hands of Helen, against the day of your longed-for marriage, for your bride to wear it. But
until then let it lie in your halls in the keeping of your dear mother (15.125-128).

δῶρόν τοι καὶ ἔγώ, τέκνον φίλε, τοῦτο δίδωμι, μνῆμ᾽ Ἑλένης χειρῶν, πολυηράτου ἐξ γάμου ὤρην, σῇ ἀλόχῳ φορέειν· τεῖος δὲ φίλη παρὰ μητρὶ κεῖσθαι ἐνι μεγάρῳ.

Note that by declaring “a remembrance of the hands of Helen” she implies the authorship in the past and her future recognition through her gift to Telemachus. The storyteller’s description of the robe that “shone like a star” underscores Helen’s weaving skill.

Blondell writes:

This is, moreover, the only explicitly commemorative garment in the poem, and the only such “memorial” to commemorate a woman. As the work of Helen’s hands it fulfills this function in two ways, since she is both the skilled artisan who made it and the owner who disposes of it. Again this makes her role extraordinary, since aristocratic men do not typically make the gifts they pass on to other men. Helen’s gift is thus a self-promoting gesture of a highly unusual kind.  

5.15 Ominous sign at the time of Telemachus’ departure

At the moment of Telemachus’ departure Helen overshadows again her husband by showcasing her super human knowledge. It has been noted how at the very end of their visit when Menelaus is ready to pour libation for their safe journey, an eagle swoops down and carries off a white tame goose. When asked to interpret the meaning of this sign, Menelaus ponders how to interpret this omen in a fitting manner whereas his wife is quick to prophesy “as the immortal gods” put in her heart. She interprets the sign as the return of Odysseus and taking vengeance on the suitors preying on his faithful wife. Then Telemachus tells her: “So may Zeus grant, the loud thundering husband of Hera; then will I even there pray to you, as to a god.” (15.180-1). The frank acknowledgement from

---

368 Blondell 2013, 77.
Telemachus, in particular, that he will worship her as a goddess in her own land, suggests Helen’s divinity. Worman reads the “avowal” of Telemachus as a “pledge to the establishment of a Helen’s cult in Ithaca like that which did exist in the archaic period in Sparta and perhaps elsewhere.”

If Helen of the *Iliad* is not aware of her brothers’ disappearance underground in Ithaca, Helen of the *Odyssey* speaks like Muses (4.140), possesses super human knowledge (4.143-144), weaves stories like a poet (4.240-264), and finally, prophesies like a seer (15. 172-178).

### 5.16 Helen’s Divine Space

In light of Helen’s portrayal in the *Odyssey*, it is undeniable that the narrator highlights Helen’s divine power much more in the *Odyssey* than in the *Iliad*. Note that Helen of the *Odyssey* is the queen of Sparta and it is well known that, it is in Sparta itself where she was worshipped as goddess. Then what about Helen’s stay in Egypt? I like to point out that Egypt is mentioned as an absent space comparatively more in the *Odyssey* than in the *Iliad*. In addition, this absent space refers to distinct objects related especially to Helen (*II.6.289-292; Od. 4.124-132, 227-234*) whereas Menelaus her husband, as noted before, is silent about her presence in Egypt.

Yet in another poetic tradition, Stesichorus, for example, Egypt plays an important role. It is well known that Stesichorus wrote a *Palinode* to get back his eyesight that he lost as a punishment from the goddess Helen. Previously Stesichorus, following a Homeric account, composed a song of her going to Troy with Paris. Then he sang a new song denying that she ever went to Troy:

---

369 Worman, *The Cast of Character: Style in Greek Literature*, 64.
This not a true story, 
You did not embark in the broad-benched ships, 
You did not reach the citadel of Troy. (Plato, *Phaedrus* 243a2-243b3)

οὐκ ἦστ᾿ ἔτυμος λόγος οὗτος,  
οὐδ᾿ ἔβας ἐν νησίσιν εὐσέλμοις,  
οὐδ᾿ ἴκεο Πέργαμα Τροίας. \(^{371}\)

Helen, therefore, stayed in Egypt during the war. In light of Helen’s unspoken connection to Egypt, it is worth mentioning excellent argument provided by West:

“It makes better sense to suppose that the Egypt story existed earlier, before Helen’s attachment to the Trojan War, and so had to be worked in with it.” \(^{372}\) After explaining Stesichorus’ version of Helen, he argues: “The Egypt story, then, was the goddess’s version; and since it was principally in Sparta that the goddess flourished, it may have been a Spartan version.” \(^{373}\) It is not impossible, then, to assume that Helen’s divinity is more pronounced in the spatiotemporal context of the *Odyssey*.

Furthermore, Helen’s divinity is projected through her space in the epithets that are carefully deployed in the *Iliad* and in the *Odyssey*. She is either known as the “daughter of Zeus” (Διὸς θυγάτηρ) or “sprung from Zeus” (Διὸς ἐκγεγαυῖα). The narrator describes Helen as “sprung from Zeus” in the *Iliad* at 3. 199, 418 and also the same epithet is used for Helen in the *Odyssey* 4.184, 219; 23.218. But the *Odyssey* depicts Helen as “daughter of Zeus” only at 4.227 along with Athena at 3.337 etc; Muse at 1.10, and Artemis at 20.60, Persephone at 11.217. Even though Helen in the *Iliad* is depicted as the “daughter of Zeus”, she herself does not mention Zeus as her father. In book three of the *Iliad*, for example, where she alone notices the absence of her brothers among the

\(^{372}\) Ibid., 83.  
\(^{373}\) Ibid.
Achaean warriors, she mentions that she shares the same mother with her brothers the *dioskouroi* or “sons of god” (3. 238).

However, Nagy and West claim that Helen of Sparta is also divine in the *Iliad* because, she is the sister of Kastor and Poludeukes the dioskouroi. Drawing from the song of recantation by Stesichorus Nagy explains that by connecting with her brothers through their mother the “immortal Helen at Sparta” becomes “the mortal stand-in for Helen at Troy.” He continues: “If her brothers at Sparta both have their lights shut off there, then the light of Helen’s divinity at Troy must also be shut off.” Clearly, Helen’s existence in divine space is not explicitly highlighted in the *Iliad*. However, West also underscores Helen’s relation with her twin brothers the Dioskouroi.

The Dioscuri and Helen represent the rarest thing in Greek mythology, but a thing which has every right to be found there: a nugget of Indo-European mythology, preserved from a time long before the Hellenes came to Greece. No other hypothesis can explain their detailed similarities to figures who appear in the mythologies of two other peoples remote both from the Greeks and each other, both speakers of Indo-European languages of a particularly archaic and conservative character, and thus peoples who might be expected, if any do, to have preserved elements of the most ancient beliefs of the Indo-European communities. The source-texts for these mythologies are on the one hand the hymns of the, *Rigveda*, which are older than any surviving Greek poetry, and on the other the folk-songs of of Latvia.

In other words, West connects Helen with the daughter of the Sun or the Śūryā of the Vedic myth and her twin brothers the *Asvins* with the Dioskouroi.

Likewise, Clader relates Helen to the “Indo-European Sun-princess” and her twin brothers. Clader, unlike Nagy, offers a different reason for the absence of Dioskouroi in the *Iliad*. She explains that the mythic relationship of Helen with Dioskouroi lost its

---

375 Ibid.
376 West, 2011, 85.
significance by the time of the epic and Menelaus and Agamemnon replaced her twin brothers instead. Furthermore, Clader\textsuperscript{377}, like West, points out Helen’s importance as a local deity in the area around Sparta. Her major cult site was the Menelaion at Therapne, near Sparta. This cult site near Sparta still exists and Blondell reports that archaeologists have found many votive offerings at this site. Although this site was shared with Menelaus commemorating their marriage after the Trojan War, some of the votive offerings found at this site were specifically dedicated to Helen. Moreover, both Clader and Blondell\textsuperscript{378} inform that, Herodotus mentions in the fascinating anecdote about Helen’s power in his \textit{Histories}. He tells in his \textit{Histories} (6.61) of a beautiful woman who became the third wife of the king Ariston of Sparta. This beautiful woman used to be an ugly baby. The nurse of the ugly baby brought her to the shrine of Helen at Therapne. According to the tale, Helen herself appeared and touched the baby. As a result, the ugly baby grew into the most beautiful woman in Sparta. It is important to note that both West and Clader underline Helen’s mythical connection to Indo-European tradition as well as to the local cult in the area around Sparta and even on the island of Rhodes where she was worshipped as “Helen of the Tree”.\textsuperscript{379} Thus, according to Clader, Homer’s Helen emerges out of the “blend of Indo-European and pre-Indo-European elements”.\textsuperscript{380}

My emphasis is that Helen of the \textit{Odyssey}, on the other hand, through her own supernatural power alludes to the existence of her own cult in Sparta. Obviously, Helen of the \textit{Odyssey} does not share the same space or time with the Helen of the \textit{Iliad}. The land of Troy signals a place of suffering for Helen as narrated in the \textit{Iliad} whereas in the \textit{Odyssey},

\textsuperscript{377} Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 63-80.
\textsuperscript{378} Blondell, 2013, 44-45; 159.
\textsuperscript{379} West, 2011, 81.
\textsuperscript{380} Clader, \textit{Helen: The Evolution}, 83.
as it has been noted, Helen utilizes her memory of time and space during the Trojan War to construct her own glory. Seen from the spatiotemporal perspective, the narrator presents essentially the same casus belli Helen in polar opposition in the epics. In the *Iliad*, she is the abducted queen of Sparta in a strange land where she lives in memory of her past in the middle of the war that has been going on over her and her possessions. But in the *Odyssey*, she is back in Sparta reunited with her husband and the Trojan War is a distant memory, it seems, in her mental space. On the whole, Homer’s Helen definitely emerges as “the blend of Indo-European and pre-Indo-European elements”: she comes from a matrilineal tradition; she has her own cult in Sparta; yet, she is the “daughter of Zeus” and more importantly, the sister of dioskouroi.
Chapter Six: Draupadī

Introduction

This chapter aims to construct time and space in relation to Krishnā-Draupadī in the Mahābhārata. It intends to follow the same methodology of understanding Helen in relation to time and space in the Iliad and in the Odyssey. It must be noted that a very important notion of time in the epic Mahābhārata is understood as Fate. From this point of view, the concept of time in the Indic epic is not comparable with the concept of time found in Homeric epics. But I intend to focus on two points in relation to time that I have discussed in the chapter on Helen. First, drawing attention to Vernant’ perspective on Hesiodic concept of succession of races, I have noted that Hesiod arranged the succession of generations with declining virtue. Hesiod inserted the generation of heroes (“the godly race of men-heroes, who are called demi-gods”, Work and Days, 159) in between metallic generations of Bronze and Iron. Second, space and time are embedded in Helen’s verbal/non-verbal actions and thereby, indicating the interconnectedness of time-space.

I have briefly mentioned at the beginning of this thesis (p.32, fn.55) that a similar motif of war taking place at a transition from one generation/age to the other exists in Hesiod’s Work and Days as well as in the Mahābhārata. In addition, similar to the Hesiodic concept of demi-gods, five demi-gods fought the war in the Indic epic. However, we learn about the age/generation of heroes who fought in the Trojan War to rescue Helen from Hesiod, not from Homer. The Mahābhārata, on the contrary, writes about the four ages/generations in the book of the Beginning. It seems clear that both Helen and Draupadī appear at a particular time when the heroes/demi-gods have to fight a just war. First, I will discuss the temporal similarity.
Second, I argue that it is possible to view Draupādi in her spatio-temporal context as narrated in the text. In fact, the narrator has used many non-verbal symbols that have important significance relating to Draupādi’s character and the impending war. In this chapter I intend to analyze the importance of space as a symbolic function in order to discern the character of Krishnā-Draupādi in the epic. Most importantly, I aim to point out that the depiction of time and space in this epic is realized through visual activities.

Finally, the concept of interconnectedness of time and space (following Bakhtin) is significant in this epic. It is important to note that no previous studies have been done on Draupādi of the Mahābhārata from the perspective that I intend to investigate in this chapter.

Hence, I propose to study the character of Krishnā-Draupādi through the following observations:

1. Awareness of time
2. Symbolic function of space
3. Time and space are visualized through images.
4. Time and space are interconnected.

6.1 Awareness of Time in the Mahābhārata

The time and space of Draupādi’s birth convey crucial points related to Draupādi. Note that the birth of Draupādi is a part of divine plan just like it has been for Helen. Although it seems that the succession to the throne has been the main cause of the Mahābhārata war but Draupādi has been destined to play the role of the destroyer of the unjust warrior class. The mythical time of Draupādi’s birth correlates with the superhuman birth of five brothers who are semi-divine. In addition, the human form of Krishna as the avatāra of the lord Vishnu with the goal of helping to defeat the unrighteous cousins of Pāndavas
takes shape at the same time. At the very beginning of the *Mahābhārata*, the bard

*Ugrashravas* relates the time of this righteous battle:

In the interval between the *Dvāpara* and the *Kali yugas* there happened at Samanta-panchaka the encounter between the armies of the Kauravas and the Pandavas.\(^{381}\)

antare caiva samprāpte kalidvāparayor abhūt samantapañcake yuddham kurupāṇḍavasenayoḥ (1.2.9)

The *Mahābhārata* informs that there are four *yugas* or world age: Kritā, Tretā, Dvāpara, and Kali. From one Yuga to another, the virtue/morality or *dharma* is said to decline by one-fourth (*Mbh*.3.148). The very first yuga/age is called Kritā (perfect participle of the verb Kri, to do) when everything is perfectly done. It is also called *Satya* (Truth) Yuga. This is the age when the moral-order of the world was perfect. The following passage in the *Mahābhārata* (XII. 224.22-23) shows *dharma* and truth on equal footing:

*Dharma* was four-footed [whole, like a bull standing on four legs] and complete, as was truth also, in the Krtayuga. Then no other teaching at all wrongly [*adharmena*] arose. But in others [other ages], *dharma* declined from that teaching by one foot [in each] and *adharma* increased, with theft, untruth, and illusion.\(^{382}\)

caturpāt sakalo dharmaḥ satyaṃ caiva kṛte yuge
nādharmenaṃgamaḥ kaś cit paras tasya pravartate
itareṣv āgamād dharmaḥ padaśas tv avaropyate
caurikāṅṭa māyābhir adharmaś copacīyate

*Kritā* Yuga, therefore, is “four-quartered” firmly established in *dharma* where as in the

*Tretā* (third) Yuga three of the quarter *dharma* remains. Then in *Dvāpara* (two) the moral order of society decreases even more; this *Yuga* becomes two-footed. Finally, in the *Kali*

\(^{381}\) K.M. Ganguli, trans.

Yuga the Dark Age signaling the present age, the dharma operates with one quarter (twenty-five percent) of its full strength, that is, it balances on one foot only.

The theory of Yuga parallels Hesiod’s theory of races/ages, a similarity that needs to be elaborated.

Note that unlike in Hesiod the concept of Yugas or world ages does not evaluate the moral decline in metallic forms. Instead, it expresses the concept in a typical Hindu view of a sacred cow standing firmly on its four feet and then morality or virtue declines as the cow gradually looses its foot. My concern is the age/generation of heroes that Hesiod inserts in his scheme of World Ages. It has been noted that Trojan War happened in the age/generation of heroes. Vernant\textsuperscript{383} points out that there was no unbridgeable gap between the mortals and the immortals in the heroic age: hence the existence of hemitheoi. Likewise, the Mahābhārata War happened at the juncture of the last two declining yugas when heroes were the five brothers who were also hemitheoi.

Furthermore, as the heroes were more just in the heroic age, the heroes or the five semi-divine brothers were just and had to fight for a right cause in a righteous battle. Following the order of the creator god (cited in previous chapters) these five semi-divine brothers together become the husbands of Krishnā-Draupadī. These five semi-divine brothers known as the Pāndavas (sons of Pāndu) belong to the kshatriya (warrior) class. Besides the epic notion of heroic age, time is equated with fate as indicated in the book one (1.3. 147-154). In the same passage, night and day are represented by black and white threads. Most importantly, the concept of fate is symbolically introduced here through the image

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{383} Vernant, 2006, 100.}
of two young women weaving. In addition, they keep turning their threads from the black ones to white ones. After a few lines, it has been explained that these two women turning forever the black and white threads represent the “One-that–Places and the One-that Disposes” (ye te striyau dhātā vidhātā ca 1.3.172). Clearly, the Mahābhārata equates Fate with Time.

The notion of time analogous to fate is communicated to the audience at the beginning of the epic. While relating the tales of the Mahābhārata War to the sages performing sacrificial ritual at the forest, the bard Ugrasravas transmits a pivotal concept of time as understood in the epic. He relates how Sanjaya imparts the meaning of Time to the blind king who laments the death of his sons in the devastating war. Sanjaya consoles the lamenting king with the following words:

> It was to be thus, and you must not grieve beyond it. With the greatest wisdom, who can ward off fate? No one steps beyond the Ordainer has ordained. All this is rooted in Time. To be or not to be, to be happy or not to be happy. Time ripens the creatures. Time rots them. And Time again puts out the Time that burns down the creatures. Time unfolds all beings in the world, holy and unholy. Time shrinks them and creates expands them again. Time walks in all creatures, unaverted, impartial. Whatever beings there were in the past will be in the future, whatever are busy now, they are all the creatures of Time—know it, and do not lose your sense. (1.186-190)

bhavitavyaṃ tathā tac ca nātaḥ śocitum arhasi
daiṃ prajñā viśeṣeṇa ko nivartitum arhati
vidhāṭrvihitam mārgaṇi na kaś cid ativartate
kālamūlam idaṃ sarvam bhāvābhāvau sukhasukhe
kālaḥ pacati bhūtāṇi kālaḥ saṃharaṇi prajāḥ
nirdahantaṃ prajāḥ kālaṃ kālaḥ śamayate pūnaḥ
kālo vikurute bhāvan sarvāṃ loke śubhāśubhān
kālaḥ saṃkṣipate sarvāḥ prajā visṛjate pūnaḥ
kālaḥ sarveṣu bhūteṣu caratī avidhṛtaḥ saṃaḥ

---

384 Weaving is an ancient image often used by the Indo-Europeans. Hesiod in *Theogony* (218, 905) mentions three goddesses of Fate: Klotho (‘Spinner’), Lachesis (‘Apportioner’), and Atropos (‘Inflexible’).

afītāṅgatā bhāvā ye ca vartanti sāmpratam
tān kālanīrmitān buddhvā na saṃjñāṇāṃ hātum arhasi

Clearly, the above passages indicate that the notion of time in the Mahābhārata shows that no one can escape Time. Accordingly, events must follow their own trajectory. However, the destructive aspect of Time386 is found as early as in the Rig-Veda.

The hymn to Ushās, the personification of dawn expresses how everyday human generation wastes away by her (RV. 1.92.10). It seems, then, rather challenging for constructing time and space with Draupadī when Time is understood as eschatological. Furthermore, she cannot have any agency when it is noted that the purpose of her life was already charted out as the destroyer of kshatriya race. In the context of this eschatological understanding of Time as Fate allowing no human agency, I argue that Draupadī’s body is portrayed as an argument leading to the war in the Mahābhārata. I read her body as her “corporeal space”. To put it differently, I read her body as a “site”. Christos Tsagalis aptly explains:

Corporal space, though, is not linked only to women. The “body” as a site of social and ideological concerns has been systematically employed throughout human history.387

We have already noted how Vernant analyzes the value of a heroic body in Greek literature. Moreover, in the Iliad we read how no one liked Thersites due to his ugly body (2.215). Similarly, a female body as a “site” generates value oriented reactions from social and ideological views. Helen’s body, for example, provokes male desire and awe simultaneously. Tsagalis writes:

387 Tsagalis, From Listeners to Viewers: Space in the Iliad, 7.
Helen’s body is the epitome of corporeal space, since it symbolizes a creature that provokes male awe and sensation (as in the Trojan elders in *Iliad* III 156-158) and effectively “plays” with notions of hierarchy, which it tellingly challenges.\(^{388}\)

Building on the similar model of Helen, I view Draupadi’s body as a “corporeal space”. Likewise her beautiful body serves as the paradigmatic object of male desire from the beginning to the fourth book of the epic. Yet, her mobile body signals a subject position that repels the male desire and in doing so, it seems, she creates her own space charged with hostility and her own time that moves in coordination with the space where she is located. It is my intention to map out her desirable yet destructive body that moves from space to space in coordination with time.

### 6.2 Time and Space of Draupadi’s Birth

Draupadi was born at the end of a sacrificial ritual performed at the request of the Pāncāla king Drupada. At the end of the ritual when oblation to the fire was being offered there arose from the fire a robust youth with a colour of fire and fully armed. At that precise moment an incorporeal voice announced that this youth would fulfill the king’s wish by killing the Brahmin teacher Drona. Immediately after the appearance of the male youth, a young woman appeared not from the sacrificial fire but from the earthen altar of the ritual. Again a disembodied voice announced that this woman would destroy the warrior class (*kšatriya*). It has been noted before that the king did not have this special ritual performed for the birth of a daughter. Seen from this point of view, the birth of Draupadi (daughter of Drupada) was superfluous. But considering the divine plan she had to be born at the end of the ritual. I read this as a special time when her present unusual birth is connected to her past act (as it has been noted earlier in the first chapter that she

\(^{388}\) Ibid.
was ordained to be born along with five Indras) and to her pre-determined role of destroying the kshatriyas in future.

Moreover, the time of Draupādi’s birth is deeply connected to the space from which she arose. According to popular notion Draupādi was born from the ritual fire but the Sanskrit Mahābhārata offers a definite image of her rising from the ritual altar (Vedi). This ritual altar is an earthen altar resembling the curvature of a woman’s waist. This kind of earthen altar was built for placing ritual implements. Draupādi also known as Pāncālī (daughter of Drupada, the king of Pāncāla) arose from this particular type of altar resembling a woman’s waist. Note that Draupādi’s waist has been compared to this ritual altar “which has features of a woman’s torso, tapering at the middle between wider ‘shoulders’ and ‘hips’.” It is crucial to remember that in the Mahābhārata, as we have noted, Draupādi’s body is depicted in transparently visual terms (1.155.41-45)

Image removed in accordance with copyright laws

Figure 1: The Ritual Altar (Vedi) from which Draupādi arose, as reprented by Jamison.
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Notably, the birth of Krishnā-Draupadī takes place because of her previous existence of which the king Drupada could not have any knowledge. The important point is that the king sponsored this ritual in order to procure a son who would destroy the Brahmin teacher of archery of the Kuru princes. A youth fully armored with the color of fire arose from the ritual fire. Note the gendered space of their birth: son from the fearful fire and the daughter from the defenseless earth. Then how could she lead the kshatriyas to their ruin? Here I take a cue from Stephanie Jamison’s observation: “Women’s sexuality is viewed with much ambivalence: it can be a destructive as well as a creative force (1996, p.256).” Seen from the above depiction of Draupadī, it is possible to surmise the awe inspiring negative force of her body that mimics the earthen altar of the Vedic ritual. In fact, her body incorporates both human passion and divine determination as well. It has been noted before how her physical presence at her marriage incurred the desire of possessing her by the kings and princes including the Pandava brothers who were present there to showcase their prowess at archery. Further, we have noticed when Arjuna won her and brought her to his mother, how the brothers were perfectly enamored by her incomparable physical beauty. Again and again her physical beauty or her corporeal space ignites a seductive passion.

When Yudhisthira wagers her at the game of dice, we have already noted how he announces her physical appearance like an object that is a part of his enormous possession (2.58.32-38). In particular, his description of her wife shows more appreciation of her physical beauty and unfailing mentioning of her as possessing a slender waist (sumadhayayā) as if it has become her epithet. However, it is also possible that her “slender waist” is a constant reminder of her miraculous birth from an earthen vedi of a sacrificial ritual. Her body, therefore, symbolizes the auspiciousness of a Vedic ritual.
Furthermore, her body is also a reminder of mythical time when it was decided by Śiva and approved by Vishnu that Draupadī would be born as the wife of the Pāndavas (Mbh.1.189.30-45). Likewise, the body of Draupadī is also a sign indicating the future or the violent end of the warrior class. Thus the past, present and future converge in the corporeal space of Krishnā–Draupadī. Yet the audience does not know how that fated destruction of the warrior class will happen. Gary Morson, a scholar of Bakhtin aptly remarks:

When an oracle or omen predicts a given inevitable outcome, it does not necessarily specify the path leading to it. Rather, it suggests that whatever path is chosen and whatever choices are made the omen will be fulfilled… Destiny or Fate specifies the end point, not the intermediate ones.\(^{392}\)

My concern is to explore how the narrator of the Mahābhārata has created these paths that would lead Draupadī to the destruction of the warrior class. The first book of the epic hardly renders any speaking role to her. She with her Śrī like beauty silently agrees to get married to five brothers of the kshatriya (warrior) class.

6.3 Draupadī as Śrī

It has been noted in the book one of the Mahābhārata (1.189.29,33) that Draupadī is the incarnation of Śrī. The term Śrī, among its many interpretations, generally signifies “fortune”, “prosperity”, and “welfare”.\(^{393}\) Gonda points out that many of the Brahmaṇa literatures highlight the connections that exist between śrī and kṣattra – “ruling power, dominion, chieftaincy”.\(^{394}\) It has been noted earlier how Gonda elaborates on the existence of this inevitable connection between the king and Śrī in ancient India. Already in the pre-

\(^{393}\) For an extensive discussion, see J.Gonda, Aspects of Early Visnuism (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1969, 2nd edition).
\(^{394}\) Ibid., 188.
epic literature, *Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa* (2,4,4,6), for example, the idea arises of a royal man’s duty to be wedded to Śrī. As a goddess Śrī is believed to select, of her own accord, a mighty king as her husband. Śrī is also described as residing in the sovereign.\(^{395}\)

Many passages in the epic provide us with elaborate royal mythology regarding Śrī. The book of Peace (*Śāntiparvan*) belonging to the twelfth book in the epic contains many mythical materials concerning Śrī. This book writes Bhīshma the eldest and the most wise of the Kuru dynasty telling Yudhishthira about how Śrī came to Indra the king of the gods. Before coming to Indra she dwelt with three successive generations of demon (Asura) kings who were highly virtuous. While leaving Bali the third Asura king, Śrī herself announces to Indra: “Neither the Creator nor the Ordainer (*dhātā*, *vidhātā*) governs me; it is Time alone which causes my goings about”\(^{396}\): na *dhātā* na *vidhātā* māṃ vidadhāti kathaṃ cana kālas tu śakra paryāyān mainaṃ śakrāvamanyathāḥ (12.218.10).

Clearly, Śrī moves from one place to another as Time dictates.

In another account she tells Indra that before coming to him she stayed with the *Asura* kings from the very beginning of the creation of the creatures (12.221.48).\(^{397}\) More importantly, she used to stay with them because initially, the Asura kings were very virtuous.\(^{398}\) Then she announces that she came to Indra on her own accord (12.221.80).

Bali the last Asura king abandoned by Śrī reminds her unstable behavior twice:

This Royal Prosperity [*rajāṣṭṛ*] which you have obtained and which you consider to be incomparable formerly dwelt in me. Contrary to that [?], she does not remain in one place [naisā hyektra tisthatī]. Indeed, she has dwelt in thousands of Indras who were superior to you. Fickle [lōlā], having

---


\(^{396}\) Translated by Hiltebeitel, *The Ritual of Battle*, 159.

\(^{397}\) Ibid., 143-191.

\(^{398}\) Ibid. Virtues and Kings are the two important concerns for Śrī.
abandoned me, she has come to you… Do not brag, O Śakra. You should become tranquil. [If you] go on in this way, having abandoned you she will quickly go to another. (12.217.57-59: tr. Hiltebeitel)

yām etāṁ prāpya jānīṣe rājaśriyam anuttamām
sthitā mayīti tan miśā hy ekatra tiṣṭhāti
sthitā hīndra sahasreṣu tvad viśiṣṭatameṣv iyam
māṃ ca lolā parītyaja tvām agād vibudhādhipa
maiva śākra punah kārśīḥ śānto bhavitum arhasi
tvām apy evaṁgataṁ tyaktvā kṣipram anyaṁ gamiṣyati

In another passage (12.220. 44-46) the Asura king Bali instructs Indra to be watchful over Rājaśrī as she will not stay with him forever. It seems, therefore, she moves to any king according to her own choice. On the contrary, the epic informs Śrī’s continuous association with virtuous kings. During a discourse with Indra, she says:

I dwell in the vans and on the banners of victorious kings of virtuous dispositions, as in their dominion and cities… Formerly, I dwelt with the Asuras, bound by satya (truth) and dharma, but having seen them assume adverse natures, I have left them to reside in you (12.221.23,26).

rājñāṁ vijayamānānāṁ senāgreṣu dhvajeṣu ca
nivāse dharmaśiśānāṁ viṣayeṣu pureṣu ca
asureṣv asvaṁs puṛvaṁ satyadharmānibhandhanā
vipārītāṁs tu tāṁ buddhāv tvāyī vāsam arocayam

In the context of Draupadī as Śrī incarnate I argue three themes are clearly incorporated from the mythology of Śrī in Draupadī of the Mahābhārata. First, in the context of the epic where Draupadī is Śrī incarnate, the theme of her svayamvara in the Mahābhārata is fitting. Secondly, while she has “freedom of choice” yet at the same time it is mentioned by Śrī that she is ruled by Time. Provided that Draupadī was born for the purpose of destroying the kshatriya race at the juncture of two epochs (yugas) I argue that

---

399 Epithet of Indra.
400 Translated by Hiltebeitel, The Ritual of Battle, 164.
401 Wendy Doniger writes: “But the pre-Vedic, Indo-European goddess survives in the form of Śrī, the fickle goddess of prosperity, who plays fast and loose with a number of mortal kings.” in Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical Beasts (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1980), 180.
she is governed by Time in the epic. Finally, it was due to highly virtuous Yudhishthira, she stayed with the Pāndavas during the entire period ‘till the king Yudhishthira regained his kingdom back by defeating his cousins in the war. Therefore, Draupadi’s corporeal presence by her senior husband’s side is mandatory.

In light of the above arguments, I propose to read Draupadi as Śrī Royal Prosperity/ Sovereignty. It is from this point of view the anomalies of Draupadi’s presence in the dicing hall and her special garment can be understood. She as the symbol of Sovereignty gets married to the greatest archer Arjuna and consequently to his four brothers as well. It is quite possible to assume that Draupadi as “Sovereignty” is the maker of the sovereign king Yudhisthira. However, in order to rationalize the need of a dice game in the assembly hall, I take a cue from van Buitenen’s article “On the Structure of the Sabhāparvan of the Mahābhārata”. According to van Buitenen, the game of dice is ritually decreed and it is required after the Royal Consecration.

The second book of the Mahābhārata, that is, the Book of the Assembly Hall is of pivotal importance. Furthermore, this is the book where the inheritance problem between the Kauravas and the Pāndavas becomes acute and then get solved after the marriage alliance of the later with the king Drupada of Pāncāla. Then the regent king Dhritarāśtra decides to distribute the wild unused part of his kingdom to his nephews the Pāndavas who are the alleged sons of his brother Pādu. Yudhisthira being the eldest of them becomes the ruler of the new domain while the throne remains with Dhritarāśtra at Hāstinapura. However, to legitimize his ruling of this new domain, Yudhisthira has to

---

perform a special Vedic ritual of rājasūya that validates him not only as a king but also bestows “universal sovereignty” on him.

The Mahābhārata gives elaborate description of the celebration of the inauguration of the king Yudhishthira. While enumerating the incredible gifts given by various kings to Yudhishthira at his Royal Consecration at their newly established kingdom Indraprastha, the Kaurava prince Duryodhana becomes excessively depressed (2. 43.1-36). Consequently, Duryodhana as a mere Kaurava prince feels highly threatened by the Royal Consecration that legitimizes Yudhishthira as the paramount king of the Kauravas. Thus in order to assuage Duryodhana’s frustration his maternal uncle Śakuni, an accomplished player of dice advises Duryodhana to invite Yudhishthira for a game of dice, because, he argues: “Yudhishthira is fond of gambling, but does not know how to play (2.44.18).” On the contrary, the epic does not show any reference to Yudhishthira’s fondness for dice game rather, it shows that he knows the evil effect of gambling (2.52.10). The king Yudhishthira has to play against his cousin Duryodhana who entrusts his maternal uncle Śakuni to play on his behalf. The king having no skill at playing the game looses all his wagers, including his brothers, himself, and his beloved queen. Against this background, the queen Draupadī enters the assembly hall.

6.4 Draupadī’s body as corporeal space in the Assembly Hall

It is noted in the text that the assembly hall had been primarily built for playing a game of dice. Consequently, a lot of royal spectators other than the large family of the Kuru king Dhritarāstra and the four Pāndavas were present in the gaming hall. The presence of royal women at the assembly hall can be assumed from the instance when Draupadī tries to run toward them for protection while Duhśāsana tries to grab her
The theme of royal women’s presence in the assembly hall is generally ignored. How did they feel witnessing the needless abuse of Draupadī? However, the bard informs the audience the feelings of the royal women through the narration of the blind king’s subjective experience after the Pāndavas and Draupadī left for exile in the forest:

“All the women of the Bhāratas who had gathered with Gāndhārī cried out in anguish when they saw Krishnā brought to the hall (2.72.19).” This is the version of the blind king Dhritarāshtra who expresses his emotional statement to his low-born half-brother Vidura. But the epic does not give any reference supporting this information of the blind king. While Draupadī the Pāndava queen actively seeks help from the royal ladies of the Kauravas, they do not respond to her plea. It is important to note that while the royal women of the Kauravas are already in the public space as onlookers, Draupadī is forcefully brought from her private space to the public space. Furthermore, Duhśāsana drags her to the assembly hall by “her long and blue and wavy” tresses. This is the same hair that has been sprinkled with ritually sanctified water at the consecration of her husband the king Yudhisthira. No one at the hall even tries to stop her tormentor. The bard aptly depicts Draupadī as nāthvatīm anāthavach (2.60.24): possessing husbands (protectors) yet as if having none. However, a point often overlooked is the different treatment of the same female body—a body that has been reduced from royal status to the status of a female slave in the public space of the assembly hall.

The king Yudhisthira looses his possessions, brothers, himself and Draupadī to his opposite party, that is, the prince Duryodhana in a game of dice. Thus they have become his slaves. However, the word “slave” (dāsa/dāsī) in ancient India generally means

\begin{footnote} {Van Buitenen: “In despair she ran where the women sat of the aged king, the bull of the Kurus.” *The Mahābhārata* II, 141.} \end{footnote}
domestic servant or attendant. Yudhisthira himself wagered a hundred thousand slave girls and few thousand male slaves at the game of dice as cited before (2.27.54-55). Generally, the people captured in war are held as slaves and sometimes for being unable to pay off debt one is held as a slave to the lender. Moreover, the first book of the Mahābhārata also gives examples of being enslaved through the loss of a wager (1.14 and 1.73-78) as it has been cited before. Thus the same body of a queen turns into the body of a female slave (dāsī): hence it does not deserve any respect. Draupadī, therefore, is brought to the public space of the dicing hall by force. Furthermore, her slave body is also a menstruating body at this point. Even after being informed repeatedly, she is dragged into the hall and exposed to the public gaze. She has no nātha (protector) in true sense of the term. Her menstruating slave body raises the most haunting question regarding her treatment by her kinsmen by marriage. How is it possible to bring her to the male gaze especially in her condition? It is important to note that the physical abuse of Draupadi dovetails with the very request of the Earth asking for protection from the Creator God in the first place.

With this view in mind, I argue that Krishnā-Draupadī is the Earth in human form and in being so it is not impossible to assume that the terrestrial space representing the corporeal space of the queen has to be subjugated by force. While the protector of the earth, the “universal sovereign” has been defeated in the game of dice or has been stripped off his power to rule, then, his royal power symbolized by Śrī, that is, his chief queen Draupadī must be taken away from them. Clearly, Krishnā-Draupadī can be seen as the dark Earth arising from the earthen alter and also as Śrī as mentioned in the epic itself.

404 See Brockington, The Sanskrit Epics, 206.
Yet it remains unclear why the menstruating body of the Pāndava queen appears in public space. It is precisely through the transformation of the queen’s body into slave’s flesh, and further, the exhibition of her defenseless body the narrator metaphorically expresses the abusive kshatriya power that caused the overburdened Earth to complaint in the first place. Further, Draupadī’ who is the incarnation of the goddess Śrī herself also represents the contrary form of the goddess.

Note that Śrī is the Indian goddess Lakshmī representing Fortune, Prosperity and Beauty. However, the goddess of Fortune, Śrī-Lakshmī can assume the contrary form of Alakshmī, the goddess of Misfortune who is her elder sister (Jyesthā). This goddess the elder sister of Śrī-Lakshmī signifies impurity (malām) and likewise, the menstruating Draupadī is also impure. The Mārkendya Purāṇa (one of the major eighteen Purānas) writes that the goddess is “Śrī herself in the homes of well-doers, but Alakshmī in those evil-doers (LXXIV.4).” In view of the above depiction of the goddess, the evil people do not deserve to witness the beautiful corporeal space of Draupadī in pure state. In other words, we can recognize that the personification of Fortune and Misfortune are the two polar aspects of Śrī. Compare Draupadī with the “Loathly Bride” as cited before in Celtic contexts. At this point, Draupadī can be looked upon as “loathly” due to her present physically impure condition. Further, her scornful glance signals the impending devastation of war.

When she is dragged into the Assembly hall, it has been noted earlier how the “slim-waisted” Draupadī’s “side long glance” unsettles her silent husbands—her

---

406 Śrīsūktam a hymn in 29 verses dedicated to the Indian Goddess Śrī-Lakshmī is appended to the Rig-Veda.

407 Ibid. , verse 8.
“wretched lords”. (2.60.35-36) Here the narrator uses her body for the inevitability of war by evoking her scornful glance at her husbands—as if her glance is making them ready for declaring war against the Kauravas. With long disheveled hair Draupadī stands clad in her single cloth stained with blood among men in the hall built for gambling. But how is it possible to allow anyone to bring her among men at the time when she is supposed to be the source of pollution especially for them? I suggest that her new servile status of a female servant changes the value of her body according to the hierarchized tradition of India. Uma Chakravarti writes⁴⁰⁸: “Honour, virtue and modesty are the monopoly of the upper castes; conversely the lower orders are excluded from claiming such values.”

Duhśāsana while dragging Draupadī into the Assembly Hall answers to her with a similar attitude:

Sure, you be in your month, Yajñasena’s daughter,
Or wear a lone cloth, or go without one!
You have been won at the game and been made a slave,
And one lechers with slaves as the fancy befalls! (2.60.27)

rajasvalā vā bhava yājñaseni; ekāmbarā vāpy atha vā vivāstrā
dyūte jitā cāsi kṛtāsi dāśi; dāsīṣu kāmaś ca yathopajośam

Furthermore, Karna, a friend of Duryodhana does not accept the validity of Draupadī’s marriage to five men at the same time and thus he calls her a “whore” while everyone in the hall silently witnessed the verbal abuse. After establishing her as a whore who does not deserve the treatment reserved for upper class or caste, he orders Duhśāsana to strip the garments from the Pāndavas and Draupadī. Hearing Karna’s order the Pāndavas voluntarily take their upper cloth (uttariya) off and sit down. However Draupadī

---

also wears an upper garment on top of her single cloth that covers her lower as well as upper body (2.60.25, 47). As M. A. Mehendale⁴⁰⁹ explains the social implication of taking off the upper garments: “The upper garments of the Pândavas and Draupadî were to be removed because, apparently, the dāsas and dāsīs had no right to use them.” Thus the kshatriya body of a king, it seems, can turn into a slave body—a totally polar opposite in status. Likewise, the body of a kshatriya queen becomes impure when turns into a body of a female servant. Accordingly, her blood stained garment does not signify the danger of pollution as a slave body is in constant state of defilement. For this reason, I suggest, Draupadî can enter the Assembly Hall without any objection from the onlookers of the game. The narrator uses the body of Draupadî as a harbinger for destruction from the very beginning of her appearance on the earth. Now he capitalizes on her menstruating body as the discourse of war. As a menstruating woman she is wearing a single piece of cloth stained with blood and the narrator employs this garment of her during her particular time of the month in various ways until Draupadî departs with her husbands for the forest.

6.5 The garment of Draupadî

As mentioned above Draupadî’s garment exhibits that she is going through menstrual cycle at present and she stands in a public space that is mostly crowded by men including her husbands. Although royal women are included among the onlookers but their presence is ignored. The Pândavas fail in their husbandly duty in protecting (rakshana) their wife. They sit there without their upper cloth symbolizing their nobility. Draupadî, on the contrary, stands firm refusing to accept her alleged status of slavery. Duhśāsana starts to strip Draupadî publicly by force but is unable to remove her garment, 

as endless garment appears to cover the body of righteous Draupāḍī. How is it possible?

Franklin Edgerton, the critical editor of the *Sabhāparvan* explains that “cosmic justice” is “apparently implied”:

> No prayer by Draupāḍī; no explanation of the miraculous replacement of one garment by another; no mention of Krishna or any superhuman agency. It is apparently implied (though not stated) that cosmic justice automatically, or “magically” if you like, prevented the chaste Draupāḍī from being stripped in public. It is perhaps necessary to embroider the story. Yet to me, at least, the original form, in its brevity, simplicity, and rapid movement, appeals very forcefully. (1944, xxix)

The popular version of the scene of the endless replacement of garment to cover the corporeal space of Draupāḍī believes that Krishna being invoked by her provides the endless coverings. Julius Lipner⁴¹⁰ writes: “Be that as it may, in the final analysis dharma has vindicated Draupāḍī. Her faith in dharma has not been void, although it has cost her dear.” Draupāḍī’s single cloth, therefore, remains on her body covering her corporeal space of a virtuous wife. Finally, during all the chaos in the gambling hall, evil omens start to appear in the hall reserved for ritual in the palace. Consequently, frightened by the portents, the blind king Dhṛitarāśtra returns all the possession to the king Yudhisthīra and let them go back to their own kingdom.

But this decision by the king is not acceptable by Duryodhana and his supporters. He persuades his father to recall the Pāṇḍavas for another match of dice. This time it is decided that they play only once: the loosing party must go to exile in forest for twelve years and live in an inhabited place in disguise on the thirteenth year of the exile. If the loosing party is discovered during the year in disguise then they must endure another twelve years of forest dwelling. The Pāṇḍavas come back and get defeated again in the

---

⁴¹⁰ Lipner, 1994, 207.
game to Duryodhana. Duryodhana specifies that they together with Krishnā-Draupadī must live in the forest for twelve years and during these twelve years of exile in the forest they must be clothed in deerskins. Being obliged to follow this term of agreement, the Pāndavas along with their wife Krishnā-Draupadī prepare to leave the city of Hāstinapura.

The most striking point regarding Draupadī is that she returns with the same attire and disheveled hair. Curiously, she exits the city clothed in the same blood stained garment. It has been pointed out how she curses that the Kaurava women will enter Hāstinapura in a similar physical condition with similar attire as she is leaving the city of Hāstinapura now. Most importantly, Draupadī’s disheveled hair and her bloodstained garment at present, act as a symbol of bloody death of the husbands of the Kaurava women in the impending war. A situation will occur when her present impurity will reappear in their future when they will loose their protectors in war. I suggest that Draupadi intentionally keeps her garment and hair, in a defiled state so that they create a memory space for the citizens of what injustice has been done to her. Furthermore, her corporeal space and her garment bespeak the violation of the goddess Śrī and the future consequence of this horrible act. Thus Krishnā-Draupadī/Sovereignty leaves the city along with her five husbands and especially accompanying one of them who is no longer the sovereign king of a country.

6.6 Draupadī and her husbands’ exile in the forest

In ancient India the forest played an important role in their society. It was stipulated that a householder in his last stage of life was supposed to retire in a forest where he along with his wife would live contended with a life of contemplation and studying Vedas. Sages used to live in the forest. It is the wild or uncultivated space that was situated outside the settled space/village where the ruling king and his law-abiding
people used to inhabit. However, the wild space/forest (vana or aranya) was usually not far from the village rather it was situated at the edge of the village. Kings frequented the forest for hunting animals that lived in the forest. Thus forest is a space that is outside the cultivated or civilized space yet the kshatriya princes and the brāhmin boys usually spent their student life there with the sages to be educated by them. To put it differently, the forest as depicted in ancient India could very well be considered as a liminal space. The Mahābhārata tells us stories of demons (Rākshasas) that lived in the forest too and they used to roam the forest especially during night.

In fact, one of the demons Kirmīra appeared to the Pāndavas when they were walking with Draupadī on the third night of their forest dwelling. Here again the depiction of Krishnā-Draupadī’s hair comes to the fore:

When she came nearer, Krishnā of the lotus eyes trembled and fearfully closed her eyes. With her hair disheveled and ruffled by Duhśāsana’s hand, she looked like a river in spate that runs between five mountains (3.12.16-17).

taṃ samāsādyā vitrastā kṛṣṇā kamalalocanā
adṛṣṭapūrvaṃ samtrāsān nyāmīlayata locane
duhśāsana karotṛṣṭaviprakīrṇasīrūhā
paṇca parvatamadḥyasthā naḍīvākulatāṃ gatā

The above verse shows that Draupadī has not arranged her hair in a braid since Duhśāsana has touched her hair that had been sprinkled with ritually pure water. Her disheveled mass of hair embodies a visual representation of the barbaric abuse of her corporeal space, lest anyone forget that event. She keeps her hair in the same fashion throughout her twelve years wanderings with her husbands in the forest. The pulling of her hair becomes a permanent cause of her anger leading up to the destruction of the Kauravas. Furthermore,

the narrator uses the beauty of her body once again to create an uncontrollable desire on
the male onlookers.

Book of the Forest depicts Draupadī’s beautiful body while she is standing alone
at the doorway of the hermitage of the sage Trinabindu in the Kamyaka forest. Her
husbands went hunting leaving her with their household priest and her maid. The king
Jaydratha of Sindhu accompanied by many princes was passing by the forest and they all
noticed Draupadī. But the king mesmerized by her beauty said to his friend, the prince
Kotikāśya:

Whose is this woman of flawless limbs, if she is human at all? There is no
point for me to marry now that I have seen this superbly beautiful lady! It is
she I shall take and return to my kingdom! Go and find out, my friend, whose
she is, who she is, and from where. Why has this woman of the lovely brow
come to the thorny forest? Will this gem of the world with the comely curves,
the perfect teeth, the long eyes, the slender waist, share my love today? Shall
my desires be fulfilled by my obtaining this choicest of women? Go and find
out who her protector is, Kotika! (3.248.12-16)

sa koṭikāśyaṃ rājānaṃ abravīt kāmamohitaḥ
kasya tv eśānavadyāṅgī yadi vāpi na mānuṣī
vivāhārtho na me kaś cid imāṃ drṣṭvātisundarīṁ
etām evāham ādāya gamisyāmi svam ālayam
gaccha jānihi saumyaināṁ kasya kā ca kuto 'pi vā
kimaratham āgataḥ suhṛrū ṛtadī ḫaṭakitaṁ vanam
api nāmā varārohā māṁ eṣā lokasundarī
bhajed adyāyātāṃgī sudāti tanumadhyamā
apy aham kṛtakāmāḥ śyām imāṃ prāpya varastriyām
gaccha jānihi ko na asyā nātha ity eva koṭīka

The king of Sindhu’s friend goes in and finds out about her. The king enters the hermitage
and Draupadī following the rule of hospitality welcomes him with a meal of fifty deers.
But the king not interested in food tries to persuade her to accompany him instead: “Be
my wife, woman of the beautiful hips, desert them, and enjoy yourself! With me you get
all the land of Sindhu and Suvira (3. 251.16-17)!" It is important to note that the king
proposes to establish her as the queen of his kingdom. In other words, Draupadī
symbolizing sovereignty should not exist without being tied to a land. Naturally, Draupadī being a strong woman refuses his proposal and also pushes him away when seized by her Kuśa grass skirt. This is a surprise for the king. Her “languid glance” wearing a grass skirt must have created an impression of her unhappiness due to her poor situation. He does not realize her immense strength be that mental or physical:

Jayadratha held her by her skirt,  
But with all her strength she pushed him away;  
And his body repulsed by her, that miscreant  
Fell down like a tree whose roots have been cut (3.252.23).

jagrāha tāṃ uttaravastradeśe; jayadrathas tatha samavāśṣipat sā  
tayā samākṣipta tanuḥ sa pāpaḥ; papāta sākhīva Nikṛttamūlaḥ

Once again she has to defend herself against the kshatriya violence and this time her husbands are not even available to protect her. However, this attempted abduction fails as her husbands return on time for her rescue.

Draupadī continues her wanderings with her husbands as “very lean and good ascetics” (sukriśāh sutapasavinah; 3.125.19). Not only does she wanders with them during their exile, she herself wears “bark skirt and deerskin” (3.226. 20) or a “brownish red garment” (kāśāyavasanām; 3.227.10) as worn by monks. In fact, Duryodhana alludes to the rigid austerity maintained by Krishnā-Draupadī and he believes that she is going through severe austerity just to attain her goal: destruction of Duryodhana’s life and the success of the Pāndavas in the impending war (9.4. 18; 58.10). Draupadī’s garment suitable for her ascetic practices in the forest, I argue, is the inversion of what one expects from Śrī who is the very representation of royal prosperity in the palace. Her garment to cover her beautiful body plays a crucial role during the thirteenth year of their exile when they are supposed to live in disguise among people.
6.7 Draupādi and her five husbands in disguise at the palace of the king Virāta

The Pāndavas and Draupādi discuss among themselves how to enter the kingdom of Virāta in perfect disguise at the beginning of the Virātaparvan of the Mahābhārata. They decide to hire themselves out to the service at the Matsya king, Virāta. Yudhisthira will pose as a Brahmin Dicing Master for the king, Bhima as a kitchen chef and a professional wrestler. Arjuna will be in disguise of a transvestite who is skilled in music and dancing. Nakula will be the trainer of the Royal horses and Sahadeva will look after the cattle of the king Virāta who has hundred thousand cattle.

Note that when it comes to Draupādi’s turn Yudhisthira comments:

What kind of work shall Krishnā-Draupādi perform, for she does not know how to do the work that women do? Delicate, young, a famous princess, devoted to her husbands and a lady, how shall she perform? From the time she was born the radiant woman has had knowledge but of garlands, perfumes, ornaments, and all manner of clothing (4.3.13-15).

kena sma karmaṇā kṛṣṇā draupādi vicariṣyati
na hi kiṃ cid vijānati karma kartuṃ yathā striyaḥ
sukumārī ca bālā ca rājputrī yaśasvinī
pativrata mahābhāgā katham nu vicariṣyati
mālyagandhān alanikārān vastrāṇi vividhāṇi ca
etāṇy evābhijānāti yato jātā hi bhāminī

This is the first time the epic relates about the life-style of Krishnā-Draupādi not only as a princess at the royal palace of Drupada but also as the main queen at the palace of the Pāndavas. One can imagine the attractive body of this “delicate” woman wearing perfume, gorgeous jewelry, and various kinds of expensive garments. However, in reality this “delicate” woman is the one who pushed the king Jayadratha to the ground when he seized her by her grass skirt in the forest while her husbands were away hunting keeping her under the protection of a maid-servant and the house priest. Draupādi’s answer to her husband juxtaposes his statement regarding her ability:
Bhārata, there are in this world maidservants who serve as chambermaids and live under no one’s protection. No other women go about like this, in the verdict of the people. I’ll call myself Sairamdhrī, a chambermaid with a skill in hairdressing. If you ask me, I shall say I am my own mistress. I’ll wait on Sudeshnā, the king’s famous wife. She will look after me when I get there, don’t be so worried (4.3.16-18).

Note that Draupadī’s decision of impersonating a “chambermaid with a skill of hairdressing” is a complete inversion of her own status. Although after the exile in the forest she is back to her own environment of royal palace yet, she decides to stay here as a chambermaid of the queen. Moreover, this is the first time she wants to be isolated from her five husbands.

Consequently, in her attempt of disguising herself Draupadī conceals her hair and wraps herself up in a single large, black, dirty garment and poses herself as a “chambermaid” or Sairamdhrī, a Sanskritized loan word from non-Aryan source. While roaming the streets of the kingdom asking for a job of “chambermaid” she attracts the attention of the queen Sudesnā who notices her from her palace balcony. The attractive body of Draupadī cannot be concealed even in disguise although her dirty garment connects her to a low caste. According to van Buitenen’s insightful information, the name Sairandhrī is the feminine form of a group of lower caste people as known as Sairamdhra. However, Buitenen does not agree that the Sairandhras belong to any caste as Manu (10.12) claims. Buitenen thinks this particular group belongs to a tribe who gathers or eats

---

mushroom “*silindhra*”, “a borrowed word in Sanskrit”. It is well known that tribal women in India not bound by caste law enjoy unlimited freedom. Therefore, Draupadī in disguise of a tribal woman would not raise any doubt about her having five husbands. Clearly, this is a very clever decision on Draupadī’s part and Yudhisthira seems to approve his wife’s proposal. It is remarkable that he does not ponder about the effect of her physical presence on others. He is only happy knowing that she has made “a vow to be a good woman.”

Despite her disguise, the unmistakable beauty of Draupadī’s corporeal space creates enormous doubt on queen Sudeshnā. Having heard that she wants to work for her as her Sairandhrī, she says:

> The people you mention are not as beautiful as you, radiant woman—so beautiful are only they who order many slaves and slave women who are maids (4.8.10).

She gazes at her physical appearance with awe: She is endowed with well developed bust, thighs, and slender waist. Her heels are not large, her throat is lined like a conch shell, and her face is like the full moon. She is poised with grace and sweet speech. Endowed with these auspicious attributes she could be one of the goddesses, thinks Sudeshnā (4.8.11-14). It seems that the queen herself is enamored by Draupadī’s beautiful countenance.

Naturally, she worries that once the king notices Draupadī’s irresistibly divine beauty then he would leave her. But Draupadī replies that no man can have her as she is married to five Gandharvas.413 It is astonishing that no one questions about the impossibility of marriage between a low born woman and Gandhivas the supernatural being “of great

413 Gandharvas are supernatural beings.
beauty and artistry”. Van Buitenens explains the fact that “it is likely that these Gandharvas were understood as wandering minstrels with a fancy title.”414

On the other hand, it does not seem impossible that Draupadī is accepted as a supernatural being with supernatural husbands. To put it differently, the “bodily hexis” of Draupadī, I argue, betrays her attempt to pose as a woman of low class. Her dirty garment does not conceal the radiant body of the goddess Śrī or the body of a princess on human level. Her hierarchized body moves in a hierarchized manner. It must be noted that although she is not queen any longer, she is still the daughter of the king Drupada of Pāñcāla. Van Buitenens argues that like the other wives of the Pāndavas, she could have gone back to her father’s palace and waited there for their return. Besides, Draupadi’s brother has taken her children with him to the palace of Drupada. Yet, Draupadī stays with her husbands enduring attempted abduction and sufferings. However, it does not seem possible for her to follow the path of her co-wives when the stipulation of the last game demands that she should live with her husband in exile (2.67.10). Furthermore, considering that Draupadī is Śrī incarnate or the personification of Lady Sovereignty she has to be with her husbands at all times to remind them to avenge her assault by regaining the land of the sovereign king Yudhisthira. Most importantly, I argue, it is not enough for her to stay with her husbands, she must make sure that they regain the kingdom that is tied up with her at all times. But this is the first time Draupadī wants to establish herself as an independent woman but a woman with unseen male protectors. Not only does she reassure the queen that she is protected she also informs her how she has worked for the wife of Krishna and also for Draupadī who gave her the name Mālīnī, ‘garland girl’. Moreover,

she knows the task of a chambermaid—the dressing of hair, the making of garland and the grinding of cosmetics. Eventually, Draupadī does secure her employment from the queen Sudeshnā. In this case, I argue, her radiant body space plays a dominant role in securing her job.

I have pointed out earlier how Draupadī’s radiant body produced uncontrollable erotic desire in male visual field as happened before in the forest with Jayadratha. Definitely, the queen Sudeshnā recognizes her erotic attraction: hence her fear of employing her in the palace. In fact, the queen’s brother Kīcaka who is the king’s marshal falls in love with Draupadī at first sight and he asks the queen:

My pretty, who is this ravishing Goddess,
Do tell me, who is she and whence, this lovely?
She stirs up my spirit and sways my heart,
I know of no medicine that could cure me! (4.13.7)

Being obsessed with Draupadī’s incredible beauty, he approaches her and proposes with great passion:

I will shed the wives whom I had before,
Sweet-smiling wrench, they shall be your slaves!
I myself am your slave now, my comely woman,
For you to command, my pretty, forever! (4.13.12)

draupadī, indeed, rejects his proposition but is forced to fetch some drink for him as demanded by the queen on the occasion of a holiday. She reluctantly goes to Kīcaka’s own quarters and prays to the Sun for her protection. While she is in his quarters, he advances on her but she pushes him to the floor. Then she runs for help to the men’s hall where the dice Master (Yudhisthira) is busy playing dice with the king. While following
her to the hall, Kīcaka throws her on the floor and kicks her before the very eyes of the
king. At this point, an invisible bodyguard sent by the Sun throws Kīcaka on the floor.
However, the king ignores this uproar and so does the dice master for fear of being
identified. (4.15.32) This scene is the replica of the previous molestation of Draupadī in
the hall of the Kauravas where her husbands were reduced to slaves. The only difference
here is that only Bhīma is present in the hall with Yudhisthira and he restrains Bhīma’s
anger for her assault. This is the third time that Draupadī becomes molested by powerful
men and two out of three episodes depict her husbands as silent onlookers among the
powerful men in the royal court. It is Bhīma who does not hesitate to defend his beloved
wife and thus responding to his wife’s request secretly kills this arrogant general who
dares to possess her. This murderous event generates uproar in the kingdom. Having
heard of the vulnerable situation of this kingdom, the Kaurava army attacks them for a
cattle raid. Arjuna to the astonishment of the prince Uttara helps him to defeat the
attacking army.

Eventually, the true identities of the Pāndavas and Krishnā-Draupadī are revealed to the
king Virāta. The daughter of the king gets married to the son of Arjuna and Subhadrā
the sister of Krishna. Yudhishthira along with his brothers and Draupadī remain in this
kingdom and after discussing with their various allies send emissary to Dhritarashtra for
return of their share of the kingdom. During their discussion over war strategy,
Yudhishthira, Arjuna, and even Bhīma’s conciliatory tones enrage Draupadī. She says she
is ashamed of Bhīmsena’s strength and Arjuna’s prowess in archery if Duryodhana “stays

415 In fact, the princess Uttarā wanted to marry Arjuna but at his insistence a marriage had been arranged
between Uttarā and Arjuna’s son Abhimanyu. Abhimanyu the great warrior died in the battle. His son
continues the lineage of the Pāndavas. All the sons of Draupadī through her five husbands were brutally
killed.
alive for another hour.” While she speaks, the depiction of her body and her bodily hexis come to the fore as if rallying for war:

Saying this, the black-eyed, heavy-hipped woman gathered up with her left hand the side of her hair, which was soft and curled at the ends, beautiful to look at and jet-black, perfumed with fine scents, showing all the good marks, and glossy like a cobra; and the lily-eyed one approached the lotus-eyed one with an elephant’s steps. Eyes filled with tears, Krishnā spoke to Krishna. “This hair was pulled by Duhśāsana’s hands, lotus-eyed lord; remember it at all times when you seek peace with the enemies! If Bhīma and Arjuna pitifully hanker after peace, my ancient father will fight, and his warrior sons, Krishna! My five valiant sons will, led by Abhimanyu, fight with the Kurus, Madhusūdana! What peace will my heart know unless I see Duhśāsana’s swarthy arm cut off and covered with dust! Thirteen years have gone by while I waited, hiding my rage in my heart like a blazing fire. Pierced by the thorn of Bhīma’s words, my heart is rent asunder, for now that strong-armed man has eyes for the Law only!” (5.80.33-41)

The aforementioned speech of Draupādi, Śrī incarnate evokes the destructive side of her through her very posture of gathering her black mass of jet-black hair with her left hand. This very posture, Hiltebeitel points out, seems to recall the image of a goddess, the
The goddess of destruction.\textsuperscript{416} Furthermore, standing in that position she demands to witness the cut off arm, the arm that touched her hair, of Duhsasana. Hiltebeitel argues that Draupadi the auspicious goddess of fortune (Śrī-Lakṣmī) also represents the goddess Kāli the goddess of destruction.\textsuperscript{417} It is important to note that the depiction of Draupadi’s black hair disheveled or braided symbolizes a divine dimension. Draupadi with disheveled hair alludes to the Goddess in her destructive form or in her inauspicious form who has been noted as Jyestha representing the contradiction to Śrī the goddess of fortune. Clearly, her black mass of hair symbolizes disorder and violence. Yet the myth of this goddess is not found in the epic but in the Mārkandeya-Purana that is post-epic.

Compare her disheveled hair, for instance, with her hair braided after the defeat of the Kauravas in the war when Bhīma tells Yudhishthira: “By good luck, the sinful Duryodhana has been slain with all his followers in battle. By good luck, you have gone the way of Draupadi’s mass of hair.”\textsuperscript{418}(12.16.25) The last line of Bhīma’s address to Yudhishthira deserves more explanation. Hiltebeitel translates this line literally: 

draupadyāḥ keśapaksasya distyā tvam padavīṃ gatah. Although padavīṃ does mean the “way”\textsuperscript{419}, Hiltebeitel notes that K. M. Ganguli brings out the implicit meaning of the line: “thou too, hast attained to the condition of Draupadi’s locks”. Furthermore, Ganguli elaborates on “the condition of Draupadi’s locks” in his footnote:

i.e., thou hast been restored to the normal condition. Draupadi had kept her locks disheveled since the day they had been seized by Duhsasana. After the

\textsuperscript{418} Hiltebeitel, 1981, 200-201.
\textsuperscript{419} When the Pāndavas enter the forest, Nakula remarks that they are “following the way of Draupadi” (draupadyāḥ padavīṃ caran; 2.68.45).
slaughter of the Kurus those locks were bound up as before, or restored to their normal condition.\textsuperscript{420}

However, Hildebeitel’s translation as the “mass of hair” seems to be fitting in this situation rather than her “locks”. The important point is that Draupadī has gone back to her normal coiffure after the slaughter of Duryodhana and his fellow warriors. Draupadī’s coiffed hair, it seems, plays a significant role in relation to her divine space. The Pāndavas share the stage of impurity with Draupadi and they are reborn from their disguised status at the palace of the king Virāta. Once reborn, they strategize the plan of revenge and when Duryodhana ignores their demand for their share of the kingdom, the great battle starts. Upon the victory of the Pāndavas, begins the coronation of Yudhishthira. The Pāndavas go through these stages, argues Hildebeitel, in “following the way of Draupadi’s mass of hair”. Now the coiffed hair of Draupadī naturally indicates the coronation of the king:

\begin{quote}
For in the rebinding and anointing of Draupadī’s hair the latter is implicit: she is “Royal Prosperity” or “Sovereignty”—Rājaśrī—incarnate, and her anointing represents the restoration of Yudhishthira’s access to sovereignty.\textsuperscript{421}
\end{quote}

Through the symbol of Draupadī’s hair, it seems, her divine space merges into her corporeal space. To put it differently, the bound up hair of Draupadī indicates the alliance of personified Sovereignty with sovereign king. From Bhīma’s point of view, Yudhishthira’s kingship signifies his normal state of existence as the sovereignty personified. Correspondingly, I suggest her unfortunate time is tied up with her untidy hair and fortunate time with her coiffed hair.

It is worth noting at this point that there is a definite lack of understanding about her beautiful body and its dangerous attraction. From the very beginning her body is

\textsuperscript{420} K.M.Ganguli, \textit{The Mahabharata}, book 12, section xvi, 30.
\textsuperscript{421} Hildebeitel, 1981, 201.
depicted with utmost feminine charm but only queen Sudeshnā while punctiliously specifying her corporeal space does recognize the destructive attraction of Draupadī’s body. Surely, her husbands are quite aware of Draupadī’s corporeal beauty as it is noted how Yudhishthira presents Draupadī just before wagering her in the game of dice. Yet her husband Yudhishthira and his devoted brothers unwittingly left her under the protection of the house priest and a maid in their dwelling in the forest. Again, they are totally oblivious to the danger that her beautiful body could generate at the palace of Virāta. Draupadī’s attractive corporeal space generating destructive space recalls Helen’s beautiful body/corporeal space generating the Trojan War. But Draupadī, unlike Helen, moves with her husbands in various geographical locations and she only suffers for their sake.

6.8 Draupadī in divine space

The birth of Draupadī from a sacrificial Vedi establishes her completely divine existence on human plane. She has been adored and victimized for her beauty on earthly space, as any other woman with extraordinary beauty would be. I like to point out that she plays her role of a perfect pativratā towards the end of the epic when the king Yudhishthira decides to retire from ruling his kingdom. After the war, he has been installed on the throne of Hāstinapura and he has been ruling as a great king with Dhritarāśhta’s guidance. After a while, Dhritarāśtra along with his wife and Kuntī the mother of the first three Pāndavas retire in the forest. Eventually, Yudhishtihira decides to retire and so do his brothers and Draupadī. Clad in tree barks they resolve to follow the path of renunciation and wander through the various regions of India. It is important to note that they form a row in hierarchized order of following each other. Yudhishthira proceeds first, Bhīma follows him, then Arjuna followed by the twins in birth order and
finally behind them all walks Krishnā-Draupadī forming the sixth. Later on a dog joins them in their journey together.

While walking behind her husbands, Draupadī falls first and dies. But her husbands move ahead without looking back. Bhīma asks Yudhishthira why she is the first one to loose her life and Yudhishthira answers that she loved Arjuna the most. Gradually her husbands also die on the way for some characteristic blemishes, while her senior husband who brought her immense suffering enters heaven without loosing his body. Yudhishthira’s entrance into heaven in his human form signifies his flawless character.

The final book eighteen depicts how Yudhishthira sees Draupadī decorated with garland of lotus seated in heaven imbued with the splendor of sun. Seeing her suddenly the king Yudhishthira wishes to ask her a question. But Indra stops him and says:

This one is Sree herself. It was for your sake that she took birth, as the daughter of Drupada, among human beings, issuing not from any mother’s womb, O Yudhishthira, endued with agreeable perfume and capable of delighting the whole world. For your pleasure, she was created by the wielder of the trident. She was born in the race of Drupada and was enjoyed by you all. (18.4. 9-10)

śrīr eśā draupadī rūpā tvadarthe mānuṣaṁ gatā
eyonijā lokakāntā puṇyagandhā yudhiṣṭhira
drupadasya kule jātā bhavadbhiś copajīvitā
ratyarthāṁ bhavatāṁ ṭṛṣā nimitā śūlapāṇinā

Here again, the epic informs us that Draupadī was fashioned by Śiva the god of destruction. Therefore, it becomes possible to discern the destructive aspect of the Pāndava queen who is Śrī incarnate the most auspicious goddess. Yet it remains unclear why Yudhishthira had a sudden desire to ask question even in heaven that is truly her own divine space. Moreover, we will never know what could be his question. Van Buitenen provides us with remarkable insight regarding the Mahābhārata. He explains that:
The epic is a series of precisely stated problems imprecisely and therefore inconclusively resolved, with every resolution raising a new problem, until the very end, when the question remains: whose is heaven and whose is hell? (1975, vol.2, p.29)

To sum up, I have attempted to construct a chronotope that is suitable to Krishnā-Draupadī. Although her life on human plane is divinely pre-ordained but the audience does not know how she being the goddess of prosperity is going to shape a particular situation in a particular time and space. Following Morson’s suggestion I explored the ever-changing path of Krishnā-Draupadī. Considering her body as the corporeal space I have noted how the epic depiction of her body dovetails with the auspicious beauty of Śrī and with her opposite the inauspicious goddess of destruction. I have argued how her extremely desirable body creates a space charged with disorder and a conflicting time. Thus, it seems, even in her divine space the very sight of Draupadī generates a desire in Yudhishtira’s mind to ask a question.
Conclusion

Keeping in mind that Helen and Krishnā-Draupadī belong to completely different cultures and yet their respective cultures can be traced back to a common Indo-European heritage, I have attempted to probe the two epic narratives of Homer and the ancient Indic narrative of Vyāsa. My primary emphasis has been to examine the narratives of the character of Helen of Sparta in the two Greek epics and of Krishnā-Draupadī in the Mahābhārata through a comparative approach.

My point of departure in section one is the myth of overburdened Earth that appears in the epic cycle explaining the necessity of Helen’s birth. I have highlighted the strikingly parallel myth of an overburdened Earth explaining the births of Helen and Draupadī as instruments of war both in the Iliad and in the Mahābhārata. While following a “typological” method of comparison, I have argued how this particular myth traces the traditions of the Trojan War and the Mahābhārata war to the Indo-European heritage. Moreover, through this myth I have argued that both Helen and Krishnā-Draupadī are divinely ordained to be the instruments of war. In order to bolster my argument of asserting these two royal women as casus belli I have constructed a tripartite system of motifs: Birth, Beauty, and Marriage. In view of the narratives of their portrayals through the three motifs, two important consequences have come to the fore: First, the bronze age civilization attests the succession of kingship in ancient Greece from father-in-law to son-in-law as reported by Finkelberg. Second, the myth of Śrī has a parallel in the Irish tradition as the myth of Sovereignty as highlighted by many scholars, Rees and Rees, for example.

The second part of my dissertation discusses individually the self-presentation of Helen of Sparta and Krishnā-Draupadī of Pāncāla through their skilfull verbal maneuvre.
Drawing on Lateiner’s definition of non-verbal behavior in Homeric epic and also Bourdieu’s theory of bodily *hexis* I have attempted to explore the narratives of Helen in the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey*. Similarly, I have engaged the same method to explain the case of Draupadī. While being extremely aware of their own worth, they both maneuver their situation for their own defense through their excellent verbal skill. As their situation varies so does their rhetorical skill. However, coming from totally different regions of the globe, they do differ in their speaking power.

From the very beginning, Helen’s poetic ability has been compared to the narrator himself. Furthermore, Helen is the weaver of tapestry and the weaver of tales as well. At the *Teichoscopia*, she speaks to Priam with modesty. When asked by Priam, she introduces the Achaean warriors with great authority and never forgets to direct her answer in relation to her ownself. She is elusive. She blames herself for leaving her home, but the audience will never know whether she left Menelaus willingly or unwillingly.

When approached by Aphrodite at the rampart, she recognizes the goddess and refuses to follow her to the private chamber of Paris. While in his bedroom, she does not hesitate to rebuke the goddess. Similarly, she reproaches Paris for leaving the battlefield. Then she changes her mind and asks Paris not to go back lest he dies. When Hector visits Helen and Paris in their private chamber, Helen speaks to Paris in “honey-sweet words” (6.343) but she calls herself dog as she has blamed herself in communicating to Priam. She blames Paris for his lack of shame but praises Hector for his understanding of public indignation. Her profound understanding of the ambiguous gift of Zeus enables her to have a proleptic vision of poetic immortality for Paris, Hector, and herself. At the lamentation of Hector, not only does she earn the position of a most important mourner, she also praises Hector in relation to herself. Helen’s authoritative rhetorical skill in the *Iliad* reveals her royal
position in Sparta. She is the queen of Sparta, and Menelaus gains her kingdom only by marriage. The veiled body of beautiful Helen is not entirely transparent in the visual field of the onlookers. Similarly, her excellent verbal skill seems veiled as well to the audience. Coming from a royal household where matrilineal descent is practiced, Helen has to be ambiguous in her speech in a patrilineal Trojan society. Thus she has to blame herself but her usage of words for self-blaming, as has been noted, fits in only in the world of heroes.

However, the narrative of Helen in the *Odyssey*, unlike in the *Iliad*, is a subtle display of Helen’s divinity. She is introduced as descending from her high roofed chamber like a goddess in the middle of their glittering hall; her spinning implements are made of gold and silver and she is compared to “Artemis of the golden distaff”. She has an uncanny ability of recognition. Her art of speaking reflects the utterances of Muses in Hesiod’s *Theogony*. In fact, Helen’s good drug has an epithet generally used for Zeus. Clearly, she is the “daughter of Zeus” and she wants to undertake the role of Zeus through the drug, as Bertolin points out. Even Menelaus will have an everlasting life in the Elesyian plane for being married to Helen, “the daughter of Zeus”. Being back to her own land Helen can flaunt her ability to decipher the ominous signs; she can foretell the future. Although the world of Troy is a distant past for her, like in the *Iliad*, she continues to weave. She proudly offers a robe that she has woven to Telemachus for her future bride. The very fact of gift giving as a token of guest friendship is usual only in the world of heroes, as Menelaus also offers a beautiful bowl to Telemachus. Helen’s gift signifies the authority of a queen. In view of Helen’s power of speech, she speaks in the *Iliad* as a royal female authority from a matrilineal society and in the *Odyssey* as an established queen with a divine heritage.
The narrative of Krishnā-Draupadī from the perspective of her self-presentation through her power of speech, as I have noted, is different due to her culture and situation. Although the unusual birth of Krishnā-Draupadī is not unknown to the people in the *Mahābhārata*, she has not been treated as the goddess Šrī. Her divine beauty does not inspire any reverential awe that is suitable for an immortal goddess like Helen at the rampart, for example. Instead, she has suffered utmost indignities even in the presence of her five husbands, hence, her powerful speech for her self-defense. The narrator of the *Mahābhārata* depicts her mainly on the human plane, except for, the last book (eighteenth) where her real identity is revealed.

Draupadī’s portrayal is the upholder of an ideal *pativratā* (devoted to husband only) in the Hindu world. By contrast, at the assembly hall, she reveals her self-awareness with her carefully crafted question. She follows the *dharma* of an ideal wife as stipulated by the brāhmanic society yet, at the same time, she does not accept her status of a slave as the result of her husband’s gambling. So she dares to question the very procedure of this game of dice witnessed by the royal people at the royal hall. Her insubordinate attitude in presence of royal elders is not encouraged in a patriarchal society. Yet, it is said that due to her fierce practice as an ideal wife, the god Dharma (in abstract sense) saves her from being derobed. A similar paradox is found in the scene where Draupadī tries to encourage her senior husband to retaliate against Duryodhana for taking away his part of kingdom by unfair means.

Draupadī’s conversation with her senior husband during their stay in the forest again shows her rhetorical skill. Yudhishtīra admonishes his wife for arguing “too much”, for doubting “too much”, and thus transgressing her normative role as an obedient wife. As the wife of a kshatriya, on the contrary, Draupadī does not comprehend her
husband who passively accepts his defeat. Therefore, for the well being of her husband, she willfully decides that she must lead him to the right path. Clearly, this kind of logic must not be encouraged when proposed by a wife to her husband. Moreover, she makes a huge error at the end of her speech by recounting her educational experience at the royal household of her father where a reputed teacher used to give scholarly discourse. A devoted wife must not show off her knowledge even in an indirect way to her husband. It is crucial to note that there is a gap between Draupadī’s understanding of her duty (dharma) as a devoted wife and the duty of an ideal wife stipulated by the brāhmanic society. She must not transgress the society’s code of conduct and yet, she does. The narrator gives another example of her showing off her great skill in a friendly dialogue with the wife of Krishna.

When the wife of Krishna visits Draupadī at their dwelling in the forest, she asks an inquisitive question about her ability to keep her five husbands satisfied. She speaks to her in great detail. Draupadī reminds her that they are satisfied because, not only does she attend to her husbands’ need with great care, she also supervised the royal household in their formal palace where myriad of domestic servants worked and innumerable people were entertained. Most importantly, the final verse (3.222.51) asserts that she alone “among the glorious Pāndavas” knew the income and expenses of the royal revenue. Furthermore, it was she who used to manage the huge treasury of her husbands with financial mastery. Thus, with painfully exhaustive work of an ideal wife on a daily basis, she pleases her five husbands. It is impossible to accept that any human being can perform so much work unless it is the ideal standard set for a woman in a patrilineal society and Krishnā-Draupadī is depicted as the epitome of that ideal. It is also possible that Krishnā-Draupadī’s dialogue with the wife of Krishna is a veiled way of indicating the difficulty
of serving her husbands following the ideal of a pativratā woman. Although the cultural world of Draupadī differs greatly from that of Helen’s, I have shown that these heroines demonstrate unique similarity in their self-presentation through their rhetorical skill.

In the third or the final section of this dissertation, I have attempted to investigate the function of space and time in shaping the characters of aforementioned queens of the two ancient literatures. Drawing on insightful articles of Irene de Jong, brief analysis of Helen in Christos Tsagalis’s book explaining the function of space and time in the Iliad, Norman Austin’s understanding of time and space from Homer’s perspective, and above all Bakhtin’s concept of interconnectedness between time and space I have attempted to view Helen through the narratives of time and space in the Homeric epics. I have applied the same model in understanding the function of time and space through the narrative of Krishnā-Draupadī in the Mahābhārata.

In the first chapter of this reading, I have examined the narratives of Helen of Sparta in relation to time and space in the Iliad and also in the Odyssey as well. I have attempted to construct Helen at the time of war that is happening in Trojan space and then at the time of peace when she is back to her own original royal space at Sparta. I have elaborated how Helen in the Iliad captures the belligerent time of the heroes in her woven space. Watching Helen’s beautiful body wrapped with shining linen advancing to the Teichoscopia revitalizes the aged warriors seating at the wall. The viewing wall acts as a social space and at the same time, a liminal space that stands between the royal household and the battlefield. Here at the Teichoscopia, Helen travels back to her happy time in Sparta while identifying the Achean heroes for Priam. Helen’s interaction with beautiful Aphrodite happens on this wall and from this liminal space she follows the goddess to Paris’s fragrant bedchamber. Again in the same chamber Hector comes to see Paris and
Helen. While conversing with Hector, she weaves her past, present and future through her self-awareness and poetic consciousness. Similarly, at the public space of Hector’s lamentation, Helen connects Hector’s glorious past that will be sung in future through her unique lamentation. Time, in the Iliad, therefore, can be visualized in a continuous spectrum of past, present, and future.

Helen’s space and time in the *Odyssey* is marked with the notion of polarity. Homer devotes books four and fifteen to narrating Helen in the company of Menelaus and their dinner guests: Telemachus and Peisistratus, son of Nestor. The world of the *Odyssey* for them is the world of peace and it cherishes family values. The book four begins in the midst of a joyous event celebrating the double weddings of Hermione to the son of Achilles and Megapenthes, son of Menelaus and a slave to the daughter of Alcetor of Sparta. The glorious palace of Menelaus filled with joy of celebration juxtaposes the brief description of rough space travelled by Telemachus and Peisistratus at the very beginning of book four. After a while, shiny Helen like “Artemis of the golden distaff” descends from her high roofed chamber in the brilliant hall adding more brilliance. She is surround by precious objects embedded with distant time and space. Although her precious gifts including her good drug come from Egypt, but her travel to this distant space is not mentioned and Menelaus is silent about Helen’s presence in Egypt. Therefore, Helen’s unspoken connection to Egypt compounded with the narration of her *pharmakon*, story space, and of her supernatural power in the *Odyssey* may cast light on the poetic tradition of Stesichorus.

The chapter on Draupadi particularly, in the final section of this dissertation emphasizes that the function of space and time in relation to Draupadi is realized through visual images. As her beautiful body serves as a “site” of male desire, she also creates her
own space charged with hostility in coordination with time while moving with her husbands from one space to another. As Śrī, her corporeal existence beside her senior husband affirms the sociocultural position of a king in ancient India. In light of the aforementioned background, I view Draupadi’s body as a “corporeal space”.

Viewing Draupadi as “a corporeal space” provides insight into the narrator’s repeated allusion to her body. The narrator associates the shape of her body in relation to the ritual altar suggesting a constant reminder of her birth predetermined for violent purpose. She keeps her mass of dark hair loose as a reminder of her assault and thus to encourage her husbands to fight against their cousins in order to regain their lost kingdom. Menelaus and Agamemnon gathered the whole Achaean army to retrieve Helen in order to re-establish Menelaus’s honour. But, in the case of Draupadi, she herself reminds her senior husband to prepare for the great battle and thereby keeps her five husbands united in taking revenge for her assault. Moreover, I have shown how the descriptions of her garments are particularly important in signifying the temporal context of her existence.

Her bloodstained garment signifies the impending bloody war and she is the *casus belli*. At the time of her leaving the Kuru kingdom, she purposely keeps her bloodstained garment on as a visual reminder of her torture so that the citizens must not forget her suffering. During her stay at the forest with her husbands, she keeps the same attire of a renunciant like her husbands and I have noted how narrator points out her sage like body. Again her garment indicates her impending spatio-temporal situation, her dirty garment at the palace of the king at the time of their living incognito, for example. Finally she binds her hair, as noted, when the war is over. Yet, scholars pay no attention to the significance of her corporeal depictions, and her garments according to her situations in spatio-temporal contexts.
Although the audience knows about her unusual birth, she does not exhibit any supernatural power. Rather her dignity is saved by supernatural power. To put it differently, she is rewarded by divine power, as she is the ideal follower of duty (dharma) of a married woman. Her senior husband, son of the god Dharma, does not even acknowledge her divinity. Her husbands leave her on the snowy path when she dies and they continue their journey towards heaven. It is noted how hard it is for Yudhisthira to restrain himself from questioning her even when she appears in heaven in full splendor of Śrī.

In the final analysis the necessity of their birth as casus belli still seems unclear. Achilles who was demi-god as well as the “best of the Achaeans” could have fulfilled the “will of Zeus”. The Trojan War could have happened because of the desire of territorial expansion. Similarly, the Mahābhārata war could have happened over the succession of the throne. It has been elaborated that Helen of Sparta had her own cult in her own country and her superhuman abilities in the Odyssey definitely bespeaks her divinity. West and Clader, as noted above, show how Homer’s Helen is a blend of the Indo-European and pre-Indo-European cultures. Furthermore, I have pointed out how Finkelberg and Atchity inform that the Aegean civilization in Bronze Age demonstrates the evidence of matrilineal system due to which Menelaus became the king of Sparta. In view of the above scholarly information and Homer’s portrayal in the Iliad, it is possible to suggest strongly that Helen of Sparta in the Iliad displays a tradition that stands at the crossroad of the Aegean matrilineal civilization and Indo-European patrilineal tradition. Thus, it is not difficult to assume that the tradition of Helen’s birth as casus belli is an Indo-European invention of harnessing powerfull goddess of Aegean civilization.
Similarly, the birth of Krishnā-Draupadī as an agent for destroying the warrior race in the *Mahābhārata* is superfluous. As we have been told above that the goddess Śrī herself born from the ritual altar becomes the common wife of the five demi-gods. More importantly, she is the perfect example of an ideal wife as expected in a patrilineal society. I have accentuated how she is portrayed as the epitome of the *pativrata* ideal as narrated by Draupadī herself in her dialogue with the wife of Krishna in the *Mahābhārata*. At the same time, Draupadī’s bellicose speech inciting her husbands to fight following their *dharma* of the Kshatriyas suggests a totally opposite image of her. I have pointed out how Madelaine Biardeau compared Draupadī with the goddess whose origin dates back to the Indus civilization of India. Moreover, We are told that originally Śrī was the pre-Vedic goddess of fertility who has been incorporated in the Vedic pantheon at a latter stage. I argue that Draupadī can be the social manifestation of pre-Vedic ideology (Indus valley civilization) in her bellicose yet *pativrata* performance stipulated by the patrilineal society of the Hindu world. In conclusion, while the ambiguous character of Helen of Sparta displays the beginning of the Indo-European society, equally equivocal character of Krishnā-Draupadī of Pāncāla reflects the residue of pre-Vedic ideology in a patrilineal society embedded in Vedic ideology. As a result, the portrayals of Homer’s Helen and Vyāsa’s Krishnā-Draupadī do not play the simple role of catalysts for creating war. Rather, they convey their identities through power of speech while trying to fit in a patrilineal society.

---
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